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Maintenance of extrusion plant electrical and control equipment requires specialized skills and
advanced training in both electrical and electronic technology, and it is beyond the scope of this manual
to teach those skills. For that training you will need to rely on the services of trade and technical schools,
as well as specialized training and seminars offered by equipment vendors and contractors.
For the purposes of this manual we have attempted to provide help in two areas:
•

for those extrusion personnel who are not trained in electrical/electronic work (people who
work in production, management, etc.), a general background in these technical areas, and

•

for maintenance professionals, some specific recommendations and helpful hints specifically
for extrusion press electrical and control maintenance, as gathered from various sources.

One excellent reference is the paper, “Extrusion Press Electrical Systems,” by David Turnipseed.
Originally presented at the AEC Press Maintenance Seminar, in Chicago, November, 1991, it is reprinted
here with his permission, beginning on page 6-11. For this Third Edition he has provided “Tips for
Successful Electrical Trouble Shooting of Extrusion Equipment”, page 6-16.

Press Controls - Background
Until the late 1970’s, extrusion presses were controlled almost exclusively by relay logic. Relays,
timers, and other electro-mechanical devices “hard wired” together in an intricate scheme, permitted
control of complex press movements in precisely the correct sequence. Each action --- perhaps an
operator pushing a button, or a mechanical arm tripping a limit switch --- might initiate other actions, or
simply enable or prohibit others from taking place. Relay logic is a highly developed technology, and the
electro-mechanical devices employed have been refined to a degree of high reliability over the years. It
was not uncommon for presses controlled by relay logic to operate with very good reliability.

Figure 6-1: Controls from a 1970’s
Farrel press

Figure 6-2: Modern control desk for entire press line with
graphic operator interface (Photo courtesy of Presezzi Extrusion)
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Why change from relay logic? First of all, the atmosphere around presses is usually
contaminated by airborne dirt and oils in the form of aerosol mists, a clear enemy of
electromechanical contacts. When you open a relay cabinet near an extrusion press you will
likely find the inside dirty and oil coated. Also, electromechanical relays have a relatively short
life (compared to electronics), as the many cycles of operation eventually lead to fatigue failures.
Trouble-shooting to find problems can be slow and difficult. Hard-wired logic is also inflexible,
and fine tuning press cycles to optimize the dead cycles was an art, requiring an experienced
hand with stopwatch and screwdriver, making small adjustments to limit switches in a trial-anderror process while the press was stopped or operating at limited capacity.
When the microprocessor era
arrived in the 1970’s, many extruders with
outdated or unreliable relay systems began
to replace their old relay cabinets with the
new Programmable Controllers (a name
later changed to Programmable Logic
Controllers, or PLC’s, to distinguish them
from Personal Computers). Usually,
converting a press to PLC control involved
removing the old, oil-soaked relay control
cabinet and installing a simple PLC cabinet.
Sometimes there was not even a circuit
diagram to work from. A maintenance
electrician who knew the operating
sequence and relay logic of the press (but
didn’t know PLC’s) would work with a
contract PLC programmer, who had never
seen an extrusion press, to create together
a workable operating program for the press.
It was common to use the PLC simply to
replace relays.

Figure 6-3: Inside a modern press PLC control
cabinet (Photo courtesy of Presezzi Extrusion)

Before long, however, creative minds began to see other possibilities in the new controls,
touching off a wave of innovation that is still growing. Following are listed some of the
advantages and innovative applications of PLC’s that make them the choice for every press
today:
•

Even greater reliability and “up time” are possible.

•

Encoders and transducers can replace most limit switches, improving reliability and flexibility.

•

Back-travel of the ram may be automatically adjusted according to the billet length, to reduce
dead time.

•

Tuning of press functions for minimum dead cycle is simpler -- done entirely on the
programming terminal while the press remains in service.

•

Press logic may also be revised quickly and easily from the programming terminal, without
wiring changes.

•

Diagnostic programs permit instant detection and explanation of faults -- on the operator’s
panel or even remotely in the maintenance shop.

•

More sophisticated logic sequences are possible -- steps may be performed concurrently.

•

Mathematical capabilities of PLC’s increase the possibilities for data gathering and
quantitative control logic.

•

Variable or fuzzy logic allows additional possibilities for improvements in process control.

•

PLC’s offer quicker response to input information.

•

Simpler operator interfaces are available -- touch screens, mouse input, and graphical onscreen representations. These reduce operator training time and improve understanding of
the press and controls.
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•

Communication with other computers -– including data gathering and remote (auto) set-up of
operating parameters –- is possible.

•

A history of maintenance problems may be automatically recorded and transmitted.

Figure 6-4: Old Farrel pneumatic servo
controls for press hydraulics

Figure 6-5: Modern electronic servo controls
(Photo courtesy of Presezzi Extrusion)

Maintenance of Control Equipment1
ATTENTION: Servicing energized industrial control equipment can be hazardous. Severe injury
or death can result from electrical shock, burn, or unintended actuation of controlled equipment.
Recommended practice is to disconnect and lock-out control equipment from power sources, and
release stored energy, if present. Refer to National Fire Protection Association Standard No.
NFPA70E, Part II and (as applicable) OSHA rules for Control of Hazardous Energy Sources
(Lock-out/Tag-out) and OSHA Electrical Safety Related Work Practices for safety related
work practices, including procedural requirements for lock-out-tag-out, and appropriate work
practices, personnel qualifications and training requirements where it is not feasible to deenergize and lock-out or tag-out electric circuits and equipment before working on or near
exposed circuit parts.
Periodic Inspection: Industrial control equipment should be inspected periodically. Inspection
intervals should be based on environmental and operating conditions and adjusted as indicated
by experience. An initial inspection within 3 to 4 months after installation is suggested. See
National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) Standard No. ICS 1.3, Preventive
Maintenance of Industrial Control and Systems Equipment, for general guidelines for setting
up a periodic maintenance program. Some specific guidelines are listed below.
Contamination: Keep cabinet doors closed and locked to keep the interiors clean and to prevent
unauthorized access.
If inspection reveals that dust, dirt, moisture or other contamination has reached the
control equipment, the cause must be eliminated. This could indicate an incorrectly selected or
ineffective enclosure, unsealed enclosure openings (conduit or other) or incorrect operating
procedures. Replace any improperly selected enclosure with one that is suitable for the
environmental conditions -- refer to NEMA Standard No. 250, Enclosures for Electrical
Equipment for enclosure type descriptions and test criteria. Replace any damaged or embrittled
elastomer seals and repair or replace any other damaged or malfunctioning parts (e.g., hinges.
fasteners, etc.).
Dirty, wet or contaminated control devices must be replaced unless they can be cleaned
effectively by vacuuming or wiping with a soft cloth. Compressed air is not recommended for
cleaning because it may displace dirt, dust, or debris into other parts or equipment, or damage
delicate parts.
1

Portions adapted from “Maintenance of Industrial Control Equipment,” Allen-Bradley Division of
Rockwell Automation, Publication C-111, March 1995. 1201 South Second Street,
Milwaukee WI 53204.
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Cooling Devices: Inspect blowers and fans used for forced air cooling. Replace any that have
bent, chipped, or missing blades, or if the shaft does not turn freely. Apply power momentarily to
check operation. If unit does not operate, check and replace wiring, fuse, or blower or fan motor
as appropriate. Clean or change air filters as recommended in the product manual. Also, clean
fins of heat exchangers so convection cooling is not impaired.
Also see page 6-12 for additional suggestions for maintaining the correct atmospheric conditions
for PLC controls.
Operating Mechanisms: Check for proper functioning and freedom from sticking or binding.
Replace any broken, deformed or badly worn parts or assemblies according to individual product
renewal parts lists. Check for and retighten securely any loose fasteners. Lubricate if specified in
individual product instructions.
Note: Most magnetic starters, contactors and relays are
designed to operate without lubrication -- do not lubricate
these devices because oil or grease on the pole faces
(mating surfaces) of the operating magnet may cause the
device to stick in the "ON” mode. Some parts of other
devices are factory lubricated -- if lubrication during use or
maintenance of these devices is needed, it will be
specified in their individual instructions. If in doubt,
consult the manufacturer of the device.
Contacts: Check contacts for excessive wear and dirt
accumulations every 6 months. Vacuum or wipe contacts
with a soft cloth if necessary to remove dirt. Contacts are
not harmed by discoloration and slight pitting. Contacts
should never be filed, as dressing only shortens contact
life. Contact spray cleaners should not be used as their
residues on magnet pole faces or in operating
mechanisms may cause sticking, and on contacts can
interfere with electrical continuity. Contacts should only
be replaced after silver has become badly worn. Always
replace contacts in complete sets to avoid misalignment
and uneven contact pressure.
Terminals: Loose connections in power circuits can
cause overheating that can lead to equipment malfunction
or failure. Loose connections in control circuits can cause
control malfunctions. Loose bonding or grounding
connections can increase hazards of electrical shock and
contribute to electromagnetic interference (EMI). Check
the tightness of all terminals and bus bar connections
every 6 months and tighten securely any loose
connections. Replace any parts or wiring damaged by
overheating, and any broken wires or bonding straps.
Maintain the correct terminal strips for the type of wire
used.

Figure 6-6: Faulty electrical
junction identified by infrared scan.

Infrared scans are recommended for detecting
heat build-up or faulty connections -- see page 6-13.
Arc Hoods: Check for cracks, breaks, or deep erosion.
Arc hoods and arc chutes should be replaced if damaged
or deeply eroded.
Coils: If a coil exhibits evidence of overheating (cracked,
melted or burned insulation), it must be replaced. In that
event, check for and correct over-voltage or under-voltage
conditions, which can cause coil failure. Be sure to clean
Figure 6-7: Overheated fuse block
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any residues of melted coil insulation from other parts of the device or replace such parts.
Batteries: Replace batteries periodically as specified in product manual or if a battery shows
signs of electrolyte leakage. Use tools to handle batteries that have leaked electrolyte; most
electrolytes are corrosive and can cause burns. Dispose of the old battery in accordance with
instructions supplied with the new battery or as specified in the manual for the product.
Pilot Lights: Replace any burned out lamps or damaged lenses.
Solid State Devices:
ATTENTION: Use of other than factory recommended test equipment for solid state controls may
result in damage to the control or test equipment or unintended actuation of the controlled
equipment. Refer to the paragraph titled HIGH VOLTAGE TESTING.
Solid state devices require little more than a periodic visual inspection. Discolored,
charred or burned components may indicate the need to replace the component or circuit board.
Necessary replacements should be made only at the PC board or plug-in component level.
Printed circuit boards should be inspected to determine whether they are properly seated in the
edge board connectors. Board locking tabs should also be in place. Solid state devices must
also be protected from contamination, and cooling provisions must be maintained -- refer to the
paragraphs titled CONTAMINATION and COOLING DEVICES on previous pages. Solvents
should not be used on printed circuit boards.
High Voltage Testing: High voltage insulation resistance (IR) and dielectric withstanding voltage
(DWV) tests should not be used to check solid state control equipment. When measuring IR or
DWV of electrical equipment such as transformers or motors, any solid state device used for
control or monitoring must be disconnected before performing the test. Even though no damage
is readily apparent after an IR or DWV test, the solid state devices are degraded, and repeated
application of high voltage can lead to failure.
Locking and Interlocking Devices: Check these devices for proper working condition and
capability of performing their intended functions. Make any necessary replacements only with the
correct renewal parts or kits. Adjust or repair only in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions.
Maintenance After a Fault Condition: Opening of the short circuit protective device (such as
fuses or circuit breakers) in a properly coordinated motor branch circuit is an indication of a fault
condition in excess of operating overload. Such conditions can cause damage to control
equipment. Before restoring power, the fault condition must be corrected and any necessary
repairs or replacements must be made to restore the control equipment to good working order.
Refer to NEMA Standards Publication No. lCS-2. Part lCS2-302 for procedures.
Be sure to maintain the correct fuse sizes, as over time incorrect fuses are often used
and not corrected. Label all fuse holders with the proper size fuses to be used, and check
visually to be sure that the correct sizes are used.
Replacements: Use only replacement parts and devices recommended by the manufacturer to
maintain the integrity of the equipment. Make sure the parts are properly matched to the model,
series end revision level of the equipment.
Final Check Out: After maintenance or repair of industrial controls, always test the control
system for proper functioning under controlled conditions that avoid hazards in the event of a
control malfunction. For additional information, refer to NEMA ICS 1.3, PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE OF INDUSTRIAL CONTROL AND SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT, published by the
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, and NFPA70B, ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE, published by the National Fire Protection Association.
Identification: Proper maintenance requires complete identification of wires and components,
and an accurate circuit diagram. Maintain a clean, orderly cabinet with coded wire colors and
numbered wire markers. Maintain up-to-date schematic drawings.

Maintenance of Remote Input/Output (I/O) Devices see also page 6-13
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Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check limit
switches for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for proper actuation. The
lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft dry cloth, and reflective
devices used in conjunction with photoelectric switches also require periodic cleaning. Do not
use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and
reflectors.
Check solenoid valves for overheating or chattering. The armature may be misaligned or
the contact carrier not free; replace as needed. Also check for proper voltage.
Clean and check for loose or broken solenoid covers or terminal connections, and for
damaged or broken conduit.

Maintenance of Container Heating

see also pages 6-14 and 3-15

Several basic problems combine to make container heating systems more difficult to
maintain. First, the high sheath temperatures of the elements and at the terminal connections
adversely affect reliability. Purchase only elements with alloy steel sheathing selected for hightemperature properties. Regularly check for corrosion of the heating elements.
Second, the terminal connections are small and difficult to make properly, and they must
operate at high temperatures. Use nickel or nickel-clad copper wires and make the terminal
connections very carefully. Regularly check the connections for tightness.
Third, because the container must move thousands and thousands of times each year,
the wires must also move and flex. Use extra flexible, over-sized wires for the power leads, and
replace the thermocouple wires often as it is relatively inexpensive.
Finally, maintenance and calibration of temperature control instruments is difficult and is
usually best contracted to firms which specialize in instrument repair and maintenance.

Maintenance of Electric Motors

see also page 6-14

Clean and lubricate motors annually. If the windings become coated with oil and dirt they
will run hotter, leading to premature motor failure. Likewise, clogged openings in the motor frame
may result in the loss of effective cooling. Check the motor windings with a megohmmeter
annually. Also check and record the no-load amps of
each motor.
Check the condition and alignment of pump-motor
couplings annually and lubricate them, according to
manufacturer’s recommendations and plant service
history.
The following information on electric motor maintenance
and failure analysis is taken from presentations by Phil
Dibb at AEC Extrusion Press Maintenance Seminars in
1999:
Motor failure studies indicate that the most common
causes of motor failures are mechanical:
•

An IEEE survey covering motors 250 HP and
greater indicated bearings as the cause of 44% of
failures and windings 25%.

•

Petrochemical industry statistics for all motors
show that mechanical causes account for 75% of
failures.

A Norwegian study of motors 10 to 1000 HP
showed that bearings, rotors, and shafts account
for 75% of failures and stators less than 20%.
The principal causes of electrical failures in motors are:
•

Figure 6-8: Electric motor, same motor
seen with infrared shows overheating
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•

Restricted ventilation (cooling air)

•

Overloading

•

Frequent starting (larger motors)

•

Protection devices not working or misapplied (over-current devices do not detect
overheating)

•

Terminal voltage variations

•

Single phasing

•

Improper application (wrong motor for the job)

•

Insulation contamination (moisture or chemicals)

• Poor connections
To maintain adequate motor ventilation:
•

Keep the winding air passages clear of dirt or oil:
 Brush and vacuum built-up dirt (preferred).
 Blow out dirt with compressed air (caution).
 Dry wipe and solvent clean.

•

Clean or change air filters regularly or when plugged.

•

Make sure air intakes and outlets are unrestricted.

• Have adequate air inlet and exhaust space.
Train operators to “respect” large motors when starting:
•

Understand the consequences of too-frequent starting:
 Cost to rewind the motor
 Downtime for repairs or replacement

•

Install timers to protect against frequent starting.

•

The larger the motor, the more critical it is to prevent frequent starting.

• IEC starters have defined limits.
Verify that the motor protection is adequate:
•

Proper overload relays:
 Installed on all three phases (not two)
 Sized to trip at proper current
 Insure that proper overloads are installed after a motor is changed.

•

Provide over-temperature protection for critical motors.

 Microprocessor-type with adjustable settings (RTD’s in motor required)
Verify that the protection works:
•

Current and trip test overloads periodically.

•

Function test over-temperature protection (use a decade box).

•

Test other protective devices (large motors): locked rotor, phase balance, phase loss,
voltage, etc.

• Some 3-phase microprocessor types are difficult to field test.
Allowable voltage and frequency variations (per NEMA MG 1-20.4S): successful rated load
operation occurs if:
•

At rated frequency the voltage is ±10%

•

At rated voltage the frequency is ±5%

• With frequency < ±5% combined is ±10%
Verify that the motor terminal voltage is adequate:
•

Should not be more than 10% above or below rated.
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•

Insure that the voltage is balanced: 3.5% voltage imbalance can cause a 25%
temperature rise (16 volts at 460).

•

For long lead wires, motor voltage will be lower than starter voltage:
 Check voltage at “full” motor load.
 Be sure the measuring instrument is accurate.
 Check the conductor size and calculate the voltage drop.

“Too high” voltage can cause unwanted heating --- it does not necessarily mean lower
current.
Mechanical failure causes:
•

•

Manufacturing defects (not controllable by the user)

•

Shipping

•

Storage

•

Application and environment

•

Installation

• Maintenance --- bearings are the number 1 problem
Bearing life:
•

The rated life L-10 of a bearing is limited to fatigue endurance life only and does not
consider factors such as lubrication, temperature, contamination, etc.

• Most bearings fail for reasons other than material fatigue --- primarily due to lubrication.
Bearing lubrication:
•

Anti-friction bearings require lubrication --- there is no such thing as a true anti-friction
bearing.

•

Lubrication dramatically affects bearing life.

• Bearing life is only as good as lubricant life.
Grease Lubrication:
•

Lubricating greases are thickened mineral or synthetic oils.

•

Oil is removed from the grease during operation.

•

The oil that is picked up by the bearing is gradually broken down by oxidation or lost by
evaporation.

•

Bleeding of the grease must take place to continue to supply a small quantity of oil,

•

The supply of oil must keep up with the demand.

•

In time the grease will oxidize or the oil in the grease near rotating parts may be depleted.

•

Operating temperature affects the life of the grease

•

A temperature rise of 15 – 20oF (8 – 11oC) can double the rate of oxidation.

•

Use the correct grease for the application.

•

High-temperature synthetic grease in most cases is not suitable for relatively lowtemperature applications.

•

The best type of lubricant is one which remains in close contact with bearing surfaces
that require lubrication.

•

Motor manufacturers pack their bearings with polyurea-based grease (example: Chevron
SRI 2).

•

Mixing of grease types is not recommended.

• Avoid mixing greases with different soap bases (for example, polyurea and lithium)
Re-lubrication:
•

Bearings require periodic re-lubrication to achieve their service life.

•

Re-lubrication interval depends on many factors:
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 Bearing type and size
 Speed
 Operating temperature
 Grease type
 Operating environment
•

Re-lubrication interval is defined as the time period, at the end of which 99% of the
bearings are still reliably lubricated.

•

Re-lubrication intervals are specified by the motor manufacturer based on the bearing
manufacturer’s recommendations.

•

Re-lubrication must be with the correct volume of grease.

•

The proper volume depends on the bearing size.

•

Too much grease can be more damaging than too little.

Determine the required grease volume listed in the equipment instruction manual, or use
the following formula:
G = 0.114 DB
where:
G = grease quantity (ounces)
D = bearing outside diameter (inches)
B = bearing width (inches)
Periodic visual inspections of motors:
•

•

Remove covers and check for:
 Plugged air passages between end turns
 Oil or grease on windings (indicates lubrication problems)

 Overheating of random windings or rotor
Visual inspections --- look for:
•

Portions of winding discolored: indicates single-phasing or unbalanced voltage

•

All windings discolored: indicates overload condition

•

Rotor discolored or rotor fan deformed: indicates locked rotor damage, frequent starting,
or long start time.

•

Cracked winding varnish: indicates advanced age or overheating of insulation.

•

Evidence of winding movement

•

Shock loading, or poor end-turn bracing

•

Spot discoloration at connections: indicates poor factory lead connections.

•

Spot discoloration or melting on winding: indicates shorted turn insulation.

•

Discolored terminal box connections: indicates overheating due to poor connections (will
eventually fail), possibly inadequate crimp, lug, or bolt connection.
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Note: The following paper provides useful information about the maintenance of extrusion
plant electrical equipment and controls. It was first presented by the author at the AEC
Press Maintenance Seminar, in Chicago, November, 1991, and is reprinted here with his
permission.

Extrusion Press Electrical Systems
by David Turnipseed

INTRODUCTION: System History
Ten years ago, when "automation" was discussed the term meant using
sophisticated systems such as DC drives to replace motors with Powerstats or SCR rectifiers,
and to sequence equipment functions with massive relay panels. The more relays, the more
automated you were. During this time, microprocessor-based instruments, programmable
controllers, and other electronics were on the market. However, most small companies were
reluctant to take the step of implementing these new electronics due to the fear of the unknown.
Lack of technical support, cost of repairs, and reliability of the product were all drawbacks.
During the past ten years, some companies have taken the step towards automation at
enormous speed, whereas some have been slower and more cautious. No matter when the first
steps were taken, any company which introduced the more sophisticated equipment has been
forced to have more technical personnel or to provide more training for existing personnel,
purchase additional trouble shooting aids, purchase expensive critical spare parts, and test the
reliability of manufacturers’ products in the plant environment. In addition, the companies have
the responsibility of ensuring that maintenance personnel have kept up with ongoing changes so
as not to be left in a bind should someone decide to leave.
Today, we talk of automation as installing programmable controllers, personal computers
on the shop floor, infrared light beams, and AC inverters -- equipment that is microprocessorbased, intelligent, smart, operator-interfaced, etc. The definition of automation has changed
dramatically during the last ten years, and, consequently, so has the way we operate to
accommodate these changes.

Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC’s)
General Information about PLC’s. Programmable logic controllers come in all shapes and
sizes -- cheap, expensive, large I/O capacity, small I/O capacity, power instruction sets, only relay
logic instructions, communications ability, etc.
If your company is considering installing a PLC for new equipment, or upgrading existing
equipment, choose the type that best fits the application and provides for future growth. Also,
consider the economic reliability of the product, area support, and the experience of your current
personnel. Unlike computers, you can purchase PLC's which have the capability to go for years
without becoming obsolete if you have planned for future enhancements. Most important, make
sure your plans are thorough in implementing a PLC system so that you will not have to add
hardware.
Justification. How can you justify installing a PLC on a system that already works?
Troubleshooting and flexibility are the two largest factors you can use in justifying this purchase.
PLC's can open up a whole new world in troubleshooting. When using a PLC for troubleshooting,
the electrician can often diagnose and correct problems without using meters or any other tools.
The user can observe the logic sequence of a machine operation and determine the correct
action to take. The user can also systematically program the PLC to catch intermittent problems.
To increase the capacity of troubleshooting, the user can program diagnostics for the
maintenance personnel or the machine operator. The limit to the diagnostic system is only the
amount of creative programming the user can come up with to show the cause of problems. A
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full diagnostic system can be designed with add-on equipment which will tell personnel what the
problems are and suggest possible solutions.
Diagnosing machine problems often causes a large portion of downtime. Users of a PLC
can realize a payback in a relatively short period of time. The PLC can be a powerful tool if used
to its fullest capacity.
Flexibility. Flexibility is another big justification for the use of PLC's over conventional systems.
Machine operations can be changed without any tools other than a programming terminal and
can be done in a minimum amount of time. Enhancements, modifications, and sequence
corrections can be worked out ahead of time and sometimes implemented without stopping the
process. Work that would normally take hours in a conventional electrical system by changing
wires and adding components can be done in minutes at the programmer’s terminal. Also, a
good PLC can diagnose itself, its software, its own system problems, and can tell the programmer
if there is a problem with the design of the logic sequence before the process is implemented.
Training. PLC training should not be construed as a complex undertaking. Parts of the
procedure include are: understanding control logic, learning basic electrical skills, and, the most
basic of all, memorizing symbols. There are many fields that are more complex than learning to
use a PLC. Any maintenance personnel which must trouble-shoot process problems should at
least learn to use this tool.
Automation. A base is necessary to have automation and to continue with automation. The
base for any automated system is the PLC. If you are interested in obtaining information from the
process, there must be a source from which to obtain this information.

The PLC Environment
Air. Most reputable PLC's are well suited for plant environments. However, for best reliability,
they need to be treated as a computer. The cleaner the operating environment, the less
problems will occur. Keep the surrounding air as dust-free as possible and within the
manufacturer's temperature specifications. All PLC's should be mounted in enclosed panels with
forced, filtered outside air. If the panel is located in a high-temperature environment, or is
mounted in a panel with other controls that produce heat, it may be necessary to install aircooling devices. Also, if the panel is located in areas where there are corrosive contaminants in
the air, it is imperative to have a cooled air system, which will allow no outside air to enter. Make
sure all PLC's, like any other electrical devices, are protected from moisture.
Power. Cleanliness of the power that feeds power supplies for PLC's is as important as the
cleanliness of the environment. Power in manufacturing facilities has a number of contaminants - induced harmonics, surges and transients, dips and spikes, etc. The PLC's power supply is well
suited, but cannot always handle every voltage problem that may exist in a plant environment.
The cleaner the power coming to the PLC, the less you have to rely on the PLC's power supply to
filter out any unwanted trash. Give your PLC as much filtering and protection as possible, with
constant voltage transformers and isolation devices to stabilize the input power signal. Voltage
systems can cause unexplainable occurrences of intermittent problems, and also decrease the
life of components in your system.
System Design. Maintaining a proper design on the PLC system's architecture, hardware, and
software is as important as physical conditions. PLC's work best when their design is as efficient
as possible. The PLC's hardware doesn't work well with timing problems, and software problems
occur, resulting in improperly coordinated logic functions. Careful thought needs to go into
designing or making system changes.
Good Cabling Techniques. PLC's communicate with other PLC's, remote racks, computers,
and some I/O devices with low voltage signals. It is always necessary to use good cabling
techniques to obtain a good working system. Signal cables should be shielded, with good
grounding techniques. All connections, whether solder connections or terminations, need to be of
good quality. Most manufacturers can provide adequate guidelines to follow. Any low voltage
signal cable or low voltage wire should be located as far as possible from higher voltages wires
and higher frequency wires, such as AC drives, to prevent noise induction. There are always
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cases where this is unavoidable. If this occurs, make sure signal cables do not run parallel to
other wires.

Maintaining Electrical Systems
Panel Wiring. Wiring is the backbone of electrical systems. Wires in panels, conduits, and any
other place should be protected as much as possible against physical damage, electrical
overloads, and corrosive contaminants. Specifically, panel wires should be kept neat and
organized with wire numbers on all wires to decrease time during troubleshooting. Panel wiring
should be color-coded to standards to allow determination of voltage levels visually.
Prints and Documentation. An important part of maintaining an electrical system is keeping
good updated electrical prints. Prints should be easily accessible and legible. Prints also should
be kept up to date with proper information on the prints for the user. Documentation on electrical
devices should also be kept safe in an area where they can be accessed. If a PLC is involved,
software documentation and the back-up copy should always be kept updated with current
changes in order to trouble shoot properly, or excessive downtime can result. PLC
documentation software has become as plentiful as brands of PLC's over the years. Now, you
can choose a documentation package to custom design the way you personally want to arrange
your information.
Fusing. Fusing of electrical systems is an area where proper upkeep is often overlooked. Most
of the time, electrical systems, especially after years of operation, contain fuses that have been
improperly replaced with fuses that are the wrong type or size or both. Many times, fuses are
replaced with the closest available size or type and then forgotten. This can be a very dangerous
condition and shows up later with damaged equipment and possible injury to personnel. Fuses
smaller than design cause nuisance stops, and larger fuses allow high currents above design,
causing failure. To help minimize these conditions, all fuse holders should be properly labeled in
panels so that visual checks can be made to maintain proper integrity. All maintenance
personnel should be trained to have proper knowledge of fuses and fuse applications.
Terminal Strips. Terminal strips are often misused. Specific types of terminal strips are
designed for specific type connections. Some are designed for wire lugs, some for single bare
end wire, and others for multiple wires. When used improperly, loose connections can result in
intermittent power interruptions, and heat build-up from arcing. Wire connections should be retightened on a routine basis with the proper torque applied.
Infrared Testing. Infrared testing is the most efficient way of checking for bad wire connections.
With infrared testing, an infrared camera is used to show heat dissipation, visually and on a
temperature scale. Anything that causes excess heat will show up, such as loose wires at
terminals, and bad contacts. Once found, they can be easily corrected. This system has proven
to be one of the most cost-saving preventive maintenance items of all. Generally, this procedure
is more economical to be done by an outside service with trained technicians rather than
purchasing the expensive equipment, unless you have a very large facility.
Power Supplies. Another check for potential process problems is periodically checking output
levels of low voltage power supplies. These voltage levels will drift from time to time due to
ambient temperature swings, input power fluctuations, and bad environmental conditions. Some
field components are designed to operate at certain voltage threshold levels. If these devices are
operating on the borderline between good and bad, intermittent shutdown can occur. If levels are
too high, possible damage may result. The period at which power supplies should be calibrated
should be determined by the quality of the power supply and the sensitivity of the devices which
they control.
PLC’s. PLC's are relative easy to maintain as long as you keep a good working environment -dust free and cool.
I/O Devices. I/O devices are the largest cause of downtime in electrical systems, input devices
more often than output devices. Checking these field devices should be done on a constant,
routine basis. Mounting, alignment, and terminal connections all fail time after time if close
attention is neglected. Limit switch arms work loose along with mounting bolts. Photo eyes
become misaligned and dirty. Proximity switches become out of range. Input devices with
electronics need to be calibrated periodically for drift. Mechanically driven transducers need to be
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checked for alignment and tight couplings. It is very important to protect all field devices from
physical and heat damage. Most failures result from looseness or physical damage causing
excessive cost and downtime.
Output devices also must be checked for looseness. As with any operating device,
output devices should have a good ground integrity and surge suppressor to prevent transient
spikes.
Instrumentation. Instrumentation ranges from electromechanical to microprocessor-based, to a
combination of both. Electromechanical devices such as older process controllers or modern
chart recorders need periodic inspection and lubrication of moving parts, and calibration. Most
non-mechanical instrumentation only needs periodic calibration and good environmental
conditions. All electronic instrumentation should be checked with accurate calibration monthly by
a trained technician.

Container Heating
Container heating is a process critical to all types of extrusion. Many times the major
concern is keeping a container hot enough to run properly, not making sure this part of the
system is working efficiently, economically, and preserving the life of components.
SCR Control. By using on-off control with an across the line starter, the controller provides full
power to the system for a period of time and then no power, which results in heat loss. Also,
contactors, another source of wear, continually cycle, causing transients in power lines and arcing
on contacts due to high resistive loads. SCR control provides only the amount of power
necessary to stabilize the load without excess power usage. Also, no contactor is needed, which
completely eliminates one potential problem and maintains cleaner power.
Single Zone vs. Multiple Zone. With single zone control, there is a very large lag in the system.
By supplying the same amount of heat to the container while measuring the temperature from the
center (the hottest spot), the controlling variable is satisfied, leaving the remaining sections
cooler. Measuring the temperature from any other location could cause overheating in the center,
resulting in annealing of some areas of the container. Multiple-zone control gives you the ability
to produce a more uniform heated product by supplying power only to areas that lose the most
heat.
Electrical Connections. Routine checking of connections between container heating elements
and wires is very important. There is much heat transfer between elements and the wires. Loose
connections only add more, resulting in seizing. Good nickel-plated connections should always
be used to reduce seizing. Make sure that the wires feeding the elements contain good insulation
to handle temperature rise. Wires should be oversized to prevent excessive heat built up.

Servo Systems
Servo systems are like any other electronic controlling system except much more
sensitive because of extremely low voltage signals. Servo systems on hydraulic extrusion
presses control large process variables with a low voltage controlling method. This results in an
extremely low tolerance for noise and mis-calibration. Signals in a servo system that are off only
a few millivolts can cause enormous process problems. Calibration should be checked as often
as necessary to keep the system running properly. There are also other areas that contribute to
hydraulic and mechanical malfunctions.

Motors
Motors are another type of electromechanical device, which are usually run without
attention until there is a problem. Initially, when motors are installed, correct alignment should be
performed. Some motor applications are forgiving of misalignment, depending on the type of
coupling, and some are not. All motor couplings should be aligned as closely as possible to
prevent excessive radial loads on the motor bearings. Alignment should be rechecked
periodically.
Lubrication. Motor lubrication is essential to good bearing life, but be cautious -- always perform
lubrication according to the manufacturer's recommendations. Too much lubrication can be
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worse than none at all. Most manufacturers recommend lubrication at intervals from six months
up to two years.
Terminals. Motor terminals can cause excessive problems in the field. Once a lug becomes
loose, arcing starts, causing a high resistance at the terminal and then heat build up. This, in
turn, causes a voltage drop and causes the motor to draw higher amperage. The larger the
motor, the more inspection of terminals will be needed.
Contactors. Terminals at contactors also have the same potential problems. Wires work loose
at the lugs, causing the same problems. Connections should be tightened at least every six
months. Contacts on starters should be checked at the same time. Contacts take abuse,
specifically the ones that start large motors. A quick check across the starter’s contacts with an
ohmmeter can show if they are good or bad.
Overheating. Depending on the application, the motor stator wiring may get dirty and hot,
resulting in insulation breakdown after extended periods of time. It may be necessary to send the
motor out to be cleaned and dipped in a new varnish and re-baked. This is also a good time to
install new bearings.

SUMMARY
As technology of operating equipment advances, so does the need for technical ability to
perform jobs which were not previously required. The more automation that exists in a plant, the
more electrical components there will be. The more electrical components there are, the more
susceptible you are to problems. Therefore, it is imperative to maintain a good electrical
preventive maintenance program.

by David Turnipseed
About the Author: David Turnipseed is a second-generation press maintenance man, the son of
Eugene Turnipseed, retired Maintenance Superintendent of William L Bonnell Co., Carthage,
Tennessee. After several years working in maintenance and engineering in Bonnell plants, David
served as Maintenance Manager for Indalex at Gainesville, Georgia, and with Belco Industries.
He now is owner/Consultant at Aluminum Extrusion Marketplace.
dturnipseed@aemarketplace.com
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Tips for Successful Electrical Trouble Shooting
of Extrusion Equipment
Tip #1 - Know the Process
Provide a written sequence of operation for each process. If one cannot be obtained from the
OEM, write one in house. Understanding the operation of equipment processes is one of the
most important fundamentals of troubleshooting and operation. Once the sequence of operation
is understood, the technician as well as the operator can analyze system problems much faster.
Most often, the operator is an essential tool for the technician to have and use. Having a
complete understanding of the process can be accomplished without being an expert in the
technical areas. Performing in-house training classes for the technical employees and the
operators will be the most valuable time spent.
Tip #2 - Maintain System Documentation
Maintain accurate and up-to-date electrical drawings and PLC ladder logic printouts for all
systems. Store updated drawings and printouts at the process equipment for quick access. No
matter how good the documentation is, it is worthless without someone having access when
needed. Also, even if the prints or documentation are accessible, the material must be up to date
or it can actually hinder the process of diagnosing problems. Add to drawings any information
that may be helpful to the electrician and comments to the documentation for clarification. There
is no advantage to complicating or encrypting the documentation, unless you want to keep the
cycle of dependency on certain individuals to maintain their security. At one time systems were
very limited relating to the amount of information that could be stored and processed on screens
and printouts, but now the only limitation is ourselves.
Tip #3 - Internet Access
Internet access to readily available product information is one of the most valuable and
underutilized resource tools attainable today. In the past, access to product manuals and
documentation could take days but now is available in seconds. The ability to download product
specifications and procedures is a great benefit when diagnosing equipment problems. So many
times in our industry, the luxury to have internet access to unlimited available resources is
reserved for higher status employees for a form of entertainment, rather than of benefit where it
can be productive.
Tip #4 - Internet e-mail
With so many products and equipment purchases being made worldwide, the ability to
communicate via e-mail is a necessity for obtaining assistance from outside resources quickly.
With internet e-mail, answers can be available sooner than ever if that option is available to the
technician.
Tip #5 – Provide & Maintain Proper Tools
Properly maintained electrical instruments are essential tools when performing electrical
diagnosis. These tools are generally more delicate than mechanical tools with the exception of
mechanical instruments. In order to have and maintain the integrity of these instruments
someone must be in charge of providing and maintaining proper electrical tools. Today, tools of
this nature can range from a basic analog VOM meter to laptop computers. Very often the
following problems occur: someone has stolen what is needed, the instrument is damaged and
unusable, or worst case, it cannot be located for use when needed. These types of tools have to
be managed in order for them to be helpful. Many times employees who have the responsibility
for diagnosing electrical problems, especially on the night shift, have not been trained or do not
have access to the necessary tools, but are expected to diagnose problems in the same amount
of time.
Tip #6 – Equipment Diagnostics
The definition of a Diagnostic Information System should be “Providing useful information to
the operator and maintenance technician in human language to make quick and accurate
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problem-solving decisions.” The technology of computerized software diagnostic systems is the
one single area that has advanced the most and has become the most underutilized product that
is built into or added to control systems. The technological advancement without the increase in
cost of memory and processing power, along with the availability of high level software, have
provided an overwhelming opportunity to build an interface link between the human and machine
world. The underutilized areas are:
a) Outside Resources – Many system control companies build standardized and tailored
programs that provide time saving diagnostic information that is guaranteed to provide a quick
return on the initial investment. The main reason for the lack of utilization of outside resources is
the belief that these advanced systems can be engineered, implemented and maintained inhouse while at the same time, educating the technical staff and improving the process all at a
lower investment cost. A great concept, but with the cost of outside training and the cost of
excessive downtime from not having the diagnostic systems in place, the financial objective is
never realized. Once the method of trying to realize this cost saving plan has been established,
now the waiting begins for the day to come for this abundant amount of time required to
implement the same system. Another scenario may be to stumble on that seasoned expert that
can be acquired to perform this task free of charge. Another limitation is “Who really wants to pay
money for some intangible product like programming or any other service, whereas, our own
people should have the talent and expertise from birth or from formal training paid for by a
previous employer.” The technology is around but not the common sense of economics to take
advantage of it.
One company that has made great advancements within the field of software diagnostics
of the extrusion process is OAsys, a division of The Oilgear Company. Their experience with the
extrusion industry has bred some of the most advanced and productive software systems in the
industry.
b) In-house Implementation with the Use of Offsite or In-house Training – As mentioned
previously, outside or contracted in-house training by outside vendors is very expensive and
requires much of the employees’ valuable time needed to keep the equipment in operation. If the
decision is made to send someone out for formal training, the theory is often to train one person
and let that person train others to lower the expenses. This can be a successful plan as long as
the person to be trained can be trusted to stay around once he or she has that new certificate
added to their own resume and as long as it does not breed the infamous job security position
with no motivation to share the knowledge with others. Continuous training is always important to
be successful, but it should be done with some tools already in place that allow for time and
resources to produce the initial objective.
Tip #7 – Implementing and Maintaining Procedures
Written Procedures add discipline to maintaining the integrity and consistency of equipment
processes. Establishing written procedures such as calibration and preventative maintenance
programs will ensure a day-to-day consistency of the process control and the quality of the
product. Any part of any process that requires attention should have a procedure with training
that can be followed and documented to certify correct machine operation.

by David Turnipseed
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Following are a few selected images and recommendations from a presentation by David
Turnipseed of Aluminum Extrusion Marketplace about extrusion plant safety, from the AEC Press
Maintenance Workshop, Atlanta, April 17, 2018. Contact: dturnipseed@aemarketplace.com

“E-Stop” Emergency Stop Buttons
Emergency stop buttons can make the difference between life and death as well as the
prevention of damage to equipment.
Layout - The layout of E-Stop buttons in strategic locations is vital for proper safety.
Identification - Personnel must know where the E-Stop buttons are and be
able to readily identify and separate them from other buttons.
What E-Stop Buttons should look like:
•
•
•

Red Mushroom Head
Illuminated
Yellow Label Background

DO NOT assume that purchased equipment contains all necessary E-Stop
buttons for your environment.
Personnel should be trained and comfortable when using the E-STOP buttons
in their area but they should also understand that E-STOP Buttons are not
normally intended to be a way to turn control power off and shut down
systems.
Many systems require a systematic approach to the power-down sequence to
prevent component damage.
Examples: (Why E-Stop Buttons Are Only for Emergency)
•

Trapping excess heat in areas that could damage components.

•

Trapping hydraulic fluids between components resulting in extreme
pressure spikes.

•

Opening multiple high inductive load contactors at the same time, producing excessive
voltage spikes in control systems and possibly damaging electric/electronic components.

Further Reference: NFPA 79 Electrical Standard for Industrial Machinery (check for updates)
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Grounding
How many amps does it take cause death? 100 milliamps or 1/10th Amp
OSHA TABLE

http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/construction/electrical_incidents/eleccurrent.html
What happens if a motor is isolated
from ground and there is current
leakage to the motor housing?

Follow Local Grounding Codes
and NEC Article 250

Panel Grounding

Motor Grounding

Exposure
Examples of Direct Exposure Hazards: (actual plant photos)

Missing Covers

Open Panel Boxes

Open Panel Doors
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Examples of Indirect Exposure Hazards

Unprotected Switchgear

AUDIT
•
•
•

Protected Switchgear with Guard Rail

your equipment for direct or indirect exposure to personnel and environmental conditions.
Check for missing covers, doors, etc..
Look for areas that liquids and contaminants can enter.
Set up inspection to maintain.

Enclosure Environment
While electrical panel enclosures are one of the best methods for protecting your electrical
components they can also be one of the best methods for trapping their worst enemy, HEAT!
Make sure your electrical enclosures have a way to rid themselves of heat being generated
inside.
Protect against: Heat
•
•
•

At a minimum provide a vent for heat to naturally escape on the side near the top of the
enclosure since heat rises.
Provide a vent (preferably filtered) on the side near the bottom for the coolest air near the
ground to enter.
For more air exchanges, add a powered fan.

REMEMBER: Keep air filters clean or changed.
Protect against: Heat and Humidity: Air Condition
Reduce heat generation in panel if possible. Install NEMA 12 transformers outside of the
enclosure if the environment allows.

Troubleshooting & Documentation
To simplify troubleshooting, proper labeling of components is needs, along with basic system
information.
Component Labeling

External

Internal
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Electrical Schematics

Electrical Schematics are an
excellent source for
troubleshooting problems… If
they are updated and readily
available.

Operating procedures,
maintenance info, etc., are a
great source of information
when troubleshooting.

Start up and Shut Down Procedures

Maintenance Info Placard.
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Graphics Displays to Assist in Troubleshooting
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Billet and Log Feed Systems
This chapter sponsored by Belco Industries
www.Belcoind.com

Billet/Log Infeed Conveyor
Log/Billet Feed Table. The equipment for feeding logs or pre-cut billets into the press feed line
and heater varies considerably according to the equipment manufacturer and the age of the
installation, and also whether logs or billets are the raw material. Most common is a gravity-feed
table on which logs or billets are loaded individually or in bundle form; they are allowed to roll down
to a stop where an indexing device feeds them out, one-by-one as called for. Also common are
chain-feed tables or conveyors. In general,
the following maintenance is required:
•

Check the air supply filterlubricator to the actuating cylinder
weekly; clean or add oil as
needed.

•

Check limit or proximity switches
of the indexing mechanism weekly
for proper functioning.

•

Check the air cylinder packing or
seals monthly, and repair as
needed.

•

If a chain-conveyor is installed,
check the drive and moving parts
for wear or damage monthly.

•

Check the condition of all other
moving parts (shafts and
bearings) monthly and repair as
needed.

•

Tighten all mounting or attachment bolts annually.

Figure 7-1: Log feed table and conveyor (Photo
courtesy of OMAV)

Chain-Bottom Furnace. Although newer billet/log furnaces have replaced most chain-bottom
designs due to poor energy efficiency (typically 18 to 20%), a few remain in service. With this
design, a chain system below the oven is fitted with extended carrier arms which pass up through a
slot in the furnace bottom to support and transport the billets. Due to the high temperatures involved,
the carrier castings must be made of high-temperature alloys, and must be bathed in a curtain of
cold air which is swept into the furnace (thus decreasing energy efficiency).
The carrier castings are spaced on 3 to 4-inch centers and are typically driven by a parallel
pair of roller chains located beneath the furnace. The head sprockets of the twin chains are mounted
on a common shaft with ball bearing mounts; this shaft is driven through an intermediate chain and
sprocket drive by a gear reducer and an electric motor fitted with a electric brake. A shear-pin type
drive sprocket is normally used to limit mechanical damage. A brush-type chain oiler may also be
fitted, with automatic solenoid operator, to lubricate the chains. A fire-safe lubricant should be used,
for example, Houghton #227.
Routine maintenance of the chain-bottom type billet conveyor will include:
•

Check and fill chain lubricator (weekly).

•

Check condition of chains, sprockets, bearings, and shafts for wear or damage; clean
and repair as needed (monthly).
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•

Tighten all bolts and set screws (monthly).

Sponsor's advertisement --- more information: www.belcoindustries.com

New Narrow-Cut Hot Log Saw from

Belco Industries, Inc.
www.BelcoIndustries.com

Cylinder-type Pusher. Used primarily on billet furnaces, a pneumatic or hydraulic cylinder
located behind or underneath the furnace pushes the column of billets forward, far enough to allow
space for loading the next billet into the column. Then it advances the column again on signal from
the control circuit. Billets are supported on hourglass-shaped rollers which are mounted in the
bottom of the closed-bottom heating tunnel.
Routine maintenance of the cylinder-type pusher system includes:
•

Check cylinder packing/seals for leaks and condition (monthly).

•

If pneumatic, check the air supply filter-lubricator to the actuating cylinder weekly; clean
and/or add oil as needed.
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•

If hydraulic, check hydraulic fluid level (daily); check for leaks or high fluid temperature
(weekly). General maintenance and trouble-shooting tips for hydraulic systems are also
described in Chapter 5 Hydraulic Equipment.

•

Check limit or proximity switches of the indexing mechanism weekly for proper functioning.

•

Check the condition of the guide mechanism for the pusher, for wear or damage (monthly).

Chain-type Pusher. This design is commonly used for log shearing systems, due to longer travel
required. A single chain and sprocket system is driven by either hydraulic or electric motor(s);
design requirements include reversability and precise stopping. Maintenance requirements vary
according to the design, but include:
General lubrication. All grease nipples should be
lubricated and drive chains oiled, weekly unless
indicated otherwise in manufacturer’s instructions.
Chain tensioning. Inspect chains for proper
tensioning and adjust as needed, on a monthly basis.
Support Rollers and/or Sliding Surfaces. Check
condition of rollers and sliding surfaces weekly and
clean any matter which might interfere with log
movement or damage the teeth of the drive chain and
sprocket. Blow clean with compressed air.
Drive gear reducer (if installed). Check the oil level
monthly, change oil every 6 months (unless
recommended otherwise by manufacturer).
Hydraulic system. For pushers powered by
hydraulic motor, the hydraulic system is usually
shared with the log shear – described on page 7-30
below. General maintenance and trouble-shooting
tips for hydraulic systems are also described in
Chapter 5 - Hydraulic Equipment.

Figure 7-2: Log feed conveyor gear drive
(Photo courtesy of OMAV)

Foundation and Mounting Bolts. Check and
tighten all bolts annually, due to high impact loads.
Proximity or Limit Switches. Check limit switches
for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.;
check limit switches for proper tripping. Check the
position of proximity switches for proper actuation.
The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic
cleaning with a soft dry cloth, and reflective devices
used in conjunction with photoelectric switches also
require periodic cleaning. Do not use solvents or
cleaning agents on the lenses or reflectors. Replace
any damaged lenses and reflectors.

Figure 7-3: Cast alloy support rollers
(Photo courtesy of OMAV)
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Billet/Log Furnace
Gas-Fired Billet and Log Heaters1,2
Function. Gas-fired heaters preheat the logs or pre-cut billets to the desired temperature for
extrusion. A key objective is to produce an accurate and consistent temperature from billet to billet.
Some designs seek to provide a temperature gradient from one end of the billet to the other, in order
to compensate for the heat gained in each billet during extrusion. While this “taper heating” has
traditionally been achieved with electric induction heaters, the lower cost of gas energy has resulted
in the development of several design variations:
•

water quenching one end of the billet
after preheating

•

adding a row of gas booster burners
for one end of the billet

•

gas preheating with an induction boost
to one end of the billet (Figure 7-4)

Note that considerable temperature variation is
common in gas-fired billet heaters, varying from
billet to billet, from end to end, and from outside to
center. The problem is compounded by the
method of measurement (intermittent probes) and
the inherent variability in accuracy between
thermocouples.
Figure 7-4: Gas-plus-induction billet heater
A second objective in the design of
(Photo courtesy of IAS)
billet/log heaters is to reduce energy costs. Most
modern designs now use direct flame
impingement, with the hot combustion gases then counter-flowing along the incoming logs/billets to
preheat them and recover some of the waste heat. Various oven designs then:
•

expose incoming billets to the
waste heat for an extended
period,

•

recirculate the hot gases to high
velocity impingement nozzles to
enhance heat transfer to the
logs/billets, or

•

use the hot gases to preheat
combustion air (Figure 7-5).

Current designs are tightly sealed
and well-insulated to minimize heat losses.
Low-mass refractory and PLC-based
controls now allow improved temperature
control.
Figure 7-5: Gas-fired log heater with combustion air
preheat (Photo courtesy of OMAV)

1

Bugai, John, Granco-Clark; “Billet/Log Furnace and Shear Maintenance,” papers presented at AEC
Press Maintenance Seminars, (1991 and 1995), Chicago.
2 Luscombe, Jon, Belco; “Log Furnace Maintenance,” presented at AEC Press Maintenance
Seminar, (1995), Chicago.
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Refractory and Insulation
Burner tiles should be checked monthly for proper sealing between the burner tiles and
burners, and to insure that the burners are inserted the proper distance into the tiles. Both are
critical to proper flame retention and temperature uniformity. Badly cracked or broken tiles must be
replaced. With tiles of cast refractory, the burners may be wrapped with fiberglass tape or ceramic
fiber to achieve a proper seal. If tiles of the newer ceramic fiber type are used, the burners should fit
snugly by twisting them slightly when inserting them into the tiles.
Crown blocks, whether made of cast refractory, formed ceramic fiber, or alloy-encased fiber,
should be inspected every 3 to 6 months for signs of deterioration. Cracks or open joints should be
caulked with ceramic fiber. Most problems occur when the blocks are removed, for example in case
of billet meltdown or other malfunction. Cast blocks tend to fall apart or continue to spall following reassembly. Most furnaces may be retro-fitted with formed ceramic or alloy-encased fiber to eliminate
such problems.

Furnace Doors and Seals
Each week, check all doors for proper sealing and functioning of lift cylinders and/or closure
clamps; adjust as needed. Inspect the seal around the log entry into the furnace and repair or
replace as needed.

Thermocouple Probes
Reliable temperature probes are absolutely critical to the functioning of the log/billet heater:
a single breakdown may result in a meltdown with considerable cost and downtime.
Daily Maintenance:
•

Check the condition and function of
probes.

•

Clean the rod tips with emery cloth
and re-sharpen the rods if necessary
(45o angle).

•

Check the tightness of the probe rod
connections.

•

Check the compressed air line filter
and drain excess moisture.

Weekly Maintenance:
•

Check the functioning of the probe
air cylinders.

•

Adjust air flow and pressure settings
as needed; pressure greater than
specified by the manufacturer may
result in billets being pushed off of
the support rollers.

•

Check and adjust cooling air to the
probes.

•

Some extruders change out the rods
or entire probe assemblies weekly in
order to minimize unexpected
downtime.

Figure 7-6: Thermocouple probe assembly

Figure 7-7: Diagram of thermocouple probe
assembly. (Illustrations courtesy of Belco)
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Recommended Adjustment for Granco-Clark Thermocouple Probe Assemblies
Compressed Air Supply Adjustment: Adjust the air regulator to a maximum of 30 psi. If the
pressure is higher than 30 psi, a small billet may be pushed off the rollers.
Horizontal Adjustment: There are two 3/8” hex bolts under the probe assembly. Remove the bolts
and push the probe upper assembly toward the furnace until the air seal contacts the furnace.
Reinstall the two 3/8” bolts. This is the correct horizontal position for all billet or log diameters.
Vertical Adjustment: Remove the air hose from the probe using the quick disconnect at the probe
solenoid valve. Manually push the probe all the way into the furnace and against the billet or log.
Open the furnace door so that the probe shield can be seen. The probe shield should meet the billet
or log squarely so that flame will not touch the probe tips. Adjust the probe assembly up or down as
necessary so that the rods are adequately protected from flame. Readjust whenever changing billet
diameter.
Note: After the horizontal and vertical adjustments are completed for one zone, measurements can
be duplicated for the other zones.
Probe Rod Adjustment: Remove the pin from the probe barrel and pull out the probe rods with the
set collars and the nylon insulator. Adjust the set collars to the following dimensions: 19” from tip to
internal set collar; 4½” between set collars. This should give approximately ½” to ¾” of spring
compression when the probe contacts the billet or log.
Probe Rod Sharpening: The probe rods should be sharpened approximately every third 8-hour
shift. More frequent sharpening may be required when running hard alloys or with insufficient probe
cooling.

Courtesy of Granco Clark
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Recommended Rod Removal and Adjustment for Belco Thermocouple Probes
Rod Removal Procedure:
1. Unplug the thermocouple wire
connection.
2. Place a round rod into the hole and pry
the Teflon retainer from the head.
3. When the O-ring on the Teflon retainer is
free of the head, grasp the retainer and
pull the rod assembly from the head.
4. Remove the pin from the probe head.
5. Clean the probe rods.
6. Make sure the set collars on the probe
rods are tight.
7. Make sure that the dimension from the
face of the set collar to the tip of the rod
is between 12¾” and 13”.
8. Tighten and check thermocouple
connections and wires.
9. Replace in reverse order.

Figure 7-8: Disassembled components of
thermocouple probe assembly
(Photos courtesy of Belco)
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Adjustment of Probes in Furnace:
1. Disconnect the air line to the probe cylinders.
2. Push the probe head in, towards the billet.
3. Measure the probe rod retraction when contacting
the billet: set at approximately 5/8” to 1”.
4. Make sure that the probe ceramic insulator is not
contacting the billet.
5. If the adjustment is incorrect: loosen the 3/8” bolts
in the probe stand base and move the base in or
out until the correct adjustment is achieved.
6. Set compressed air pressure at the probe line
regulator to 20/30 psi and make sure that the
probe does not push the billet off of the rollers.
7. Reconnect the air line to the probe cylinder.
8. Adjust the compressed air flow controls by first
loosening the lock nut, then use a screwdriver to
adjust the screw until the operation is smooth.
9. Be sure that the bolts on the micro-switch are tight.
10. Make sure that the micro-switch is making contact
when the cylinder is in the full-back position.
11. Reconnect the thermocouple wire connector.

If the thermocouple wires are:
- Short circuited - the temperature controllers will
register the ambient temperature at the point of the
short circuit.
- An open circuit - for any reason (broken wires, bad
connections), the temperature controllers will register
high or over range.

Air flow
control

Figure 7-9: Adjustment of thermocouple
probes (Photos courtesy of Belco)
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Troubleshooting Thermocouples3
When there is a significant difference (50 to 100oF) between the set point on a controller and
the billet, there are several things that should be checked:
Verify that the controller and all components are the correct type and that the controller is
programmed correctly.
Check for an incorrect thermocouple: if a type K thermocouple is used, the millivolt output is
significantly lower than it would be with type J, and will give a reading at the instrument much
lower than the actual temperature.
Check for incorrect wire: incorrect wire will give a false reading at the instrument. Verify that the
wire is correct for the application.
Check for double reversal of wires:
o

A reversal of the wires connecting the instrument to the thermocouple will drive the
instrument down scale.

o

A double reversal will give false readings at the instrument of as much as 50 to 100
degrees.

o

Check to verify that the instrument, the connecting wires, and the thermocouple are
wired correctly by checking for magnetism at all junctions.

Identifying Thermocouple Types:
Type J:

Iron-Constantan (I/C)

one wire silver and one wire bronze

Iron:

Magnetic

Positive

Constantan:

Non-magnetic

Negative

Type K:

Chromel/Alumel (C/A)

Chromel:

Non-magnetic

Positive

Alumel:

Magnetic

Negative

both wires silver

Verify type with a digital millivolt meter by:
•

Connecting the magnetic wire to the positive side and the non-magnetic wire to the negative
side.

•

Heating the thermocouple will cause the voltage to rise positively if it is a type J. If the
voltage goes down or is negative, it is type K.

Identifying Wire Types:
Type J:

Iron-Constantan (I/C)

White:

Iron

Magnetic

Positive

Red:

Constantan

Non-magnetic

Negative

Type K:

Chromel/Alumel (C/A)

Yellow:

Chromel

Non-magnetic

Positive

Red:

Alumel

Slightly magnetic

Negative

Red is always negative for both type wires.
Note: Thermocouple lead wire must be located in a dry, grounded, steel conduit and separated from
power wiring. Do not use wire-pulling lubricant.
3

Luscombe, Jon, “Billet Heaters and Log Shears: Servicing for Optimum Performance,” presentation
at AEC Maintenance Seminar, Chicago, April, 2002.
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Combustion System
Most gas-fired log/billet heaters use pre-mix type burners, with a single ratio control regulator
for each control zone. For each zone, fuel gas is supplied through an atmospheric or “zero pressure”
regulator, which maintains the gas supply at zero pressure to a mixer unit,4 as described in the
illustrations on pages 7-14 and 7-15. Combustion air is also supplied to the mixer, and “aspirates” or
draws a flow of the fuel gas in direct proportion to the amount of air flowing. Air flow to the mixer is
varied by a motorized damper on a signal from the temperature controller. The air-gas mixture is
delivered to the different burners of each zone, pre-mixed in the correct ratio for combustion. Fuelair ratio adjustment for low fire is made by means of a gas adjustment valve on the mixer, and a
limiting orifice in the gas line before the mixer is used to regulate the fuel-air ratio more precisely at
high fire.
Adjustment procedures are described in more detail below. Because the vast majority of
billet/log heater combustion systems in use in North America were supplied by North American Mfg.
Co., detailed instructions from North American are included below, reprinted with their permission.
Similar principles may apply to systems supplied by other manufacturers, but the original
maintenance and safety instructions for your equipment must take precedence.
Safety devices, interlocks, purge cycles, and flame detectors must be maintained in
proper working condition. Never allow a safety device or system to be defeated or bypassed, and check often to insure that all such devices and systems are working properly.

Figure 7-10: Billet/log oven combustion system
(Photo courtesy of Belco)

4

Some newer furnaces equipped with hot gas recirculation may have the atmospheric regulator
“biased” with furnace air pressure applied to the back side of the regulator, or connected to the
combustion air pressure, in order to compensate for higher pressures inside the furnace. These
methods of control are described in the illustrations on pages 7-16 and 7-17.
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The main gas train which feeds each zone of the oven is equipped with safety shut-down
devices as dictated by fire (NFPA) and insurance (FM or IRI) codes, typically:
•

main gas shut-off valve

•

main gas pressure regulator

•

high gas pressure safety switch

•

low gas pressure safety switch

•

manual reset blocking valve (main safety valve)

•

safety vent valve (with discharge piped through the building roof)

•

second blocking valve (auto-reset)

•

test cocks and/or pressure gauges

Also recommended is a main gas meter for measuring the gas consumption of the furnace.
The meter should be equipped with pressure-compensation for accuracy. Read the meter weekly
and record the total consumption as well as the BTU/pound (or Kcal/Kg). A running plot of these
values will provide a good indication of any malfunction of furnace controls or combustion system
adjustment.

Recommended tools for Combustion System Setup:
•

North American Test Tip, Part #8666

•

Magnehelic Pressure Gauge or equal, Part
#2025C, Range 0-25 inches of water

•

Alnor AXD530 Digital Micromanometer,
Range 0-10 inches WC (water column) or
equal

Figure 7-11: Tools for combustion setup
(Photo courtesy of Belco)
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Adjustment of Combustion Settings
Values for combustion settings for each zone, both before and after adjustment, should be
recorded in a permanent log. The sequence of adjustments for each zone is as follows:
1. Adjust the Combustion Air Pressure. High- and low-fire settings are established by adjusting
the combustion air control damper’s linkage as indicated on North American Mfg. Co. Instructions
Bulletin 1230, following on page 7-13.
Note: set combustion air according to your manufacturer’s recommendations. Typical values at
mixer inlet:
- High fire: 8 to 10 ounces/in2 (damper ¾ open)
- Low fire: 1 ounce/in2 (damper 1/8 open)

2. Adjust the Fuel Gas Supply
Pressure. With the air blower off,
set the main gas supply regulator
to deliver the correct pressure (20
inches WC for North American
Mfg. systems) to the inlet of the
atmospheric regulator (Figure 711).
3. Pre-adjust the Atmospheric
Regulator. Adjust the spring of
the atmospheric regulator as
needed to achieve 0 inches WC at
the outlet. (See North American
Mfg. recommendations concerning
typical settings on page 7-18.)
Note: if the ratio regulator is crossconnected it requires a higher
pressure; in this case the outlet
pressure of the ratio regulator will
be the same as the impulse
regulator.

Figure 7-12: Adjustment of fuel gas supply pressure (Photo
courtesy of Belco)

4. Start the System. Start the blower, purge as required by
code (typically a minimum of 4 to 5 air changes), and ignite the
pilots.
5. Adjust the Pilot Flame. Set the outlet pressure of the main
pilot regulator at 20 inches WC. Set the combustion air inlet to
the pilots at 14 inches WC. (New JL pilots should be set at 8
inches WC.) Ignite the pilots and adjust by sight: the flame
should be sharp and forceful, with a well-defined light blue
inner cone and a deeper blue outer envelope. A long, bushy
green, yellow or orange flame indicates a rich ratio. A short,
pale blue or violet flame indicates a lean ratio. Rich or lean
flames may cause a failure to satisfy the flame rod or UV
detector, or failure to ignite the burners.
Note: see the North American Mfg. recommendations for pilot
adjustment on page 7-19.

Figure 7-13: Pilot burner and
flame detector
(Photo courtesy of Belco)

6. Light the Main Burners. Set the air control valve on low
fire position. Open the gas adjustment of the aspirator mixer
valve 3 or 4 turns. Then open the main gas safety shut-off valve. If the burners do not light, close
the gas shut-off valve, open the aspirator mixer valve one more turn and repeat the purge and
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lighting sequence. Continue to repeat this
sequence until the burners light. (See North
American Mfg. recommendations on page 7-20).
7. Check the Flame Characteristics. The furnace
should be powered on according to established
procedures and one zone ignited, with the
controller set on manual or thermocouples
manually shorted out to keep the system on high
fire. Flame adjustment may be made by use of the
Testip, as described on page 7-22. Another option
is by visual judgment: while observing the flame
through the exit door, adjust the limiting orifice (on
the inlet of the atmospheric regulator) as needed to
obtain good flame characteristics:
•

a flame that is primarily blue with flecks
of yellow

•

a flame that wraps around the billet

•

little flame above the billets (secondary
combustion)

Figure 7-14: Adjusting the main burners (Photo
courtesy of Belco)

Note: also see judging flames, from North
American Mfg. on page 7-23.
Next adjust the low-fire characteristics. Set the controller for the low position and observe
the flame: it should be burning only to the face of the burner tiles. If too high, reduce the gas setting
with the adjusting screw of the atmospheric regulator. If the flame goes out or is unstable, increase
gas with the same adjusting screw. (Clockwise to increase gas, counter-clockwise to decrease.)
Finally, return to high fire and re-check the setting. Some fine tuning may be required to
settings. Continue until all zones have been set.
Note: in case of a “double” zone (10 feet or 3 M long) which is controlled by a single controller, the
section which is farther from the probe should be adjusted to a slightly lower air setting on high fire,
to prevent overheating.
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Reprinted with permission of North American Manufacturing Co.
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ATMOSPHERIC REGULATOR (ZERO GOVERNOR)

This type of regulator is loaded by the controlled air pressure rather than by spring
pressure and gives an outlet pressure at “A” equal to the pressure at “L” plus or
minus the effect of the spring “S” adjustment. This type of regulator is shipped with
spring set “neutral,” just supporting the internals. The balancing diaphragm
minimizes the effect of inlet pressure changes on outlet pressure.

From “Practical Pointers - Industrial Burner Control Systems,” page 6, used with permission of
North American Mfg. Co.
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ATMOSPHERIC REGULATOR
SUPPLYING A PREMIX BURNER SYSTEM
As air flow through the venturi increases, increased suction causes more gas flow
through the limiting orifice valve. This in turn slightly reduces the pressure at “A”
which causes the regulator to open and allow more gas to flow and maintain the
atmospheric or “zero gauge” outlet pressure. Because a slight amount of force is
required to raise the internals and open the regulator, the pressure at “A” may drop
off 1 or 2 tenths of an inch WC at full flow. This “droop” has only a minor effect on
accuracy of control when the regulator is properly sized.
From “Practical Pointers - Industrial Burner Control Systems,” page 7, used with permission of
North American Mfg. Co.
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EFFECT OF PRESSURE OR SUCTION IN COMBUSTION CHAMBER
ON CONTROL WITH A ZERO OR ATMOSPHERIC SYSTEM

With the lower side of diaphragm open to atmosphere (without line A), a suction in
the furnace is transmitted along the dashed line to the upper side of the control of
the system. Similarly, a positive combustion chamber pressure will add a closing
force and upset control of the system.
Addition of dotted line (A) compensates for variable combustion chamber pressure
or balances any combustion chamber pressure higher or lower than the room
pressure adjacent to the regulator. Line (A) will not cause trouble if installed where
not required, so if in doubt about combustion chamber pressure, install it.

From “Practical Pointers - Industrial Burner Control Systems,” page 14, used with permission of
North American Mfg. Co.
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PREMIX SYSTEM IN USE

As restriction in the mixture line is increased, the mixture pressure will rise and the
suction will be reduced. If the restriction is sufficient to cause the suction to be too
low to supply enough gas, a smaller capacity mixer and rod (or less outlet
restriction) is required.
Mixture piping should be sized for a low pressure drop, 0.5” WC or less. In a typical
installation, the regulator would be sized for 2 osi drop, and a safety factor of 1 osi
would be allowed, requiring a gas supply pressure to the regulator inlet of 3 osi.
*If necessary, the Atmospheric Regulator may be cross-connected to the air or mixture line to
overcome the effect of high restriction in the mixture line or nozzle.

From “Practical Pointers - Industrial Burner Control Systems,” page 13, used with permission of
North American Mfg. Co.
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OPERATION OF AN ASPIRATOR MIXER

The nominal pressure ratios for a North American premix system are 8 osi air
pressure. 8 osi suction, 4” WC mixture pressure. These are approximate. There is
a wide range of control from slightly lean to rich (depending on the burner) with gas
of 800 Btu/ft3 or more.
If these pressures (or the same ratio of pressures) do not exist, check for excessive
restrictions in the mixture line or burner.

From “Practical Pointers - Industrial Burner Control Systems.” page 10, used with permission of
North American Mfg. Co.
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PILOT ADJUSTMENT
1. Before lighting any pilot, make sure the furnace has been adequately purged. This
usually requires operating the main air blower long enough to make at least 4 air
changes before ignition. Example: A 4’ x 5’ x 10’ furnace (200 cuft volume) has a
blower rated 460 cfm. It should be run (all air valves between blower and furnace wide
open) for at least (4 x 200 divided by 460) = 1.74 minutes air purge time.
2. Adjust the pilot air valve for the required pilot air pressure -- generally 6 to 8 osi at the
1/8” air pressure tap in the pilot mixer air connection.
3. Starting from a fully closed position, open the pilot mixer gas adjusting screw about 4
turns (counterclockwise).
4. Energize both the ignition spark transformer and the pilot gas solenoid valve. Spark
plug gap should be 0.090 to 0.100”. If the pilot does not light, turn the gas adjusting
screw in or out, as required, until ignition occurs.
5. FINE TUNE THE PILOT FOR BEST FLAME STABILITY, as follows:
First, turn the gas adjusting screw clockwise until the pilot flame goes out. This is the “lean
limit.”
Next, counting the number of turns from the lean limit, turn the gas adjusting screw
counterclockwise, lighting the pilot, and continuing until the rich limit is reached -ragged flame appearance* and loss of the sharp inner cone.
Then, having counted the number of turns from lean to rich limit (generally 1 to 2 turns) set
the gas adjusting screw at midpoint between the limits. This will result in a condition
near correct air/fuel ratio.
6. Slowly turn the pilot air pressure down to 1.0 osi. If the flame appears to go off ratio,*
remove the pilot regulator adjusting cap and adjust the pilot gas regulator spring until
the flame looks correct. Turning the regulator spring adjusting screw clockwise
increases the gas flow; counterclockwise decreases gas flow. Replace the cap. Turn
the pilot air pressure back up to the original setting.
7. With 6 to 8 osi pilot air pressure, the mixture pressure at the 1/8” pressure tap on the
mixer discharge should be 3 to 4” WC when the flame is burning. (Mixture pressures
are valid only if measured when burning.) KEEP RECORDS.
*Please read page 7-18 (page 59 in “Practical Pointers - Industrial Burner Control Systems”).

From “Practical Pointers - Industrial Burner Control Systems,” pages 56-57, used with permission of North
American Mfg. Co.
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INSTALLATION AND LIGHTING OF PREMIX SYSTEMS
3065 Aspirator Mixers can be mounted in any position convenient to the user’s piping. The
gas adjustment valve cartridge is self-contained and can be mounted in either side of the
mixer. Gas piping is perpendicular to the air line.
It is satisfactory to use one mixer for two or more burners, but flow distribution and pressure
drops should be considered carefully when designing the manifold.
When mounting an Aspirator Mixer, allow side clearance for screwdriver setting of the gas
adjustment valve. All mixers are shipped with the gas adjustment valve closed and with
right-hand assembly as shown. Plugged taps (1/8”) are provided for pressure readings.
To light the burner(s): Follow blower instructions to start the blower. All gas lines up to
the 7218 Regulator must be purged. Before lighting any pilot or burner, purge the firing
chamber -- see page 7-14. Follow pilot instructions to light the pilot(s). Set the main air
valve at low fire position (1 or 2 osi pressure). Open the gas adjustment valve 3 or 4 turns.
Open the upstream gas shutoff valve(s) and the individual gas valve for one burner. If the
burner does not light in a few seconds, close the nearest upstream gas shutoff valve (to
prevent accumulation of unburned gas) and purge the chamber allowing sufficient time for a
minimum of 4 changes of atmosphere. Then open the gas adjustment valve 1 more turn
and reopen the shutoff valve. Repeat this procedure until the main flame lights.

From “Practical Pointers - Industrial Burner Control Systems,” page 11, used with permission of North American
Mfg. Co.
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Routine Combustion System Maintenance
On a daily basis, check the pilot flames for proper operation, and inspect the flame safety
detectors (UV sensors or flame rods) to see that they are clean and functioning properly.
The following “tune up” procedures for the combustion system are recommended as
indicated, or at least annually, unless experience dictates a different frequency:
1. Clean or replace inlet air filter of combustion blower and lubricate the bearings (monthly).
2. Remove and clean pilot air strainers (monthly).
3. Perform a leak test of the safety shut-off and vent valves (monthly).
4. Check linkages on air damper control motors (monthly).
5. Remove and clean or replace spark plugs.
6. Clean and inspect flame detectors.
7. Check the proper functioning of the purge cycle timer (monthly).
8. Remove and clean the metering rods from the atmospheric regulators.
9. Clean the inside body of the atmospheric regulators.
10. Clean and inspect combustion blower impeller and housing.
11. Check the fit of burners into the burner tiles (monthly), for proper sealing between the burner
tiles and burners, and to insure that the burners are inserted the proper distance into the tiles.
Badly cracked or broken tiles must be replaced. With tiles of cast refractory, the burners may be
wrapped with fiberglass tape or ceramic fiber to achieve a proper seal. If the newer ceramic
fiber tiles are used, the burners should fit snugly by twisting them slightly when inserting them
into the tiles.

Ten Commandments for the Burner Service Technician
1. Always close off all manual fuel valves before starting a check out on a burner (and/or
disconnect wiring to automatic valves).
2. Never stand in front of a burner or boiler when starting up the system.
3. Never manually push in relays unless the manufacturer’s instructions advise to do so.
4. Never permanently block in relays with rubber bands, sticks or other devices.
5. Never change the safety switch timing of flame supervisory controls. If the system is
locking out, correct the disease not the symptom.
6. Never permanently jumper or by-pass any safety interlock switches. This is criminal
negligence.
7. Visually inspect every combustion chamber and assure yourself that there is no
accumulation of combustibles prior to attempting to start.
8. Run a pilot turn-down test on every new job prior to start up and periodically thereafter.
9. Run a flame failure response test on each burner at start up and at least once a year
thereafter.
10. Regard every system lockout as a safety lockout until proven otherwise.
Courtesy of Jon Luscomb, Belco Industries
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ADJUSTMENT OF PREMIX SYSTEMS
Adjust the high fire air/gas ratio by slowly turning the air valve to high fire position while
adjusting the limiting orifice gas valve as needed to maintain the desired air/gas ratio.†
Replace the valve cover.
Adjust the low fire air/gas ratio. Turn the air to low fire (about ½ osi). If more or less gas
is required, remove the regulator’s gas diaphragm cover plug and use a screwdriver to turn
the spring adjusting plug -- clockwise* for less gas. Replace the cover plug.
On sealed-in burners where flame is not visible, the following is recommended for a 1½” or
larger mixer. Drill and tap a 1/8” hole in the pipe from mixer to burner; screw a 8666 Testip
into this hole and light it so that you can see a sample of main burner flame. Adjust the
mixer for the type of flame desired†, using the flame from the Testip as a guide. (A purpletinged flame denotes a lean fire; a greenish-blue inner cone denotes a rich flame.) The
Testip can be removed, the hile plugged, and the Testip used on other burners.
Mixers have interchangeable displacement rods that permit changing mixer orifices to
conform to field conditions or to get lower or higher mixture pressures (with consequent
more or less suction, respectively). Rods can be interchanged without breaking piping.
Recommended rod diameters are listed in North American Bulletin 3065 for burner(s), type
of gas, and air pressure involved.
*For North American 7218 Regulators. Others may be different.
†See “Judging Flames,” page 7-23 (page 59 in “Practical Pointers - Industrial Burner Control
Systems”).
From “Practical Pointers - Industrial Burner Control Systems,” page 12, used with permission of North American
Mfg. Co.
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JUDGING FLAMES
It is difficult to describe what a flame should look like. In general, natural gas pilot and premix burner
flames should be adjusted to produce a sharp, forceful, needle-like flame with a well-defined light
blue inner cone in a deep blue outer cone.
Lean flames are pale blue or violet. Rich flames are longer, bushy, yellow-tipped, maybe greentinged, less noisy. Either rich or lean flames may result in a pilot without enough length or drive to
light the main burner or satisfy the flame monitoring system.
Observation ports should be installed to allow a side profile view of the flames. The observation
ports built into burners rarely give an adequate viewing angle for adjusting flames. If a flame is
viewed against a bright radiating background, it is very difficult to observe a flame satisfactorily.
Choice of Flame Judging Methods:
Visual judging of flames for adjusting is not accurate, but must suffice for pilots and small open
burners.
Metering orifices at every burner is the preferred method for nozzle mix burners.
Flue gas analysis is an easy way to adjust flames if there is only one zone, or preferably only one
burner, and if the chamber has no leaks, no shutters, and no other air entries that cannot be
metered.
From “Practical Pointers - Industrial Burner Control Systems,” page 59, used with permission of
North American Mfg. Co.

Special Alert: Possible Malfunction of Safety Vent Valves
NFPA, FM, and IRI regulations require that a vent located between the blocking valves of the main
gas train be opened automatically when the main safety valve closes for any reason. The purpose is
to safely vent away any fuel gas which may leak through the main safety valve when it is closed.
However, the solenoid vent valves are prone to sticking in the open position --- many furnaces have
valves which are specified for horizontal installation only, incorrectly mounted in a vertical position.
As a result, when the furnace is turned on, these valves often remain open, venting expensive (and
dangerous) fuel gas through the roof. To control this problem, we recommend several steps:
•

Make sure the vent solenoid valve is installed properly.

•

Use gas meter readings to detect any sudden increase in gas usage.

•

Install a test cock after the valve to permit testing for leaks; connect a rubber hose and put the
other end into a glass of water to test for gas discharge.

•

Install a visible sight flow indicator after the vent valve.

Temperature Control System. Temperature controllers should be checked at least monthly for
calibration, to verify that temperatures are controlled at the set points. Maintenance and calibration
of temperature control instruments is difficult and is usually best contracted to firms that specialize in
instrument repair and maintenance.
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Furnace Pressure Controls. Pressure inside the log/billet furnace is normally controlled at a
slightly positive value (0.05 inches WC. maximum). If pressure in the furnace is negative, infiltration
of cold air will dramatically effect fuel efficiency. Positive pressures greater than 0.05 inches WC will
result in equipment damage due to flames coming out of cracks and doors.
There are various types of systems for controlling furnace
pressure:
•

Some recirculation-type furnaces use the North
American EPIC pressure controller or pressure
transmitter; these devices require frequent testing
and calibration, according to the North American
instructions for the particular EPIC model in use.
Control is maintained by adjusting a control damper
to vary the amount of recirculated hot air.

•

A Photohelic pressure controller may be used in the
same manner. It is a single control unit and may
require less maintenance than the EPIC.

•

Some newer furnaces use a pressure transducer to
signal the control PLC, which in turn adjusts an
exhaust damper or varies the speed of the exhaust
blower by frequency variation.

Also, the high temperature blowers used by hot gas
recirculation furnaces should have bearings lubricated weekly
with high-temperature grease, and drive belts and shaft seals
inspected monthly. If belts slip due to improper tension,
pressure balance within the furnace will change and furnace
efficiency will decrease. Control linkages for hot gas
dampers should also be checked monthly.
Conveyors and Support Rollers. The interior area around
the support rollers and/or sliding surfaces should be cleaned
out each year, to remove dirt and metal flashings. Also check
and replace the support rollers as needed; frequency will
depend on the roller design and service life, but is usually
every 3 to 12 months. Quick-change rollers and supports that
are cast from high-duty alloys may be retro-fitted on most
older ovens to improve roller life.
Foundation and Mounting Bolts. Check and tighten all
bolts annually, due to high impact loads.

Figure 7-15: EPIC and
Photohelic furnace pressure
controllers

Proximity or Limit Switches. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms,
etc.; check limit switches for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for proper
actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft dry cloth, and
reflective devices used In conjunction with photoelectric switches also require periodic cleaning. Do
not use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and
reflectors.

Records of Combustion Settings for Gas Fired Furnaces
Values for combustion settings for each zone, both before and after adjustment, should be
recorded in a permanent log. Other important data for the furnace should also be noted.
As an example, a typical Service Report for Gas-Fired Furnace on the following pages
indicates the types of data that should be recorded for future reference.
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Induction Billet Heaters
Function. With induction furnaces one or more billets are placed in a water-cooled electric coil and
heated by low frequency alternating currents passing through the coil. The heater uses the principle
of a transformer, with the coil acting as the high-voltage primary and the billet as the secondary. The
magnetic field generated by the primary induces a low-voltage current in the billet, causing it to gain
heat. The principle works for heating any metal that is an electrical conductor.
The so-called “skin effect” results in a temperature difference between the surface and the
interior of the billet, so a soak period is required for the billet to reach equilibrium.
A temperature probe contacts the front of the billet during heating, and the temperature
controller varies the coil voltage through a transformer to achieve the desired temperature and
production rate. Then the heated billet is discharged axially as a cold billet is fed into the coil.
Induction heaters offer more precise control of billet temperature, plus the possibility of
taper-heating the billet with great accuracy and consistency. The induction heater is more energy
efficient than gas-fired, but energy cost is greater due to the higher unit cost of electricity compared
to gas. Induction heaters require less space and heat fewer billets at one time, but they cannot be
used to feed a log shear.
Maintenance Requirements for Induction Billet Heaters
Heating Coils. The coils are protected from heat and abrasion by special liners specifically
designed to the purpose, and these liners require periodic maintenance. A layer of insulating paper
is placed adjacent to the copper bar of the coil to provide thermal insulation. Then a liner of Inconel
is inserted to protect the insulation and to guide the billet. Due to wear, corrosion, and physical
abuse, it is necessary to maintain spare liners for periodic replacement. The insulating paper will
also require replacement due to contamination from oil, dirt, and saw chips.
It is recommended to replace each heating coil with a spare every 1 to 6 months, based on
plant conditions and maintenance history. With bench reconditioning of the spare coil, failures and
expensive repairs may usually be avoided. It is also recommended to check coils with a
megohmmeter on a monthly basis, recording the readings for comparison, in order to measure
resistance of the electrical insulation. It is also recommended to remove the coil liner and insulation
and to inspect the coil regularly, at which time damaged liners and/or insulation may also be
replaced.
The insulation liner is often damaged by excessively oily billets, which may be lessened by
installing an air nozzle to dissipate the oil as it vaporizes in the entry of the coil.
Cooling Water. An adequate cooling water supply is critical for removing the excess heat generated
in the heater coils and transformers. The water supply must meet minimum requirements:
•

Minimum flow rate and pressure, and maximum temperature, to meet specifications of
the heater manufacturer (check weekly).

•

Water supply not affected by conditions elsewhere in the plant.

•

Clean water, due to small passages through the equipment, with a strainer to trap any
foreign material. (Clean the strainer weekly.)

•

Soft water, treated to provide hardness below 170 ppm.

•

Differential pressure switch to shut off power in case of water failure.

A recirculating system with an open cooling tower may be sufficient if adequate blowdown and
treatment are provided.
Transformers. Water-cooled transformers are typically used, due to the high secondary currents
required, and also to minimize the size. Therefore, maintenance of the cooling water requirements
as previously described will be critical. Thermostats in the transformers open and close solenoid
valves to regulate water flow as needed.
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Tap Switches. Maintenance of the tap switches is minimal:
•

Occasional lubrication: Apply a few drops of oil on the center switch rotor and a small
amount of Shell Alvania Grease #2 or equal on the contact clip and blade, for easier
operation and to prevent cutting.

•

Cleaning of contacts: If blade or clip contacts become oxidized, they should be cleaned
lightly with a fine cut file or emery paper.

•

Check terminal connections: Check occasionally for tightness.

Billet Loading. Check the function of loading cylinders for proper, smooth operation; adjust the
loader arm position according to manufacturer’s instructions, in order to avoid damage to the coil or
billet stop. Adjust the air pressure and flow as required. Clean the air strainer, drain any water from
the bowl, and fill the lubricator weekly.
Thermocouple Probe. A spring loaded, open-style thermocouple, usually mounted in the billet stop,
is used for temperature control. The springs must be adjusted so as to maintain firm contact with the
billet end. Thermocouple rods must be cleaned often and kept sharpened to a fine point for proper
contact; a daily check and cleaning is recommended.
Temperature Control System. Temperature controllers should be checked at least monthly for
calibration, to verify that temperatures are controlled at the set points. Maintenance and calibration
of temperature control instruments is difficult and is usually best contracted to firms that specialize in
instrument repair and maintenance. Controllers should be “fail safe,” stopping power in case of a
thermocouple circuit failure or failure of the thermocouple to contact the billet. Controllers should not
be located near the heater due to the magnetic field around the coil.
Safety Devices
•

A safety timer should be provided to shut off power after the normal heating period, in the event
of failure of the temperature controller.

•

A water pressure switch is required to shut off power in case of water loss, to prevent
overheating.

•

The tap switches are interlocked so as to prevent their operation under load.

•

The billet stop must be up, actuating the limit switch, in order for power to be turned on;
otherwise the induction forces would throw the billet out of the coil.

•

An interlock prevents the operator from ejecting a billet while power is on.

Foundation and Mounting Bolts. Check and tighten all bolts annually, due to the potential for high
impact loads in this equipment.
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Log Shear
Function. The hot log shear cuts each billet
to the correct size required for extrusion
conditions, instead of depending on having
the optimum length billets pre-loaded in the
billet furnace in the correct sequence. The
shear system is designed to provide the
necessary tonnage to shear the hot log,
using shearing dies which are designed to
minimize distortion of the log from the
shearing forces. After the desired length is
sheared, the remaining log is returned to the
furnace to be re-heated while waiting for the
next cycle. In most operations the final short
end piece of one log is mated with a portion
of the next one to create a 2-piece billet of
the desired total length. Because of
difficulties in handling small pieces,
remainders less than a certain minimum size
must be avoided or discarded, usually by
means of special mathematical PLC
programs and other devices.
General Operation and Adjustment.
Operation of the shear should be observed
daily for smooth operation in the proper
sequence. Check that log movement into and
out of the furnace is smooth and alignment is
correct. Check that all guards and safety
devices are in place and working. Cylinder
speeds should be checked monthly and
adjusted as needed by means of the hydraulic
flow controls. Also check all assembly bolts
monthly for tightness, as temperatures and
impact loads involved may cause them to work
loose. During annual service, check wear
surfaces and guide ways for wear.

Figure 7-16: Vertical-stroke log shear (Photo
courtesy of Belco)

Shear Tools. Observe the shear blades or
cutting rings daily for clearance and metal
build-up. Depending on design, clearances
may require adjustment weekly or monthly –
check the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Typical shear tooling clearance is 0.010 to
0.015 inches (0.25 to 0.38 mm) cold; or 0.004
to 0.008 inches (0.10 to 0.20 mm) hot.
Some shears require removal and cleaning of
the shear tools in a caustic bath every 6
months.
Lubrication. Grease all points fitted with
grease nipples, daily unless the manufacturer’s
instructions indicate otherwise.

Figure 7-17: Vertical-stroke log shear (Photo
courtesy of Granco Clark)
Hydraulic Unit. Check daily for leaks, and
check the oil level and temperature. Check
pressure settings monthly; check and clean system filters and/or strainers monthly.
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Monthly oil sampling and analysis is recommended – see Oil Sampling and Analysis in
Chapter 5. For other general hydraulics information and recommendations, especially Filtration, see
also the section on Hydraulic Equipment in Chapter 5.
Note: Because of high temperatures at the log shear and adjacent log furnace, press feed hydraulic
systems commonly use fire resistant hydraulic fluids. Because seals must be specified compatible
with the fluid used, refer to the manufacturer’s specifications for the hydraulic fluid.
Hydraulic Cylinders. Some manufacturers recommend annual disassembly and replacement of
seals for the log shear hydraulic cylinders.
Limit and Proximity Switches and Photocells. Check limit switches for proper actuation and for
loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc. Check the position of proximity switches for proper
actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft dry cloth, and
reflective devices used In conjunction with photoelectric switches also require periodic cleaning. Do
not use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and
reflectors.
Foundation and Mounting Bolts. Check and tighten all bolts annually, due to high impact loads.

Figure 7-18: Horizontal-stroke log shear (Photo courtesy of OMAV)
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Hot Saw for Billets
A recent development is the hot saw for
cutting billets after the log furnace. While longterm operating and maintenance experience are
not yet available, some suggestions can be
inferred based on experience with large saws for
hot profiles.
Blade lubrication: sawing hot aluminum will
adversely affect blade life, so the best blade
lubrication system possible should be used.
Sawing may be significantly improved by means
of advanced coolant-lubricant products. The
surface-wetting and heat removal properties of
these fluids allow a significant reduction in the
quantity of lubricant needed, so there is less fluid
left on the product being sawed. Blade life is
dramatically improved, and the quality of cut is
Figure 7-19: Hot log saw
much better. A special low-volume applicator is
(Photo courtesy of Belco)
required due to the small quantity used. Typical
supplier: Amcol Corporation, Hazel Park,
Michigan USA (Tel 248-414-5700, fax 248-414-7489), www.amcolcorp.com.
Routine Maintenance of Hot Saws
Daily:
1. Check the sharpness of the blade. The best indicator will be the cut ends: excessive
deformation indicates a dull blade or poor lubrication. Check for metal build-up on the blade.
2. Clean the sawing area of chips and other debris which may interfere with operation.
3. Check for proper functioning of saw clamping devices.
4. Check for proper functioning of the blade actuation system (hydraulic).
5. Check for leaks of hydraulic fluid or compressed air.
6. Check the level of blade lubricant in the reservoir and check the function of the lubricant
applicator; a piece of cardboard or brown paper held in front of each nozzle will quickly show
the rate and pattern of lubrication.
7. Check that all equipment safety guards are in place, and that any safety switches and
interlocks are functioning properly.
Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings.
Monthly:
1. Service the hydraulic system: clean the tank; check and clean the hydraulic filter; clean and
check for fluid leaks.
2. Clean the saw and saw table thoroughly.
3. Change the cloth chip collector bags; old bags may be restored by washing in warm water
with laundry detergent, or dry cleaning, to remove accumulated oils.
4. Check the blade drive motor’s amperage.
5. Check air line filters and lubricators for any components actuated by compressed air.
6. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check limit switches
for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for proper actuation. The
lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft dry cloth, and reflective
devices used In conjunction with photoelectric switches also require periodic cleaning. Do
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not use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or reflectors. Replace any damaged
lenses and reflectors.
Annually:
1. Check the leveling and alignment of the saw and lead-out table with piano wire and
machinist’s level, to insure straightness and accuracy.
2. Clean and lubricate the motors annually. If the windings become coated with oil and dirt
they will run hotter, leading to premature motor failure. Likewise, clogged openings in the
motor frame may result in the loss of effective cooling. Check the motor windings with a
megohmmeter annually. Also check and record the no-load amps.
3. Check the condition and alignment of the blade arbor, according to manufacturer’s
recommendations and plant service history.
4. Check all saw and frame connectors and
foundation bolts and tighten as needed.
5. Check all hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders
for leaks or damaged packing, and repair or
replace as needed.

Billet Transfer Conveyor (to Press)
The conveyors which transport hot billets from
the billet heater or log shear to the press are critical to
press performance, because they often cause
excessive downtime and require constant operator
attention. Many of the older systems in use are
difficult to maintain because the components are
inaccessible. Billets don’t stay aligned, so the operator
must watch each billet, ready to grab a pry bar and
help the billet into position; this keeps the operator tied
to the press and prevents truly automatic operation.
For these reasons, billet conveyors offer one of the
best improvement opportunities for press
maintenance.

Figure 7-20: Overhead billet loader (Photo
courtesy of OMAV)

Described below are some of the more
common billet conveyor designs, listed in order from
best to worst, with recommendations including a few
maintenance pointers:
Overhead billet conveyor: This type picks up the
billet in a clamp and transfers it over the press tie rods,
lowering it into the billet loader during the press dead
cycle. It offers the advantage of gentler billet handling
(important for 2-piece billets), plus free access to the
floor area between the press and log shear or billet
furnace. Combined with a moveable-ram press it also
helps to reduce the dead-cycle time. Maintenance
items: hydraulic cylinders and drive motor; rack and
pinion drive; linear bearings and guide rods; limit
switches; and lubrication.
Robot loader: Today many new presses are
equipped with robot-type billet loaders, designed to
accommodate moveable-ram systems. Robot loaders
offer precise positioning and easy access for
maintenance. A telescoping device supports the billet,
yet permits the robot to withdraw quickly so as not to

Figure 7-21: Robot-type billet transfer &
loader (Photo courtesy of OMAV)

Figure 7-22: Pivot-arm billet transfer
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adversely affect the dead-cycle. Maintenance items: hydraulic cylinders and drive motor; limit
switches; and lubrication.
Transveyor: This device consists of a billet holder “tray” which travels on a fixed track from the billet
furnace or log shear to the press loader, where the tray is mechanically tipped over to dump the billet
into the loader. The transveyor is simple, elegant, reliable, accessible for maintenance, and easily
adapted to most presses. (“Dumping” a 2-piece billet is not preferred, but reliability is still good.) By
using an encoder and PLC control, the tray may be paused in intermediate positions for billet
lubrication or 2-piece manipulation. It is available from most equipment suppliers. Maintenance
items: drive chain and sprockets; hydraulic or gearmotor drive; V-casters or cam follower guides;
limit switches; regular lubrication, and cleaning of the track.
Pivot arms: Often used with one of the other type devices below; a pivoting arm, or a series of
arms, actuated by air cylinders, cradles the billet loosely within a “cage” while moving it horizontally
and down to the next device. Pivot arms are rugged and reliable and easy to design and build.
Because the billet rotates, pivot arms are less reliable for handling 2-piece billets. 2-piece loaders
have been retro-fitted on some presses in order to reduce dead-cycle time. However, the general
experience has been that the extra maintenance downtime caused by increased mechanical
complexity more than offsets any benefits in reduced dead-cycle. Maintenance items: air cylinders;
pivot bushings (lubrication, check for wear); and limit switches.
Elevator (cylinder or chain): Common on older presses, a carrier is actuated by chain/sprocket or
air cylinder, to lower the billet from the heater to a lateral conveyor. These devices are simple,
crude, and fairly reliable. Maintenance items: air cylinders, guide bushings, and/or chains and
sprockets; limit switches; and lubrication of guides.
Gravity (rolling) tables: Often used together with elevators or pivots to replace parallel chains
(below); however, hot billets tend not to roll in a predictable manner. Two-piece billets can’t be
handled. With no moving parts, the only maintenance needed is occasional cleaning.
Parallel chains (with lugs): Always found with a set of pry bars used by the operators to straighten
cocked billets. It is almost impossible to keep the different chains synchronized. Access for
maintenance of chains, sprockets, and drives is extremely difficult. Maintenance items: chains,
sprockets, hydraulic or gearmotor drive; limit switches; and lubrication.

General Maintenance for All Types of Billet Conveyors:
1. Check all guards and safety devices weekly, as these tend to be left open or jumped out for
access.
2. Lubricate bearings (weekly) with high-temperature grease.
3. Check all chains (where installed) monthly; lubricate and align as needed.
4. Check belt drives weekly for wear, tension, or overheating (used on transveyor or overhead-type
conveyor).
5. Check and tighten pivot arms, check bushings for wear; lubricate; check air cylinders -– rod
seals, flow and speed controls, cylinder mounting bushings.
6. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, proper tripping, etc. Check
the position of proximity switches for proper actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches
require periodic cleaning with a soft dry cloth, and reflective devices used In conjunction with
photoelectric switches also require periodic cleaning. Do not use solvents or cleaning agents on
the lenses or reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and reflectors.
7. Check and tighten all bolts monthly, due to high impact loads.

Billet Lubrication
Billet and Dummy Block Lubricants. To prevent the billet from sticking to the dummy block, the
ends of pre-cut billets have traditionally been lubricated by painting with graphite dispersions, in a
base of either kerosene or water. However, increasing use of fixed dummy blocks, combined with
hot-sheared billets, has forced the development of alternatives which may be automatically applied,
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for example after the billet is sheared. At the present time there are three popular methods of
applying lubricant to the surface between billet and dummy block:

•

Flame application of carbon (soot) to the billet face. The billet is paused at some point of its
transfer to the press, while a carbon-rich flame applies a coating of “soot” or carbon to the end of
the billet. An acetylene or Mapp-gas flame burns for 3 to 4 seconds with a visibly black smoke.
(The air pollution aspect is a problem in some plants.) Typically, every billet is coated.
Equipment source: most suppliers of hot billet shears offer an acetylene lubricator.
Maintenance: Check the system weekly; clean the igniter and nozzle.

•

Automatic spraying of proprietary liquid
parting compounds to the dummy block. An
automatic applicator descends from above by
means of a pneumatic cylinder to align with the
dummy block during the press dead cycle; then
a rotating nozzle applies lubricant to the face
and edges of the dummy block. PLC or relay
controls determine the frequency and duration of
application, followed by a short air purge.
Typically, the block is sprayed every 5 to 10
billets. The fluids applied are specially
developed to facilitate separation and prevent
build-up of aluminum, without accumulation of
chemicals on the die or tooling. Typical supplier:
Amcol Corporation, Hazel Park, Michigan
(Telephone 248-414-5700).

•

Electrostatic application of Boron Nitride
(BN) powder to the billet and/or other tooling
surfaces. BN powers are expensive and so
must be applied carefully to minimize cost, so
application is normally by electrostatic sprayer.
Controls may be set to permit spraying
intermittently – for example, every 3 to 5 billets.
Typical suppliers:

•

Castool, Scarborough, Ontario,
www.castool.com, (Telephone 416.297.1521)

•

Amcol Corporation, Hazel Park, Michigan,
www.amcolcorp.com (Telephone 248.414.5700).

Figure 7-23: “Sooter” or flame lubricator for
billet end
(Photo courtesy of OMAV)

Figure 7-24: Spinning nozzle lubricant
applicator for dummy block
(Photo courtesy of Amcol)

Figure 7-26: Applicator head for Boron
Nitride powder. (Photo courtesy of Castool)
Figure 7-25: Applicator system for
Boron Nitride powder
(Photo courtesy of Castool)
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Profile Handling Systems
This chapter sponsored by Granco Clark
www.GrancoClark.com
Equipment for handling extruded profiles after the press is as varied as the ingenuity and
creativity of the human mind can produce. As a result it is impossible to describe in detail every
type of equipment; however, the general maintenance principles that apply to the most common
types of handling systems are presented.
This chapter covers equipment items 7 through 15 in the illustration below (plus profile
stackers).
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High-Temperature Materials for Extrusion Handling
Graphite has advantages of high temperature resistance and low coeffifient of friction, but
disadvantages of brittleness, heat retention, contamination of profile surfaces, and carbon dust
pollution throughout the plant.
High-Temperature ceramic fiber felts have advantages: non-marking, resistance to abrasion
and impact, and flexibility of usage. Their disadvantage is low coefficient of friction.

High-Temperature Textile Materials1
Textile materials offer useful properties for extrusion handling, mainly the elimination of
damage caused by lift-over and walking beams, graphite marking, and cooling spots. “Soft”
handling systems are also cleaner and quieter. Most new
plants now use lead-out and run-out rollers, as well as
transfer and cooling belts made from high-temperature
textiles.
The technology of fiber products available for
handling systems continues to evolve2. A few general
principles are summarized here:
In general, there are two types of industrial textiles:
•

Woven textiles are made from fibers that are spun
into yarn and then woven together in a loom.

•

Non-woven textiles or felts are made by compressing
fibers together and punching with barbed needles to
increase density.

Desired characteristics for handling system textiles are:
Temperature resistance in excess of 930oF (500oC)
High resistance to wear
Good thermal conductivity
Reasonable tensile strength
Minimum elongation
Fiber hardness less than that of aluminum (at
temperature)
7. Low coefficient of friction
8. No primary health risks
9. Reasonable availability and cost

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

While there are many available choices of fibers for
lower temperatures, the choices diminish rapidly above 660oF
(350oC). The requirement for good wear resistance further
restricts the choices; as a rule, the higher the temperature
resistance the lower the wear resistance. Fibers resistant to
high temperatures tend to be brittle, with lower tensile
strength and higher hardness than desired. However, good
thermal conductivity helps the materials conduct heat away
from the point of contact and thus improve life.

1

Much of this section is condensed from the following paper: Douglas, M., “High Temperature Textile
Products for Aluminum Extrusion Handling Systems,” Proceedings of 6th International Aluminum
Extrusion Technology Seminar, Vol. II, (1996), p. 287-292.

2

Gaube, Doris, “Technical Textiles for Handling Systems: Introducing High Tech While Avoiding
Basic Mistakes,” Proceedings of 6th International Aluminum Extrusion Technology
Seminar, (2004).
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Range of Temperature Resistance
•
•
•
•

PBO – Maximum contact surface 1200oF (650oC)
Kevlar – Maximum contact surface 950oF (510oC)
Nomex - Maximum contact surface 450oF (232oC)
Polyester - Maximum contact surface 300oF (150oC)

Rollers. The lead-out directly in front of the press presents the highest temperatures any of the
fiber products will see in the handling system, before the profiles have been cooled significantly.
Large profiles present the greatest problems due to higher heat conduction and radiation to the
fibers. There has been some success in this area by using water cooling on or through the
rollers, and by impregnating the rollers with graphite or special resins.
The designs of roller systems in use today vary widely. Some use felts, others woven
covers. Some use a solid drum-type roller for the inside, others a hollow extruded framework.
Some are one-piece sleeves, others 3-piece so the sections may be replaced cheaply when
needed.
Belts. Belts may be made of the same hightemperature yarns used for rollers and may be
woven or felt materials. Most belt failures are
due to over-temperature and misalignment. As
with rollers, most problems occur in the belts
closest to the press, which handle the profiles
before sufficient cooling has occurred.
Belt sizes in extrusion plants range from
60mm wide x 5mm thick (2.36” x 0.19”) up to
200mm x 10mm (8.0” x 0.39”); most common
widths are 80mm (3.15”) and 100mm (3.93”).
Joints are a key issue, as concern for
profile damage rules out most mechanical
fasteners as well as straight-across splices.
“Chevron” shaped splices are the current
standard, to increase joint strength while
avoiding profiles hanging on the joint; the sewing
yarns must also withstand the high temperatures.
Seamless belts are also in use in some plants.
Slat and Beam Covers. Many extruders have
successfully replaced graphite with hightemperature felt pads on walking beams, liftovers, and even slat conveyors, at least for
lighter-weight profiles. Friction forces may
become important, so modifications to the
material to reduce the friction coefficient are
usually necessary.

Figure 8-3: Extruded roller with woven
sleeve

Figure 8-4: Belt system with extruded
boom
(Photo courtesy of BWF Tech)

High-temperature fiber pads have not
always been successful on the initial part of the
lead-out table due to the temperatures. Water
cooling is some help but may lead to marking of
the profiles.

Maintenance Recommendation: Clean
hands or gloves are recommended for
handling felts, as oil or grease can
saturate the fiber.

Figure 8-5: Felt pad on walking beam
(Photo courtesy of Albarrie)
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Lead-out Tables
Various types of stationary lead-out tables are used to connect the press discharge either
to the water quench or handling system. Typical construction incorporates a welded steel
framework with a top surface usually made of flat graphite (solid surface or cross-bar slats), or
rollers (surfaced in high-temp fibers such as Kevlar, graphite, steel, or other high-temperature
material).
The lead-out table may
incorporate a frame or system of slots to
enable placement of graphite divider bars
to maintain separation of profiles in multistrand extrusion. Because the ideal
support height of the table varies in
relation to the press centerline, according
to the height of the profiles, tables are
often designed to raise or lower
accordingly; the table may be hinged
about a distant point or raised uniformly,
usually powered from the press auxiliary
hydraulic circuit or by a hand operated
lifting device.
Length of the lead-out varies
depending on whether there is a water
quench or mini-slat, the type of puller if
any, and the distance to the start of the
cooling system. When a flying-cut saw or
puller-saw system is used, lead-out
length must be increased considerably
(minimum 50 ft or 16 m) to allow
completion of the cutting cycle before the
profile weld mark reaches the start of the
cooling table. Also, when working with a
flying-cut profile saw, newer tables have
sections that drop down individually as
the saw passes, so that it is not
necessary to lift the profiles up off the
table for sawing. This action prevents
bending and marking of the profiles.
Routine maintenance of the lead-out
area should be minimal, involving
primarily the replacement of graphite bars
or roller contact surfaces. Inspect the
table daily, looking for broken graphite,
excessively worn areas, or sharp
projections which could snag or damage
the profiles. Replace broken graphite or
file smooth as needed. Due to the heat
gained from the profiles, many extruders
successfully extend the life of these
components by means of water cooling;
for example, trickling water over the
graphite, or designing the rollers to rotate
through a water bath.

Figure 8-6: Roller-type lead-out with slotted
bar for dividers

Cooling air ducts

Figure 8-7: Roller-type lead-out with cooling air
duct underneath (Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Figure 8-8: Combination lead-out table and
standing wave water quench (Photo courtesy of
Granco Clark)
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Run-Out Conveyors
The slat conveyors that have traditionally been used to guide and convey profiles away
from the press after extrusion are being replaced with roller tables. The growing use of pullers,
combined with their improved reliability, has made the conveying function of the run-out conveyor
less important, so that many presses are now equipped with roller-type conveyors, either idle or
powered. High-temperature roller materials have been improved; and, when combined with
better profile cooling, give good life without the marking problems associated with graphite. Still,
slat conveyors remain in regular use in many extrusion handling systems.
Slat Conveyor. Consisting of parallel
chains to which are connected cross bars
(slats) for profile support, slat conveyors use
variable-speed drives to more or less match
the actual extrusion speed. Actual speed is
usually set just above the extrusion speed,
so that the point of contact between the
profiles and the slats is constantly changing
(contact too long at one spot may cause
discoloration on the profiles --- “cooling
marks”).
Excessive erosion of the graphite is
usually an indicator of too great a speed
difference between the slats and profiles, or
of profiles which have a sharp downward
“hook” at the ends. The first condition
requires attention to operating procedures,
and the second may involve die correction or
redesign of the profile cut-off system.

Cooling air nozzle
Center guide

Figure 8-9: Graphite-covered slat conveyor

The chains are driven by twin
sprockets at the head end, with twin tail
sprockets adjustable to maintain correct
chain tension. The chains are guided by the
conveyor frame, or by center guides which
use cam followers guiding within steel tracks.
The cross bars are usually made from
extruded aluminum, topped with graphite
bars or Kevlar felt, and fitted with raised side
guides of the same material on each end.
Slat conveyor drives have commonly
been hydraulic, for example radial-piston
Figure 8-10: Slat conveyor (shown with linearmotors with a dedicated “power pack”
motor-type puller)
hydraulic unit; a servo-control is used for
speed variation. Some newer installations
and retro-fits have used electronic variablespeed DC motor drives. The drive must allow precise variable speed control, and also very
precise stopping so that the slats are correctly positioned relative to the lift-over arms or
conveyors. A photocell or proximity switch determines the slat location after the first stop, and
then advances the slats just enough to clear the lift-overs.
Because the slat conveyor may start and stop without warning, it must be provided with
suitable guarding for personnel protection, while at the same time insuring that the guards do not
contact or impede the moving parts.
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Routine Maintenance of Slat Conveyors
Daily:
1. Check for broken or loose slats.
2. Check that the slats proceed smoothly down the table.
3. Check that the conveyor stops properly and is correctly positioned regarding the liftovers.
4. Check the drive unit’s hydraulic fluid level, and check for leaks or high fluid
temperature.
5. Check that all equipment safety guards are in place, and that any safety switches and
interlocks are functioning properly.
Weekly:
1. Check the chain lubrication system to see that it is filled and operating properly. See
recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
2. Lubricate all grease fittings.
Monthly:
1. Check drive chains for alignment and adjust and tension the chains as needed. Note
the degree of wear in the chain bushings.
2. Check the condition of drive and tail sprockets.
3. Hydraulic drive: Check and clean filters, and check for overall functioning. General
maintenance and trouble-shooting tips for hydraulic systems are described in
Chapter 6 - Hydraulic Equipment.
4. Drive gear reducer (with either hydraulic or DC drive): Check the oil level monthly,
change every 6 months (unless recommended otherwise by manufacturer).
5. Check for proper functioning for the drive system’s brake; adjust according to
manufacturer’s instructions. Check the friction surfaces and replace as needed.
6. Check the drive motor’s current: high amperage may be caused by improper chain or
sprocket alignment or by foreign material trapped somewhere in the system.
7. Check air line filters and lubricators for any system components that are actuated by
compressed air.
8. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check limit
switches for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for proper
actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft
dry cloth, and reflective devices used in conjunction with photoelectric switches also
require periodic cleaning. Do not use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or
reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and reflectors.
Annually:
1. If a DC drive is used, clean and lubricate the motor annually. If the windings become
coated with oil and dirt they will run hotter, leading to premature motor failure.
Likewise, clogged openings in the motor frame may result in the loss of effective
cooling. Check the motor windings with a megohmmeter annually. Also check and
record the no-load amps.
2. Check the condition and alignment of the drive coupling and lubricate it, according to
manufacturer’s recommendations and plant service history.
3. Check all conveyor and frame connections and foundation bolts and tighten as
needed.
4. Check the level and alignment of the conveyor frame with piano wire and adjust as needed to
maintain it level and straight.
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Roller Conveyors (Idle or Powered). Newer plants use roller conveyors instead of slat
conveyors. The rollers may be powered or idle; if powered the speed is usually variable and may
include slip clutches to avoid the possibility of rollers continuing to rotate when profile movement
has stopped. Speed should be automatically varied to match the actual extrusion speed.
A big advantage of a roller table
is the possibility to lower the table for
placing profiles onto belts for transfer,
instead of using angled lift-overs that
cause the profiles to slide or roll. It also
eliminates the seconds of dead time
previously used for positioning the slat
conveyor between lift-overs. The table is
raised up for run-out and then lowered to
deposit the extrusion strands onto the
unloading belts or chains. The
mechanism for lowering the table and
raising it back after the transfer may be
hydraulic or mechanical.
Many different roller surface
materials may be used according to the
application: Kevlar (felt or woven),
graphite, steel and stainless steel are
most common, but other specialty
products are also available. Selection
usually is made to obtain the best
balance of roller life and protection of the
aluminum surface. Softer materials such
as Kevlar are very protective of the
profile surface, but their life may be
unsatisfactory unless adequate cooling
of the profiles is provided. Heavy bars
and profiles may require a harder
surface such as steel to resist wear but
may experience pick-up of aluminum on
the surface. One solution is to provide
surface hardening (such as nitriding) to
the steel surface. Water cooling, by
sprays or an immersion bath for each
roll, may also extend surface life.

Fifure 8-11: Roller run-out table with hydraulic
raise-lower mechanism and powered rollers
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Figure 8-12: Rack and pinion mechanism for
raising and lowering run-out table
(Photo courtesy of Gia)

Figure 8-13: Rollers retrofitted on old slat conveyor
(Photo courtesy of Albarrie)
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Routine Maintenance of Roller-type Run-Out Conveyors
Daily:
1. Check the condition of rollers; repair or replace damaged or badly grooved rollers. If
rollers are water-cooled, check that cooling is working properly.
2. Confirm that all idle rollers turn freely; check that roller drives are functioning
properly.
3. Check the raise/lower function for correct, smooth operation.
4. Check that all equipment safety guards are in place, and that any safety switches and
interlocks are functioning properly.
Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings. See recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
2. If rollers are chain driven, check the chain lubrication system to see that it is filled and
operating properly.
Monthly:
1. Service the variable-speed drive equipment, same as for slat conveyor drives
(above).
2. Hydraulic drive for raising/lowering the table: Check and clean filters, and check for
overall functioning. General maintenance and trouble-shooting tips for hydraulic
systems are described in Chapter 5 - Hydraulic Equipment.
3. Electric motor/gear reducer for raising/lowering the table: Check the oil level
monthly, change every 6 months (unless recommended otherwise by manufacturer).
4. Check the drive motor’s current: high amperage may be caused by improper chain or
sprocket alignment or by foreign material trapped somewhere in the system.
Annually:
1. If a DC drive is used, clean and lubricate the motor annually. If the windings become
coated with oil and dirt they will run hotter, leading to premature motor failure.
Likewise, clogged openings in the motor frame may result in the loss of effective
cooling. Check the motor windings with a megohmmeter annually. Also check and
record the no-load amps.
2. Check the condition and alignment of the drive coupling and lubricate it, according to
manufacturer’s recommendations and plant service history.
3. Check all conveyor and frame connections and foundation bolts and tighten as
needed.
4. Check the level and alignment of the conveyor frame with piano wire and adjust as
needed to maintain it level and straight.
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Water Quench Systems
Certain alloys require very
rapid cooling in order to achieve
desired metallurgical properties. The
common alloy 6061, for example,
requires cooling at a rapid rate which
is virtually impossible to achieve
without water cooling. A second
critical objective is to cool fast enough
without causing the profile to become
excessively distorted by the rapid
cooling. The water quench must also
operate in coordination with the rest of
the handling system, especially the
puller (if installed). Two common
types of water quench are used today:
Standing Wave. This is the oldest
and most common system (see Figure
8-8). A high volume of water is
pumped into a narrow trough, so that a
water wave is created for the profile(s)
to pass through. The water overflows
to a tank below the trough and is
recirculated and cooled sufficiently to
meet the process cooling
requirements. When the water wave
system is not in use, water flow is shut
off and the “near” side wall of the
trough is lowered for better access to
the profiles.

Figure 8-14: Open-type water spray quench
(Photo courtesy of Belco)

Spray Tunnel. Water spray tunnels
are being used increasingly because
they allow better control of cooling.
Water flow rates may be precisely
tuned to the particular profile, even
varied from side to side and top to
bottom, as well as along the length of
the tunnel, in order to minimize
distortion of the profile. Innovations in
nozzle design allow greater turn-down
ratios3.
Spray tunnels are usually
designed to be easy-opening, either by
hinges or vertical lift, to allow access to
the profiles when needed and to allow
the puller to pass through to the press
platen.

Figure 8-15: Vertical-opening water spray tunnel
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Combination Standing Wave and Spray Tunnel System. Some more recent designs
incorporate the features of both the water wave and spray tunnel, in order to provide the ultimate
in operational flexibility.

3

Freri, Enrico, “Advantages of a ’Special Nozzles’ Cooling Tunnel,” Proceedings of the Eighth
International Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar (2004).
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Figure 8-16: Water spray tunnel with option to allow puller to pass
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Routine Maintenance of Water Quench Systems
Water Sprays. Every 1 to 3 months (depending on experience), check the water spray pattern
for fullness and check individual nozzles for plugging or mineral build-up, in order to maintain
cooling performance. Remove the spray nozzles for cleaning, and while nozzles are removed
turn on water full flow to remove debris from lines. Quick-disconnect spray nozzles are
recommended. A supply of spare nozzles and tip cleaners should be kept on hand.4
Particle Filters. Cooling water tends to collect trash and saw
chips, leading to nozzle plugging. A suitable strainer or filter
between the supply and spray tunnel is required, accessible for
easy cleaning. One “rule of thumb” is to use a filter mesh
opening that is 2/3 of the dimension of the spray opening that is
being protected. Pressure gages before and after the strainer
will indicate when cleaning is needed; even better, use a
differential pressure switch with alarm.
Water Treatment. Because of high water evaporation rates,
many extruders have found it necessary to install demineralizers
or other water treatment equipment in order to avoid build-up of
a white film on the profiles.
Water Recirculation Equipment. Water pumps should be
lubricated monthly and checked for leaks and proper flow
volume. Cooling towers should be checked annually and
cleaned as needed.
Actuator for Opening the Tunnel. The operating device for
opening the water tunnel may be a hydraulic or pneumatic
cylinder or in some cases an overhead hoist. Little routine
maintenance of these devices is required: check the cylinders
quarterly, along with the air supply filter-regulator-lubricator or
the hydraulic system (see Chapter 5 for general
recommendations on hydraulic system maintenance).

Water strainers

4

Water quench maintenance recommendations provided by Jim Lundstedt
jllundstedt@comcast.net
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Air Quench Systems
Nearly all extrusion press lines use forced air cooling for the profiles, solely or in
combination with water quenching. Besides quenching for the sake of metallurgical properties,
forced air cooling reduces the profiles to temperatures suitable for safe handling and less heat
damage to handling equipment. The
designs in use for forced air cooling
include:
Individual Cooling Fans. Cooling fans
are found in all sizes and in almost any
imaginable location where a fan could be
placed on or near an extrusion line.
Most common are fans located directly
over the run-out table, using either axialflow fans with directed inlet and outlet
ductwork; simple propeller-type fans with
wire-cage guards; or squirrel-cage
blowers designed for directed air flow5.
Fans may also be found
mounted underneath the run-out
conveyor frame, and over or under the
cooling table.
Such individual fans are simple
to install and operate and are generally
acceptable where air cooling is sufficient,
where there is suitable space for
installing them, and if there is sufficient
control of cooling rate to meet process
requirements. Maintenance is usually
very low: lubricate the bearings monthly
(or according to manufacturer’s
recommendations), and check
occasionally for vibration or build-up on
the blades.
Remote Blowers with Distribution
Plenums. Most new plants now provide
cooling ducts integrated over or under
the lead-out, run-out, and (occasionally)
cooling tables. Nozzles integrated into
the tables distribute the air directly onto
the profiles. Air flow and velocity are
controlled from the operator control desk
by means of dampers and by changing
the blower speed with frequency
inverters.

Figure 8-17: Axial flow quench fans with water

Figure 8-18: Squirrel cage fans over table

Other advantages: use of
outside air instead of heated indoor air;
removal of blower noise to a remote
location; and lower energy requirement.

Figure 8-19: Axial-flow fans under cooling table
(Photo courtest of Granco Clark)
5

Shown in Figure 8-18: Patterson Truck Cooler, from The Patterson Group, Blythewood SC
29016 USA, www.pattersonfan.com, Tel 803.691.4750.
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High-Intensity Air Cooling Systems. A newer cooling system now being used distributes highvelocity air through nozzles arranged around the profiles on the lead-out table. The cooling rate
is increased by placing nozzles on the sides of the profiles as well as very close on the top and
bottom. Air flows are regulated by dampers and by blower speed control. A fine water mist may
be added when additional cooling is needed. The cooling unit --- plenum and nozzles --- may be
raised out of the way to allow the puller to pass.
Routine maintenance items: maintenance of
the central blower(s) includes lubrication of the
bearings and checking the cleanliness of intake
filters (usually monthly), plus annual inspection
of the fan for damage to the wheel or build-up
on the blades (usually annually). The variablespeed controls and damper controls should be
checked functionally each year or in case of
performance problems.
Note: For additional pointers on design of
cooling air systems, including configuration of
plenums and nozzles, and air flow design
parameters, refer to the Industrial Ventilation
Manual, published by the Committee on
Industrial Ventilation, PO Box 16153, Lansing
MI 48901 USA. Sales: American Conference of
Governmental Industrial Hygienists, 1300
Kemper Meadow Drive, Cincinnati OH 45240
USA, tel 513.742.2020
www.acgih.org/resources/press/vent25th.htm.

Figure 8-20: Air distribution plenums over
runout table (Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Variablespeed blower
Air nozzles
Figure 8-21: Run-out and cooling tables with air
ducts underneath (Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Figure 8-22: Overhead plenum with variablespeed blowers

Figure 8-23: Quench unit with intensive air and
water spray
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)
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Saws and Shears for Hot Profile Cut-Off
To increase production and reduce manpower, most extruders use continuous or
welding-type dies to produce continuous strands of extrusions. At the end of each cycle the
strands may be cut manually with
a torch or hand-operated saw, or
cut automatically with a hot saw or
shear. The different types of
automatic cut-off machines are
distinguished by the method of
cutting and the location where the
cut takes place.
Saw or Shear. Hot shear designs
are simpler mechanically but may
cause problems by pinching the
ends of profiles shut. Hot saws
cut cleaner and can cut sections
which are too large to be sheared;
however, they are more complex
mechanically and create saw chips
to be collected.

Figure 8-24: Positionable hot saw
(Photo courtesy of OMAV)

Location of Cut. The objective
here is to minimize profile scrap
while cutting during the press dead
cycle. The most common cutting
locations are:
Close as possible to the press.
The simplest system is to cut with
a manual torch or hand saw, or
automatic shear or saw, located as
near as possible to the press
platen. However, due to the
thickness of the platen and tool
stack, a minimum of 7 feet (2
meters) of scrap will be created
between the cutting point and the
welding point of the profiles.
One “finished” length away. In this
case a moveable saw or shear is
positioned at a location slightly
further than one finished cut length
from the die face. For example, if
the final cut product will be 20 feet
long (6 meters), the saw or shear
will be set up at about 23 feet (7
meters) from the die (the extra to
allow for stretching and for
removing the weld joint). Cutting
takes place during the dead cycle
while the profiles are stationary.
With this system, about 3 feet (1
meter) of extra scrap is created in
each strand due to the need for
sawing out the weld joint.

Figure 8-25: Hand-off-type double puller with flying cut
saw (Photo courtesy of Granco-Clark)

Figure 8-26: Flying cut “three machine” hot saw
(Photo courtesy of OMAV)
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“Double length” line layout. If a lead-out table is provided with length equal to the total strand
length, the strands may be cut on the weld mark during the dead cycle with the minimum possible
scrap. For a description of this system see Chapter C – Modernizing Older Presses.
Cut “on-the-fly”. A “flying” saw may be used to cut on the weld mark, during the extrusion cycle,
without interrupting or lengthening the production cycle, also yielding the minimum possible
scrap. There are several designs now offered:
•

Mounted on the first puller of a hand-off type double puller (the original type of flying cut)

•

A separate sawing machine, working with twin, alternating pullers (non-hand-off)

• Saws mounted on both pullers of a twin-type double puller (non-hand-off)
In each type of flying cut the saw must accelerate quickly and precisely match the profile speed to
avoid delay or damage to the profiles.

Hot Saws
Hot saws pose the same maintenance concerns whether their location is fixed,
moveable, or mounted directly on the extrusion puller:
Maintenance accessibility: hot saws are only available for maintenance when the press is down,
and a saw breakdown usually shuts the press down. Therefore, good preventive maintenance
and reliability are important.
Blade lubrication: sawing hot aluminum will often adversely affect blade life, so the best blade
lubrication system possible should be used. CanMist-type lubricants6 may be used on moveable
and puller-mounted saws by adding a supply of compressed air to operate the applicator. On
puller-mounted saws a mini air compressor may be used, or a traveling air reservoir with a
docking and refill system.
Chip collection: a vacuum system, either traveling or connected to the moveable saw by means of
an appropriate duct-connecting device, may be used where chip collection is important for
process considerations. Chip collection is discussed in more detail under Finish Saws below,
page 8-36.
Routine Maintenance of Hot Saws
Daily:
1. Check the sharpness of the blade. The best indicator will be the cut ends of profiles:
excessive deformation indicates a dull blade or poor lubrication. Check for metal
build-up on the blade.
2. Clean the sawing area of chips and other debris which damage profiles or may
interfere with operation.
3. Check for proper functioning of saw positioning and/or clamping devices, according
to the type of saw in use.
4. Check for proper functioning of the blade actuation system (usually hydraulic).
5. Check for leaks of hydraulic fluid or compressed air.

6

Sawing Coolants/Lubricants. Aluminum sawing, whether hot sawing at the press, or cold
sawing of profiles or billets, may be significantly improved by means of advanced coolantlubricant products. The surface-wetting and heat removal properties of these fluids allow a
significant reduction in the quantity of lubricant needed, so there is less fluid left on the product
being sawed. Blade life is dramatically improved, and the quality of cut is much better. A special
low-volume applicator is required due to the small quantity used. Typical supplier: Amcol
Corporation, Hazel Park, Michigan USA (Tel 248-414-5700, fax 248-414-7489),
www.amcolcorp.com.
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6. Check the level of blade lubricant in the reservoir and check the function of the
lubricant applicator; a piece of cardboard or brown paper held in front of each nozzle
will quickly show the rate and pattern of lubrication.
7. Check that all equipment safety guards are in place, and that any safety switches and
interlocks are functioning properly.
Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings. See recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
Monthly:
1. Service the hydraulic system: clean the tank; check and clean the hydraulic filter;
clean and check for fluid leaks.
2. Clean the saw and saw table thoroughly.
3. Change the cloth chip collector bags, where installed; old bags may be restored by
washing in warm water with laundry detergent, or dry cleaning, to remove
accumulated oils.
4. Check the blade drive motor’s amperage.
5. Check air line filters and lubricators for any system components actuated by
compressed air.
6. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check limit
switches for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for proper
actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft
dry cloth, and reflective devices used In conjunction with photoelectric switches also
require periodic cleaning. Do not use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or
reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and reflectors.
Annually:
1. Check the leveling and alignment of the saw and lead-out table with piano wire and
machinist’s level, to insure straightness and accuracy.
2. Clean and lubricate the motors annually. If the windings become coated with oil and
dirt they will run hotter, leading to premature motor failure. Likewise, clogged
openings in the motor frame may result in the loss of effective cooling. Check the
motor windings with a megohmmeter annually. Also check and record the no-load
amps.
3. Check the condition and alignment of the blade arbor, according to manufacturer’s
recommendations and plant service history.
4. Check all saw and frame connectors and foundation bolts and tighten as needed.
5. Check all hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders for leaks or damaged packing, and
repair or replace as needed.

Hot Profile Shears
Hot profile shears, whether fixed or moveable, tend to be mechanically simple. Blade
actuation is normally hydraulic, so in the case of a positionable shear the hydraulic system must
also travel, often mounted on a “mini-slat” conveyor. With automatic operation of the positioner
and shear, safety is a critical issue; the hot shear must be fitted with suitable guards, and also a
“light curtain” safety switch to prevent operation when human presence is detected.
Routine Maintenance of Hot Shears
Daily:
1. Observe the proper functioning of the shear and positioning system.
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2. Look at the condition of the shear blade and at the profiles for a trouble-free quality of
cut.
3. Check that all equipment safety guards are in place, and that any safety switches and
interlocks are functioning properly.
Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings. See recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
Monthly:
1. Service the hydraulic system:
clean the tank; check and clean
the hydraulic filter; clean and
check for fluid leaks.
2. Check the positioning drive and
other mechanical components,
and lubricate as recommended
by the manufacturer.
3. Check power feeders to the
shear system for loose or
defective connections or faults
in the flexible connectors.
Annually:
1. Check hydraulic cylinder(s) for
leaks or damaged packing, and
repair or replace as needed.

Figure 8-27: Profile hot shear with mini-slat
positioning table

2. Due to shock and impact loads, check all frame connectors and foundation bolts and
tighten as needed.

Mini-Slat Positioning Tables for Hot Shears or Saws
Some designs incorporate a “mini-slat” table as a positioning device for a hot profile
shear or saw. Similar in appearance to the slat-type run-out conveyor, the cut-off device is fixed
onto the mini-slat’s chains, which move forward or reverse in order to correctly position the saw or
shear. The exposed slats provide support for the profiles before and after the cut-off, and there is
usually also a device to lift the profiles into the correct position for meeting the puller.
Unlike the run-out slat conveyor, a mini-slat travels relatively little. However, alignment
and lubrication of the chains and their drives remains critical, as is the accurate positioning of the
cut-off saw or shear.
Routine Maintenance of Mini-Slat Conveyors
Daily:
1. Check for broken or loose slats.
2. Check that the slats and chains move back and forth smoothly.
3. Check that the conveyor stops properly and the hot shear or saw is positioned at the
correct location for cutting.
4. If the drive is hydraulic, check the hydraulic power unit’s fluid level, and check for
leaks or high fluid temperature.
5. Check that all equipment safety guards are in place, and that any safety switches and
interlocks are functioning properly.
Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings. See recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
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2. Check the chain lubrication system to see that it is filled and operating properly.
Monthly:
1. Check drive chains for alignment and adjust and tension the chains as needed. Note
the degree of wear in the chain bushings.
2. Check the condition of drive and tail sprockets.
3. Hydraulic power unit: Check and clean filters, and check for overall functioning.
General maintenance and trouble-shooting tips for hydraulic systems are described
in Chapter 5 - Hydraulic Equipment.
4. Drive gear reducer (with either hydraulic or electric drive): Check the oil level
monthly, change every 6 months (unless recommended otherwise by manufacturer).
5. Check for proper functioning for the drive system’s brake, if used; adjust according to
manufacturer’s instructions. Check the friction surfaces and replace as needed.
6. Check the drive motor’s amperage: high amperage may be caused by improper chain
or sprocket alignment or by foreign material trapped somewhere in the system.
7. Check air line filters and lubricators if any system components are actuated by
compressed air.
8. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check limit
switches for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for proper
actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft
dry cloth, and reflective devices used In conjunction with photoelectric switches also
require periodic cleaning. Do not use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or
reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and reflectors.
Annually:
1. Clean and lubricate the electric motor(s) annually. If the windings become coated
with oil and dirt they will run hotter, leading to premature motor failure. Likewise,
clogged openings in the motor frame may result in the loss of effective cooling.
Check the motor windings with a megohmmeter annually. Also check and record the
no-load amps.
2. Check all conveyor and frame connections and foundation bolts and tighten as
needed.
3. Check the level and alignment of the conveyor frame and adjust as needed to
maintain it level and straight.
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Pullers
Extrusion pullers come in all sizes, shapes, and types --- so many different designs in fact
that it is impossible to cover them all in a single text on extrusion press system maintenance.
Fortunately, most pullers are of relatively recent supply, and the original manufacturers are still
available for parts, service, and service advice. Here the subject is reviewed in a general
manner, with the hope that some useful suggestions will be found by anyone involved in plant
maintenance.
Function of the Puller and Design Objectives
The extrusion puller should accomplish four important functions:
1. Take and guide the profiles down the run-out table every cycle without operator
involvement.
2. Notify the press to stop extruding when the exact economic length has been reached.
3. Provide just enough pulling force to make all holes of multi-hole dies run-out to the
same length.
4. Position the profiles accurately enough for the next handling step to be performed
automatically.
In providing these functions, the puller must be:
•

reliable --- up-time equal to or better than the rest of the press system

•

fast --- able to complete its tasks and return within the press dead cycle, and

• smooth --- operating without damage to profile quality.
Puller Safety
Because pullers operate automatically and
often very fast, they must be provided with suitable
guards and other personnel protective devices,
such as light curtains or other switches to detect
when a person is present and shut the puller down
to prevent injury. In most cases it is possible to limit
access to the dangerous zones by installing fences
and gates, which should be fitted with switches that
stop the puller when a person enters. In the press
operator’s work area, light curtains may be used to
protect against a worker or visitor stepping in front
of a fast moving puller. (Note that pullers are
extremely fast yet quiet, and it is very easy for an
unsuspecting person to step into harm’s way
without realizing the danger.)

Figure 8-28: Single puller
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Puller Types
Different puller types may be distinguished
by several design features; the merits of each are
the subject of ongoing debate among their users
and suppliers:
Single or Double: Most early pullers were single,
but single pullers often have difficulty in returning to
the starting position within the press dead cycle.
The practical limit seems to be at about 20 to 22
seconds. In order to avoid delaying production,
various types of double pullers have been
developed to meet the dead time requirements:
•

Figure 8-29: Hand-off type double puller
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

series pullers, one machine handing off to the
other during the cycle.
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•

parallel or twin pullers, each used on
every-other cycle.

•

puller-positioner combination, with the
positioner taking over after the end of
extrusion to move and align profiles while
the puller returns home.

Type of Mounting and Support: Pullers run
in tracks which may be located directly over
the run-out table or beside it.
Type of Drive: Four types of puller drive are
common: cable, chain, linear electric motor,
and rack-and-pinion.
Power Feeders: Power for actuation of jaws
(and the hot saw when one is mounted on the
puller) may be supplied by cable pendants, hot
rails, or by compressed air stored in a tank
which is recharged after each cycle.

Figure 8-30: “Finger-type” puller jaws
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Type of Clamping and Actuators. Puller
jaws may be vise-type or composed of
segmented fingers. Jaws are opened and
closed by air cylinders, springs, hydraulic
cylinders, or linear electrical actuators.
A common problem is failure to
release the profiles at the end of travel. The
puller then can push the profiles back toward
the press causing hazards and downtime. One
solution is a simple low voltage circuit to
confirm that there is no contact between the
puller and profiles: the profiles are the
conductor, with contact bars on the run-out
table serving as contacts.

Figure 8-31: Parallel double puller for 6000
ton press (Photo courtesy of OMAV)

Puller Controls
In order for the puller to signal the
press when to stop extruding, it must be
equipped with an accurate, reliable position
encoder. The encoder should be automatically
re-calibrated periodically to allow for stretch or
wear in the drive cable or chain. In cases
where braking the puller to a stop during the
return cycle is a function of the encoder,
accuracy and reliability become extremely
important in order to prevent a violent crash.
Encoder data is also used to compute
extrusion speed, extrusion ratio (in conjunction
with press ram speed), and the minimum
required billet length.
Transmitting data from the encoder
and other control signals to and from the puller
has been a problem with many designs,
especially with high speed single pullers using
slide rails for data transmission. Double
pullers can operate slower and can use flex
cable or, more recently, photocell data transfer.

Figure 8-32: Twin puller
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Figure 8-33: Rack-and-pinion puller drive
(Photo courtesy of OMAV)
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The puller must also provide a controlled tension applied to the profiles, which is usually
controllable by the operator or Supervisory Computer. It is usually desirable to have the lowest
possible pulling force, consistent with the inertia of the puller body and the force necessary to
keep it in smooth motion.
Routine Maintenance of Extrusion Pullers
Daily:
1.

Observe operation of the puller for several cycles, to see that it functions correctly
and smoothly and starts and stops without undue impact. Note any problems.

2.

Check that the puller travels in a level plane, that the speed and tension are being
correctly controlled, and that the puller position is being indicated correctly.

3.

Check that the carriage stops at the proper positions for profile pick-up and
discharge.

4.

If the drive has hydraulic components, check the hydraulic power unit’s fluid level,
and check for leaks or high fluid temperature.

5.

For pneumatic components check the air supply for leaks and correct pressure.

6.

Check that all equipment safety guards are in place, and that any safety switches
and interlocks are functioning properly.

Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings. See recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
2. Check the chain lubrication system (if installed) to see that it is filled and operating
properly.
Monthly:
1.

Check drive chains or cables for alignment and adjust the tension as needed.

2.

Check the condition of drive and tail sprockets and/or cable pulleys.

3.

Inspect drive chains; check the degree of wear in the chain bushings.

4.

Inspect drive cable(s) for wear, broken wires, or work hardening. Cables should be
replaced every 6 months.

5.

Inspect the position encoder and also its drive coupling (or other method of
attachment).

6.

Check for proper functioning of the drive system’s brake, if used; adjust according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Check the friction surfaces and replace as
needed.

7.

Inspect support and/or guide wheels and bearings, for wear and roundness. Check
that they rotate freely.

8.

Inspect the puller guide rails for wear or damage, and visually check for
straightness and alignment.

9.

Hydraulic system(s) for actuators: Check and clean filters, and check for overall
functioning. General maintenance and trouble-shooting tips for hydraulic systems
are described in Chapter 6 - Hydraulic Equipment.

10.

Drive gear reducer: Check the oil level monthly, change every 6 months (unless
recommended otherwise by manufacturer).

11.

Check V-belt drives for belt condition and correct tension.

12.

Check the drive motor’s current: high amperage may be caused by improper track
alignment or problems with the drive chain/cable or carriage wheels/bearings.
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13.

Check air line filters and lubricators for all system components actuated by
compressed air.

14.

For linear motor pullers, check the condition of tracks and hot rails; check and
adjust the gap for linear motors.

15.

Check linear actuators (if used for the clamps); check for galling or sticking, and
replace if in doubt.

16.

Inspect segmented jaw teeth for wear, breakage, or metal build-up.

17.

Check shock absorbers to see that they are in proper condition to stop the puller
when needed.

18.

Check all limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check
limit switches for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for
proper actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning
with a soft dry cloth, and reflective devices used In conjunction with photoelectric
switches also require periodic cleaning. Do not use solvents or cleaning agents on
the lenses or reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and reflectors.

Annually:
1.

Clean and lubricate the electric motor(s) annually. If the windings become coated
with oil and dirt they will run hotter, leading to premature motor failure. Likewise,
clogged openings in the motor frame may result in the loss of effective cooling.
Check the motor windings with a megohmmeter annually. Also check and record
the no-load amps.

2.

Check the level and alignment of the puller track(s) from end to end with piano wire
and machinist’s level, and adjust as needed to maintain it level and straight.

3.

Check all conveyor and frame connections and foundation bolts and tighten as
needed.

4.

Check all hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders for leaks or damaged packing, and
repair or replace as needed.

5.

Approximately annually, based on actual plant experience, pendant cables and/or
hot rails for electric feed should be replaced in order to insure puller reliability.
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Profile Transfer Systems
Through the years, systems for transferring profiles from the lead-out table to the cooling
table have progressed from manual lift-over to crude mechanical systems to today’s extra-gentle
transfer devices:
Rake-off devices: very few presses still use this
type of system, which transfers the profiles by
pushing with air-cylinder actuators.
Lift-Over Beams: Lift-over arms are usually linkage
arms which enter the slat conveyor between slats,
and then elevate to lift the profiles clear of the table.
Various designs are used for supporting and driving
the arms; the more sophisticated designs transfer
the profiles with minimal tilting, in order to avoid
surface damage due to sliding or rolling.
Belt or Chain Conveyors: With roller-type run-out
tables, belt or chain conveyors may be permanently
positioned between rollers. During the dead-cycle
the run-out table is lowered, or the transfer
conveyors raised, in order to place the profiles onto
the belts or chains for lateral transfer to the cooling
table.

Lift-over
arm
Walking
beams

Figure 8-34: Lift-over arms with graphite

Routine Maintenance of Profile Transfer
Equipment
Daily:
1. Lift-overs: check for proper functioning -- smooth operation, all bars level and
aligned, bars entering slat conveyor
properly, no broken or missing bar
covers (graphite, Kevlar, etc.).
2. Belts: check for smooth function, belts
tracking well, no burned or ragged
belts, drive operating properly.

Figure 8-35: Roller run-out with belt transfer
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

3. Check for leaks of hydraulic fluid or
compressed air.
4. Check that all equipment safety guards
are in place, and that any safety
switches and interlocks are functioning
properly.

Lifting
mechanism

Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings (bearings,
eccentrics, gear racks, etc.). See
recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
Monthly:

Figure 8-36: Transfer belts with lifting
mechanism

1. Check air line filters and lubricators for
any system components actuated by
compressed air. Add oil as needed.
Adjust air flow controls as needed to
achieve smooth operation.
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2. According to the type of unit design, inspect mechanical drive components --linkages, eccentrics, rack/pinion drives, etc., --- for tightness and wear.
3. Check and clean hydraulic system filters, and check the condition and temperature of
the oil. General maintenance and trouble-shooting tips for hydraulic systems are
described in Chapter 5 - Hydraulic Equipment.
4. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check limit
switches for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for proper
actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft
dry cloth, and reflective devices used In conjunction with photoelectric switches also
require periodic cleaning. Do not use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or
reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and reflectors.
Annually:
1. Check the leveling and alignment of the transfer mechanism (regardless of type) with
piano wire and machinist’s level, to insure straightness and alignment, for the sake of
a smooth transfer.
2. Inspect bearings (lift-overs or belt pulleys) for wear.
3. Clean and lubricate the motors annually. If the windings become coated with oil and
dirt they will run hotter, leading to premature motor failure. Likewise, clogged
openings in the motor frame may result in the loss of effective cooling. Check the
motor windings with a megohmmeter annually. Also check and record the no-load
amps.
4. Check all connectors and foundation bolts and tighten as needed.
5. Check all hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders for leaks or damaged packing, and
repair or replace as needed.

A modern profile handling system with Kevlar belts (Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)
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Maintaining Belt Systems
Alignment. Three designs for assuring
good belt tracking or alignment are shown
in Figure 8-377:
A. Flat bed, relies on crowned pulleys and
proper adjustment of belt tension.

Figure 8-37: Designs for assuring good belt tracking

B. Guide “ribs” are extruded into the
base; must be low enough not to contact
profiles as belt is compressed.
C. Tracking guide on center of belt with
matching groove in base.
Crowned pulleys tend to automatically
align belts by changing the tension if belts
drift to one side.

Figure 8-38: Crowned vs. straight pulleys.

Tensioning. Belts may be tensioned by adjustment screws, springs, or counterweights. Shorter
belts are easily adjusted with screw-type take-ups, but counterweights simplify adjustment as well
as belt changing.

Figure 8-39: Belts with screw-type take-ups

Figure 8-40: Belts with counterweight take-ups
(Photo courtesy of OMAV)

7

Douglas, M., “High Temperature Textile Products for Aluminum Extrusion Handling Systems,”
Proceedings of 6th International Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar, Vol. II, (1996),
p. 287-292.
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Cooling Tables
Besides providing a space for cooling and accumulating the profiles between extrusion
and stretching, the cooling table may also be used to form stretcher batches and to remove some
deformation which occurs due to cooling. Cooling tables are usually one of the following types, or
combinations:
Walking Beams. Operating in a 4-step motion
--- up, across, down, return --- walking beams
transfer the extrusions across the table in
small incremental steps. There may be one
set of moving and one of fixed beams, or two
sets of alternating moving beams. In either
case, steel beams topped with heat resistant
material (graphite, Kevlar felt, etc.) are
supported on bearings and actuated by undertable drive mechanisms. Profiles are
transferred into position for manual loading into
the stretcher, or a position for automatic
stretcher feed by belt conveyors.
Traversing walking beams are similar
Figure 8-41: Walking beams with graphite
to walking beams but are designed to transfer
profiles completely across the width of the table and so may overcome surges in the production
rate.
Spacing between beams is designed according to the weight and rigidity of profiles to be
handled; beams should be spaced close enough together to minimize deflection between beams.
Walking and traversing beams are driven from line shafts which run the length of the
table. The line shafts are driven by electric motor and gearbox or by hydraulic cylinder. Line
shafts and couplings must be designed with enough stiffness to avoid torsional deflection; if the
shafts twist too much, the beams will not move in unison from one end of the table to the other.
Walking Beam-Type Storage/Batching Table before the Saw Feed Conveyor: Some
systems use a walking beam table for storage after the stretcher, and to feed the saw feed table.
Design is similar to the cooling table walking beams except for the protective surface, which is
usually made of wood, and maintenance requirements are the same.
Routine Maintenance of Walking Beam Cooling and Storage Tables
Daily:
1. Check for broken or loose graphite bars or felt covers.
2. Check that the beams operate back and forth smoothly and evenly from end-to-end
of the table.
3. If the drive is hydraulic, check the hydraulic power unit’s fluid level, and check for
leaks or high fluid temperature
4. Check that all equipment safety guards are in place, and that any safety switches and
interlocks are functioning properly.
Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings (bearings, eccentrics, gear racks, etc.) and fill oilers. See
recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
Monthly:
1. Visually check for beams which are badly misaligned or not level, and make
necessary adjustments.
2. According to the type of unit design, inspect mechanical drive components --linkages, eccentrics, rack/pinion drives, etc., --- for tightness and wear.
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3. Check line shafts for alignment and loose couplings. Note the condition and/or wear
of line shaft bearings.
4. Check hydraulic drive unit (where installed), clean filters, and check for overall
functioning. General maintenance and trouble-shooting tips for hydraulic systems
are described in Chapter 6 - Hydraulic Equipment.
5. Drive gear reducer (with electric drive): Check the oil level monthly, change every 6
months (unless recommended otherwise by manufacturer).
6. Check drive chains (where installed) for alignment, and adjust and tension the chains
as needed. Note the degree of wear in the chain. Check the condition of drive and
tail sprockets.
7. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check limit
switches for proper tripping.
Annually:
1. Check the level and alignment of the table frame and adjust as needed to maintain it
level and straight.
2. Check all frame connectors and foundation bolts and tighten as needed.
3. Clean and lubricate the electric motor(s) annually. If the windings become coated
with oil and dirt they will run hotter, leading to premature motor failure. Likewise,
clogged openings in the motor frame may result in the loss of effective cooling.
Check the motor windings with a megohmmeter annually. Also check and record the
no-load amps.
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Belt Conveyors. Belt conveyors are being installed on most new handling systems due to better
protection of the profile finish and reduction in so-called “cooling spots.” While some belt
installations have experienced high repair frequency and cost, with proper mechanical design and
good profile cooling belt-type cooling tables need not pose a problem for maintenance.
Design of the belt system must include
provisions for take-up and alignment (see Page 825), and for easy belt change when needed. Some
designs use crowned head and tail rollers, while
others use belts with guide ribs on the underside.
Take-up for maintaining correct tension and
alignment may be made by means of gravity
weights or adjustment screws. Since belts may fail
quickly and without warning, it should be possible
to replace any belt in a matter of a few minutes;
various frame designs are available to
accommodate this need.
Belt materials should be selected
according to the application, keeping in mind that
just-extruded metal will likely exceed the
temperature range of all currently available belting
fabrics. The solution to this dilemma is simply to
cool the extrusions as much as possible and as
quickly as practical before they contact the first
belt.

Figure 8-42: Complete belt-type system
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Heavy profiles require special provisions
as conventional belts tend to slip on the pulleys.
One solution for profiles over 25 lbs/ft (37
kg/meter) is the use of cog or “toothed” belts.
Chain Conveyors. Some cooling tables,
especially if designed for heavier profiles, use a
system of chains fitted with top surfaces of suitable
high temperature materials, such as graphite or
Kevlar felt. One such design uses graphite-lined
carriers mounted on chains to keep profiles straight
and grouped into batches. Alignment and take-up
are controlled by means of adjustable head or tail
sprockets, and the chains are driven by a common
line shaft.
Retractable Stretcher Feed Belts. At the
moveable stretcher head, when adjusting for
different strand lengths, some stretcher feed belts
must be moved to allow travel of the stretcher.
While some systems tilt the belts upwards, the
more common solution is to retract the belts along
a guide system to a position just below the rest of
the cooling table. Actuation may be by air
cylinders or a mechanical drive; a few systems
were built using a rodless cylinder integrated into
the belt frame. The retraction/extension motion is
usually controlled directly from the limit switches on
the stretcher to the belt actuators.

Figure 8-43: “Toothed” belt for heavy profiles
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Figure 8-44: Batching balts and saw feed
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Belt-Type Storage/Batching Tables before the
Saw Feed Conveyor. These belts are used to
receive the stretched profiles and to prepare a
sawing batch of the correct width. These belts are reversible in order to add or subtract profiles
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until a photocell determines that the correct batch has been formed. The belts should
accommodate enough saw batches to minimize production delays. Because of lower
temperatures at this end of the system, rubber belts may usually be used.
Routine Maintenance of Belt and Chain Conveyors
Daily:
1. Check for burned, torn, or ragged belts, or damaged felt or graphite on the chain.
2. Check that the belts or chains move smoothly and track straight.
3. Check that belt tensions are adjusted and auto-tensioning devices or counterweights
are able to move freely.
Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings (bearings, pulleys, etc.) and fill oilers. See
recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
Monthly:
1. Check drive chains (where installed) for alignment and adjust and tension the chains
as needed. Note the degree of wear of the chains. Check the condition of drive and
tail sprockets.
2. Drive gear reducer: Check the oil level monthly, change every 6 months (unless
recommended otherwise by manufacturer).
3. Check air line filters and lubricators for actuator cylinders and any other system
components which are actuated by compressed air.
4. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check limit
switches for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for proper
actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft
dry cloth, and reflective devices used In conjunction with photoelectric switches also
require periodic cleaning. Do not use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or
reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and reflectors.
Annually:
1. Clean and lubricate the electric motor(s) annually. If the windings become coated
with oil and dirt they will run hotter, leading to premature motor failure. Likewise,
clogged openings in the motor frame may result in the loss of effective cooling.
Check the motor windings with a megohmmeter annually. Also check and record the
no-load amps.
2. Check all conveyor and frame connections and foundation bolts and tighten as
needed.
3. Check the level and alignment of the conveyor frames and adjust as needed to
maintain them level and straight.
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Stretchers
Profiles are stretched for the purpose
of straightening --- removing the twists and
deformations which occur during the extrusion
cycle --- and to remove residual stresses.
Stretchers are usually sized to provide
stretching force for the largest profile
produced, based on the cross sectional area
multiplied by the yield stress of the alloy. (See
the tables: Stretcher Capacity Calculation
(Metric and English units) in the Useful Tables
section.)The amount of stretch may be
controlled in several ways: by sight (the
operator’s judgment); by force; by length of
stretch; or by the percentage of total strand
length. Some machines use a laser device to
measure actual distance between head and
tailstock, then use an encoder device on the
stretch cylinder to calculate and control the
percentage of stretch.
Where older plants were staffed with
operators at both the head and tail stretchers,
newer plants are able to work with one
operator or even no operators at all. Profiles
are automatically fed into the stretcher jaws by
conveyors, with photocells located so as to
confirm that the extrusions are properly located
in the jaws. The clamp, stretch, un-clamp, and
out-feed cycles may be controlled by PLC.
Depending on the product mix and variability of
new dies, one operator may be needed at the
stretcher to deal with the exceptions and
variations which occur, especially when the
profiles are not straight. Closed circuit video is
used to allow the operator to view the
unmanned end(s) of the stretcher from a
remote location.

Figure 8-45: Old type stretcher from 1970’s

Figure 8-46: Stretcher with safety 2-hand
controls (Photo courtesy of R.L. Best)

Figure 8-47: Stretcher with finger-type jaws
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

To minimize the risk of hand injury,
stretcher controls should include dual buttons
or switches, requiring that both of the
operator’s hands are clear before the jaws may
close.
Jaw clamping on smaller stretchers is
often actuated by the motion of the stretch
cylinder, through a scissor-action or “ice tongs”
mechanism. Other designs use a clamp
actuated by separate hydraulic cylinder. The
clamping travel and/or force may be controlled
to minimize crushing. Some profile shapes
require insertion of spacer blocks to minimize
the scrap caused by crushing.

Figure 8-48: Stretcher with vertical-motion
jaws and safety light curtain
(Photo courtesy of Belco)

To accommodate the varying lengths of profiles, one stretcher head (usually defined as
the tailstock) must be re-positioned over a wide range of travel and then locked in position. On
smaller, 2-man stretchers, movement and locking may be done manually; however, larger
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stretchers are fitted with powered, automatic positioning drives and locking devices. Drives may
be friction or rack-and-pinion.
De-twisting heads may be required for profiles which are extremely twisted. A range of
±45o rotation is normal, but units up to ±180o are in use.
The stretcher base is normally designed to sustain the full stretching force; but shock
loads, for example due to profiles breaking during stretching, result in significant shock loads
being transferred to the foundation and anchoring. For this reason, connections, grouting, and
anchor bolts must be well maintained and checked at least annually.
When stretching heavy bars or very large profiles, profile supports may be needed to
protect the conveyor belts or chains against the lateral stretching motion, and to support the
profile in a level, straight position. The supports rise up from below the stretcher frame and lift the
bars or profiles up level with the jaws and off the conveyors during the stretch cycle.
Separate hydraulic systems are provided for head and tailstocks and for profile support
devices where installed. Clamping, stretching, tailstock positioning, and locking may be powered
from these hydraulic systems.

Figure 8-49: Stretcher with vertical clamping motion to reduce stretcher scrap.
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Routine Stretcher Maintenance
Daily:
1. Check for proper, smooth function of clamping, stretching, and tailstock movement
and locking.
2. Check hydraulic systems and piping for leaks, overheating, and fluid level in
reservoirs.
3. Check that all equipment safety guards are in place, and that any safety switches and
interlocks are functioning properly.
Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings (bearings, jaws, gear racks, etc.) and fill oilers. See
recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
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Monthly:
1. Inspect the jaws for wear or damage.
2. If the tailstock is driven by friction, clean the drive wheel and contact surface; check
that the drive wheels are sufficiently grooved to provide dependable movement and
check the wheels for roundness. Check the wheel bearings.
3. Check rack-and-pinion drive mechanism where installed.
4. Check that the head and tailstock locking mechanisms (hooks, pins, etc.) lock
smoothly and securely; look for signs of over-stressing or deformation.
5. Check and clean hydraulic filters, and check for overall hydraulic systems functioning.
General maintenance and trouble-shooting tips for hydraulic systems are described
in Chapter 5 - Hydraulic Equipment.
6. Check all hydraulic cylinders for leaks, scratched or damaged rods, or damaged
packing, and repair or replace as needed. Use a stone to remove deep scratches or
gouges from the rods in order to prevent packing damage. Extend the main cylinders
fully and check for excess deflection as a sign of wear to the cylinder bushings.
7. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check limit
switches for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for proper
actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft
dry cloth, and reflective devices used In conjunction with photoelectric switches also
require periodic cleaning. Do not use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or
reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and reflectors.
Annually:
1. Tighten all connector bolts and foundation anchor bolts.
2. Check grouting of the stretcher frame.
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Saw Feed Conveyors
Most finish saw feed conveyors
are roller type, with either powered
rolls, or idle rolls with intermittent
friction drive belts. For the sake of
profile finish it is important that rollers
not continue to turn when profiles are
not moving, so attention is paid to stop
the drive when profiles reach the gauge
stop. Powered rolls may also be
designed for their drive mechanism to
slip when in contact with a stationary
load. Rollers may be bare steel or
covered with PVC, rubber, or other
proprietary materials; compatibility with
downstream finishing processes is
important in the choice of cover
materials.
Profiles may be transferred
onto the saw feed conveyor by any of
several designs: older presses often
used manual transfer or walking
beams, but newer presses are fitted
with belt or chain conveyors. To
convey the extrusions over the edge of
the saw conveyor some systems tilt the
conveyors up; on others the saw feed
table is lowered for loading and raised
back for the sawing cycle.
Width of saw feed conveyors
has generally increased in recent years
in order to accommodate higher press
output. Older lines seldom exceeded
18” (450mm) in width, but today 36” to
48” (900 to 1200mm) wide conveyors
are common on new extrusion lines.
Wider saw batches greatly increase
sawing productivity with no increase in
manpower and little added capital cost.
As a rule of thumb, conveyor width
should be about 20% greater than the
width of the saw batch, to compensate
for curvature of the profiles.
Saw feed conveyors are
commonly fitted with 2-speed drives:
fast for initial forward conveying, then
slow for the final 3 feet (1 meter) to
allow the ends of the extrusions to
gently come into uniform contact with
the gauge stop. Slow-down is initiated
by a limit or proximity switch.

Figure 8-50: PVC covered saw feed conveyor with
chain drive (Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Figure 8-51: Intermediate drive belt unit

Intermediate
drive belt
units

Figure 8-52: Saw feed conveyor with idle rollers and
intermediate belt drives (Photo courtesy of Belco)
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Routine Maintenance of Saw Feed Conveyors:
Daily:
1. Check that all conveyor rollers turn freely.
2. Check the drive belts or roller drives to see that all sections are working properly and
profiles are fed smoothly.
3. Check the raise/lower action to see that all is working smoothly.
4. Check the hydraulic fluid level in the raise/lower system (if installed), and check for
leaks or high fluid temperature.
5. Check that all equipment safety guards are in place, and that any safety switches and
interlocks are functioning properly.
Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings (bearings, etc.) and fill oilers. See recommendations,
chart on page 8-50.
2. Check chain lubrication systems (if installed) to see that they are filled and operating
properly.
Monthly:
1. Replace any damaged or worn roller covers.
2. Chain-driven live roller conveyors: check drive chains for alignment and adjust and
re-tension the chains as needed. Note the degree of wear in the chain.
3. Drive belt sections should be checked for wear or damage to the belts and for correct
tension and tracking. Check drive chains for alignment and adjust and re-tension the
chains as needed.
4. Gear reducers for belt or roller drives and/or table lift: Check the oil level monthly,
change every 6 months (unless recommended otherwise by manufacturer).
5. Check air line filters and lubricators for any system components actuated by
compressed air. Add oil as needed.
Annually:
1. Check that the saw feed conveyor table is level with the saw table and length gauge
table.
2. Hydraulic drive for table lift (if installed): Check and clean filters, and check for
overall functioning. General maintenance and trouble-shooting tips for hydraulic
systems are described in Chapter 5 - Hydraulic Equipment.
3. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check limit
switches for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for proper
actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft
dry cloth, and reflective devices used In conjunction with photoelectric switches also
require periodic cleaning. Do not use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or
reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and reflectors.
4. Clean and lubricate drive and table lift motors annually. If the windings become
coated with oil and dirt they will run hotter, leading to premature motor failure.
Likewise, clogged openings in the motor frame may result in the loss of effective
cooling. Check the motor windings with a megohmmeter annually. Also check and
record the no-load amps.
5. Check all conveyor and frame connections and foundation bolts and tighten as
needed.
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Finish Saw
The function of the finish saw is to cut extrusion strands into the final, finished lengths.
Where possible, length and squareness-of-cut tolerances should be precise enough to meet
customer requirements without the need for a second cutting step.
Older press lines were equipped
with swing-arm saws such as the popular
Oliver model 94. The blade pivots about an
upper pivot point, and the cutting stroke is
powered by hydraulic or air cylinder.
Primarily because of noise control
problems, newer saws have the blade
mounted below the sawing table; the blade
rises through the table and makes the
cutting stroke, then drops below the table
for the return stroke. With this design there
is no noisy, damaging return stroke through
the profiles, and the layout permits better
clamping for improved noise control.
Saw Blades. “The number of teeth (should
be) a function of the cross section (being
sawed): the thinner the wall, the greater the
tooth count and the higher the rake angle.
With a thin wall, you want to take many
small nibbles to avoid distorting or
deflecting the wall. You need fewer teeth
and a larger gullet for sawing solids,
because of the heavier tooth loads and to
accommodate the higher volume of chips.
If the gullets are too small, the blade will
load up.”8
Do not operate carbide blades with
missing teeth; return any such blades for
repair and re-sharpening. Never use a
warped or cracked blade.
Sawing Coolants/Lubricants. Aluminum
sawing, whether hot sawing at the press, or
cold sawing of profiles or billets, may be
significantly improved by means of
advanced coolant-lubricants developed at
Boeing Aircraft Co. some years ago. The
surface-wetting and heat removal
properties of these fluids allow a significant
reduction in the quantity of lubricant
needed, so there is less fluid left on the
product being sawed. Blade life is
dramatically improved, and the quality of
cut is much better. A special low-volume
applicator is required due to the small
quantity used. Typical supplier:

8

Oliver 94
saw

Manual length
gauge
Figure 8-53: 1970’s type Oliver 94 saw system

Profile clamp

Figure 8-54: Under-table type finish saw
(Photo Courtesy of Granco Clark)

Figure 8-55: Under-table saw with tail scrap
pusher and scrap dump gate
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Baldwin, M. Dana, “Extrusion Sawing: Tighter Tolerance at Quadruple Production,” Modern
Metals Magazine, January, 1996.
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Amcol Corporation, Hazel Park, Michigan (Telephone 248-414-5700) www.amcolcorp.com.
For recommendations on installation and maintenance of low-volume saw coolant applicators see
page 8-38.
Saw Noise Control. Sawing of aluminum profiles has long posed a risk of employee exposure to
unacceptable noise levels. Noise is generated by the contact of blade and profile, and also by
reverberation of the profiles, which may be quite difficult to control due to the length of profiles
available to generate sound.
In order to develop ways to reduce this noise at the source, industry trade associations
have sponsored research into saw noise abatement.9,10 In general, this research has led to better
blade designs and developing of profile clamping systems which will minimize the generation of
noise.
Saw Chip Collection. Effective collection of saw chips requires a well-designed, well-maintained
capture hood, connecting ducts, suction blower, and collector. For best results, the capture hood
should be designed so that chips fly directly into the hood from the blade as a result of their
natural velocity; the air capture velocity then adds to the effect. The required air flow is
determined to provide the required capture velocity, and ductwork is sized to maintain the
necessary conveying velocity for the chips. The velocity should be high enough to pick up or reentrain particles which fall out when the system is down or malfunctioning. Typical velocities for
capture and conveying: 4000 to 5000 ft/min (1200 to 1500 meter/min).
For additional pointers on design of chip collectors, including configuration of hoods and
air flow parameters, refer to the Industrial Ventilation Manual, published by the Committee on
Industrial Ventilation, PO Box 16153, Lansing MI 48901 USA. Sales: American Conference of
Governmental Industrial Hygienists, 1300 Kemper Meadow Drive, Cincinnati OH 45240 USA, tel
513.742.2020, www.acgih.org/resources/press/vent25th.htm.
For cyclone-type collectors, be sure that the discharge duct fits snugly on the chip drum,
and that the drum is emptied when it becomes about 2/3 full. Periodically shaking the filter bags
and/or shutting off the air flow for a few minutes will often restore the air flow volume.
Routine Maintenance of Finish Saws
Daily:
1. Check the sharpness of the blade. The best indicator will be the cut ends of profiles:
excessive deformation indicates a dull blade or poor lubrication.
2. Clean the saw table of chips and other debris which damage profiles or may interfere
with alignment.
3. Listen for excess noise caused by the blade’s rear edge passing through profiles,
which is a sign that blade alignment is incorrect.
4. Check for proper functioning of clamps, in order to minimize noise and also to hold
profiles securely against the table and back fence for cutting accuracy.
5. Check condition of the clamp pads for damage or embedded saw chips; clean or
replace.
6. Check for proper functioning of the blade actuator system (usually hydraulic).
7. Check for leaks of hydraulic fluid or compressed air.
8. Check the level of blade lubricant in the reservoir and check the function of the
lubricant applicator; a piece of cardboard or brown paper held in front of each nozzle
will quickly show the rate and pattern of lubrication.
9

Proceedings of the Workshop on the Control of Metal Sawing Noise in the Aluminum Industry,
June, 1976. The Aluminum Association, Washington DC.
10 1984 Saw Noise Report and 1987 Saw Noise Report. Aluminum Extruders Council, Chicago
IL, USA.
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9. Check that all equipment safety guards are in place, and that any safety switches and
interlocks are functioning properly.
Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings (bearings, etc.) and fill oilers. See recommendations,
chart on page 8-50.
Monthly:
1. Service the hydraulic system: clean the tank; check and clean the hydraulic filter;
clean and check for fluid leaks.
2. Clean the saw and saw table thoroughly.
3. Check the alignment of the saw blade with the back stop or guide fence.
4. Change the cloth chip collector bags; old bags may be restored by washing in warm
water with laundry detergent, or dry cleaning, to remove accumulated oils.
5. Check the drive motor’s current.
6. Check air line filters and lubricators for any system components actuated by
compressed air. Add oil as needed.
7. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check limit
switches for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for proper
actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft
dry cloth, and reflective devices used In conjunction with photoelectric switches also
require periodic cleaning. Do not use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or
reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and reflectors.
Annually:
1. Check the leveling and alignment of the saw, saw table, back fence, saw feed table,
and length gauge table, with piano wire and machinist’s level, to insure squareness
and accuracy of cuts.
2. Clean and lubricate the motors annually. If the windings become coated with oil and
dirt they will run hotter, leading to premature motor failure. Likewise, clogged
openings in the motor frame may result in the loss of effective cooling. Check the
motor windings with a megohmmeter annually. Also check and record the no-load
amps.
3. Check the condition and alignment of the blade arbor, according to manufacturer’s
recommendations and plant service history.
4. Check all conveyor and frame connections and foundation bolts and tighten as
needed.
5. Check all hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders for leaks or damaged packing, and
repair or replace as needed.
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Aluminum Extrusion Saw Lubrication Systems
By James E. Dyla, President, AMCOL Corporation

Introduction to Injection Metering Systems
Saws are located throughout the aluminum extrusion process. These saws require
lubrication to facilitate chip formation, reduce galling, and prevent burrs on the cut. In
extrusion, saw lubricants are designed to pass through the age oven process and other
applications without staining the metal.
Applications include:
• Cold and Hot Billet Saws – Circular and Band
• Traveling Hot Saw
• Cut-to-length Saws
• Precision Cutting Saws
• Dedicated Fabrication Cells
Injection metering systems are the industry standard for
dispensing saw lubricants used in extrusion, because
they are generally simple to install, operate, and repair.
Several companies manufacture these types of systems.
On the surface, these systems may look alike, however
each manufacturer incorporates unique design
characteristics.
Injection metering systems are also used on butt shears and log shears. Designs more
specific to these applications are available. See Chapter 3.

Evolution of Injection Metering Systems
Sometime in the 1980’s, the extrusion industry evolved
from air over oil atomized spray systems to air assisted
injection metering systems for use in sawing. The
concept to dispense very minute quantities of high
performance lubricants to the cutting tool was originally
developed for use in the machining aluminum aircraft
parts.
Once introduced to the aluminum extrusion industry,
this technology was quickly adopted by many. Used
properly, the lubricants provided maximum tool life and surface finish; dry chips were
much easier to vacuum with a near dry work environment. At the lowest setting, most
injectors are capable of consistently dispensing as little as one gallon per 200,000
injection cycles.
Early designs included copper or plastic nozzles fitted in any way possible to spray the
blade. Engineering updates through the years have focused on more robust
components better suited to the harsh industrial atmosphere associated with aluminum
extrusion. One specific design update is the use of engineered manifolds to insure the
exact spray angles. More recently, designs are now focused on eliminating operator
intervention with system settings.
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Basic Components for Injection Metering Spray
1. Gravity Reservoir – From 10 ounce to 10 gallon is
typical.
2. Injector – Piston pump that dispenses a given
amount of liquid based on travel length of the
piston. Output per injection cycle is typically
adjustable, although fixed stroke injectors have
recently become available. The piston is driven
forward with air and then reset when the air is
depressurized with a spring. The piston is filled
with liquid during the reset cycle and remains ready
to repeat the cycle over and over.
3. System Actuation – Typically, a 3-way solenoid
operated valve is used to control the spray time
that is typically matched to the cutting time of the
saw; plant air is used to service the complete
system. Traveling hot saws are serviced with an
independent air compressor that can travel with the
saw, where the compressor motor is controlled with
power on/off from the saw PLC.
4. Injection Rate Control – Determines the cycle rate
of the injector.
a. Pneumatic Timer – An air operated
repeating pulse timer is also known as a
pulse frequency generator.
b. Electronic Solenoid Timer – As an
alternative to the pneumatic timer, a
second integral solenoid is used to
control pulse rate for the injector. The
advantage is supreme control of pulse
rate that ultimately leads to improved
repeatability and reliability.
5. Atomizing Air Regulator – A method
to adjust air flow/pressure at the spray point is typically integrated into the control
box.
a. Flow Control – With older designs, a needle valve is used to control air
flow to the spray points.
b. Air Pressure Regulator – More typical today, an air pressure regulator is
used to control air pressure/flow. The primary advantage as compared to
a flow control is that air pressure can be set low and quickly send full flow
to the tip; as opposed to a flow control, where low flow means slow
increase to the correct pressure (more often the flow is set high, which
leads to mist and overspray). The design also incorporates a gauge that
can be used to set spray pressure.
6. Liquid and Air Hose – Atomizing air and liquid travel together to the spray point.
a. Coaxial – With older designs, the liquid hose is placed inside the air hose.
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b. Biaxial – A second option that is a very popular has liquid and air traveling
side by side to the point of dispensing. This design is the preferred
method as it is much easier to install, repair, and troubleshoot.
c. Single Line – One other design mixes air and liquid as the metered liquid
exits the injector; both air and liquid
travel together in one hose to the spray
point. This design is the least preferred
as liquid cannot possibly travel in a mist
form over many feet of hose; the result
tends to be inconsistent output with a
blast of fluid at the start of each cycle.
This design was created to ease
installation and repair, but is now
seldomly used in high production
sawing.
7. Air/Liquid Mixing – Manifold blocks with set spray angles and engineered spray
tips are the industry standard. Tips are designed to create maximum velocity
that can penetrate the wind current typically associated with high speed cutting
without mist or fog.

System Schematic – Injection Metering with Pneumatic Injection
Control
Liquid
reservoir

Air Supply
to Spray System

System Actuation
(3-Way Valve)

Pulse
Frequency
Generator

T-60 Posipump
Injection Meter
Air
Liquid
Air & Liquid
Dispersing
Air Control

Liquid Transport
Assembly

Spray Tip
Dispenses
Liquid
with Air
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System Schematic – Injection Metering with Electric (PLC)
Injection Control

System Settings
1. Piston Stroke Length
2. Piston Injection Rate
3. Air Pressure (or Flow) at Spray Tip

Recommended Preventive Maintenance for Injection Metering
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observe System Settings – Daily
Observe Spray Tips – Daily
Rebuild Liquid Contact Seals – Biannually
Replace Liquid and Air Hose – Biannually
Replace Pneumatic Timer – Biannually
Empty, Clean, and Refill Reservoir – Biannually

Best Practices for Injection Metering Systems
•
•
•
•
•
•

Positive suction injectors eliminate pump cavitation.
Chemical resistant contact seals, such as Viton, ensure long term performance
and reliability.
Specialized tips are available to generate high velocity spray without mist or fog.
Spray manifolds are used to insure proper spray angles.
Liquid and air should be mixed at the spray point.
Biaxial liquid and air hose (rather than coaxial) ease installation, troubleshooting,
and repair. Use PTFE for high temperature and wear applications.
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•

•

Include reservoir options, such as a fine mesh strainer to protect injectors, drain
shut-off valve to repair injectors, low level indicators to eliminate dry cutting, and
larger reservoirs to reduce fill frequency.
Include system function that allows for quick and repeatable method to increase
or decrease fluid output.

System Troubleshooting
Problem
Fluid Volume Inappropriate

Inconsistent Spray Volume to
One Spray Point

Inconsistent Spray volume to
All Spray Points

Mist or Fog

Liquid from Back of Injector
No or Low Dispersing Air

Air in Liquid Line

Liquid Drains from Spray Tip

Cause and Possible Solutions
 Injectors misadjusted; adjust individual
injectors.
 Pulse frequency generator misadjusted; adjust.
 Spray tip is clogged; simply remove, clean and
replace.
 Spray tip is not properly attached; attach.
 Spray tip is damaged; replace.
 Liquid or air hose is severed or incorrectly
attached; reconnect or replace.
 Fluid level is low; refill reservoir.
 Strainer on reservoir is clogged; clean or
replace.
 Air pulse generator operating inconsistently;
repair or replace.
 Manifolded dispensing air pressure set too
high; adjust.
 Individual spray point flow set too high; adjust.
 Injector contact seals leaking; clean injector
and replace o-ring.
 Manifolded dispensing air pressure set too low;
adjust.
 Air hose is kinked or cut; repair or replace.
 Spray tip is clogged; clean or replace.
 Spray tip is damaged; replace.
 Fluid line is not properly attached to pump;
replace hose or fitting.
 Injector seal is failing; rebuild or replace.
 Injector check valve is failing; rebuild or
replace.
 Liquid line is discontinuous; reconnect or
repair.
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Saw Length Gauge
Saw length gauge designs vary from simple roller tables with manually adjusted stops, to
highly automated tables with automatic adjustment and feedback.
Manual Gauge Stops. Normally used with idle roller tables, manual stop systems are positioned
and locked by hand according to a calibrated scale or ruler fastened to the back fence. Locking
mechanisms tend to be mechanical or pneumatic-cylinder actuated.
Routine Maintenance of Manual Gauge Stops:
Daily:
1. Check the accuracy of cut by
measuring a cut extrusion with a
separate tape measure. Recheck
whenever the saw blade is changed.
2. Check the squareness of cut by
measuring the inside and outside
pieces of a multiple cut.
3. Check the stop mechanism for ease of
movement and positive locking.
4. Check that all equipment safety guards
are in place, and that any safety
switches and interlocks are functioning
properly.

Figure 8-60: Manual length gauge

Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings (bearings,
etc.) and fill oilers. See
recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
Monthly:
1. Check that the gauge table is level with
the saw table and saw feed table.
2. Check and tighten all fastener
connections.
3. Check that all conveyor rollers turn
freely.

Figure 8-61: Auto length gauge
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

4. Replace any damaged or worn roller
covers.
5. If the locking device is pneumatic, check and service the air filter/regulator/lubricator.
Add oil as needed.
Automated Gauge Tables. Newer length gauge tables are more complex and incorporate
features which improve sawing accuracy while increasing productivity. Newer tables are wider,
usually 36 to 48 inches (900 to 1200 mm) wide, and use powered roller conveyors. A 2-speed
conveyor moves the profiles quickly (for productivity), then slows down for the final contact with
the gauge stop (to avoid bounce).
The gauge stop is automatically positioned from the operator’s control panel, by means of
a hydraulic or DC motor. The actual position is read by encoder and fed back to the control
system, for the sake of precise control; the position accuracy may be fine-tuned automatically if
needed. The stop may tilt up to allow rapid removal of profiles on down the conveyor to a
stacking area or to an automatic stacker. The stop is adjustable for squareness of cut, and a
positive clamp is activated by a brake device.
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Routine Maintenance of Automated Saw Gauge Tables:
Daily:
1. Check the accuracy of cut by measuring a cut extrusion with a separate tape
measure. Recheck whenever the saw blade is changed.
2. Check the squareness of cut by measuring the inside and outside pieces of a multiple
cut.
3. Check the functioning of the mechanism for ease of movement, raise/lower cycle,
profile slow-down and positive locking of the brake mechanism.
4. Check that all equipment safety guards are in place, and that any safety switches and
interlocks are functioning properly.
Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings (bearings, gear racks, etc.) and fill oilers. See
recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
Monthly:
1. Check that the gauge table is level with the saw table and saw feed table.
2. Check and tighten all fastener connections.
3. Check that all conveyor rollers operate freely. Check the conveyor drive gearbox oil
level; check drive chains for condition, tightness, alignment, and lubricate.
4. Replace any damaged or worn roller covers.
5. If the position brake or locking device is pneumatic or air-over-oil type, check and
service the air filter/regulator/lubricator.
Note: Accurate cut-off requires a good quality, properly adjusted gauge stop as discussed
above. However, it is even more important that all profiles are indexed tightly against the stop
before each cut, and this is a difficult problem at best. One solution is to reduce the speed at
which the profiles strike the gauge stop, to prevent rebound. Some designs advance the profile
ends too far and then push them back to the stop point. In any case, profiles packed together
tend to advance together due to friction between profiles, so there is no substitute for the saw
operator’s checking that each profile is snug against the stop on every cut.
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Off-Load Conveyors
With wider saw tables becoming standard, it is more difficult for operators to manually
unload cut profiles without back strain. Off-loading belts may be installed to laterally transfer the
product to a more suitable, ergonomic position for manual stacking onto baskets or carts.
Powered belts of rubber, spaced according to profile weight, are designed to rise up and take
each sawed batch over to the manual unloading position.
Maintenance requirements: same as the conveyor belts used for the cooling table or storage
table, Pages 8-25 to 8-29.

Figure 8-62: Saw gauge table and off-load conveyor belts
(Photo courtesy of Belco)

Figure 8-63: Saw length gauge table with off-load belts
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)
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Profile Stackers
A desire to increase manpower productivity and eliminate repetitive, stressful jobs has led
to installation of automatic profile stackers after the finish saws on many extrusion presses. An
additional benefit is to remove the human element as a limitation on press output --- as press
output has increased in recent years, it has become increasingly difficult to manually off-load the
production without slowing down the press.
Overhead or gantry-type stackers usually
lift a batch of profiles by means of rigid
spacers, usually aluminum bars with suitable
coverings. Precise alignment is required in
order to repeatedly position and pick up the
spacers automatically; consequently the
main concerns are maintaining alignment
and precise adjustment of limit and proximity
switches and photocells.
Spacers are returned in magazines
or by a conveying system, for automatic
feeding into the stacker’s spacer distributor.
Some overhead-type stackers offer
the option of placing the spacers on racks or
“fingers” within the transport baskets, to keep
the layers of profiles from resting on each
other. This reduces load damage and also
improves air circulation in the age oven.

Figure 8-64: Overhead-type profile stacker
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Maintenance of overhead or gantry-type
stackers
Daily:
1. Check that the spacers are
being positioned correctly.
2. Check that the gantry and lift
arms operate smoothly; look for
alignment problems.
3. Check that the gantry travels
and stops smoothly and lines up
correctly with the basket or
container.
4. If the drive is hydraulic, check
the hydraulic power unit’s fluid
level, and check for leaks or high
fluid temperature.
5. Check that all equipment safety
guards are in place, and that any
safety switches and interlocks
are functioning properly.

Figure 8-65: Spacer infeed distributor
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings
(bearings, gear racks, etc.) and
fill oilers. See recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
2. Check the chain lubrication system (if installed) to see that it is filled and operating
properly.
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Monthly:
1. Check spacer distributor chains for alignment, and adjust and tension the chains as
needed. Note any wear in the chain bushings.
2. Check the condition of drive and tail sprockets.
3. Hydraulic drive: Check and clean filters, and check for overall functioning. General
maintenance and trouble-shooting tips for hydraulic systems are described in
Chapter 6 - Hydraulic Equipment.
4. Drive gear reducer (with either hydraulic or electric drive): Check the oil level
monthly, change every 6 months (unless recommended otherwise by manufacturer).
5. Check for proper functioning for the drive system’s brake, if used; adjust according to
manufacturer’s instructions. Check the friction surfaces and replace as needed.
6. Check air line filters and lubricators for any system components actuated by
compressed air.
7. Check linear bearings and guide rods for scoring or misalignment.
8. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check limit
switches for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for proper
actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft
dry cloth, and reflective devices used In conjunction with photoelectric switches also
require periodic cleaning. Do not use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or
reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and reflectors.
Annually:
1. Clean and lubricate the
electric motor(s) annually.
If the windings become
coated with oil and dirt they
will run hotter, leading to
premature motor failure.
Likewise, clogged openings
in the motor frame may
result in the loss of
effective cooling. Check
the motor windings with a
megohmmeter annually.
Also check and record the
no-load amps.
2. Check all gantry and frame
connectors and foundation
bolts and tighten as
needed.

Figure 8-66: Overhead type stacker
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

3. Check the level and alignment of the gantry frame and adjust as needed to maintain
it level and straight.
4. Check all hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders for leaks or damaged packing, and
repair or replace as needed.
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Roller table-type stackers receive the profiles onto a series of rollers, which then are gently
removed to deposit the profiles onto the previous layer below. Spacers are then automatically
placed on top in preparation for receiving the next layer.

Figure 8-67: Roller-table type stacker
(Photo courtesy of OMAV)

Maintenance of roller-table-type stackers
Daily:
1. Observe the functioning of the stacker for smoothness and correct sequence of
operation.
2. Check for damaged or loose rollers.
3. Check that the chains and/or rollers move freely.
4. Check that the profiles are positioned at the correct location in the container.
5. If the drive and lift mechanisms are hydraulic, check the hydraulic power unit’s fluid
level, and check for leaks or high fluid temperature.
6. Check that all equipment safety guards are in place, and that any safety switches and
interlocks are functioning properly.
7. Blow chains and guide tracks clean of saw chips and other foreign material.
Weekly:
1. Lubricate all grease fittings (bearings, eccentrics, gear racks, etc.) and fill oilers. See
recommendations, chart on page 8-50.
2. Check the chain lubrication system to see that it is filled and operating properly.
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Monthly:
1. Check drive chains for alignment and adjust and tension the chains as needed.
Check for wear in the chain bushings.
2. Check the condition of drive and tail sprockets.
3. Hydraulic unit: Check and clean filters, and check for overall functioning. General
maintenance and trouble-shooting tips for hydraulic systems are described in
Chapter 5 - Hydraulic Equipment.
4. Check air line filters and lubricators if any system components are actuated by
compressed air. Add oil as needed.
5. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check limit
switches for proper tripping. Check the position of proximity switches for proper
actuation. The lenses of photoelectric switches require periodic cleaning with a soft
dry cloth, and reflective devices used In conjunction with photoelectric switches also
require periodic cleaning. Do not use solvents or cleaning agents on the lenses or
reflectors. Replace any damaged lenses and reflectors.
Annually:
1. Clean and lubricate the electric motor(s) annually. If the windings become coated
with oil and dirt they will run hotter, leading to premature motor failure. Likewise,
clogged openings in the motor frame may result in the loss of effective cooling.
Check the motor windings with a megohmmeter annually. Also check and record the
no-load amps.
2. Check all conveyor and frame connections and foundation bolts and tighten as
needed.
3. Check the level and alignment of the conveyor frame and adjust as needed to
maintain it level and straight.
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Handling System Lubrication Chart11
Item

Lubrication

Frequency

Quantity

All Bearings

No. 2 Grease

Weekly

As Req’d

Eccentrics

No. 2 Grease

Weekly

As Req’d

Gear Racks

No. 2 Grease

Weekly

As Req’d

Auto Chain Lubricators

SAE 10 Oil

As Req’d

2 quarts

Compressed Air Lubricators

SAE 10 Oil

As Req’d

1 pint

Drive Chains

SAE 30 Oil

Monthly

As Req’d

Cooling Table Gearmotor

SAE 90 Oil

See Note 2

As Req’d

Storage Table Gearmotor

SAE 90 Oil

See Note 2

As Req’d

Saw Feed Conveyor Gearmotor

SAE 140 Oil

See Note 2

As Req’d

See Note 3 below

See Note 4

22 gal

No. 2 Grease

Weekly

As Req’d

De-twist Gear Reducer

SAE 90 Oil

See Note 2

2 quarts

Tailstock Gear Reducer

SAE 90 Oil

See Note 2

1 pint

See Note 3 below

See Note 4

150 gal

Run-out Hydraulic Power Unit
Stretcher Jaws

Stretcher Hydraulic Power Unit
Motor Bearings

As recommended by motor manufacturer

Notes:
1. Lubricants should be a quality product, carefully selected with assistance from a
reputable supplier.
2. Check oil level monthly. Change after every 2000 hours operation.
3. The fluid selected should be anti-wear and provide a viscosity from 225 to 325 SUS
at 100o F (38o C).
4. It is recommended that hydraulic oil samples be tested periodically (every 3 months)
to insure oil quality.

11

From Granco-Clark, Inc. Reprinted with permission.
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Correct Procedures for Handling, Changing, and Storing Saw Blades
The Saw Blade Body: Clean the saw blade on
both sides before mounting
•
•
•
•
•

All cutting tools will have an oil film on the body from
the sharpening process
This oil is a like a magnet for dust
Residual saw dust and particles in the air will stick to
the saw body
If the buildup is allowed to continue, the collars will
pick-up the dust and begin to wobble the cutting tool
This can produce chipping or score marks on the
aluminum because the tool is not running true

The Collars: Clean both the inboard and outboard
collars during every blade change
•
•
•
•

Collars must be cleaned every time a blade change is made
They must be free from nicks, burrs and any foreign
material
In the event of a crash or wreck, the collars should always
be inspected and cleaned
Most surface finish problems in the product are caused by
collar run-out

Collar Run-out Conditions - Collar inspection
•
•
•

Check the collars regularly (once every 3 months) for total
indicated run-out
Total indicated run-out for 360° rotation should be no more
than .001” (0.025mm)
If a saw blade has been involved in a crash the collar run-out
should be checked to see if it is still within tolerance
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Alignment: Inspection of the feed mechanism parallel to the saw blade
•
•
•
•

The plane of the saw blade must be parallel to the
direction of feed
Burning on one side of the blade can indicate that this is a
problem
Poor edge quality and chipping can occur
Blade life is reduced

Shaft & Arbor Inspection: Inspection of the shaft or
arbor
•
•
•
•

The shaft must be clean and free from any buildup of
material
When turned 360°, the dial indicator should never move
more than .001” (0.025mm)
Shaft run-out can cause poor quality cuts, reduced tool
life, chatter marks, etc.
In the event of a crash or wreck, the shaft should be
checked to see if it is within tolerance

Thrust Bearing Inspection: Check the condition of
the bearings
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shaft thrust (or axial movement) is often neglected
Inspection may indicate the need for thrust bearings in
the motor to be replaced
Place a dial indicator on the shaft
Push and pull on the shaft along it’s length
Readings should be below .001” (0.025mm)
Axial movement can cause poor quality cuts and poor
blade life
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Handling and Care of Blades: Handle both carbide
and diamond blades carefully
•
•
•
•

•

Carbide tips are second only to diamond in hardness
This means that they are also very brittle when contacting
any hard surface
Never place a saw blade on a hard table surface such as
steel
Never place the cutting tool on the track of the machine or
on the end product

Do not:


Tighten a saw blade on an arbor by using a board
as resistance to tighten the nut



Over-tighten or use cheater bars to tighten the nut



Stack blades on top of one another without proper
protection
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Proper Tool Storage
Vertical Storage
•
•
•
•
•
•

Storing cutting tools in a vertical position is highly
recommended especially for large diameter tools.
Less likely to collect dust
No additional weight to damage saw body
Use a soft material to line each slot such as rubber
to protect the teeth from damage
Never allow one saw blade to contact another
The use of horizontal pins for locating cutting tools
on a wall or rack is also acceptable if they have
protection between them

Horizontal Storage
•
•
•

Stacking cutting tools is not recommended, however if
this is done, there are a few things to remember:
Place a protective layer of cardboard or rubber
between the saw blades
Do not stack more than 4 saw blades in a pile
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Procedure for Saw Blade Changes
Step ONE
•
•
•

Follow lockout procedures
Wear gloves to protect your hands.
Remove guards as necessary

Step TWO
•

Use the proper wrench to remove the nut (typically the rotation of nut
is in the rotation of the saw blade to remove)

Step THREE
•
•
•
•

Hold the saw blade to resist nut rotation.
Do not use a piece of wood or other object to hold the saw blade from
turning since this will damage the teeth or bend the tooth column.
If a motor lock pin is available use this to lock the motor
Note the rotation of the saw blade as a reference for the new blade
installation

Step FOUR
•

Remove the outboard collar from the shaft and place on a rubber mat
supplied for tool changes on the tool change cart if available

Step FIVE
•

Hold the saw blade with both hands 180° apart and remove the saw
blade from the shaft and place on the rubber mat or on the tool
change cart

Step SIX
•
•
•

Inspect and clean both the inboard and outboard collars for nicks,
dings, etc. If any defects are found, contact the maintenance dept.
Clean both collars with a clean cloth to remove any oil or dirt. Collars
should be smooth and shiny.
Also clean and inspect the shaft for similar conditions

Step SEVEN
•

Clean both sides of the saw blade to remove any dirt or oil from the
surface, especially in the area where the collars will be located
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Step EIGHT
•
•

Place the saw blade on the shaft being sure the rotation
is correct.
Slide the saw blade back so it locates firmly against the
inboard collar

Step NINE
•

Slide the outboard collar onto the shaft and move it
snugly against the saw blade.

Step TEN
•
•

Turn the nut onto the shaft opposite the rotation of the
saw blade.
Continue until the nut seats against the outboard collar

Step ELEVEN
• Using the wrench, tighten the nut while holding the
saw blade with gloves to resist the tightening
pressure.

Step TWELVE
•
•
•

Replace the guards and secure them
Remove all wrenches, rags, etc. from the area
Reverse the lockout procedures to turn on the machine

Following these procedures carefully will improve the life of the
saw blades and improve the quality of the cut materials.
Some information used in this presentation was provided by
North American Products “NAPTools.”

This information may be downloaded for use as a
training program at www.alkennedy.net/id79.html
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A ge O v e n s
This chapter is sponsorsed by Thumb Tool & Engineering
www.GeminiGroup.net
The Ageing Process
Approximately 60-70% of the extrusions sold in the US and perhaps worldwide are from
the alloy family 6063/6060/6061/6005A. These
alloys are heat treatable, meaning that it is
possible to retain the magnesium silicide in a solid
solution with a suitable quenching mechanism at
the press and then precipitate the magnesium
silicide in a controlled fashion in an ageing oven at
an elevated temperature. This mechanism is
referred to as age hardening and it is a necessary
step to achieve desired mechanical properties
such as ultimate and yield strengths and
elongation.1
The ageing process requires maintaining
the profiles at a precise temperature for a specific
Figure 9-1: Typical age oven
time, according to standard Time-TemperatureTransformation curves for each alloy and temper.
Instead of measuring and controlling actual profile temperature, under proper conditions the age
oven may be controlled from air temperature if the location for measuring the air temperature is
chosen correctly. It is also necessary to know the relationship between the air and profile
temperatures, as well as how temperatures vary throughout the oven.
If the profile temperature is not uniform within the oven, profile quality will be
unpredictable -- perhaps some under-aged or over-aged, or both conditions occurring within the
same load.

Heat Treated - “T” Tempers2:

1

2

Ramanan, Ram, “How to Obtain the Most from Your Ageing Ovens,” Proceedings of 6th
International Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar, (1996).
Fourmann, Jerome, presentation to AEC Press Maintenance Workshop, April 17, 2018.
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Temperature Surveys
To insure temperature consistency and predictability, it is important to conduct periodic
surveys. Methods vary: extruders producing high performance alloys, for example for Military
applications, are required to survey at least weekly in order to certify the heat treatment used.
Many others, however, never conduct surveys and have no idea of the actual ageing “recipe”
being followed; for these, quality is left to chance.
Keep in mind that readings of Webster hardness are at best a very poor indicator of age
oven operation. Instead, quarterly temperature surveys are recommended to control quality
performance.
Procedure for Oven Surveys. A multi-point temperature device is required, typically with 24 or
more recording points. A multi-point temperature recorder with strip chart is commonly used;
another option is to use a notebook computer fitted with a thermocouple interface device. Mr.
Ram Ramanan3 used “a Toshiba personal computer (with) Multiple I-O plexer interface.” Data
gathered via PC is more easily collected, analyzed, and stored.
Next prepare a map of the oven, selecting and numbering the locations to be measured.
The goal is to find and measure the hottest and coldest profile temperatures at various points in
the oven. The coldest ones tend to be downstream of the load, and/or isolated from the air flow,
for example near the center of the load. The hottest points will be upstream, and directly exposed
to the incoming air flow, for example at the exterior of the load.
Attach the thermocouples to the profiles using heat resistant tape. See notes on
thermocouples on Page xix at the front of this Manual.

ASTM B221 requirements – do you comply?4
B221 states that “Aging processes and equipment shall meet the practice and
requirements of B918 Standard for Heat Treatment”. Therefore, to meet B221
extruders need to perform aging oven surveys.
• Uniformity within the age oven should be better than ± 10ºF.
• All ovens need to be calibrated and surveyed.
• Weekly checks are required to show the temp. measuring system and control
thermocouples agree within ± 2ºF.
• Surveys need to be carried out using 40 thermocouples (one at each corner and
one in center a must). Once equilibrium has been reached, temperatures should
be measured at 5 minute intervals for 30 minutes to demonstrate uniformity of ±
10ºF.
• Surveys have to be done monthly for 6 months followed by every 6 month
intervals.
• Contact pyrometers shall be calibrated once per Quarter.
• Non contact sensors (infrared) shall be verified with contact pyrometers on
weekly intervals.

3
4

Ramanan, Ram, IBID
Fourmann, Jerome, IBID
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Loading the oven
If air by-passes the load to any degree, heat transfer will be reduced, cycle time will be
longer, and there will be a decrease in fuel efficiency and temperature uniformity. Therefore the
first goal in loading the oven is to minimize hot air by-pass and to maximize the air flow through
the load. If possible, horizontal spacers should allow space between layers to promote flow
through the load (Figure 9-2); this is especially critical with cross-flow age ovens.
Excess space on the sides, top and bottom of the load should be reduced to the
minimum required for clearance when loading and
unloading the oven. Baffles constructed of sheet steel
may be installed for this purpose; they may be
temporary or permanent.
Partially-loaded containers of profiles may also
allow by-passing. If full loads are not possible, a system
of temporary baffle plates may be needed, to block the
by-passing and force the air through the load.
Finally, the heaviest profiles in a given load
should be located upstream so that they contact the
hottest air. The heavy profiles require longer to heat up,
so this manner of loading will tend to even out the profile
temperature.

Basic Age Oven Configurations
Age ovens are built in various designs,
according to performance requirements and individual
preferences. However, most age ovens have the
following basic design; for multi-zone ovens, each zone
has the same elements.

Figure 9-2: Profile Loading in Age Ovens

Work Chamber. The section of the age oven where the
profiles are loaded to be aged. Some means for loading and unloading containers of profiles is
usually included, for example a work cart, conveyors, or tracks located on the floor. Age oven
floors are sometimes insulated but often are not.
Air Distribution Ducts or Plenum. Ductwork to distribute the heated air to one end or one side
of the load and return it to the circulation blower and combustion chamber; designed for even
distribution of the air.
Air Circulation Blower. This high-temperature blower recirculates the heated air and, in the
case of direct fired ovens, mixes it with the products of combustion. It is usually selected to
provide high air velocity in order to enhance convective heat transfer to the work load.
Combustion Chamber or Plenum. This chamber usually contains the combustion system and
circulation blower, separated by baffles which direct the combustion products to the inlet of the
circulation blower. The blower is normally installed downstream of the burner to insure complete
mixture of the air and combustion products.
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Burner System and Controls. Commonly a
package burner system, it is usually flangemounted to the wall of the combustion chamber.
(If electric power is used for heat, resistance
elements will typically be located in the
circulation plenum.)

Alternative Age Oven Designs
Direct Fired vs. Indirect. Age ovens are most
commonly direct fired, that is, the products of
combustion are mixed with the circulated hot air.
In applications where metallurgical or finishing
requirements prohibit contact between the
profiles and combustion products (principally
water), the burner(s) fire through a radiant tube
and then exhaust to the outside; circulating air
passes over the outside of the tube and is
heated by radiation and convection. Unless
properly designed, indirect firing may result in
high temperature exhaust and lower energy
efficiency; and greater firing capacity may be
required for the oven.
End-Flow vs. Cross Flow. The majority of age
Figure 9-3: Cross-Flow Age Oven
ovens are end flow, with the circulating hot air
passing lengthwise over the profiles. In theory,
cross-flow ovens offer improved temperature uniformity but slightly lower energy efficiency.
However, uniformity may be better or worse with cross flow, depending on the nature of the load
and how it is stacked in the oven. Heat transfer predominately occurs by means of convection,
so an important objective is to have maximum contact between the profile surface and the
circulated air. If profiles are stacked so that cross flow of air through the load is effectively
blocked, or so that only the edges of the profiles are touched by the air stream, heat transfer will
be poor for all but the first profile in each row. With end flow ovens, profiles must also be stacked
in a way that permits good air flow through the load.
Oven Length: Efficiency vs. Uniformity. In theory, thermal efficiency increases with greater
length of the load along the path of air flow. Unfortunately, temperature uniformity also decreases
with load length. Therefore, each oven design is something of a trade-off of these factors.
Because of the layout of most extrusion plants, age ovens are commonly built to hold 2 to 4
containers of profiles end-to-end. Where space and capacity requirements dictate a longer oven,
multi-zone construction is preferred (see below). Otherwise, regular temperature surveys
become even more important.
Multi-zone vs. Single Zone. To improve temperature uniformity, longer ovens may be built with
two or more zones of circulation and control. Older single zone ovens may also be converted to
multi-zone. Each control zone will have its own combustion, air circulation, and temperature
control systems. Modern end-flow ovens should ideally have one control zone for every length of
profiles placed end-to-end.
For additional information on age oven design, see “Building a Better Age Oven.5”

5

Marinelli, M., “Building a Better Age Oven,” Proceedings of 7th International Aluminum Extrusion
Technology Seminar, (2000).
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Figure 9-5: Single zone end-flow age oven (Photo courtesy of Belco)

Figure 9-6: Dual zone end-flow age oven (Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Figure 9-7: Semicontinuous age oven (Photo courtesy of OMAV)
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Combustion Systems
Among the different types of industrial heating equipment, age ovens are a relatively lowtemperature application and so may be heated with various types of combustion systems. One
common type is the package or integral burner system, which incorporates the burner, air
blower, air control damper, air filter, pilot, spark igniter, flame rod, and other features in a single
unit. The package unit may be flange-mounted directly into the hot air recirculation chamber or
plenum. The burner may be either nozzle mix or premix; the fuel-air ratio controls used with
each one are described below, along with maintenance procedures and recommendations.
Main Gas Train. The main gas train which feeds the burner system for each zone of the oven is
equipped with safety shut-down devices as dictated by fire (NFPA) and insurance (FM or IRI)
codes, typically:
•

main gas shut-off valve

•

main gas pressure regulator

•

high gas pressure safety switch

•

low gas pressure safety switch

•

manual reset blocking valve (main safety valve)

•

safety vent valve (discharge piped through the building roof)

•

second blocking valve (auto-reset)

•

test cocks and/or pressure gauges

In every case, safety devices, interlocks, purge cycles, and flame detectors must be
maintained in proper working condition. Never allow a safety device or system to be
defeated or by-passed, and check often to insure that all such devices and systems are in
good condition and working properly.

Special Alert: Possible Malfunction of Safety Vent Valves. NFPA, FM, and IRI regulations
require that a vent located between the blocking valves of the main gas train be opened
automatically when the main safety valve closes for any reason. The purpose is to safely vent
away any fuel gas which may leak through the main safety valve when it is closed. However, the
solenoid vent valves are prone to sticking in the open position --- many furnaces have valves
which are specified for horizontal installation only, incorrectly mounted in a vertical position. As a
result, when the furnace is turned on, these valves often remain open, venting expensive (and
dangerous) fuel gas through the roof. To control this problem, we recommend several steps:
•

Make sure the vent solenoid valve is installed properly.

•

Use gas meter readings to detect any sudden increase in gas usage.

•

Install a test cock after the valve to permit testing for leaks; connect a rubber hose and put
the other end into a glass of water to test for gas discharge.

•

Install a visible sight flow indicator after the vent valve.

Adjustment of the Combustion System
Values for combustion settings for each zone, both before and after adjustment, should
be recorded in a permanent log. The sequence of adjustments for each type of burner system is
as follows:
Nozzle-Mix Burners. Nozzle mix burners receive both combustion air and gas into separate
intake ports of the burner, in the correct fuel-air ratio, and mix them just before combustion. For
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each burner, fuel gas is supplied through a “cross-connected” ratio regulator, which adjusts the
gas flow in proportion to changes in the flow rate of combustion air (see illustration in Figure 9-7).
An impulse line is connected from the combustion air supply pipe to the diaphragm chamber of
the ratio regulator. As the flow of combustion air is varied by the motorized air damper on signal
from the temperature controller, the changing air pressure causes the diaphragm to open or close
the gas regulator’s valve, keeping the gas flow more or less in proportion to air flow. Because
this ratio adjustment is somewhat imprecise over the range of air flows, it is adjusted for accuracy
primarily on low fire; a more precise ratio adjustment on high fire is made by means of a limiting
orifice valve located in the gas line after the regulator.
Adjustment of Nozzle Mix Burners. The following procedures are based on recommendations
from North American Mfg. Co., reprinted here in part with their permission. Similar principles may
apply to systems supplied by other manufacturers, but the original maintenance and safety
instructions for your equipment must take precedence.
1. Adjust the Combustion Air Pressure. High- and low-fire settings are established by adjusting
the combustion air control damper’s linkage as indicated on North American Mfg. Co. Instructions
Bulletin 1230, reprinted in Chapter 7, on page 7-13.
Note: set combustion air according to your manufacturer’s recommendations. Typical values at
blower outlet:
16 ounces/sqin. High fire
0.5 ounce/sqin. Low fire
2. Adjust the Fuel Gas Supply Pressure. With the air blower off, set the main gas supply
regulator to deliver the correct pressure (at least 2 ounces/sqin greater than the maximum
combustion air pressure) to the inlet of the cross-connected ratio regulator.
3. Start the System. Start the blower, purge as required by code (typically a minimum of 4 to 6 air
changes), and ignite the pilots.
4. Adjust the Pilot Flame. Set the outlet pressure of the main pilot regulator at 11 inches WC.
Set the combustion air inlet to the pilots at 14 ounces/sqin. Ignite the pilots and adjust by sight:
the flame should be sharp and forceful, with a well-defined light blue inner cone and a deeper
blue outer envelope. A long, bushy green, yellow or orange flame indicates a rich ratio. A short,
pale blue or violet flame indicates a lean ratio. Rich or lean flames may cause a failure to satisfy
the flame rod or UV detector, or failure to ignite the burners.
Note: see the North American Mfg. recommendations for pilot adjustment reprinted in Chapter
7, on page 7-19.
5. Light the Main Burners. Set the air control valve on low fire position, then open the main gas
safety shut-off valve. Open the gas adjustment of the ratio regulator just enough to maintain a
flame. If the burners do not light, close the gas shut-off valve, open the ratio regulator one more
turn and repeat the purge and lighting sequence. Continue to repeat this sequence until the
burners light. (See North American Mfg. recommendations in Figure 9-9).
6. Adjust the High Fire Setting. Turn the control setting to High Fire. With a screwdriver, adjust
the limiting orifice valve for the desired air-gas ratio.
7. Adjust the Low Fire Setting. Turn the control setting to Low Fire. With a screwdriver, adjust
the spring of the ratio regulator to get the desired low fire ratio.
8. Recheck Settings. Turn back to high fire and verify that the adjustment to low fire did not
disturb the high fire setting. Alternate between the high and low settings until both are correct.
Desired Flame Characteristics: While it is difficult to describe what a flame should look like, in
general a natural gas flame should be primarily blue with flecks of yellow. See recommendations
on judging flames, from North American Mfg., in Chapter 7 on page 7-23. Flue gas analysis is
also an excellent way to adjust flames; combustion analysis kits are available from suppliers of
combustion equipment, or from McMaster-Carr Supply Co., www.mcmaster.com, PO Box 4355,
Chicago IL 60680-4355, Telephone 312-833-0300, Fax 312-834-9427.
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Figure 9-8

OPERATION OF A CROSS-CONNECTED
AIR/GAS RATIO REGULATOR
The pressure at “A” goes through the impulse line to chamber “B.” The regulator
opens until the outlet pressure at “C” passing through balancing tube to chamber
“D” equals the pressure at “B.”

From “Practical Pointers - Industrial Burner Control Systems.” page 19, used with permission of
North American Mfg. Co.
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Figure 9-9

SUMMARY -- PRACTICAL AIR/FUEL RATIO ADJUSTMENT
1. Set the linkage on the air control valve for the desired high and low air
pressures.
2. Light the fire at low air pressure with enough gas to maintain flame.
3. Turn to high fire, adjusting the high fire ratio adjustment to keep the flame
burning.
4. Set the high fire ratio adjustment for the desired air/gas ratio, using a
screwdriver on the limiting orifice valve.
5. Turn to low fire position, and, if needed, adjust the low fire ratio by removing
the gas diaphragm cover plug and using a screwdriver to turn the spring
adjusting plug.
6. If a major adjustment was necessary on low fire, return to high fire and correct
the ratio again with the limiting orifice valve.
7. Recheck the low fire ratio and correct it if needed using the regulator spring
adjusting plug.
8. Replace caps on the limiting orifice valve and the regulator.
From “Practical Pointers - Industrial Burner Control Systems.” page 23, used with permission of
North American Mfg. Co.
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Premix Burners. Premix systems are commonly used for gas-fired log/billet heaters and are
described in detail in Chapter 7. Premix systems use a single ratio control regulator for each
control zone. For each zone, fuel gas is supplied through an atmospheric or “zero pressure”
regulator, which maintains the gas supply at zero pressure to a mixer unit, as described in the
illustrations on pages 7-14 and 7-15. Combustion air is also supplied to the mixer, and
“aspirates” or draws a flow of the fuel gas in direct proportion to the amount of air flowing. Air
flow to the mixer is varied by a motorized damper on a signal from the temperature controller.
The air-gas mixture is delivered to the different burners of each zone, pre-mixed in the correct
ratio for combustion. Fuel-air ratio adjustment for low fire is made by means of a gas adjustment
valve on the mixer, and a limiting orifice in the gas line before the mixer is used to regulate the
fuel-air ratio at high fire.
Adjustment of Premix Burners. The following procedures are based on recommendations from
North American Mfg. Co., reprinted here in part with their permission. Similar principles may
apply to systems supplied by other manufacturers, but the original maintenance and safety
instructions for your equipment must take precedence.
1. Adjust the Combustion Air Pressure. High- and low-fire settings are established by adjusting
the combustion air control damper’s linkage as indicated on North American Mfg. Co. Instructions
Bulletin 1230, reprinted in Chapter 7, on page 7-13.
Note: set combustion air according to your manufacturer’s recommendations. Typical values at
mixer inlet:
8 ounces/sqin. High fire
1 ounce/sqin. Low fire
2. Adjust the Fuel Gas Supply Pressure. With the air blower off, set the main gas supply
regulator to deliver the correct pressure (11 inches WC for North American Mfg. systems) to the
inlet of the atmospheric regulator.
3. Pre-adjust the Atmospheric Regulator. Adjust the spring of the atmospheric regulator as
needed to achieve 0 inches WC at the outlet. See North American Mfg. recommendations
concerning typical settings, reprinted in Chapter 7, on page 7-14.
4. Start the System. Start the blower, purge as required by code (typically a minimum of 4 to 6 air
changes), and ignite the pilots.
5. Adjust the Pilot Flame. Set the outlet pressure of the main pilot regulator at 11 inches WC.
Set the combustion air inlet to the pilots at 14 ounces/sqin. Ignite the pilots and adjust by sight:
the flame should be sharp and forceful, with a well-defined light blue inner cone and a deeper
blue outer envelope. A long, bushy green, yellow or orange flame indicates a rich ratio. A short,
pale blue or violet flame indicates a lean ratio. Rich or lean flames may cause a failure to satisfy
the flame rod or UV detector, or failure to ignite the burners.
Note: see the North American Mfg. recommendations for pilot adjustment reprinted in Chapter
7, on page 7-19.
6. Light the Main Burners. Set the air control valve on low fire position. Open the gas adjustment
of the aspirator mixer valve 3 or 4 turns. Then open the main gas safety shut-off valve. If the
burners do not light, close the gas shut-off valve, open the aspirator mixer valve one more turn
and repeat the purge and lighting sequence. Continue to repeat this sequence until the burners
light. (See North American Mfg. recommendations reprinted in Chapter 7, on page 7-20).
7. Check the Flame Characteristics. The furnace should be powered on according to established
procedures and one zone ignited, with the controller set on manual or thermocouples manually
shorted out to keep the system on high fire. Flame adjustment may be made by visual
judgment: while observing the flame through the sight glass, adjust the limiting orifice (on the inlet
of the atmospheric regulator) as needed to obtain good flame characteristics. While it is difficult
to describe what a flame should look like, in general a natural gas flame should be primarily blue
with flecks of yellow. See recommendations on judging flames, from North American Mfg., in
Chapter 7 on page 7-23. Flue gas analysis is also an excellent way to adjust flames; combustion
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analysis kits are available from suppliers of combustion equipment, or from McMaster-Carr
Supply Co., www.mcmaster.com, PO Box 4355, Chicago IL 60680-4355, Telephone 312-8330300, Fax 312-834-9427.
Next adjust the low-fire characteristics. Set the controller for the low position and
observe the flame: it should be burning only to the face of the burner tile. If too high, reduce the
gas setting with the adjusting screw of the atmospheric regulator. If the flame goes out or is
unstable, increase gas with the same adjusting screw. (Clockwise to increase gas, counterclockwise to decrease.)
Finally, return to high fire and re-check the setting. Some fine tuning may be required to
settings. Continue until all zones have been set.
For further information on combustion systems, refer to Chapter 7 – Billet and Log Feed
Systems, especially the recommendation to maintain a log of all combustion settings, pages 724 to 7-27.

Figure 9-10: Maxon Ovenpak
burner

Figure 9-12: Maxon Ovenpak burner complete with
gas train piping.
Figure 9-11: Maxon Ovenpak
burner (front view)

In addition to North American Mfg. Co., many age ovens in the USA and Canada are equipped
with Maxon burner systems. The illustrations inFigures 9-9 through 9-11, along with Installation
and Start-Up Instructions on the following pages, are taken from the Maxon web site at
www.maxoncorp.com.
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Maxon “400” OVENPAK® Gas Burners
Installation Instructions
General Instructions
Important: Do not discard packing material until all loose items are accounted for.
To prevent damage in transit, the spark ignitor, discharge sleeve, mounting gaskets, flame rod and
connecting linkage components may be packed separately and shipped loose with your new Maxon
OVENPAK® Burner.
The burner itself is normally only a part of your complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required for a complete system installation. The sketch below
shows a typical gas train as might be used with OVENPAK® gas fired burners.

Piping Layout as sometimes required by insurance and standards groups
Block and Bleed gas train arrangement illustrated with Model "400" OVENPAK® Burner

Model "400" OVENPAK® Burners provide the air supply (except for EB versions, which require a separate
combustion air blower). They also serve as a fuel flow control and fuel/air mixing device. Model "200"
OVENPAK® Burners serve as a mixing device and usually have an externally-mounted gas control valve.
Burner should not be exposed to direct radiant heat or positioned where it might draw in inert gases. If such
conditions exist consider filters, relocation, and/or use of the EB version and external air supply.
Electrical service must match the voltage, phase and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with burner nameplate ratings. Insure that all normal control safeguards are satisfied.
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Combustion air blower should continue to run after shutdown to allow burner to cool.
Gas supply piping must be large enough to maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at full rated capacity.
Anything more than minimal distance or piping turns may necessitate over-sizing piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.
Inlet pipe leading to any burner should be at least four pipe diameters in length. If multiple burners are fed
from a single gas train, care should be taken to minimize pressure drop and give maximum uniformity.
Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage of pipe train components or burner gas ports.
Main Shut-Off Cock should be upstream of both the main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to shut
off fuel to both pilot and main burner during shut-down periods of more than a few hours.
The fuel throttling valve contained within a Maxon burner is not intended for tight shut-off.
Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a uniform system supply pressure. If one pipe train supplies
multiple burners, provide a separate regulator in the branch leading to each burner system.
Size the regulator for full system capacity at the required pressure, carefully considering pipe train losses.
Follow the instructions attached to the regulator during installation and be sure to remove any shipping pin
or block.
Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas regulator, but downstream of the main gas cock. It should
normally include its own pilot gas regulator, a solenoid valve and shut-off cock. A pilot adjustable orifice at
the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.
Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for your
particular burner size.
Fuel Shut-Off Valves (when properly connected to a control system) shut the fuel supply off when a
hazardous operating condition is sensed. Manual reset valves require operator attendance each time the
system is started up (or restarted after a trip-out). Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic start-restart
when used with an appropriate control system.
Test connections are essential for burner adjustment. They should be provided immediately downstream of
the regulator and are included in the burner itself. Test connections must be plugged except when
readings are being taken.
Horizontal mounting is preferred, but burner may be mounted in any position suitable for automatic control
motor and UV scanner (if used).
OVENPAK® Burners will typically be installed through an oven wall or insulated air duct. Cut opening
approximately 1" larger in diameter than discharge sleeve to allow for thermal expansion of sleeve.
Burner mounting requires four studs and a flat mounting surface perfectly centered on the discharge
sleeve.
After placing burner in position over studs, add lock washers and nuts, then draw up hand-tight only. Check
that burner is seated evenly all around the flange, filling any gaps to prevent air leakage, then tighten all nuts
firmly.
For proper performance of any burner, air inlet and motor should be surrounded by clean, fresh, cool air.
Burner and pipe manifold support will be required to support weight of the burner and connected pipe
train components. Air control motors, in particular, require additional support. Maxon connecting base and
linkage assemblies are designed to position the control motors to work with the burner, not to support their
weight.
The Packaged Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner requires external auxiliary support provided by the user.
The support configuration may be similar to the leg support or knee bracket support illustrated below.
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Additional burner support may be required in
conjunction with a stiffener plate when mounting
OVENPAK® Burner (weighing 100-350 pounds) through
typical thin wall of heater/oven panels.
For push-through systems, use Maxon special back
pressure gasket between stiffener plate and discharge
sleeve flange and use (2) ring gaskets between
discharge sleeve flange and burner casting to prevent
back flow of high temperature air. Fill area D (see
sketch below) with no more than 2" of high
temperature packing (too little will overheat mounting;
too much will overheat sleeve).

Suggested supporting arrangements
for Packaged Model "400" OVENPAK®
Burners:

Typical discharge sleeve mounting
recommendations

For pull-through systems, spacers may be installed on stud bolts and area D left empty to admit cooling
air past the sleeve.
WARNING: Welding of burner flange to stiffener plate may cause warping of burner flange and
require additional seal material to prevent leakage.

Four lock screws permit centering of mixing cone within burner body and sleeve.
For "400" OVENPAK® Burners: Lock screws should be drawn up hand-tight, then backed out one-half turn
to allow for cone expansion. They must be re-checked after start-up, and loosened if necessary to
prevent deformation of cone. See start-up instructions for details. Over-tightening lock screws can lead to
cone distortion and greatly reduce cone and discharge sleeve life.
Discharge sleeve must be flush with, or extend beyond, interior wall. Maxon can supply a special 12" long
discharge sleeve, but higher noise levels may result, particularly when firing on propane.
An external viewing port should be provided for flame observation, preferably in such a position that
burner pilot and main flame can both be seen.
Flame sensing can be accomplished by either flame rod or UV scanner. When UV scanner is used, it
should be kept as close to burner as feasible. Heat block, if used, may affect signal strength with some
brands of scanners.
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For “400” OVENPAK® Burners, field conversion from a flame rod version to a UV scanner version and vice
versa may require additional parts in the burner. Contact Maxon for requirements.
Alternate fuels may require correction of supply pressures.
If OVENPAK® Burner is equipped with Maxon Hi/Lo Control Motor, low-fire start wiring can be accomplished
as shown in the sketch below.
Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the layouts shown. Specific piping and wiring
diagrams should always be submitted to the appropriate agencies for approval on each application.
Multi-burner installations require special considerations if supplied by a common pipe train and/or air
supply. Air and Gas Balancing Valves should be used for improved heating uniformity; Gas Swing-Check
Valves should be installed as close as possible to each burner inlet for dependable lightoff (gas manifold
may otherwise act as a reservoir, preventing lightoff during trial-for-ignition period).
Control system's circuitry must not allow main Fuel Shut-Off Valve to be opened unless combustion air is
on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of combustion air
pressure, along with the other usual system interlocks. Motor
starter is to be interlocked with valve, whether or not a combustion
air pressure switch is used.
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Maxon “400” OVENPAK® Gas Burners

Start-Up Instructions
Read complete instructions before proceeding, and familiarize yourself with all the system's equipment
components. Verify that your equipment has been installed in accordance with the original manufacturer's
current instructions.
CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off should be undertaken only by trained and experienced
personnel familiar with combustion systems, with control/safety circuitry, and with knowledge of
the overall installation. Instructions provided by the company and/or individuals responsible for the
manufacture and/or overall installation of complete system incorporating Maxon burners take
precedence over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon instructions conflict with any codes or
regulations, contact Maxon Corporation before attempting start-up.
For initial OVENPAK® Burner start-up:
1.

Close all burner fuel valves and cocks. Make preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators. Remove
pilot and main gas regulator's adjusting screw covers. Turn adjusting screw down (clockwise) to
approximately mid-position. Close pilot gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in clockwise until it stops.
(Do not over-tighten.) Then back out the adjustable orifice (counter-clockwise) approximately 2-3 turns.

2.

Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all control devices and interlocks are operable and functioning
within their respective settings/ranges. Be sure all air and gas manifolds are tight and that test ports are
plugged if not being used.

3.

Check that all duct and chamber dampers are properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4.

Disconnect the automatic control motor's linkage from the "400" OVENPAK® Burner's operating
crank arm by loosening the control motor's connecting rod from the burner's toggle linkage.
For Model EB-MRV and Model "200" OVENPAK® Burners, the connecting linkage on the separate
control valve must be similarly loosened and disconnected. Refer to specific adjusting procedures
relating to control valve adjustment in Maxon catalog.
Initial start-up adjustment should only be accomplished during a manual burner control mode.

5.

Start all system-related fans and blowers. Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all control interlocks are working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of your manifolds and combustion chamber plenums. With main gas shut off,
manually advance burner to high fire position so that air only flows through burner and
combustion chamber.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers typically controlling sequential operations.
For EB OVENPAK® Burners only (step 6)
6.

Verify differential air pressure. With combustion air
blower on, all volume air fans operating, and burner at
high fire position, connect a manometer between the air
test connection on backplate of OVENPAK® Burner and
your combustion chamber static pressure test
connection. This will give a direct differential air
pressure reading.

Determine your differential air pressure reading by taking an
additional reading with manometer connected between the
burner's air pressure test port and atmosphere with the
burner at high fire position, fuel valves closed, and all air
handling systems running. Subtract the combustion chamber
static pressure obtained above from this air pressure reading
to give you differential air pressure reading.
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For Model "200" OVENPAK® Burner only (steps 6A-6C)
6A. Cross-connect manometer to upstream (1) and
downstream (2) air pressure test connections on
Model "200" OVENPAK® Burner's main housing.
6B. Start air handling system and adjust louvers,
dampers, etc. to desired setting to establish cold
suction design conditions.
6C. Transfer manometer connection from upstream
air pressure test (1) to gas pressure test connection
(3). This is the differential air pressure reading for a
Model "200" OVENPAK® Burner.

For "400" OVENPAK® Burners: The differential air pressure setting determines the burner's capacity and
performance capabilities. Model EB and MA manual air OVENPAK® Burners, with their external air control
valve(s), provide for the manual setting of this differential air pressure to the burner. Refer to specific
adjusting procedures relating to MICRO-RATIO® and control valve adjustment in Maxon product line
catalog. MA OVENPAK® Burners have an external locknut adjustment on the end of the air butterfly control
valve. This lets you limit and set the differential pressure to the OVENPAK® Burner. Refer to Maxon
specification tables in the catalog for the differential air settings required for your specific OVENPAK®
Burner capacity.
7.

Determine the required differential gas pressure using this differential air pressure reading obtained
from step 6. If your combustion chamber does not have a static pressure test connection, then you
must measure combustion chamber static pressure by connecting a manometer between the gas
pressure test port on the burner's backplate and to atmosphere with the burner at low fire position, fuel
valves closed, and all air handling systems running. High fire pressures are provided in Maxon product
line catalog literature and/or read data stamped into burner nameplate.

8.

Verify that spark ignitor is properly positioned and lines up with the appropriate dimensions
required for your specific burner. (Refer to appropriate Maxon catalog specification table.) Check that
spark ignitor arcs at the end of your properly positioned ignitor.

9.

Return burner control valve (or crank) to low fire position when purge of system is complete.

10. Open main and pilot gas cocks, then attempt spark ignition to light pilot while slowly turning pilot gas
regulator spring clockwise and/or adjustable orifice screw counter-clockwise to increase fuel flow.
Repeat procedure as necessary until pilot ignites as air might have to be bled out of fuel supply lines
before reliable pilot flame is established. Pilot gas regulator should normally be set for as low a
pressure as possible, using fuller opening of pilot gas adjustable orifice (if used).
11. After ignition, adjust pilot flame for good stable flame shape. A rule of thumb is that any pilot over a
tennis ball size is probably too large. This assumes you have visual access to the pilot flame. If this is
not possible, then adjust pilot to give the strongest and most stable flame signal through your flame
safety circuit. This signal strength can be read with a micro-amp meter. The signal strength (or range)
will be determined by the specific type of flame safeguard instrument you have with your burner system.
12. Re-check pilot ignition by closing pilot gas cock or otherwise causing pilot outage. Re-light and refine
pilot gas adjustment as necessary to get ignition within a second or two. The flame safeguard relays
should now power your main fuel Shut-Off Valve(s).
CAUTION: After completing steps above, re-check all interlocking safety components and circuitry
to prove that they are properly installed, correctly set, and fully operational. If in doubt, shut the
system down, close pilot cock and contact responsible individual before proceeding further.
13. Establish main flame. With burner at low fire position, back out main gas pressure regulator adjusting
screw (counter-clockwise) to get lowest outlet pressure possible. Open all manual fuel shut-off valves
(automatic fuel shut-off valve should already be open) so gas flows to burner inlet. There should be
little, if any, change in flame appearance. Turn main regulator adjusting screw in (clockwise) to obtain
outlet pressure of about 4"-6" wc higher than combustion chamber pressure (2"-4" wc for propane,
considerably higher for some EB versions). Main flame should now appear larger than pilot-only flame.
14. Establish high fire setting by slowly moving burner toward high fire position while observing gas
pressure at burner gas test connection. Refine main gas regulator adjustment as necessary to provide
correct differential pressure (gauge to combustion chamber, see step 7) at high fire. If pressure cannot
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be adjusted low enough, a different regulator or regulator spring may be necessary, or a limiting orifice
valve (such as Maxon's Series "BV") should be added. Do not, however, exceed 4" wc pressure drop
between regulator outlet and burner inlet.
CAUTION: If burner(s) go out, close shut-off valve or shut main gas cock at once. Return to
minimum setting, re-light pilots if necessary, then turn main gas on again. Check carefully that
every burner is lit before proceeding.
Cycle burner from minimum to maximum and refine adjustment, if necessary.
For operation with interrupted pilot (as recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner from
minimum to maximum and back several times to verify the flame is maintained.
15. When burner performance is satisfactory and stable throughout the firing range, reconnect control
motor.
For "400" OVENPAK® Burners: Reconnect linkage to control motor. Control linkage travel must be
such that burner crank is moved throughout its complete travel, or cataloged capacities and turndowns
will not be achieved. If less than full-rated burner capacity is required, linkage can be adjusted to limit
maximum output.
With interrupted pilot, it may be necessary to set control for somewhat higher than minimum burner
setting to permit hold-in of flame detection system without pilot.
CAUTION: Internal drive mechanism within the control motor may be damaged if linkage is adjusted
so as to cause binding with burner in high or low fire position.
16. Re-check differential gas pressure with unit at operating temperature. Refine high fire setting if
necessary, considering differential pressure, flame length, and appearance. Natural gas flame should
normally be predominantly clear blue but possibly with semi-luminous tips. Dust or contaminants in the
air stream may affect flame appearance.
17. For "400" OVENPAK® Burners: Check for contact between mixing cone and top-most centering
screw after system has reached maximum operating temperature. If set screw touches cone, back off
an additional 1/8 turn on top and both side set screws.
18. Plug all test connections not in use to avoid dangerous fuel leakage. Replace equipment cover
caps and tighten linkage screws.
19. Check out overall system operation by cycling through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot, and
allowing temperature control system to cycle burner from minimum to maximum and return. Recheck all
safety system interlocks for proper setting and operation.
NOTE: Typical gas firing control sequence for Maxon burner is provided only as a guide. Instructions
provided by complete system manufacturer incorporating Maxon burners take precedence.
For gas firing Model "400" OVENPAK® Burner
Light-off:

Shut-down:

1. Close cocks, shut-off valve(s)

1.

Close main & pilot gas cocks

2. Verify burner at low fire

2.

Keep combustion air blower running after
shut-down long enough to allow burner to
cool.

3. Start recirculating/exhaust fans
4. Start burner blower
5. Purge at least 4 air changes
6. Open pilot & main gas cocks

WARNING: Test every UV installation for dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and other
possible sources of direct or reflected UV radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner connections.
20. Before system is placed into full service, instruct operator personnel on proper start-up operation
with shut-down of system, establishing written instructions for their future reference.
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Routine Combustion System Maintenance. On a weekly basis, check the pilot flames for
proper operation, and inspect the flame safety detectors (UV sensors or flame rods) to see that
they are clean and functioning properly.
The following “tune up” procedures for the combustion system are recommended as
indicated, or at least annually, unless experience dictates a different frequency:
1. Clean or replace inlet air filter of combustion blower and lubricate the bearings (monthly).
2. Remove and clean pilot air strainers (monthly).
3. Perform a leak test of the safety shut-off and vent valves (monthly).
4. Check linkages on air damper control motor (monthly).
5. Remove and clean or replace spark plugs (monthly).
6. Clean and inspect flame detectors (monthly).
7. Check the proper functioning of the purge cycle timer (monthly).
8. Remove and clean the metering rods from the atmospheric regulators (premix systems only).
9. Clean the inside body of the atmospheric or ratio regulators.
10. Clean and inspect combustion blower impeller and housing.
11. Check the burner tiles for damage (monthly); badly cracked or broken tiles must be replaced.
Check that burner nozzles are clean.
Electric Heating System. With an electric oven, check the heating elements daily, making sure
that the elements are free from any obstructions. Make sure no metal is in contact with the
elements. A monthly check should be made for any burned out elements; it is recommended to
also check amperage on all elements. At the same time check the elements’ electrical terminals
to insure that the connections are tight. Electrical contactors should also be checked on a
monthly basis.
Hot Air Circulation Fan or Blower. Hot air recirculation requires a high temperature blower,
typically designed for service at 600oF (315oC). Depending on the location of the fan bearings
with regard to the hot air plenum, high temperature lubricants are normally required. In general,
bearings should be lubricated monthly, unless dictated otherwise by past experience (less often
for one shift per day operation). Lubricate the bearings only when the fan is operating, and do not
over-lubricate.
Drive belts for the blower should also be inspected monthly for wear, tension, and
alignment; when replacing belts, only matched sets should be used. Manually turn the shaft to
check for dragging or contact between the blower wheel and housing.
Belt tensioning: Check belt tension with a tensioning gage and adjust using the motor slide
base. Insufficient tension shortens belt life, can reduce fan performance and may cause
vibration. Excess tension shortens bearing life. The lowest allowable tension is that which
prevents slippage under full load. Belts may slip during startup, but slipping should stop as soon
as the fan reaches full speed. For more precise tensioning methods, consult the drive
manufacturer’s literature.6
For maximum fan and bearing life, the hot air fan should not be shut down unless the
oven temperature is below 250oF (120oC).
If fan vibration occurs, the likely causes are:

6

•

loose mounting of the fan or motor

•

mis-alignment of the belt sheaves or poor condition of the sheaves

From “Installation, Maintenance, Operating Instructions,” The New York Blower Company, 7660
Quincy Street, Willowbrook IL 60521-5596, USA.
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•

drive belts worn, improperly tensioned, or not a matched set

•

improper bearing lubrication (lubricate only when fan is running)

•

bent fan shaft

Check the fan wheel annually for wear or corrosion and for any build up of material which
may cause unbalance or loss of performance. Clean or replace the wheel as required. Check all
fan bolts and setscrews for tightness.
Exhaust. Air balance within the oven is maintained by exhausting a quantity of air to offset the
volume of combustion products. Some ovens use an induced-draft fan with volume established
by fan speed or control damper. Other ovens use a chimney and damper located after the
circulating blower; exhaust is controlled by a counterweighted or power-actuated damper arm. In
either case, it is important to maintain a slightly positive pressure within the oven, to eliminate
temperature variations and energy loss. Check monthly for proper adjustment or control of the
damper by testing around the oven doors for leakage in or out (with smoke or tissue paper).
Doors and Door Seals. Proper sealing at the doors is
required for temperature uniformity and good energy
efficiency. Steel door frames may become warped in time;
remove and place on a flat surface for straightening (cut and
re-weld if necessary). Check door seals monthly and replace
when worn. “Tadpole” door gaskets usually consist of
ceramic ropes wrapped in high-temperature ceramic cloth;
cloth inserted with Monel wires may be used for longer seal
life. More recently, seals are available which consist of
stainless steel wire mesh wrapped in Monel wire inserted
cloth.
Doors may be hinged, or opened vertically. Hinged
doors require monthly lubrication for the hinges and typical
maintenance of the door actuators (air cylinders, for
example), if used. Hoist systems require regular lubrication
and checks of the hoist mechanism, cables, and door limit
switches. Each month, check that doors hang evenly and
seal properly; adjust cable length as needed. Check limit
switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.;
check limit switches for proper tripping. Check the hoist
gearbox oil level annually, and check operation of the motor
and brake.

Figure 9-13: “Tadpole” type door
gasket with wire mesh.

Temperature Controls. Temperature controllers should be checked at least monthly for
calibration, to verify that temperatures are controlled at the set points. Maintenance and
calibration of temperature control instruments is difficult and is usually best contracted to firms
which specialize in instrument repair and maintenance.
A separate high limit temperature controller is recommended for each zone, to guard
against over heating in the event of failure of the primary controller. A temperature recorder is
also recommended in order to provide production records of the actual time-temperature curve of
each cycle.
As detailed above (page 9-3), temperature surveys of the oven are recommended at
least quarterly.
Oven Structure and Insulation. Age ovens are typically constructed as a structural steel
framework, enclosed with insulated sidewall and roof panels. The insulated panels contain 4” to
6” of block or ceramic blanket insulation, sandwiched between steel sheets. Panels interlock with
the other panels on either side, and all joints are gasketed or caulked for sealing. Air distribution
ductwork and/or baffles are installed inside to direct the air supply and return, often using
adjustable discharge openings.
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Maintenance of the age oven structure requires mainly detection and repair of any hot
spots, caused by settling or deterioration of the wall insulation; extreme local temperatures lose
energy and may eventually result in structural cracks. In this case, have a sheet metal worker
open the shell and re-insulate the affected areas. Likewise, check and repair any damage to the
internal dampers, baffles and plenum, usually caused by careless loading of the oven.
Assembly Bolts and Foundation. Check and tighten all bolts annually, that may become loose
due to possible vibration or impact loads. Check the condition of the concrete floor.
Profile loading and Conveyors. Routine maintenance depends on the type of container used
and the method of loading:
Tracks for guiding cart wheels should be cleaned by sweeping or compressed air and then
checked for straightness (monthly).
Wheels or casters for basket transport should be checked for alignment or wear, and relubricated with high-temperature grease (monthly) unless fitted with lubricated-for-life bushings.
Load cars or carts require a monthly check and lubrication of the drive mechanism (gearbox and
chain drive) and wheels; clean and check the tracks.
Powered or idle roller conveyors also require a monthly lubrication and check of the rollers and
drives (where installed); clean and remove any debris in the rollers.

Improving Age Oven Energy Efficiency
When hot air by-passes the oven load, cycle time is increased and energy efficiency is
reduced. Therefore, installing interior baffles to reduce by-passing will pay off in energy savings
and overall oven capacity, as well as in more uniform temperature and better product quality.
A minimum exhaust from the oven is required by safety codes, especially during the
purge cycle. However, any excess exhaust is very costly in terms of energy consumption. To
minimize any excess exhaust, be sure that the exhaust damper and/or blower are properly
maintained and functioning properly. In case of exhaust by powered blower, contact the oven
manufacturer for the minimum exhaust level permitted by codes, and adjust blower speed
accordingly.
Also recommended is installation of a main gas meter for measuring the gas
consumption of the age oven. The meter should be equipped with pressure-compensation for
accuracy. Read the meter weekly and record the total consumption as well as the BTU/pound (or
Kcal/Kg). A running plot of these values will provide a good indication of any malfunction of age
oven controls or incorrect adjustment of the combustion system.
Another major cause of energy loss is malfunction of the safety vent valve. See
recommendations on page 9-8.
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The following paper was presented to the 2014 IMEDAL Conference in Puerto Vallarta,
Mexico

The Ageing Process for Extruded Aluminum Profiles
by Al Kennedy
Abstract
Extruded aluminum profiles in the Al-Mg-Si family are typically "aged" in order to
improve the mechanical properties of the alloys. Ageing will occur naturally
with time, but artificial ageing by heat treatment is preferred because it is not
possible to store the production on the floor for long periods. In this paper we
review why this process is performed; what equipment is used and how it
should be operated and maintained; and what quality tests are used to verify the
results of the process.
While this process is often referred to as "age hardening," the desired properties
are higher ultimate tensile strength and yield stress. Hardness is a side effect
that is discussed because it is more easily measured.
Natural Ageing
The precipitation process is quite complex and involves the solubility of intermetallic clusters that precipitate within the alloy. Left at room temperature, the
Al-Mg-Si alloys commonly used in extrusions will gain in strength over a period
of 100 to 500 hours (illustration7).

However, this process of "natural ageing" is not practical due to the logistics
problems and time delay. The floor space required for storage for 4 days'
production is not practical, and the demand for fast deliveries also will not allow
for natural ageing.
7

"Precipitation Aging, R.W. Hains," Extrusion Technology Seminar, Atlanta, 1977.
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Artificial Ageing
Precipitation ageing is accomplished much faster at higher temperatures:

[Type a quote

These charts from the paper Precipitation Aging by R.W. Hains show that
maximum properties are achieved quickly under controlled temperatures and
time. A common process for ageing alloy 6063 is at 185oC for 4 to 5 hours.
The Process Cycle and Parameters
From these and similar references it is not difficult to define the ideal process
parameters of time and temperature for ageing extruded profiles. Most
problems that occur are caused by non-uniformity of temperatures throughout
the oven and throughout the load.
Most ageing is done in batch-type ovens with hot air circulation to provide heat
transfer by convection. Uniform heat transfer requires that the heated air is in
contact with all of the load, and that the air temperature is uniform. These
simple rules are often ignored; following are some extreme examples of bad
practices.
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Loading the Oven

This extruder is ageing bundles of heavy profiles with no space for hot air to
pass through the profiles. Note the center bars in each bundle --- how can heat
reach these pieces, and how can they reach the same temperature as the pieces
on the outside?

All of the heated air passes over the load, not through the load. It will take a
very long time for this load to reach temperature.
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Notice how these extrusions are spaced to allow room for the heating air to pass
through the load to transfer heat. The extrusions are also stacked to the top of
the oven, so there is no air by-passing the load over the top of the load.

The baskets have "fingers" to allow separation of the extrusions between layers,
which protects the profiles and allows better ageing.
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The Cycle: Heat-Up and Soak
The standard procedure specifies a soak time, which begins after the entire load
has reached the required temperature. A common specification for the load is
to reach temperature within one hour, with an accuracy of ±3 Co.
It is important for all of the load to reach temperature before beginning the soak
cycle. However, it is not practical to attach thermocouples to all points of the
load for every cycle, so it is necessary to know the typical heat distribution
throughout the oven. It is more practical to control the cycle by the temperature
of the hot air and not by the temperature of the extrusions.
The age oven must be surveyed with thermocouples placed throughout the
loads several times in order to learn the characteristics of the oven --- that is,
which points are likely to be hottest and which ones less hot. This information
tells when the actual soaking cycle can begin.
In some cases where precise ageing is required for some products, these can be
placed in the hottest part of the oven.
Temperature Surveys
A new oven must be surveyed to determine its patterns of temperature
distribution, and the oven should be re-surveyed periodically, typically at least
every year (as recommended by Mr. Ram Ramanan of Alcan8). The suggested
locations of thermocouples for the survey are shown in the following
illustration:

These are suggestions for the first survey, but results may suggest additional
locations for later surveys.

8

"How to Obtain the Most from Your Ageing Ovens," R. Ramanan nd Alain Dery,
Proceedings of ET96, Chicago, 1996.
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The thermocouples may be attached to a multi-point chart recorder, or used
with a personal computer through a Multiple I-O plexer interface.
Note that Temperature variations will depend on the loading pattern as well as
oven configuration. Very long ovens with end flow are likely to have nonuniform temperatures.
What is the Best Oven Configuration?
Here the engineer has some difficult decisions to make when specifying an age
oven:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The longer flow pattern of end flow ovens results in higher efficiency as there is
more contact time for heat transfer to the profiles. However,
The longer the flow direction the greater will be the temperature drop in the hot
air, so there is less uniformity.
With end flow there is usually more opening area in the profiles for hot air to pass
through the load.
Cross flow will result in better uniformity of air temperature because of the short
travel distance. However,
Thermal efficiency will be less with cross flow as there is less contact time
between hot air and profiles.
With cross flow there is usually less open space for air to pass through the load
and therefore less contact of the hot air with the center part of the load.
With cross flow, when part of the load profiles are not full length, more of the air
can by-pass the load.

What is the best solution? The engineer must evaluate the mix of profiles to be
aged and consider how the load will be arranged --- that is, where is space for
the heating air to pass through the load and not by-pass it?
The cross-flow design is preferred by some, but my own preference is for end
flow with special provisions. To solve the problem of temperature uniformity I
recommend that longer end flow ovens be fitted with either multi-zones, or else
reversing air flow. To me this is the best of both worlds, and it costs less and
requires less floor space.
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Of these examples, the double length, single zone has the least uniform
temperature patterns.
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With a cross-flow oven, loads like this one will not allow hot air to pass through
the load. If part of the load is not full length, the hot air may pass around the
load instead of through it.
Testing the Results of Ageing
The sgeing process is often referred to as "Age Hardening," but the purpose of
ageing is not to make the profiles "hard" but to increase the properties of
ultimate tensile strength and yield strength. Testing for these properties
requires preparing a sample coupon of a particular shape and testing it in a
tensile testing machine. However, testing these properties is difficult and not
practical for routine testing on the production floor in most cases. For this
reason most extruders use a simple hardness tester such as Webster or
Rockwell to confirm the ageing process.
Mr. Bob Werner presented a comparison9 of various test methods for quality
control of the ageing process. He concluded:

9

"Precision and Accuracy of Several Hardness and Tension Testing Test Methods,"
Robert I. Werner, ET 84, Atlanta, 1984.
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D ie O v e n s
This Chapter Sponsored by CASTOOL Tooling Solutions
www.Castool.com
Purpose
Extrusion dies and support tooling must be preheated to a suitable temperature before
being used in the press, in order to avoid breaking the die and to minimize the time needed to
reach steady-state extrusion conditions. Experts agree1 that tooling temperature is one of the
critical parameters that must be tightly controlled to bring consistency and predictability to the
extrusion process. Good die heaters are critical to a profitable press operation. Because dies
and tooling are precision-made and represent a major investment, it is important to see that they
receive careful handling and preparation for use in order to maximize their life. Valuable press
time may also be wasted and excess scrap generated if the dies are too hot or too cold when
placed in service.

Types of Die Heaters
Air Circulation vs. Still Air. To insure faster heat
transfer and improve temperature uniformity, air
circulation improves die heater performance,
especially in larger heaters. A cartridge- or plugtype high-temperature blower is usually selected to
circulate heated air at high velocity over the tooling
and the heating source. Direct “line-of-sight”
radiation from the heat source to the dies should
be avoided, by means of properly located baffles,
to prevent spot overheating.
Box Type. The most common form of die heater,
especially in the USA, has long been a basic box
with hinged top for access. The box type is
cheapest and easiest to build and occupies the
least floor space per die stored. However, die
temperature is less uniform: all tooling is subjected
to thermal shock each time the door is opened,
and a cold die placed in the oven may draw heat
from adjacent dies. Also, considerable hot air is
discharged into the press building each time the
door is opened.
When this type of oven is used, it is
especially important to use some system for
controlling the heating time of each die. Some
extruders use a computerized system to track the
time each die is placed into the oven and when it is
removed.

1

Figure 10-1: Box-type die heaters
(Photo courtesy of Gia)

Figure 10-2: Single cell die heaters
(Photo courtesy of Castool)

Jowett, Chris; Johannes, Veikko; Langille, Al; Fraser, Warren; and Yoshimura, Hideki, “The Causes of
Variation in Extruded Section Weight,” Proceedings of 7th International Aluminum Extrusion
Technology Seminar, Vol. I, (2000) p.1-16.
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Single Cell. An improvement to the box-type oven now gaining popularity is the single cell oven.
Multiple small box-type heaters, each sized for one press tool, are arrayed in a row in a
convenient location. Heating is by electrical resistance without air circulation (due to the small
size of the boxes). Advantages claimed for this type of oven are:
•

The box is not opened to put in or take out other tooling.

•

There is never any cold tooling nearby to affect the temperature.

•

Heat-up time for each is less.

•

This arrangement makes it easier to control the heating time for each die and prevent
over- or under-heating.

Drawer Type. In this design the box is constructed with side-opening drawers to hold the dies. A
typical design may have 3 to 5 drawers, each holding 4 or 5 dies. In many cases each drawer
has its own compartment with individual temperature control. Putting in or taking out one die set
usually has much less impact on the other dies and discharges less hot air into the room.
Drawers are opened and closed by hydraulic cylinder or mechanical drive.
Rotary. This type of oven contains a turntable, which may be rotated to position the desired die
slot in line with the access door. This design is more costly to build and requires more floor
space. However, temperature uniformity is excellent, and accessing one die has little or no effect
on the other dies.
Inert Atmosphere. A new design which is also gaining in popularity heats tooling within an inert
atmosphere such as Argon or Nitrogen, in order to reduce the occurrence of oxidation. One
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design places each die set in an individual
drawer, which yields very accurate
temperature control while reducing energy
costs and shortening the heat-up time.
Gas-Fired. A few gas-fired die ovens are in
use, primarily because of the lower cost and
better availability of gas fuels as compared to
electricity. However, gas firing is less
desirable due to poor temperature control (a
gas flame is difficult to turn down enough for
precise control), and also the damaging effects
of combustion gases (including water vapor)
on the dies. If gas combustion is used, it must
be indirect, that is, fired through a radiant tube,
to prevent excess oxidation of the tooling by
combustion products.

Figure 10-3: Drawer-type die heater
(Photo courtesy of Belco Industries)

Electric Resistance. Most die heaters, in all
of the configurations above, are heated by
electric resistance. Resistance elements are
reliable and more easily controlled for a
uniform temperature, without creating a
harmful atmosphere. If air circulation is not
provided, care must be taken in placement of
heating elements (or baffles) to avoid spot
overheating of dies.
Induction Electrical. These heaters are
offered with claims that they can heat dies to
operating temperature within a few minutes;
because heating is from within, no soak time is
required. Advantages are production flexibility
and less exposure of dies to high temperatures
(longer tooling life and less oxidation and
pitting). Investment and operating costs are
higher, however.

Figure 10-4: Rotary-type die heater
(Photo courtesy of Mechatherm)

Infra-Red. The electric infrared heating
system heats primarily by infrared radiation.
Suppliers claim that this type oven offers fast,
precise die heating, resulting in improved die
performance at the press.

Operation and Procedures

Figure 10-5: Inert Atmosphere-type die
Properly used, the die oven should
heater (Photo courtesy of OMAV)
heat the tooling to the desired temperature
without regard to where each tool is placed in
the oven. The tool’s time in the heater should be carefully managed: if not heated long enough
the die may break; if heated too long the hardness will be lost (also resulting in breakage), and
oxidation or pitting of the surfaces may occur.
Recommended tooling preheat temperatures will vary according to the extruder,
particularly with regard to preheating of support tooling (backers and sub-backers or bolsters). In
informal surveys, we have found that as many as half of all extruders do not preheat support
tooling. However, some experts2 strongly recommend preheating the support tooling in order to
2

Ibid.
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increase predictability in the process, since it also
affects the die temperature during the initial
stabilization of the process for each new die.
The following are generally accepted rules
for preheating of die tooling3:
•

Solid Shape Dies - The preheat temperature is
best determined by experience for each die;
otherwise, 800 to 850oF (425 to 455oC) is
recommended. Dies with critical tongue
sections should be heated to higher
temperatures.

•

Hollow Dies - Porthole and Spider - Preheat
to approximately 850 to 950oF (455 to 510oC).

•

Bridge Dies - Temperature may be as much as
100 to 200oF (55 to 110oC) less than billet
temperature, depending on the die ratio and
shape.

•

Bolsters for Solid Dies - Should be heated to
the same temperature as the die and backer, or
a minimum temperature of 400oF (200oC).

•

Bolsters for Hollow Dies - Should be heated to
the same temperature as the die assembly, and
the bolster is to be transferred to the press with
the die in the minimum length of time to retain
the temperature required for extrusion.

•

Figure 10-6: Induction die heater
(Photo courtesy of IAS GmbH)

Figure 10-7: Drawer-type infrared die
heater (Photo courtesy of Novatec)

Soak time - After reaching temperature on the surface, tooling must soak for ¾ hour per inch
of thickness for the entire tool to reach uniformity, in an oven with air circulation. (In a still-air
oven, allow 1 hour soak per inch of thickness.)

Temperature Uniformity Throughout the Die Heater. Uniformity should be within ±25oF (14oC)
throughout the oven. Temperature may be surveyed by using the same methods and equipment
described in Chapter 9 - Ageing Ovens. Hot and cold spots in the oven may be adjusted
somewhat by the addition of baffles to change the flow of circulated air. Still-air ovens may
require conversion to air circulation to attain the desired uniformity.

Figure 10-8:Infrared thermal scans show the non-uniformity of temperatures in a multi-die oven

3

Mason, Bill, and Molitor, Mel, Session on Die Correction at 1989 Die Workshop, Aluminum
Extruders Council, October 1989, Chicago.
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Temperature Accuracy. The accuracy of the actual oven temperature as compared to the
control set point should be checked monthly with an accurate reference thermocouple and
potentiometer or recorder. A second, high-limit controller is also recommended to protect against
overheating in case the primary controller fails.
Maximum Time at Temperature. The grain structure of press tooling tends to deteriorate when
exposed to high temperatures for extended periods. The recommended temperature-time tables
vary slightly according to the steel supplier and grade of steel used but are approximately as
follows:
500oF ....................................................................................... Unlimited
600oF ........................................................................................ 30 hours
700oF ........................................................................................ 10 hours
800oF .......................................................................................... 6 hours
900oF .......................................................................................... 2 hours

It is recommended to have in place a good management system for controlling this important
variable --- for example a computerized record at the press, or a single-cell type system.
Otherwise this control must be the
responsibility of a press crew and die
technicians who are well trained in the
importance of tooling temperature; and
even so they must be equipped with an
effective manual record-keeping
procedure.
Dies that are too hot create oxide build-up
on bearings, causing die lines on profiles.
Dies that are too cold are at risk for
breaking or failure to extrude.

Figure10-9: Extended time at temperature creates oxide
build-up on bearings, resulting in die lines

Figure 10-10: Cold Dies m,ay result in broken die and/or
wasted billets

Figure 10-11: One-year old chest-type oven. Set/target temp 860F. In 288 minutes the core never reached
more than 550F. Result is 310F too cold, with an increase of 31% flow stress. Increased oxidization on die
bearing, negatively effecting extrusion surface finish.
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Maintenance
Heating System (Electrical). A monthly check should be made for any burned out elements; it
is recommended to also check amperage on all elements. At the same time check the elements’
electrical terminals to insure that the connections are tight.
Heating System (Gas-fired). Check the combustion system monthly for: correct fuel-air ratio
and high/low fire settings; check for proper functioning of pilots, flame detectors, and safety
devices in the gas train; and clean or change the combustion air filter.
Air Circulation. A monthly check of the air circulation blower’s operation is recommended.
Lubricate the fan bearings with the appropriate high-temperature grease. On a quarterly
schedule, check the fan blades, motor and drive belts, and check air baffles in the oven for
damage.
Controls. Electrical contactors should be checked on a monthly basis. Check thermocouples for
damage from tooling. Temperature control instruments should be checked at least monthly for
calibration, to verify that temperatures are controlled at the set points. Maintenance and
calibration of temperature control instruments is difficult and is usually best contracted to firms
which specialize in instrument repair and maintenance.
Oven Structure and
Insulation. Check the door
or drawer seals monthly and
replace as needed. Check
the oven shell for hot spots - block insulation tends to
deteriorate with time and
vibration, and it may be
necessary to re-insulate the
walls periodically with
ceramic fiber insulation to
eliminate heat losses.

Figure 10-12: Infrared scan shows bad insulation and seals,
causing energy loss and non-uniform temperature

Safety Shut-off Devices.
The oven heat and air circulation should be switched off whenever a drawer or oven door is
opened. A monthly check is recommended to insure that the limit switch and interlocks operate
properly. Check limit switches for loose mountings, loose wires, loose arms, etc.; check for
proper tripping.
Door or Drawer Actuators. Each month, check the proper functioning of the air or hydraulic
cylinders used to actuate the door or drawers of the oven. If air (ovens with top doors), check the
cylinder’s air seals, and check/clean the air filter/regulator. If hydraulic, check for fluid leaks,
level, and temperature, and clean fluid filters. (General maintenance and trouble-shooting tips for
hydraulic systems are also described in Chapter 5 - Hydraulic Equipment.)
For drawer or rotary-type die ovens, drive mechanisms (other than cylinder actuated) will
usually include gearbox and sprocket/chain drives. Monthly checks include checking the gearbox
oil level, lubricating drive chains, and checking for smooth operation. Check the drawer support
wheels for wear, and clean the guide tracks with compressed air.

Temperature Tolerances of Standard Data Logging Equipment
Data loggers: Data loggers are typically built with the tolerance of ±0.15% of reading + 0.7°C
At 460deg C the reading can be +/- 1.39 deg C
Thermocouples: Thermocouples built with American Limits of Error ASTM E230-ANSI MC 96.1
have the tolerance of 2.2°C or 0.75% (which ever value is greater).
At 460 Deg C the reading can be +/- 3.45 deg C.
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Thermocouples built with IEC Tolerance Class EN 60584-2; JIS C 1602 are built with the
tolerance of 0.4%. At 460 Deg C the reading can be +/- 1.84 deg C.
Thermocouple Drift: A change of a reading or set point value over long periods due to several
factors including change in ambient temperature, time, and line voltage.
New Thermocouple < 1 ohm
Drifting Thermocouple > 90 ohm
Close to Failure Thermocouple > 170ohm
Thermocouple extension wire: K Type TC are built with the tolerance of +/- 2.2°C.
Cumulatively the data log Temperature readings can be out by +/- 7.04 deg C.
Additional info:
PLC Thermocouple Input Card Type K TC: CJC Accuracy ±1.3°C (±2.34°F).
Thermocouple K (-230°C to +1370°C (-382°F to +2498°F) ±1°C (± 1.8°).
The module uses the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) ITS-90 standard for
thermocouple linearization
At 460 Deg C the reading can be +/- 2.3 deg C with Auto calibration Enabled
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Maintenance Schedules
This chapter is sponsorsed by Thumb Tool & Engineering
www.GeminiGroup.net
The Scheduled Maintenance tasks recommended throughout this manual are summarized in the
tables in this chapter.
Please remember that all of the tasks and frequencies are general recommendations, which will
not suit every plant. Actual schedules for each plant should be adjusted, taking into account other factors
such as:
•

plant maintenance history

•

equipment design and options installed

•

equipment manufacturers’ recommendations

•

age and condition of the equipment

•

relative cost and urgency of downtime for the plant

For this reason we have supplied copies of the tables in spreadsheet format on computer CD, so that the
tables may be edited to suit each particular plant.
The tables are printed here and saved on the CD with the tasks sorted in two different ways:
•

Grouped by “skills,” or similar types of work, such as Hydraulic, Electrical, and Combustion. While
few extruders actually have such specialized maintenance staff, it seems helpful to group similar
tasks together in these tables. This master file is saved as MasterPM.* on the CD.

•

Grouped by frequency (daily, weekly, monthly, etc.) In fact, PM checks are usually cumulative, i.e.
the monthly checks would also include all of the daily and weekly items as well. For this reason the
yearly schedule incorporates all items and is treated here as the master list.

In the spreadsheet format, each task is coded in the far left column according to skill and
frequency, to allow easy sorting into groups by using the Sort function of the spreadsheet program. Of
course the user may easily change the sort codes or add others for customizing the tables.
The spreadsheets of scheduled maintenance have been formatted as *.XLS files for Microsoft®
Excel and are included on the CD version (also included with the book version of this manual). Copy it to
your hard disk, and make a back-up before it becomes lost or misplaced! To request a copy of these
files, send an e-mail to: alkennedy@usa.net.

Kennedy Eurotech, Inc.
4 Oak Point
Newnan GA 30263 USA
alkennedy@usa.net
Tel 770-304-1000
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When to Perform Extrusion Plant Maintenance
Preventive, Predictive, or Reactive Maintenance?
Waiting until after a failure has occurred is called Reactive Maintenance. Others call this
“breakdown maintenance.” Whatever name is used, it is almost always a bad policy to wait for
breakdown to take action, for several reasons:
•

Unplanned downtime is likely

•

Overtime for maintenance workers may be required

•

Production workers may have to stand idle during emergency repairs

•

Because the work is unplanned, necessary skills and materials may not be on hand

•

The damage may be worse than if the problem had been repaired earlier

One alternative is Preventive Maintenance, which for our purposes will be defined as intervalbased maintenance, or maintenance which is scheduled at some fixed interval of time, or perhaps
according to some other unit interval such as hours, miles or pounds. For some items, such as oil
changes or timing belt replacement on an automobile, interval-based or preventive maintenance is
appropriate. However, for many other items wear is not so predictable based on interval alone, so we
must consider other factors when deciding to perform maintenance.
Predictive Maintenance is defined as condition-based and so involves some type of regular
inspection or measurement to determine when replacement or maintenance should be performed.
Classic examples of predictive maintenance include replacing automobile tires based on tread wear, or
monitoring cracks in extrusion press tie-rods to determine when replacement is necessary.
In the 1st edition of the Extrusion Press Maintenance Manual we used the term Preventive
Maintenance to describe the tables of maintenance schedules; but according to the definitions above,
most of the schedule items involve checks and so are actually predictive in nature. Perhaps the correct
name should be Proactive Maintenance, meaning that action is taken before problems occur.
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It is useful to look at the patterns of probability of
equipment failure during the life of a component1. The
pattern in Figure A-1 describes the classical “wear out”
view of plant equipment. The theory is that the interval “x”
can be determined from equipment records and used to
take preventive action just before failure occurs. This
relationship between age and failure tends to be true in
certain cases, mainly where product comes in contact with
a component, such as containers, dies, and graphite or
Kevlar materials on cooling tables. Fatigue of major press
components is also age-related.
However, there are other well-defined patterns of
equipment failure probability, as shown in Figure A-2.
Which of these patterns apply to which extrusion plant
components? If you plan to overhaul a component on an
interval basis, “just in case” it may be needed, you will
need to know which of these patterns applies to that
component.
As it turns out, it can be very hard to predict
which pattern applies. For example, studies on civil
aircraft showed the following distribution of failure
patterns:
A

4%

B

2%

C

5%

D

7%

E

14%

F

68%

While extrusion presses are quite different from aircraft,
we can still see from this example that the connection
between reliability and operating age is not always
easy to predict. And unless there is a clear
connection between age and failure, equipment
overhauls at fixed interval may not increase reliability.
“Overhauls are extraordinarily invasive undertakings
that massively upset stable systems2.” In other
words, if it isn’t broken, it may be better to check it
than to overhaul it.
Pattern A in Figure A-2 is often called the
“bathtub” because of the upward curves at each end.
This is the classic pattern usually predicted for
electronic components – high losses during “burn-in,”
followed by good reliability until the end. Considering
this example, note in Figure A-3 what happens when
such a component is replaced early, “just in case” –
the probability of failure is actually increased due to the so-called “infant mortality” of this type of
component. Thus we see just one of the possible risks to keep in mind when following interval-based
maintenance.
With these limitations in mind, note that most of the Scheduled Maintenance items in the
Maintenance Schedules actually consist of inspections or checks, and so are condition-based. These

1
2

Moubray, John, Aladon Ltd., “Redefining Maintenance”, Maintenance Technology, March 1996.
Ibid.
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are based on the idea that we will be able to detect when failure has just begun to occur, but before it is
too late. This concept is shown in Figure A-4.
The time interval between P, when the failure can
first be detected, and F, when complete failure occurs,
(Figure A-5) is quite important, as it determines the
frequency of inspections. To illustrate, consider the
inspection interval as shown in Figure A-6. It becomes clear
that almost one complete inspection interval can pass after
the problem shows up before it is actually found. Therefore,
the ideal inspection interval is somewhere between ½ and 1
times the P-F interval.
While these concepts help us understand about
inspection and maintenance intervals, in practical terms we
never have enough information to make informed decisions.
We don’t know the probability-of-failure pattern, and we don’t
know the P-F intervals. Therefore we must rely on our past
experience and the recommendations of others.
The tables in the Maintenance Schedules have
been compiled from many sources: prior versions of the
manual, vendor’s recommendations, and advice from many
experienced people. These serve as an excellent starting
point or reference for you to construct your own maintenance
schedules. The tables are available on diskette to allow for
easy revision to suit your own applications.
The other essential tool for a Proactive Maintenance
program is the best possible record of repair histories for
each equipment component. With Personal Computer-based
record systems, it is now very easy to set up and maintain
complete histories, which can then be used to identify
recurring repairs and to establish the desired frequency for
inspection and/or replacement. Records on a PC may be set
up using spreadsheet or database software, or a
Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS),
which will be discussed later.
A good program of Proactive Maintenance includes
regular, scheduled inspections, lubrication, diagnostic tests, and the occasional strategic replacement of
wearing parts before they fail. Each scheduled “PM” shutdown will usually include some repairs which
have been identified during daily or weekly inspections.
In any extrusion plant, it is vital to have a plan for managing the problems of fatigue failure of
major extrusion press components. High-cycle fatigue is an important strategic business concern in every
extrusion plant. Without a plan, a major component failure is sure to occur – it is not a matter of “if” but
“when.” Therefore, every extrusion firm’s top management must be concerned with this issue and must
insure that a suitable program is in place, to insure against unplanned expenses and major breakdowns.
Various firms can offer assistance in setting up and following such a program; one example is Det Norsk
Veritas, whose excellent paper on the subject is included in Chapter 4 of this Manual.
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Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
EXTRUSION PRESS -- MECHANICAL
Guide ways
Guide ways
Guide way wipers
Cylinders (main ram, crosshead,
container)
Cylinders (main ram, crosshead,
container)
Cylinders (main ram, crosshead,
container)
Cylinders (crosshead, container)
Tie rod nuts
Tie rod nuts

Look For:

Notes

Brass pick-up
May indicate partial contact
Nicks or other damage to surfaces
Failure to wipe guide way clean
Increase in amount of oil on main ram or cylinder May indicate damage to packing.
rod
Also check bushings.
Oil leaks at cylinder connections
Nicks or other damage to rods or main cylinder

Damage to packing will result

Excess heat
Space between nuts and platen
Match marks indicating nut has rotated

May indicate oil by-passing piston
May indicate loss of pre-stress

Container cylinders

Oil by-passing piston head

Hold container against die stack at
full pressure and check for
temperature rise

Main ram, crosshead and container
cylinders
Cylinder packing
Billet loader
Billet loader
Butt shear
Butt shear

Nicks or other damage to rods or main cylinder

Remove nicks with polishing stone

Embedded particles
Loose bolts
Looseness in bushings or pivot pins
Blade tight in mounting
Nicks or other damage to blade

Replace packing if scoring recurs

Die hold-down clamp

Tightness -- properly holds die stack

Clean-up press and related equipment
Guide ways
Check and tighten all bolts and other
mechanical connections
Die changer pockets or carriers

Metallic chips or dirt on guide ways, cylinder
rods, or main ram
Remove shoes and check fully

Tie rod nuts
Guide ways
Guide ways
Die changer slide ways (gibs)
Butt shear
Main ram, crosshead and container
cylinders
Tie rods

Ultrasonic testing for cracks

Tie rod nuts
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Replace or re-machine as needed

Bolts or cylinder mountings which may have
worked loose; check cylinder bolts under load, retighten and check that cylinders are level
Wear or damage, including keyways
Space between inside nuts and platen with press
under load
Space between outside nuts and platen with
press relaxed
Match marks indicating nut has rotated
Remove shoes and check fully
Check for wear or scoring of guide ways
Adjustment for wear as needed
Adjust or replace worn bushings as needed
Check clearances of packing and bushings (also
when replacing packings)

Tie rod nuts

Die stack should not move during
shear cycle

May indicate loss of pre-stress
May need to tram press and restress
tie rods
Replace or re-machine as needed
Use stone or file as needed

More frequent follow-up if a flaw is
detected

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
EXTRUSION PRESS -- PRESS ALIGNMENT
Billet loader
Butt shear
Stem and container
Stem and container
Billet loader
Butt shear

Look For:
Billet centered with container
Clearance between shear blade and die stack
Stem level with main ram
Stem aligned with container
Aligned with container
Clearance between blade and tool stack (hot)

Main ram

Check level in 3 positions

Press base

Check level -- both ways
Check that tie rods are level, in both directions,
both top and bottom rods
Check alignment of container to die stack
Adjust center guide (if fitted) for excessive
clearance
Check die slide stops for centering with platen
pressure ring
Tram press --- measure length between platen &
main cylinder flange faces to check parallel

Press frame
Container and die stack
Container and die stack
Die slide
Tie rods

Notes

Variation indicates wearing of
crosshead shoes; re-adjust

Maximum variation 0.010 inches

EXTRUSION PRESS -- LUBRICATION
Fill all oil reservoirs and remove water
Grease all required locations

EXTRUSION PRESS -- TOOLING
Container

Good sealing surface: no nicks or build-up
Not "bellied" (no increase in diameter at center)

Container liner
Stem
Dummy block
Dummy block
Dummy block
Stem pressure plate
Platen pressure ring

Straightness, stress cracking
Wear (dimensional check)
Aluminum build-up on block
Nicks, stress fractures
Coining or dishing
Coining or dishing

Container

Movement between container and holder
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Use straightedge and feeler gauge
Use straightedge and feeler gauge
Tighten retainer or cap is possible.
Repair and remachine if cracked or
distorted.

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
EXTRUSION PRESS -- HYDRAULIC

Look For:

Notes

Oil level

Visual, with main ram in same position each time Level varies considerably according to
the position of the main ram.
oil level is checked

Oil condition

Air bubbles or foam

Oil color

Darkening (from heat) or clouding (from water)

Oil temperature

Change in operating temperature; normal
maximum 140 F (60 C)

Oil leaks

Visual inspection or pressure test.

Aeration of oil may cause cavitation

May indicate internal by-passing in
system or problems with cooling
equipment
Repair as required. Oil leaks may
cause loss of pressure, air in system,
excessive heat, dirty equipment,
safety hazards

Oil filters

Movements that are unusual: jerky, chattering,
erratic, etc.
Filter indicator or pressure gauge

Change cartridge if indicated

Pumps

Vibration

May indicate impending pump failure

Control tubing

Excess heat

Piping clamps and supports

Loose or broken supports

Relief valves

Excess heat (in relief line)

Pressures throughout system

Change from normal pressures

Heat exchanger

Leaks, scale, or corrosion

Temperature control

Temperature at which water valve opens

Flexible hoses

Physically inspect for damage or deterioration,
replace as required

Clean-up of equipment

Wash down, remove rags, etc.

Air breathers

Remove, clean, re-oil, and re-install

Avoid dirt in system, pump cavitation.

Tighten all bolts, connections, and pipe supports;
replace bad fittings or O-rings
Clean off any foreign material
Oil leaks, broken solenoid covers or wires

Avoid downtime, loss of fluid, safety
hazard.
Avoid oil contamination
Tighten bolts and pipe connections

Erratic operation

Hydraulic pipe, tubing, and connections
Tank magnets
Hydraulic valves
Oil sample for analysis

May indicate impending part failure

May indicate system oil in pilot
system
May result in pipe failures
May indicate abnormal opening of
relief
May indicate impending component
failure
Repair or clean. May cause oil
contamination, excessive heat, or loss
of oil or water.
Check if opening and closing at
proper temperature
Avoid downtime, loss of fluid, safety
hazard.
Avoid dirt entering system, makes it
easier to spot leaks, eliminates fire
and safety hazards

Contamination, oil breakdown, loss of properties Send sample to oil supplier
Incorrect settings --- check with pressure gauges
Relief valve settings, timer settings, etc.
Avoid erratic operation of equipment
and stop watch; readjust as required
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Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
Look For:
Notes
EXTRUSION PRESS -- HYDRAULIC (Continued)
Check water passage for obstructions, leaks, etc. Avoid excessive heat, water in oil,
Heat exchanger
Clean or replace zinc anodes. Flush out.
leaks, contamination, etc.
Oil filters

Replace all cartridges in use for over 3 months

Pump controls
Slip test on main pumps
Slip test on system

Response through full stroke
Deterioration of pump condition
Oil losses throughout system

Relief valves and pressure switches

Check if relieving or operating at correct pressure

Pump/motor couplings

Check coupling alignment

Pump/motor

Tighten mounting bolts

EXTRUSION PRESS -- ELECTRICAL
Limit switches
Limit switches
Electrical connections
Container heating elements
Container heating elements
Solenoid valves and relays
Solenoid valves and relays
Motors
Motors
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Loose switch mounting
Switches not tripping properly
Conduit damaged or broken
Check connections for tightness
Corrosion of elements
Overheating or chatter
Tighten covers and terminal connections
Clean and lubricate
Check windings with megohmmeter

Avoid excessive pump and motor
wear
Avoid misalignment, excessive wear,
noise

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
PRESS FEED LINE -- COMBUSTION
Check temperature probes, clean tips,
check connections.
Check pilot flames and flame detectors
(UV or flame rods).
Check cooling air to thermocouple
probes.
Check flame-type billet lubricator, clean
igniter and nozzle.
Clean/replace intake air filter of
combustion blower.
Remove and clean pilot air strainers
Perform leak test of safety shut-off and
vent valves.

Look For:

Notes

Correct functioning. Rod tips not sharp. loose
connections.
Pilots operating correctly; flame detectors are
clean and working properly.
Adequate flow and cooling.
Correct operation, safe, reliable ignition.

Leakage past safety shut-off when it is closed, or
vent valve stuck open.

Check linkages on air damper motor.

Loose or incorrectly adjusted linkage.

Remove and clean spark plugs.
Check burner tile(s) and nozzles.
Check adjustment of air exhaust and/or
recirculation damper.
Remove and clean metering rods from
atmospheric regulator (premix systems
only).
Clean the inside body of ratio or
atmospheric regulator(s)
Clean and inspect combustion blower
impeller and housing.

Buildup, correct gap. Replace as needed.
Cracked or broken tiles, dirty nozzles.
Excessive air leakage into or out of oven. Control Test with smoke or tissue paper.
linkage loose.
Air leakage is very costly!
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Cracked or missing blades, signs of rubbing.

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
PRESS FEED LINE -- MECHANICAL
Check log shear operation.
Check that all guards and safety
devices are in place and operating
properly.
Check log shear cutting tools.
Check guides or tracks of chains or
carriages and clean any debris.

Look For:

Notes

Correct sequence of function, smoothness,
alignment of log travel.

Clearance and metal build-up.
Dirt, debris, foreign matter.

Billet/log feed guides and rollers.

Bent or damaged guides; debris or foreign
matter; billet hang-up or metal build-up.

Check operation and sealing of oven
doors, lift cylinders, clamps..

Poor closing, air leaks.

Replace rollers and/or bushings as
needed (3 to 12 months life).

Check air seal around log at oven entry. Poor seal, air leaks.
Check, adjust clearance of log shear
cutting tools.
Check air cylinder packing or seals.
Check chains (conveyor and/or drive).
and sprockets, shafts, bearings, and
couplings.
Billet/log support rollers.
Check billet oven burner tiles
Check hot air circulation blower, shaft
seals, and drive belts.

*Frequency of adjustment and tolerances may
vary according to manufacturer's
recommendations
Air leaks.
Wear, alignment, chain tension, loose keyways or
setscrews.
Bent, broken, or worn rollers.
Proper sealing between tiles and burners, burners
inserted correct distance into tiles, cracked or
broken tiles.
Belts properly tensioned, aligned, not worn.
See section on belt tensioning, page
Housing clean; no cracked blades, no rubbing or
8-20.
dragging of wheel in housing.
Speed controls not set properly.
Broken, cracked, deteriorated refractory.
Caulk with refractory fiber.

Check log shear cylinder speeds.
Check refractory crown blocks.
Clean log shear cutting tools in caustic
According to manufacturer's recommendations
soda.
Tighten all foundation, mounting, and
Loose bolts, broken grout.
attachment bolts.
Inspect circulation blower fan wheel.
Wear or corrosion, build-up.
Tighten bolts and setscrews on
Loose bolts, keyways, setscrews.
combustion and air circulation blowers.
Clean around log/billet transport
rollers.
Check log shear wear surfaces and
guide ways.
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Open oven and clean thoroughly any dirt or
debris around rollers.
Excessive wear.

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
PRESS FEED LINE -- LUBRICATION
Check compressed air filter-regulatorlubricator units.
Grease all grease nipples.

Look For:

Notes

Clean filters, add oil, check pressure.
*Daily on log shear, unless instructed otherwise
by manufacturer.

Fill chain oilers.
Bearings of hot air circulation blower.

Use correct high-temperature grease.

Grease all billet conveyor bearings.
Check oil level in gearboxes.
Change oil in gearboxes.

Use high-temperature grease.

PRESS FEED LINE -- HYDRAULIC
Check hydraulic system(s) fluid level.
Low fluid level.
Check hydraulic system(s).
Leaks, high temperature, filter by-passing.
Check hydraulic cylinders' packing and
Fluid leaks.
seals.
Oil sample for analysis

Contamination, oil breakdown, loss of properties Send sample to oil supplier

Disassemble log shear cylinders and
replace seals and packing.*

*Recommended by some log shear
manufacturers.

PRESS FEED LINE -- ELECTRICAL
Check all limit or proximity switches
and photocells.
Check purge cycle timers.
Check temperature controllers and/or
recorders.
(Elect. Induction Heater) Check, clean,
and lubricate tap switches.
(Elect. induction heater) Change coil.
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Proper functioning; loose switch arms, loose
wires. Clean photocells.
Correct settings, proper functioning.
Reliability, calibration.
Check terminal connections for tightness, check
contacts for oxidation.
*Frequency of change depends on plant history.

See page 7-20

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
HANDLING SYSTEM -- MECHANICAL
Check graphite (or Kevlar) bars and
surfaces on lead-out, run-out, and
cooling tables.
Check slat conveyor.
Check all safety guards.
Check rollers and covers on run-out.
Check run-out table lift mechanism.
Check blade of hot saw or shear.

Look For:

Notes

Broken graphite, excessive wear, sharp
projections which may damage the profiles.
Broken or loose slats, smooth operation,
stopping in correct position.
In place and working correctly.
Damaged or grooved rollers, rollers not turning;
drives working properly.
Correct functioning.
Sharpness (quality of cut), metal build-up on
blade.

Check positioning and actuation of hot
Proper functioning.
saw or shear.
Check lubricant applicators.
Fluid level, proper operation.
Smooth, level operation; no impact; correct
Observe puller operation.
stopping position, pick-up and release; correct
speed and tension.
Observe motion of lift-overs, belts,
Smooth operation, no jerking, profiles handled
walking beams.
smoothly and together.
Damaged or burned surfaces, ragged edges, poor
Check transfer and cooling table belts.
alignment, bad splices.
Smooth operation (stretching, movement, and
Observe stretcher operation.
locking).
Profiles loaded and conveyed smoothly;
Observe saw feed conveyor.
raise/lower functions smoothly.
Check sharpness of finish saw blade.

Quality of cut, metal build-up on blade.

Check finish saw clamps.

Good clamping, noise control; embedded saw
chips.

Check accuracy of finished cut length.

Measure several profiles in batch.

Re-check each time a new blade is
installed.

Correct, smooth operation and placement of
Observe operation of auto profile
stacker.
spacers.
Check water supply pump and piping to
Water leaks, proper volume and pressure.
water quench.
Check drive chains and sprockets,
Alignment, correct tension, wear.
adjust as needed.
Check slat conveyor chains and
Tension, alignment, wear of chain and sprockets;
sprockets.
adjust take-up as needed.
Proper functioning; check and replace friction
Check brake(s) on run-out, puller.
surfaces as needed.
Clean saw chips and other debris from
around hot saw and finish saw.
Change/clean saw chip collector bags.
Check puller drive cable or chain and
adjust or replace if needed.
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Correct tension and alignment; wear or work
hardening.

Replace cables every 6 months.

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
Look For:
HANDLING SYSTEM -- MECHANICAL (Continued)
Check pulleys or sprockets for puller
Wear, alignment.
drive cable or chain.
Inspect puller support wheels and
Wear and roundness; free rotation.
bearings.
Inspect puller guide and support rails.

Notes

Wear, damage; alignment and straightness.

Inspect puller jaws and fingers.
Wear, breakage, metal build-up.
Inspect puller shock absorbers.
Condition and functioning.
Check drive shafts, eccentrics,
Wear, alignment, loose couplings or setscrews.
couplings, and bearings.
Inspect stretcher jaws.
Wear or damage.
Check and clean stretcher drive wheels Wheel surface worn smooth, bad bearings, wheels
and contact surface.
not round.
Proper operation and locking; signs of overstress
Check stretcher locking mechanism.
or deformation.
Check saw feed conveyor drive belt
Damaged belts, correct tracking; damaged roller
sections; check rollers, roller covers,
covers; worn drive chains, incorrect chain tension.
and roller drive chains.
Check alignment of finish saw with
Squareness of cut -- compare length of inside and
outside profiles.
back stop or guide fence.
Check saw gauge table for levelness
with the saw and feed conveyor.
Inspect the automatic stacker's
bearings, sprockets, chains, guide rods, Wear, alignment; dirt or debris.
rack and pinion, etc.
Check water spray quench spray
Full spray pattern; plugging or mineral build-up.
nozzles.
Check actuator cylinder for water spray
Air leaks, packing and seals.
quench cover.
Inspect air quench fans and blowers.

Vibration, blade damage or build-up on blades.

Check condition of drive couplings.
Tighten all foundation, mounting, and
attachment bolts.

Condition and alignment.
Loose bolts, broken grout.

Check level and alignment of run-out,
Adjust as needed to maintain units level and
puller track, lift-overs, walking beams,
straight.
stretcher base, and saw feed conveyor.
Check condition and alignment of saw
arbors.
Check grouting of stretcher frame.
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Broken or loose grout or bolts.

Use piano wire.

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
HANDLING SYSTEM -- LUBRICATION
Check lubricant level in saw coolant
applicators.
Fill chain lubricator system on run-out
table.
Lubricate all grease fittings.
Check compressed air filter-regulatorlubricator units.
Lubricate bearings of supply pump to
water quench.

Look For:

Notes

Clean filters, add oil, check pressure.

Lubricate bearings of air quench fans.
Check oil level in gearboxes.
Follow manufacturers'
recommendations.

Change oil in gearboxes.
Lubricate drive couplings.

HANDLING SYSTEM -- HYDRAULIC
Hydraulic systems on run-out, cooling
table, stretcher, etc.
Hydraulic systems on run-out, cooling
table, stretcher, etc.
Oil samples for analysis
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Fluid level, leaks, high fluid temperature.
Filters, level, temperatures.
Contamination, oil breakdown, loss of properties Send sample to oil supplier

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
HANDLING SYSTEM -- ELECTRICAL
Check all interlocks and safety
switches.
Check all limit or proximity switches
and photocells.
Check amperage on all drive and saw
motors.
Check flexible power feeders (pendant
cables and power-duct type feeders).
Check puller position encoder.

Look For:
Functioning properly.
Proper functioning; loose switch arms, loose
wires. Clean photocells.
High amps may indicate mechanical problems.
Mechanical damage, loose connectors.
Correct functioning; look for loose coupling,
wires.
Correct motor gap; feeder rails not worn or
skipping; damaged main rails.

(Linear motor-type pullers) Check
motors, tracks, feeder rails.
(Linear motor-type pullers) Check linearRemove and check for binding or galling.
type jaw actuators.
Check variable-speed or variableCorrect functioning.
volume controllers for quench air.
Check, clean, and lubricate all motors;
Dirty or oily windings, clogged vent openings.
check and record amps and check
motor with megohmmeter.
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Notes

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
AGE OVEN -- COMBUSTION
Check pilot flames and flame detectors
(UV or flame rods)
Clean/replace intake air filter of
combustion blower.
Remove and clean pilot air strainers
Perform leak test of safety shut-off and
vent valves.

Look For:

Notes

Pilots operating correctly; flame detectors are
clean and working properly.

Leakage past safety shut-off when it is closed, or
vent valve stuck open.

Check linkages on air damper motor.

Loose or incorrectly adjusted linkage.

Remove and clean spark plugs.
Check burner tile(s) and nozzles.

Buildup, correct gap. Replace as needed.
Cracked or broken tiles, dirty nozzles.

Check adjustment of exhaust damper.

Excessive air leakage into or out of oven.

Test with smoke or tissue paper.
Air leakage is very costly!

Remove and clean metering rods from
atmospheric regulator (premix systems
only).
Clean the inside body of ratio or
atmospheric regulator(s)
Clean and inspect combustion blower
Cracked or missing blades, signs of rubbing.
impeller and housing.

AGE OVEN -- MECHANICAL
Clean the guiding tracks for load carts.

Check door seals.

Belts properly tensioned, aligned, not worn.
See section on belt tensioning, page
Housing clean; no cracked blades, no rubbing or
8-20
dragging of wheel in housing.
Wear or incorrect fit (air leakage in or out).

Check door hoist(s), cables.

Doors hang evenly, seal properly, open smoothly.

Check roller or caster-type conveyors.

Alignment, wear, breakage.

Check load cars or carts.

Alignment, wear, condition of wheels,
smoothness of operation.

Check hot air circulation blower and
drive belts.

Inspect air circulation blower fan wheel. Wear or corrosion, build-up.
Tighten fan bolts and setscrews.
Check door hoist gearbox, motor,
brake.
Check all bolts and anchors.
Check oven floor.

Correct operation, condition of gears and brake
surfaces.
Looseness -- tighten as needed.

Check oven shell for hot spots.

Hot spots, cracking, settled insulation.
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May be checked with infrared
detector.

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
AGE OVEN -- ELECTRICAL

Look For:

(Electric oven) Check heating elements. Not damaged, clean, free of obstructions.
Check purge cycle timers.

Correct settings, proper functioning.

(Electric oven) Check heating elements.

Burned-out elements; check amperage of each.
Check terminals for proper connections.

Check temperature controllers and/or
recorders.
Survey Age Oven temperatures

AGE OVEN -- LUBRICATION
Lubricate bearings of combustion
blower.
Lubricate bearings of hot air circulation
blower.
Door hinges (where installed)
Conveyor rollers, caster wheels,
conveyor or drive chains, gearbox
(where installed).
Check oil level in door hoist gearbox.
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Reliability, calibration.
Non-uniform temperatures within a load.

Notes

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Press No. _________

Extrusion Press

Master Maintenance Schedule
Date______________
Item
DIE OVEN (All Skills)
Check heating elements.
Check air circulation blower(s).
Check door or drawer seals.

Look For:
Not damaged, clean, free of obstructions.
Correct amount of air flow, no vibration.
Seals damaged or worn; air leaks.

Check oven shell for hot spots.

Hot spots, cracking, settled insulation.

Check door or drawer actuator
cylinders.

Proper functioning; if air, check for leaks and
service filter-lubricator. If hydraulic, fluid leaks,
level, temperature.

(Drawer-type) Check mechanical drawer
Gearbox oil level; wear of components; dirt on
drive: gearbox, drive chains, wheels,
tracks.
clean tracks.
Check heating elements.
Burned out elements; check amperage
Check heating elements.
Check temperature controllers and/or
recorders.
Check electrical contactors,
thermocouples, and temperature
controllers.
Check limit switches and interlocks.

Burned-out elements; check amperage of each.
Check terminals for proper connections.
Reliability, calibration.
Temperature not controlled in range;
thermocouples damaged by tooling.

Proper operation of safety devices.
Correct fuel-air ratio, high-low settings; correct
function of pilots, flame detectors, and safety
devices.
Check air circulation blower, motor, air Damaged baffles or fan blades, obstructions. Bad
baffles.
motor or drive belts.
(Combustion-type) Check combustion
system, clean combustion air filter.

.
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Notes

May be checked with infrared
detector.

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Quarterly

6 Mo.

Annually

Extrusion Press

Press No. _________

Maintenance Schedules
Date______________
Item
EXTRUSION PRESS -- MECHANICAL
Guide ways
Guide ways
Guide way wipers
Cylinders (main ram, crosshead,
container)
Cylinders (main ram, crosshead,
container)
Cylinders (main ram, crosshead,
container)
Cylinders (crosshead, container)
Tie rod nuts
Tie rod nuts

Look For:
Brass pick-up
Nicks or other damage to surfaces
Failure to wipe guide way clean
Increase in amount of oil on main ram or
cylinder rod

Notes
May indicate partial contact

May indicate damage to packing.
Also check bushings.

Oil leaks at cylinder connections
Nicks or other damage to rods or main cylinder

Damage to packing will result

Excess heat
Space between nuts and platen
Match marks indicating nut has rotated

May indicate oil by-passing piston
May indicate loss of pre-stress

Oil level

Visual, with main ram in same position each
time oil level is checked

Level varies considerably according
to the position of the main ram.

Oil condition

Air bubbles or foam

Aeration of oil may cause cavitation

Oil color

Darkening (from heat) or clouding (from water)

Oil temperature

Change in operating temperature; normal
maximum 140 F (60 C)

Oil leaks

Visual inspection or pressure test.

EXTRUSION PRESS -- LUBRICATION
Fill all oil reservoirs and remove water
Grease all required locations

EXTRUSION PRESS -- HYDRAULIC

D
A
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L
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Oil filters

Movements that are unusual: jerky, chattering,
erratic, etc.
Filter indicator or pressure gauge

Pumps

Vibration

Erratic operation

Control tubing

Excess heat

Piping clamps and supports

Loose or broken supports

Relief valves

Excess heat (in relief line)

Pressures throughout system

Change from normal pressures

EXTRUSION PRESS -- ELECTRICAL
Limit switches
Limit switches
Electrical connections

Loose switch mounting
Switches not tripping properly
Conduit damaged or broken

PRESS FEED LINE -- COMBUSTION
Check temperature probes, clean tips,
check connections.
Check pilot flames and flame detectors
(UV or flame rods).

Correct functioning. Rod tips not sharp. loose
connections.
Pilots operating correctly; flame detectors are
clean and working properly.
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May indicate internal by-passing in
system or problems with cooling
equipment
Repair as required. Oil leaks may
cause loss of pressure, air in system,
excessive heat, dirty equipment,
safety hazards
May indicate impending part failure
Change cartridge if indicated
May indicate impending pump
failure
May indicate system oil in pilot
system
May result in pipe failures
May indicate abnormal opening of
relief
May indicate impending component
failure

Extrusion Press

Press No. _________

Maintenance Schedules
Date______________
Item
PRESS FEED LINE -- MECHANICAL
Check log shear operation.
Check that all guards and safety
devices are in place and operating
properly.
Check log shear cutting tools.

PRESS FEED LINE -- HYDRAULIC
Check hydraulic system(s) fluid level.

HANDLING SYSTEM -- MECHANICAL
Check graphite (or Kevlar) bars and
surfaces on lead-out, run-out, and
cooling tables.
Check slat conveyor.
Check all safety guards.
Check rollers and covers on run-out.
Check run-out table lift mechanism.
Check blade of hot saw or shear.

D
A
I
L
Y

Look For:

Notes

Correct sequence of function, smoothness,
alignment of log travel.

Clearance and metal build-up.

Low fluid level.

Broken graphite, excessive wear, sharp
projections which may damage the profiles.
Broken or loose slats, smooth operation,
stopping in correct position.
In place and working correctly.
Damaged or grooved rollers, rollers not turning;
drives working properly.
Correct functioning.
Sharpness (quality of cut), metal build-up on
blade.

Check positioning and actuation of hot
Proper functioning.
saw or shear.
Check lubricant applicators.
Fluid level, proper operation.
Smooth, level operation; no impact; correct
Observe puller operation.
stopping position, pick-up and release; correct
speed and tension.
Observe motion of lift-overs, belts,
Smooth operation, no jerking, profiles handled
walking beams.
smoothly and together.
Damaged or burned surfaces, ragged edges,
Check transfer and cooling table belts.
poor alignment, bad splices.
Smooth operation (stretching, movement, and
Observe stretcher operation.
locking).
Profiles loaded and conveyed smoothly;
Observe saw feed conveyor.
raise/lower functions smoothly.
Check sharpness of finish saw blade.

Quality of cut, metal build-up on blade.

Check finish saw clamps.

Good clamping, noise control; embedded saw
chips.

Check accuracy of finished cut length. Measure several profiles in batch.
Observe operation of auto profile
stacker.

Correct, smooth operation and placement of
spacers.
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Re-check each time a new blade is
installed.

Extrusion Press

Press No. _________

Maintenance Schedules
Date______________
Item
HANDLING SYSTEM -- LUBRICATION
Check lubricant level in saw coolant
applicators.

Look For:

HANDLING SYSTEM -- HYDRAULIC
Hydraulic systems on run-out, cooling
Fluid level, leaks, high fluid temperature.
table, stretcher, etc.

HANDLING SYSTEM -- ELECTRICAL
Check all interlocks and safety
switches.

AGE OVEN -- ELECTRICAL
(Electric oven) Check heating
elements.

D
A
I
L
Y

DIE OVEN
Check heating elements.

Functioning properly.

Not damaged, clean, free of obstructions.

Not damaged, clean, free of obstructions.
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Notes

Extrusion Press

Press No. _________

Maintenance Schedules
Date______________
Item
EXTRUSION PRESS -- MECHANICAL

Notes

Container cylinders

Oil by-passing piston head

Hold container against die stack at
full pressure and check for
temperature rise

Main ram, crosshead and container
cylinders
Cylinder packing
Billet loader
Billet loader
Butt shear
Butt shear

Nicks or other damage to rods or main cylinder

Remove nicks with polishing stone

Embedded particles
Loose bolts
Looseness in bushings or pivot pins
Blade tight in mounting
Nicks or other damage to blade

Replace packing if scoring recurs

Die hold-down clamp

Tightness -- properly holds die stack

EXTRUSION PRESS -- TOOLING
Container
Container liner
Stem
Dummy block
Dummy block
Dummy block

W
E
E
K
L
Y

Look For:

PRESS FEED LINE -- COMBUSTION
Check cooling air to thermocouple
probes.
Check flame-type billet lubricator,
clean igniter and nozzle.

PRESS FEED LINE -- MECHANICAL
Check guides or tracks of chains or
carriages and clean any debris.
Billet/log feed guides and rollers.
Check operation and sealing of oven
doors, lift cylinders, clamps..
Check air seal around log at oven
entry.
Check, adjust clearance of log shear
cutting tools.

Die stack should not move during
shear cycle

Good sealing surface: no nicks or build-up
Not "bellied" (no increase in diameter at center)
Straightness, stress cracking
Wear (dimensional check)
Aluminum build-up on block
Nicks, stress fractures

Adequate flow and cooling.
Correct operation, safe, reliable ignition.

Dirt, debris, foreign matter.
Bent or damaged guides; debris or foreign
matter; billet hang-up or metal build-up.

Replace rollers and/or bushings as
needed (3 to 12 months life).

Poor closing, air leaks.
Poor seal, air leaks.
*Frequency of adjustment and tolerances may
vary according to manufacturer's
recommendations

PRESS FEED LINE -- LUBRICATION
Check compressed air filter-regulatorClean filters, add oil, check pressure.
lubricator units.
*Daily on log shear, unless instructed otherwise
Grease all grease nipples.
by manufacturer.
Fill chain oilers.
Use correct high-temperature
grease.
Use high-temperature grease.

Bearings of hot air circulation blower.
Grease all billet conveyor bearings.

PRESS FEED LINE -- HYDRAULIC
Check hydraulic system(s).

Leaks, high temperature, filter by-passing.

PRESS FEED LINE -- ELECTRICAL
Check all limit or proximity switches
and photocells.

Proper functioning; loose switch arms, loose
wires. Clean photocells.
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Extrusion Press

Press No. _________

Maintenance Schedules
Date______________
Item
Look For:
HANDLING SYSTEM -- LUBRICATION
Fill chain lubricator system on run-out
table.
Lubricate all grease fittings.
Check compressed air filter-regulatorClean filters, add oil, check pressure.
lubricator units.

HANDLING SYSTEM -- ELECTRICAL
Check all limit or proximity switches
and photocells.

Proper functioning; loose switch arms, loose
wires. Clean photocells.

AGE OVEN -- COMBUSTION
Check pilot flames and flame detectors Pilots operating correctly; flame detectors are
(UV or flame rods)
clean and working properly.

W
E
E
K
L
Y

AGE OVEN -- MECHANICAL
Clean the guiding tracks for load
carts.
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Notes

Extrusion Press

Press No. _________

Maintenance Schedules
Date______________
Item
EXTRUSION PRESS -- MECHANICAL
Clean-up press and related equipment
Guide ways
Check and tighten all bolts and other
mechanical connections
Die changer pockets or carriers
Tie rod nuts
Tie rod nuts
Tie rod nuts

Look For:
Metallic chips or dirt on guide ways, cylinder
rods, or main ram
Remove shoes and check fully

Notes

Replace or re-machine as needed

Bolts or cylinder mountings which may have
worked loose; check cylinder bolts under load,
re-tighten and check that cylinders are level
Wear or damage, including keyways
Space between inside nuts and platen with
press under load
Space between outside nuts and platen with
press relaxed
Match marks indicating nut has rotated

May indicate loss of pre-stress
May need to tram press and restress
tie rods

EXTRUSION PRESS -- PRESS ALIGNMENT
Main ram

Check level in 3 positions

Variation indicates wearing of
crosshead shoes; re-adjust

EXTRUSION PRESS -- HYDRAULIC

M
O
N
T
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Clean-up of equipment

Wash down, remove rags, etc.

Air breathers

Remove, clean, re-oil, and re-install

Hydraulic pipe, tubing, and
connections
Tank magnets

Tighten all bolts, connections, and pipe
supports; replace bad fittings or O-rings
Clean off any foreign material

Avoid dirt entering system, makes it
easier to spot leaks, eliminates fire
and safety hazards
Avoid dirt in system, pump
cavitation.
Avoid downtime, loss of fluid, safety
hazard.
Avoid oil contamination

Hydraulic valves

Oil leaks, broken solenoid covers or wires

Tighten bolts and pipe connections

EXTRUSION PRESS -- ELECTRICAL
Container heating elements
Container heating elements
Solenoid valves and relays
Solenoid valves and relays

Check connections for tightness
Corrosion of elements
Overheating or chatter
Tighten covers and terminal connections

PRESS FEED LINE -- COMBUSTION
Clean/replace intake air filter of
combustion blower.
Remove and clean pilot air strainers
Perform leak test of safety shut-off and Leakage past safety shut-off when it is closed, or
vent valves.
vent valve stuck open.
Check linkages on air damper motor.

Loose or incorrectly adjusted linkage.

Remove and clean spark plugs.
Check burner tile(s) and nozzles.
Check adjustment of air exhaust
and/or recirculation damper.

Buildup, correct gap. Replace as needed.
Cracked or broken tiles, dirty nozzles.
Excessive air leakage into or out of oven.
Control linkage loose.

PRESS FEED LINE -- MECHANICAL
Check air cylinder packing or seals.
Check chains (conveyor and/or drive).
and sprockets, shafts, bearings, and
couplings.
Billet/log support rollers.

Test with smoke or tissue paper.
Air leakage is very costly!

Air leaks.
Wear, alignment, chain tension, loose keyways
or setscrews.

Bent, broken, or worn rollers.
Proper sealing between tiles and burners,
Check billet oven burner tiles
burners inserted correct distance into tiles,
cracked or broken tiles.
Belts properly tensioned, aligned, not worn.
Check hot air circulation blower, shaft
See section on belt tensioning, page
Housing clean; no cracked blades, no rubbing or
seals, and drive belts.
8-20
dragging of wheel in housing.
Check log shear cylinder speeds.
Speed controls not set properly.
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Extrusion Press

Press No. _________

Maintenance Schedules
Date______________
Item
PRESS FEED LINE -- LUBRICATION
Check oil level in gearboxes.

PRESS FEED LINE -- HYDRAULIC
Check hydraulic cylinders' packing
and seals.

PRESS FEED LINE -- ELECTRICAL
Check purge cycle timers.
Check temperature controllers and/or
recorders.
(Elect. Induction Heater) Check, clean,
and lubricate tap switches.
(Elect. induction heater) Change coil.

HANDLING SYSTEM -- MECHANICAL
Check water supply pump and piping
to water quench.
Check drive chains and sprockets,
adjust as needed.
Check slat conveyor chains and
sprockets.
Check brake(s) on run-out, puller.

Look For:

Notes

Fluid leaks.

Correct settings, proper functioning.
Reliability, calibration.
Check terminal connections for tightness, check
See page 7-20
contacts for oxidation.
*Frequency of change depends on plant history.

Water leaks, proper volume and pressure.
Alignment, correct tension, wear.
Tension, alignment, wear of chain and
sprockets; adjust take-up as needed.
Proper functioning; check and replace friction
surfaces as needed.

Clean saw chips and other debris from
around hot saw and finish saw.
Change/clean saw chip collector bags.

M
O
N
T
H
L
Y

Check puller drive cable or chain and
adjust or replace if needed.
Check pulleys or sprockets for puller
drive cable or chain.
Inspect puller support wheels and
bearings.

Correct tension and alignment; wear or work
hardening.
Wear, alignment.
Wear and roundness; free rotation.

Inspect puller guide and support rails. Wear, damage; alignment and straightness.
Inspect puller jaws and fingers.
Inspect puller shock absorbers.
Check drive shafts, eccentrics,
couplings, and bearings.
Inspect stretcher jaws.
Check and clean stretcher drive
wheels and contact surface.
Check stretcher locking mechanism.
Check saw feed conveyor drive belt
sections; check rollers, roller covers,
and roller drive chains.
Check alignment of finish saw with
back stop or guide fence.
Check saw gauge table for levelness
with the saw and feed conveyor.
Inspect the automatic stacker's
bearings, sprockets, chains, guide
rods, rack and pinion, etc.

Wear, breakage, metal build-up.
Condition and functioning.
Wear, alignment, loose couplings or setscrews.
Wear or damage.
Wheel surface worn smooth, bad bearings,
wheels not round.
Proper operation and locking; signs of
overstress or deformation.
Damaged belts, correct tracking; damaged roller
covers; worn drive chains, incorrect chain
tension.
Squareness of cut -- compare length of inside
and outside profiles.

Wear, alignment; dirt or debris.

HANDLING SYSTEM -- LUBRICATION
Lubricate bearings of supply pump to
water quench.
Lubricate bearings of air quench fans.
Check oil level in gearboxes.

HANDLING SYSTEM -- HYDRAULIC
Hydraulic systems on run-out, cooling
Filters, level, temperatures.
table, stretcher, etc.
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Replace cables every 6 months.

Extrusion Press

Press No. _________

Maintenance Schedules
Date______________
Item
HANDLING SYSTEM -- ELECTRICAL
Check amperage on all drive and saw
motors.

Look For:

Notes

High amps may indicate mechanical problems.

Check flexible power feeders (pendant
Mechanical damage, loose connectors.
cables and power-duct type feeders).
Check puller position encoder.
(Linear motor-type pullers) Check
motors, tracks, feeder rails.
(Linear motor-type pullers) Check
linear-type jaw actuators.

Correct functioning; look for loose coupling,
wires.
Correct motor gap; feeder rails not worn or
skipping; damaged main rails.
Remove and check for binding or galling.

AGE OVEN -- COMBUSTION
Clean/replace intake air filter of
combustion blower.
Remove and clean pilot air strainers
Perform leak test of safety shut-off and Leakage past safety shut-off when it is closed, or
vent valves.
vent valve stuck open.
Check linkages on air damper motor.

Loose or incorrectly adjusted linkage.

Remove and clean spark plugs.
Check burner tile(s) and nozzles.

Buildup, correct gap. Replace as needed.
Cracked or broken tiles, dirty nozzles.

Check adjustment of exhaust damper. Excessive air leakage into or out of oven.

Test with smoke or tissue paper.
Air leakage is very costly!

AGE OVEN -- MECHANICAL

M
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Check hot air circulation blower and
drive belts.
Check door seals.
Check door hoist(s), cables.

Belts properly tensioned, aligned, not worn.
See section on belt tensioning, page
Housing clean; no cracked blades, no rubbing or
8-20
dragging of wheel in housing.
Wear or incorrect fit (air leakage in or out).
Doors hang evenly, seal properly, open
smoothly.

AGE OVEN -- MECHANICAL (Continued)
Check roller or caster-type conveyors.

Alignment, wear, breakage.

Check load cars or carts.

Alignment, wear, condition of wheels,
smoothness of operation.

AGE OVEN -- ELECTRICAL
Check purge cycle timers.
(Electric oven) Check heating
elements.

Correct settings, proper functioning.
Burned-out elements; check amperage of each.
Check terminals for proper connections.

Check temperature controllers and/or
Reliability, calibration.
recorders.

AGE OVEN -- LUBRICATION
Lubricate bearings of combustion
blower.
Lubricate bearings of hot air
circulation blower.
Door hinges (where installed)
Conveyor rollers, caster wheels,
conveyor or drive chains, gearbox
(where installed).
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Extrusion Press

Press No. _________

Maintenance Schedules
Date______________
Item
DIE OVEN
Check air circulation blower(s).
Check door or drawer seals.

Hot spots, cracking, settled insulation.

Check door or drawer actuator
cylinders.

Proper functioning; if air, check for leaks and
service filter-lubricator. If hydraulic, fluid leaks,
level, temperature.

Check heating elements.
Check temperature controllers and/or
recorders.
Check electrical contactors,
thermocouples, and temperature
controllers.
Check limit switches and interlocks.
(Combustion-type) Check combustion
system, clean combustion air filter.

Notes

Correct amount of air flow, no vibration.
Seals damaged or worn; air leaks.

Check oven shell for hot spots.

(Drawer-type) Check mechanical
drawer drive: gearbox, drive chains,
wheels, clean tracks.
Check heating elements.

M
O
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Look For:

Gearbox oil level; wear of components; dirt on
tracks.
Burned out elements; check amperage
Burned-out elements; check amperage of each.
Check terminals for proper connections.
Reliability, calibration.
Temperature not controlled in range;
thermocouples damaged by tooling.
Proper operation of safety devices.
Correct fuel-air ratio, high-low settings; correct
function of pilots, flame detectors, and safety
devices.
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May be checked with infrared
detector.

Extrusion Press

Press No. _________

Maintenance Schedules
Date______________
Item
EXTRUSION PRESS -- HYDRAULIC
Oil sample for analysis
Relief valve settings, timer settings,
etc.
Heat exchanger

PRESS FEED LINE -- MECHANICAL
Check refractory crown blocks.

Look For:

Notes

Contamination, oil breakdown, loss of
Send sample to oil supplier
properties
Incorrect settings --- check with pressure gauges
Avoid erratic operation of equipment
and stop watch; readjust as required
Check water passage for obstructions, leaks, etc. Avoid excessive heat, water in oil,
Clean or replace zinc anodes. Flush out.
leaks, contamination, etc.

Broken, cracked, deteriorated refractory.

Caulk with refractory fiber.

Contamination, oil breakdown, loss of
properties

Send sample to oil supplier

PRESS FEED LINE -- HYDRAULIC
Oil sample for analysis

HANDLING SYSTEM -- MECHANICAL
Check water spray quench spray
nozzles.
Check actuator cylinder for water
spray quench cover.

Q
U
A
R
T
E
R
L
Y

Full spray pattern; plugging or mineral buildup.
Air leaks, packing and seals.

HANDLING SYSTEM -- HYDRAULIC
Oil samples for analysis

Contamination, oil breakdown, loss of
properties

AGE OVEN -- ELECTRICAL
Survey Age Oven temperatures

Non-uniform temperatures within a load.

DIE OVEN
Check air circulation blower, motor,
air baffles.

Damaged baffles or fan blades, obstructions.
Bad motor or drive belts.
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Send sample to oil supplier

Extrusion Press

Press No. _________

Maintenance Schedules
Date______________
Item
EXTRUSION PRESS -- MECHANICAL
Press base
Press frame
Container and die stack
Container and die stack
Die slide

EXTRUSION PRESS -- TOOLING
Stem pressure plate
Platen pressure ring
Container

E
V
E
R
Y
6
M
O
N
T
H
S

Look For:

Notes

Check level -- both ways
Check that tie rods are level, in both directions,
both top and bottom rods
Check alignment of container to die stack
Adjust center guide (if fitted) for excessive
clearance
Check die slide stops for centering with platen
pressure ring

Coining or dishing
Coining or dishing
Movement between container and holder

Use straightedge and feeler gauge
Use straightedge and feeler gauge
Tighten retainer or cap is possible.
Repair and remachine if cracked or
distorted.

EXTRUSION PRESS -- HYDRAULIC
Oil filters

Replace all cartridges in use for over 3 months

Pump controls
Slip test on main pumps
Slip test on system

Response through full stroke
Deterioration of pump condition
Oil losses throughout system
Check if relieving or operating at correct
pressure

Relief valves and pressure switches

PRESS FEED LINE -- MECHANICAL
Clean log shear cutting tools in caustic
According to manufacturer's recommendations
soda.

PRESS FEED LINE -- LUBRICATION
Change oil in gearboxes.

HANDLING SYSTEM -- LUBRICATION
Follow manufacturers'
recommendations.

Change oil in gearboxes.
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Extrusion Press

Press No. _________

Maintenance Schedules
Date______________
Item
EXTRUSION PRESS -- MECHANICAL
Tie rods

Look For:
Ultrasonic testing for cracks

Notes
More frequent follow-up if a flaw is
detected

EXTRUSION PRESS -- PRESS ALIGNMENT
Tie rods

Tram press --- measure length between platen &
Maximum variation 0.010 inches
main cylinder flange faces to check parallel

EXTRUSION PRESS -- HYDRAULIC
Pump/motor couplings

Check coupling alignment

Pump/motor

Tighten mounting bolts

EXTRUSION PRESS -- ELECTRICAL
Motors
Motors

Avoid excessive pump and motor
wear
Avoid misalignment, excessive wear,
noise

Clean and lubricate
Check windings with megohmmeter

PRESS FEED LINE -- COMBUSTION
Remove and clean metering rods from
atmospheric regulator (premix
systems only).
Clean the inside body of ratio or
atmospheric regulator(s)
Clean and inspect combustion blower
Cracked or missing blades, signs of rubbing.
impeller and housing.

Y
E
A
R
L
Y

PRESS FEED LINE -- MECHANICAL
Tighten all foundation, mounting, and
attachment bolts.
Inspect circulation blower fan wheel.
Tighten bolts and setscrews on
combustion and air circulation
blowers.
Clean around log/billet transport
rollers.
Check log shear wear surfaces and
guide ways.
PRESS FEED LINE -- HYDRAULIC
Disassemble log shear cylinders and
replace seals and packing.*

Loose bolts, broken grout.
Wear or corrosion, build-up.
Loose bolts, keyways, setscrews.
Open oven and clean thoroughly any dirt or
debris around rollers.
Excessive wear.

*Recommended by some log shear
manufacturers.

HANDLING SYSTEM -- MECHANICAL
Inspect air quench fans and blowers.

Vibration, blade damage or build-up on blades.

Check condition of drive couplings.
Condition and alignment.
Tighten all foundation, mounting, and
Loose bolts, broken grout.
attachment bolts.
Check level and alignment of run-out,
Adjust as needed to maintain units level and
puller track, lift-overs, walking beams,
straight.
stretcher base, and saw feed conveyor.
Check condition and alignment of saw
arbors.
Check grouting of stretcher frame.
Broken or loose grout or bolts.

HANDLING SYSTEM -- LUBRICATION
Lubricate drive couplings.

HANDLING SYSTEM -- ELECTRICAL
Check variable-speed or variableCorrect functioning.
volume controllers for quench air.
Check, clean, and lubricate all motors;
check and record amps and check
Dirty or oily windings, clogged vent openings.
motor with megohmmeter.
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Use piano wire.

Extrusion Press

Press No. _________

Maintenance Schedules
Date______________
Item
Look For:
AGE OVEN -- COMBUSTION
Remove and clean metering rods from
atmospheric regulator (premix
systems only).
Clean the inside body of ratio or
atmospheric regulator(s)
Clean and inspect combustion blower
Cracked or missing blades, signs of rubbing.
impeller and housing.

Notes

AGE OVEN -- MECHANICAL
Clean the guiding tracks for load
carts.
Check hot air circulation blower and
drive belts.
Check door seals.
Check door hoist(s), cables.

Y
E
A
R
L
Y

Belts properly tensioned, aligned, not worn.
See section on belt tensioning, page
Housing clean; no cracked blades, no rubbing or
8-20.
dragging of wheel in housing.
Wear or incorrect fit (air leakage in or out).
Doors hang evenly, seal properly, open
smoothly.

Check roller or caster-type conveyors.

Alignment, wear, breakage.

Check load cars or carts.

Alignment, wear, condition of wheels,
smoothness of operation.

Inspect air circulation blower fan
wheel.
Tighten fan bolts and setscrews.
Check door hoist gearbox, motor,
brake.
Check all bolts and anchors.
Check oven floor.
Check oven shell for hot spots.

Wear or corrosion, build-up.
Correct operation, condition of gears and brake
surfaces.
Looseness -- tighten as needed.
Hot spots, cracking, settled insulation.

AGE OVEN -- LUBRICATION
Check oil level in door hoist gearbox.
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May be checked with infrared
detector.
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Spare Parts
This chapter sponsored by R.L. Best Company www.rlbest.com

Spare Parts Inventory
Spare parts for an extrusion plant usually represent a major investment, typically about 5% of
initial equipment cost. Most plants experience some downtime waiting for parts, and spend
considerable time and effort having parts specially made or flown in on a rush basis. Maintenance
workers usually complain that the stockroom doesn’t have what they need, but instead is filled with
items they don’t use, and many obsolete or useless items. Go through the parts inventory a couple of
times every year to clean out obsolete items and note anything important that may be missing. A
carefully thought-out spare parts policy may well save you from disaster some day. It is best if
prepared in written form. It should include:
•

a plan for every major component – whether to stock it, wait until needed to buy it, or to
have it made (the decision is based on delivery and how critical the parts are).

•

a system for keeping an inventory of components such as containers and stems,
which are repaired and returned to inventory (in some plants, used parts are not included
in the inventory records system). Keep these on a PC for instant reference and rrecord if
the parts have been sent out for repair.

•

regularly screening for and removal of obsolete parts.

•

proper storage conditions and occasional inspection of spares.

The following recommendations are offered for maintaining spare tools such as the container,
liner, ram stem, dummy blocks, cylinders,
etc.:
•

Maintain accurate drawings
for all tools, for purchase and
inspection of repairs or
replacements.

•

Inspect spare tools when
received (new or repaired) for
condition and conformance to
dimensions.

Figure B-1: Inspecting die carrier

Recommended spare parts

(Photo courtesy of RL Best)

The list of recommended spare parts for any particular extrusion plant depends on several
considerations:
•

the design and age of the press and other equipment

•

the delivery time for different types of parts (plant location with respect to suppliers)

•

the history of parts failures for the particular press system

•

how critical or costly down-time will be if waiting for parts

•

each company’s policy regarding spare parts inventory – many companies set a maximum
inventory value.
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For these reasons it is impossible to generate a single spare parts list which is correct for
every plant. Still, a few suggestions are offered here which may be useful as a general reference
guide for maintenance managers.
When considering whether to stock a particular part as spare, the cost of not stocking it should
be evaluated according to the formula:
Total Risk = Severity of Failure X Probability of Failure
For example, in the case of a part which has a probability of failure of 10%, and the cost of a
failure (in terms of lost production, overtime, etc.) would be $10,000, then the risk could be considered
as 0.10 x $10,000 = $1000. If the part costs less than $1000, consider stocking it.
To minimize total parts inventory, standardize on as many common component parts as
possible, so that one part in inventory will fit in many places. For example:
•

limit and proximity switches and photocells

•

control instruments, relays, and PLC system components

•

electrical fuses, connectors, and pushbuttons

•

fittings for pipe and hydraulic tubing and hoses

•

hydraulic pumps, filters, valves, and other components

•

combustion safety switches and valves, etc.

Where these types of parts are listed below, a (†) indicates that the part will probably also serve as a
spare for other equipment.
Another important factor in the decision whether to stock a particular part is the availability
locally of replacement parts or rebuild services, for example a local shop which can rewind electric
motors and return them to service in a few hours. Whether your plant is located in an industrial region
with good parts supply, or located far from the nearest suppliers, will be the deciding factor on many
parts, and these are indicated below as (‡).
As always, consult your equipment suppliers for their spare parts recommendations. When
buying new equipment, always insist that the supplier use the same component parts that you have in
stock, as far as possible. For custom-fabricated parts, always request detailed drawings from the
supplier to allow quick local fabrication in an emergency.
If maintenance can be scheduled in advance, it will improve the chance of having necessary
parts on hand. If maintenance can be scheduled on week days instead of the weekend, it will be
possible to get parts that were not planned for.
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Extrusion Press --- Recommended Spare Parts List
Mechanical
ο

Complete set of packing, “O” rings, and gaskets for main ram, crosshead cylinders,
container cylinders, butt shear, and die change cylinders

ο

Container cylinder (one) (very important: it is not unusual to bend or break a container
cylinder rod)

ο

Crosshead cylinder (one)

Hydraulic
ο

Main pumps (complete set); or rebuild kits for all pumps if plant is equipped and trained for
in-house rebuilds. (A complete set is recommended because failure of one pump often
releases particles which then damage the other pumps.)

ο

Coupling for main pump

ο

Auxiliary pump(s) (one spare for each pump)

ο

Complete servo-valve (one)

ο

Filters --- complete set

ο

Spools for valves --- complete set

ο

Solenoid coils

Electrical
ο

Container heating elements --- complete set

ο

Motor for main pump

ο

Temperature controller ‡

Tooling
ο

Container with liner (one)

ο

Stem (one)

ο

Fixed dummy blocks (3 to 5)

ο

Die carrier (for Unistation or Rotostation die changers)

Press feed Line --- Recommended Spare Parts
Billet/Log Feed Conveyor
ο

Carrier chain (3 to 6 feet/1 or 2 meters) (for chain-ottom furnaces)

ο

Drive motor ‡

ο

Cylinder packing, O-rings, gaskets for push-type cylinder (if installed)

ο

Hydraulic system pump, filters, valves, fittings and hoses †

Billet/Log Heater - Gas Fired
ο

Complete temperature probe assembly (one or two)

ο

Rebuild parts for temperature probe assemblies, including: air cylinder rebuild kits, probe
rods, insulators, springs, fiber block holder, coils for air solenoid valves, microswitches

ο

Billet support rollers and bushings (or carrier castings for chain-bottom type oven) - (12)
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ο

Crown refractory blocks (2)

ο

Side refractory blocks (4)

ο

Mortar or fiber seals for refractory

ο

Burner tiles (6)

ο

Pilot burner tiles (2)

ο

Pilot tips (4) †

ο

Spark plugs (4) †

ο

Flame rod assemblies (2) (or flame detector UV sensors) †

ο

Flame rods (4) †

ο

Air damper control (Modutrol) motor †

ο

Flame detector protection relay †

ο

Pilot gas regulator †

ο

Pilot gas solenoid valve †

ο

Diaphragm kit for main gas regulator (or a spare regulator) †

ο

Safety shut-off valve †

ο

Temperature controller ‡

Billet/Log Heater - Induction
ο

Complete thermocouple assembly

ο

Coil

ο

Coil liner

ο

Coil liner insulation

ο

Capacitor fuses

Log Shear
ο

Spare shear tools or cutters

ο

Cylinder packing, O-rings, gaskets for main and auxiliary cylinders

ο

Spare auxiliary cylinders (rods may be sheared or broken in case of control failure)

ο

Hydraulic system pumps, filters, valves, fittings and hoses †

ο

Limit and/or proximity switches †

Billet Conveyor
ο

Drive chains

ο

Gearbox

ο

Drive clutch

Billet Lubrication
ο

Spark plug (for flame type billet lubricator)
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Profile Handling Systems --- Recommended Spare Parts
Water Quench
ο

Water pump

ο

Spray nozzles

ο

Solenoid valves

Slat Conveyor
o

Carrier chain --- 30 to 40 feet (10 meters)

o

Slats (30)

o

Slat covers and sides --- graphite or Kevlar (30)

o

Hydraulic drive motor and drive chain

o

Hydraulic system pump, filter, valves, fittings and hoses † or,

o

DC drive motor, gearbox, drive chain

o

Limit and proximity switches and/or photocells †

Roller Conveyor
ο

Rollers

ο

Roller covers

ο

Drive motor ‡, gearbox, drive chain (if powered)

ο

Cylinder packing, O-rings, gaskets for hydraulic lift cylinder(s) (if installed)

ο

Hydraulic system pump, filter, valves, etc. (if installed)

ο

Limit and proximity switches and/or photocells †

Hot Profile Saw
ο

Blades

ο

Saw motor ‡

ο

Hydraulic motor for positioning drive

ο

Hydraulic system pump, filter, valves, fittings and hoses †

ο

Limit and proximity switches and/or photocells †

ο

Carriage wheels

Hot Profile Shear
ο

Blades (2)

ο

Hydraulic cylinder

ο

Cylinder packing, O-rings, gaskets

ο

Hydraulic system pump, filter, valves, fittings and hoses †

ο

Drive cable or chain

ο

Position encoder

ο

Carriage wheels and/or bearings

Puller
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ο

Drive motor (usually a special motor)

ο

DC drive controller

ο

Drive brake

ο

Gripper fingers and springs

ο

Limit and proximity switches and/or photocells †

For Linear Motor-Type Pullers:
ο

Linear motor (1 complete motor)

ο

Electric jaw actuator (Tully-type)

ο

Sliding contact rails and follower shoes for electric feed (complete set)

ο

Position encoder

Lift-Overs (if installed)
ο

Graphite (or Kevlar) covers (10)

ο

Eccentrics (6)

ο

Drive motor(s) ‡, gearbox, drive chain (if installed)

ο

Cylinder packing, O-rings, gaskets for hydraulic or air drive or lift cylinders (if installed)

ο

Hydraulic system pump, filter, valves, fittings and hoses †

ο

Drive shaft (2)

ο

Drive shaft bearings (4)

ο

Drive shaft couplings (4)

ο

Limit and proximity switches and/or photocells †

Walking Beams (if installed)
ο

Graphite (or Kevlar) slat covers (10)

ο

Eccentrics (6)

ο

Drive motor(s) ‡, gearbox, drive chain (if installed)

ο

Cylinder packing, O-rings, gaskets for hydraulic or air drive or lift cylinders (if installed)

ο

Hydraulic system pump, filter, valves, fittings and hoses †

ο

Drive shaft (2)

ο

Drive shaft bearings (4)

ο

Drive shaft couplings (4)

ο

Limit and proximity switches and/or photocells †

(Many parts should be common for lift-overs and walking beams, also transfer beams to saw feed
conveyor.)
Belt Systems
ο

Spare belts (about 20% of one complete set, but 40% of one set for the hottest service
area, depending on actual experience)

ο

Spare pulleys (head, tail, and take-up --- about 5 sets)

ο

Complete belt conveyor units, including frames, for quick change-out (3 or 4 units)
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ο

Actuator air cylinders for retracting belts at the stretcher (4 cylinders); also rebuild kits

ο

Drive gearmotor(s)

ο

Drive shafts (2), bearings (6) and couplings (6)

ο

Limit and proximity switches and/or photocells †

Stretcher
ο

Jaw inserts --- 1 set

ο

Cylinder packing, O-rings, gaskets for all cylinders

ο

Hydraulic pump (or rebuild kit), filter, valves, fittings and hoses †

Saw Feed Conveyor
ο

Rollers (20)

ο

Roller covers (20)

ο

Drive belt

ο

Drive motor ‡, gearbox, drive chain

Finish Saw
ο

Blades (2 minimum)

ο

Clamp pads

ο

Blade lubricant applicator system

ο

Cylinder packing, O-rings, gaskets for hydraulic and/or air cylinders

ο

Hydraulic system pump, filter, valves, fittings and hoses †

ο

Limit and proximity switches and/or photocells †

ο

Foot-operated switch

Length Gauge
ο

Rollers

ο

Roller covers

Profile Stacker
Gantry-type:
ο

Chain for positioning spacer bars

ο

Limit and proximity switches and/or photocells †

ο

Linear bearing and guide rod

ο

Gantry carriage wheels

Support-roller type:
ο

Chain

ο

Rollers

ο

Cylinder packing, O-rings, gaskets for hydraulic lift cylinder

ο

Hydraulic system pump, filter, valves, fittings and hoses †

ο

Limit and proximity switches and/or photocells †
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Age Oven
ο

Fan blade for circulation blower

ο

Drive belts for circulation blower (1 set)

ο

Door seals (1 set)

ο

Air damper control (Modutrol) motor †

ο

Flame detection UV sensor †

ο

Flame detection protection relay †

ο

Spark plug †

ο

Pilot gas regulator †

ο

Pilot gas solenoid valve †

ο

Diaphragm kit for main gas regulator (or a spare regulator)

ο

Safety shut-off valve †

ο

Temperature controller ‡

Die Oven
ο

Heating elements

ο

Temperature controller ‡

ο

Fuses †

ο

Limit switches †

ο

Contactor coil

ο

Door seals (1 set)
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For reference, the following list of recommended spare parts was offered by Clark
Automation for their typical handling system, circa 1970:

Recommended Spare Parts for an Extrusion Handling System
Run-Out Table
Fuses for disconnect
Fuses for rectifier circuit
Brushes for motor
Carrier chain
Drive chain
Run-out slat
Graphite bar
Index limit switch
Oiler solenoid
Oiler strainer
Motor brake coil
Motor brake discs
Lift-Over
Graphite
Limit switch
Control relay
Air cylinder packing
Air cylinder supply hose
Drive chain
Gear rack
Motor brake coil
Motor brake discs
Sweep-Off
Graphite
Fence crank arm pins
Fence crank arm bushing
Fence crank arm
Pivot arm
Drive arm
Drive arm pins
Drive arm bushing
Air cylinder packing
Air cylinder hose
Limit switch
Control relay

Cooling Table and Storage Table
Graphite
Eccentric
Bearing
Drive chain
Limit switch
Motor brake coil
Motor brake discs
Saw Feed Loader
Limit switch
Control relay
Air cylinder packing
Air cylinder hose
Saw Feed Conveyor
Rollers
Roll covers
Saw
Saw blades
Limit switch
Lubricant control valve
Saw Gauge Table
Rollers
Roller covers
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Barcode Tracking for Tools and Spare Parts
Many plant computer systems only keep track of new spare parts; they do not account,
for example, for spare press containers, which are routinely repaired and returned to storage. It
is left to the memory of someone in the plant whether the spare container is ready for use when
needed; and the same is true for other major press parts. We have previously recommended that
the computerized parts tracking system include these parts as well. Now there is an excellent
tool for keeping such records with a minimum of cost and without relying on personal memory.
Barcode tracking systems (Figure B-2) have been greatly improved and may be easily
applied for a small investment. Coding software, printers, and scanners are commonly available
for ordinary PC’s. For larger parts, portable scanners may be used with laptop PC’s. The system
is also useful for keeping a record of company owned tools such as drills, special wrenches,
hydraulic jacks, etc.
One consideration to keep in
mind when developing such a
system: the next generation of
technology, already under
development, will replace the
barcodes with inexpensive
microchips that can be read from a
distance with electronic scanners.
This technology is already being
deployed for retail stores and
supermarket checkouts in the US.

Figure B-2: Barcode identification and tracking of tools
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Storage of Spare Parts
Proper storage of spare parts begins with maintaining correct records and identification of
the parts. Records must indicate when parts are passed in or out of inventory. If parts are
returned to storage after use, make a record of the condition when returned and insure that any
necessary repairs are made. In addition:
•

The storage area must be clean, dry, and free from extreme temperatures.

•

Stored parts should not be subjected
to vibration.

•

Motors with sleeve bearings should
be rotated by hand and the oil
reservoirs refilled monthly.

•

Motors with ball bearings should be
rotated by hand monthly and re-filled
with grease every 6 months.

•

Check the motor windings with a
Megohmmeter when received in
storage and again when used, or
every 6 months at a minimum.

•

Store cylinders in an upright position
with the rod up, to avoid any load on
the packing.

•

Partially fill cylinders with oil, coat the
inside of cylinders with oil, and oil the
threads, trunnions, or other
machined surfaces.

•
•
•

Store in a clean, dry area, free from
extreme temperatures
Rotate shaft monthly
Check with megohmmeter every 6
months

Figure B-3: Recommendations for Electric Motor
Storage

•

Plug all cylinder ports.

•

Pumps and valves should be filled
with oil and the ports plugged.

•

Pumps and valves should be inspected for oil protection every 6 months.

(Courtesy og Inman Electric Co., www.inmanelectric.com)

Store spare press tools in a warm place, to minimize preheat time and avoid thermal shock.

Figure B-4: Side or crosshead cylinders. After inspection, store in a
vertical position to avoid any load on packing, and coat the inside
and machined surfaces with oil. (Photo courtesy of Lake Park Tool)
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Modernizing Older Extrusion Plants
This chapter sponsored by R.L. Best Company www.rlbest.com
There are many extrusion presses in service around the world today that are 40 to 50
years old (and a few even older) that are still in good condition and making good production.
However, because of their design they are not as efficient or reliable as newer presses. What
options are available for modernizing older presses, and what upgrade steps should be done
first?
In this chapter we try to answer these questions to help the press owner decide which
changes are most profitable. Then we will review some of the considerations for specifying and
purchasing a new extrusion press. We will also review possible changes to press feed lines
(billet heaters and log shears) and extrusion handling equipment after the press.

Planning for Modernizing the Older Press
Before beginning the modernization project, ask these questions:
•

What is the structural condition of the main press components, and what is their
remaining life? (see Chapter 4 – Inspecting and Repairing Major Components). The
plan should Include the cost of replacing any failing components in the project cost estimate.

•

What is the estimated total cost of all modernization projects and repair/replacement of
the major press components? Even is all items in the plan will not be done immediately,
consider the total plan for the long term.

•

What would be the cost for a new press of comparable capacity? Consider the total cost
including installation, less the resale value of the old press.

•

Which is the better investment over many years -- replacement or modernization?
Consider the improved performance, lower maintenance, and improved life of the new press.

The 40% Rule: Proceed with caution if the cost of repair and modernization will
exceed 40% of the cost of new equipment. Based on the author’s past experience, if
costs exceed 40% of new cost, it is probably better to purchase new, if possible. The risk
of hidden wear and failing components, the additional time and work required on your
part, and the probability of lower performance from the modified machine compared to
new equipment --- together will offset any savings!
•

Are the press feed line and after-press handling systems capable of handling any
increase in press capacity that may result from press improvement projects?
Otherwise, the cost of eliminating these bottlenecks must be included in the total project cost.

After answering these questions, if the decision is made to modernize the press, next make a list
of possible upgrade options. For convenience, following is a checklist of possible upgrade
projects, listed generally in the order of priority (your priorities may vary). Also see the Inquiry
for Press Line Modernization form on Pages C-22 & 23 of this chapter.



Replace any failing or weak components. Perform the component tests recommended in
Chapter 4 – Inspecting and Repairing Major Components, and replace any cracked or
failing components according to the recommendations from the inspections.
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Convert the press from relay control to full PLC (Programmable Logic Control). “Full”
PLC control includes features other than just relay replacement; for example, ram position
measurement by transducer, fault diagnosis, and communication with a host computer for
data functions. Considering the low cost, high reliability, and performance capabilities of
modern PLC controls, it is inconceivable in the 21st Century to operate an extrusion press
without full PLC controls.



Modernize the hydraulic system. The exact list of changes will depend on the state of the
old system; a study of your system by a qualified hydraulic system engineer is recommended
when planning the project. Some possibilities
include:







Replace pneumatic servo controls with
modern electronic servos.



Improve filtration to increase component
life and reduce downtime.



Modernize pumps with newer models, for
improved performance and better
availability of parts and service support.



Increase pumping capacity in order to
decrease the press dead cycle.



Install manifolds and re-pipe the press,
to reduce leaks and improve performance.




Improve oil-cooling capacity.

Figure C-1: Upgraded hydraulic system, on
floor at rear of press.

Consider converting to variable-frequency
motors, with either fixed-volume or variable
volume pumps.12 Others suppliers are
proposing gear pumps instead of piston-type3.

Install a fixed dummy block in place of loose
dummy blocks. Modern presses require this
modification to improve reliability and reduce
operator involvement in the press cycle. See also
Chapter 3 – Tooling for additional information.

Figure C-2: Unistation die changer

Install a unistation or rotostation die changer to
reduce operator labor and to speed up the die
change process (Figures C-2 and C-3). Most
presses with single or double die slides require 3 to
5 minutes to change dies, which can be reduced to
less than 30 seconds with the new system. Payback
for this investment is very quick. In addition,
unistation or rotostation changers give a more

1

Rutkowski, Richard, “Upgrading Extrusion Presses with Variable Frequency Drives,” Proceedings of 8th
Figure C-3: Rotostation die changer
International Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar, (2004).
2 Schreiber, Marco; Sacristani, Giovanni; Guilotta, Giorgio; and Fraternale, Paolo; “Energy Saving in
Extrusion Presses – Latest Developments,” Proceedings of 11th International Aluminum Extrusion
Technology Seminar, (2016), p.471-487.
3 Turla, Davide, and Guerrini, Alessandro, “Eco+Logic 2.0 – Saving Energy at the Extrusion Press,”
Proceedings of 11th International Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar, (2016), p.489-498.
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precise, consistent die alignment, which is critical to production tolerances on some profile
shapes.



Improve butt shear performance with a better design of the shear and blade, a butt
knocker, and/or automatic blade lubrication. On some presses the butts do not always
fall clear from the press, so the press operators must control the press manually, to be
sure that the butt is sheared properly and falls away. Press time is lost when operating
the press in manual mode to check or remove a butt, or to manually spray a release
lubricant to the blade. There are now several equipment options which can free the
operator for other tasks, save press time, and still protect against equipment damage.
(See also Chapter 3 – Tooling.) First are high-tech lubricants which may be
automatically sprayed on the shear blade to improve butt separation (Figure C-4).
Second, butt knockers are available, usually installed together with an improved-design
butt shear (Figures C-5, C-6, and C-7). Finally, photocells and light curtains may be
strategically located to stop the press unless it is confirmed that
the butt has been safely discarded.

Figure C-6: Butt
shearing
Figure C-4: Lubricant sprayer on butt
shear assures a clean butt separation
and freedom from build-up on die.
(Photo courtesy of Amcol)

Figure C-5: Drawing of
improved butt shear
(Illustration courtesy of
Lake Park Tool)



Figure C-7: Butt
knocker extended
to remove butt

Improve the container housing and container alignment: replace a 2-piece or cast
container housing with a well-designed 1-piece housing and simplified container
alignment system. Many older presses (and even some new ones) are fitted with “X”
guiding systems, which have angled guide ways and can only be aligned by trial-anderror techniques. Ask the mechanic who must work with this type of guides and he will
confirm: when you make an adjustment in one direction it causes an unintended
movement in another direction. With X-guides, adjustment involves a series of
approximations, usually until he becomes frustrated and stops even though correct
alignment has not been made. There are also designs that use top or bottom center
guides, which require that someone climb into the hot press to make adjustments; that is
a dangerous and impractical job if the container is at operating temperature, and if done
cold the heat expansion must be “guess-timated.” More often than not, center guides are
left unadjusted. The result is poor alignment, which affects dimensional tolerances of the
profiles.
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Figure C-8: Container Housing and flat
guide system.
(Photo courtesy of Lake Park Tool)

Figure C-9: Container housing with V-guide
system.
(Photo courtesy of OMAV)



A better solution is to use “V” guides or flat ways (Figures C-8 and C-9). With
these systems, all adjustments are completely logical -- simple vertical and
horizontal adjustments -- and will be as accurate as you wish to make them. All
changes are made from outside the press frame and may be made with the
container at full operating temperature. This system has been in operation for
more than 25 years on numerous presses and has been completely trouble free.



An improved guiding system is usually installed together with a new one-piece
container housing, which also improves alignment accuracy and makes it easier
to use fixed dummy blocks.



Install an improved billet loader. Improved designs are discussed in Chapter 7 –
Billet and Log Feed Systems. Designs such as the overhead and robot loaders, or the
single arm with telescoping support, represent the state-of-the-art for loader design.
They increase reliability and simplify maintenance.



Convert the press to a shortstroke or moveable-stem
design. Most conventional
presses can be converted to
short-stroke, reducing dead
cycle by about 4 seconds and
increasing billet length by
about 25%. The result is an
increase in output per press
cycle and therefore reduced
scrap percentage. Dead-cycle
time is also significantly
reduced as a percentage of
total extrusion cycle time. This
conversion is well proven from
a practical standpoint –
alignment accuracy and
reliability are equal to a
conventional press. Payback

Figure C-10: Moveable stem conversion, showing
horizontally-moving stem, billet pusher, and robot loader.
Photo courtesy of OMAV
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time is usually less than 6 months. (Figure C-10)



Install automatic lubrication for the fixed dummy block. The time spent to manually
stop the press and spray lubricant on the fixed dummy block may be saved by installing
an automatic system to spray the block during the dead cycle, for example after every 5
or 10 billets. (See Chapter 3 – Tooling.)



Improve container heating (or cooling). Modern container temperature control is much
improved, including new types of container heaters, better controllers, and equally
important, cooling for the container4,5,6,7. Recent developments have confirmed the
importance of consistent temperatures throughout the extrusion process, and new
designs permit a much better control of the container temperature. See Chapter 3 –
Tooling, pages 3-10 to 3-12. Container life can also be significantly improved.

Specifying and Purchasing a New Press
Specifying and purchasing a new extrusion press is a major responsibility --- after all, the
press you install will likely be in service for 50 years or more. Therefore it is critical to insure that
the press you specify will perform efficiently and reliably, with minimum maintenance and
operating cost, throughout its life span.

4

Hahnel, Werner, and Herder, Manfred, “Tool Steel and Design of Modern Containers for
Extrusion of Light Metal,” Proceedings of 8th International Aluminum Extrusion
Technology Seminar, (2004).
5
Wieser, Volker; Sommitsch, Christof; Haberfellner, Kurt; and Lehofer, Paul;” New Developments
in the Design and Production of Container Assemblies, “ Proceedings of 8th International
Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar, (2004).
6
Van Dine, Dennis, “Thermal Control of the Extrusion Press Container,” Proceedings of 8th
International Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar, (2004).
7
Chien, Ken; Dixon, Bill; Robbins, Paul; and Jowett, Chris; “The Design and Benefits of a
Thermally Stable Container,” Proceedings of 11th International Aluminum Extrusion
Technology Seminar, (2016), p.427-450.
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When proposals from various press suppliers are evaluated, it is necessary to compare
construction details and features point-by-point for each press. Where differences are identified,
the press suppliers should be asked to explain and justify their particular specification. Then your
own engineering evaluation may be made of the different explanations.
Following is a general guide to the main points to consider when specifying a new press
and evaluating proposals.
Press size. The most basic decision – press size – is also the most subjective. What is the
target market, not only today, but over the life of the press? What is the target circle size and
weight-per-length range of the products? Past order history is only a guide to the past, not
necessarily to future needs. In the end, press size is eventually a subjective, intuitive decision.
When considering press size, it is recommended to select a specific pressure within the
target range of 60 to 80 kg/mm2 or 85,000 to 115,000 lb/in2. Specific pressure is calculated by
dividing the press tonnage by the area of the container opening (usually based on billet diameter
plus 3%). Reference charts are available at Pages xvi and xvii of the Useful Tables. Many
presses are operated outside the range of recommended specific pressure, for example for very
simple shapes; and your own experience may give you confidence to select a press outside of
the recommended range. However, in general you may be risking some loss of productivity due
to slower upset and breakthrough.
Billet length. Typical billet lengths have increased greatly in the past 25 years or so, resulting in
greater production flexibility and productivity. Some typical maximum billet lengths for common
press sizes:
Billet Dia.
in / mm
6” – 152mm
7” – 178mm
8” – 203mm
9” – 229mm
10” – 254 mm
12” – 305mm
14” – 356mm

Press US Tons

Press M Tons

1350 – 1800
1800 – 2200
2400 – 2750
2750 – 3100
3000 – 3600
4200 – 5000
5200 +

1200 – 1600
1600 – 2000
2200 – 2500
2500 – 2800
2800 – 3100
3850 – 4600
4700 +

Billet Length
mm
750 – 850mm
850 – 1000mm
850 – 1250mm
1000 – 1350mm
1250 – 1400mm
1350 – 1400mm
1500 mm +

Billet Length
in
30” – 34”
34” – 40”
34” – 50”
40” – 53”
50” – 55”
53” – 55”
60” +

Some important recent studies have shed new light on the choices of billet length and diameter:
there may be productivity advantages in choosing larger billet diameter and shorter billet length.
For more information see the following references8,9.
Conventional vs. short-stroke or compact-type press. Today’s market has moved
overwhelmingly toward short-stroke (moveable stem) and compact presses, especially in Europe.
These three press types are illustrated in Chapter 1 – Routine Maintenance.
The short-stroke press reduces ram travel by moving the stem sideways (or downwards)
immediately after it exits the container. With the compact press, the container moves back over
the stem, and then both travel back to make room for loading the billet; the billet is loaded in front
of the container, and the container “swallows” the billet as it closes against the die.
Both the short-stroke and compact types reduce dead cycle by reducing, in a logical
manner, the distance which the main ram must travel in relation to maximum billet length. Since
this travel is slow and occurs in both directions, the savings in dead-cycle time are significant,
usually about 4 seconds compared to a conventional press with comparable hydraulic system.

8

Chien, Ken; Robbins, Paul; and Jowett, Chris; “Extrusion Productivity, Part I – Billet Geometry,”
Light Metal Age Magazine, April, 2018.
9
Chien, Ken; Robbins, Paul; and Jowett, Chris; “Extrusion Productivity, Part I – Predicting Ram
Speed,” Light Metal Age Magazine, February, 2019.
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These press types are also much more rigid in structure, with shorter tie-rods and less overall
deflection of the platen.
Component construction -- cast or forged. In the early days of aluminum extrusion, many of
the main press components (platens, main cylinders, container housings) were supplied in cast
iron or cast steel. In recent years, most of these components have been built of forged steel
instead, for reasons well explained by Mr. J.O. Nøkleby of Det Norsk Veritas in Chapter 4 –
Inspecting & Repairing Major Components.
Platen thickness. The press front platen should be as thick as possible within practical limits.
Rigidity of the platen for die support increases geometrically with the thickness. Platen deflection
should be less than 0.010 to 0.015 inches (0.254 to 0.381 mm) under full load in order to
minimize die deflection.
Pre-stressed tie rods. Fatigue failure of tie rods, common in earlier press designs, may be
virtually eliminated by installing sleeves over the tie rods and pre-stressing them over their whole
length. Details of the sleeve design and pre-stress procedures are critical to the application.
Press dead cycle. Capacity lost to dead-cycle time is a major factor in press performance.
Fortunately, dead-cycle times have fallen dramatically in recent years, thanks to PLC controls,
improved hydraulic systems, conversion to short-stroke and compact press designs, and other
innovations. While very short dead-cycle times may be quoted by press suppliers, it is extremely
important to always use the same definition of dead cycle when making comparisons of
different presses. Items which may or may not be included in a supplier’s calculation include
decompression, billet upset, and burp cycle. Be sure that all suppliers are referring to the same
definition of dead-cycle. The best way to get correct information is to require a cycle bar chart
with all component movements diagrammed on a time scale.
Hydraulic system. This area of the specification involves many issues:
•

Supplier – hydraulic components should be supplied by your preferred vendor, based on
your past experience and maintenance program. Spare parts in common with your existing
presses should be one issue to consider. Second, consider the responsiveness of different
vendors when on-site service and training are required. The press supplier should be willing
to use components supplied by the vendor you prefer. Your preferred hydraulic vendor may
also be helpful in specifying the system details for the new press.

•

Type of Pumping System. Choose between variable-volume and variable speed pumps, or
a combination, and between piston and gear pumps. See references on page C-2 of this
chapter.

•

Number of main pumps. Consider increasing the number of main hydraulic pumps in order
to improve performance and reduce dead-cycle time.

•

Location of pumps. The pumps may be located on the tank over the press, on the floor
behind the press, or even in a pit or separate room. Location affects noise level,
maintenance access, and system performance.

•

Oil filters and cooling. Proper filtration is critical to component life and performance (see
Chapter 5 – Hydraulic Equipment). Be sure that the design of filters, heat exchangers, and
temperature control takes into account the actual conditions and climate of your plant.

•

Manifolding, piping, and miscellaneous components. Specify the use of manifolds to
reduce oil leaks. Careful selection and placement of valves and other components can
reduce system shock and oil leaks, and permit reduced dead-cycle time.

PLC controls. All modern presses are controlled by PLC controls, but it is still important to
define which features will be included in the control scheme of your new press. Some issues
include:
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•

Supplier. Whether Allen-Bradley, Siemens, Modicon, or other --- specify the brand of PLC
that you prefer, based on performance, technical support, and familiarity of your maintenance
technicians.

•

Features and integration. Today’s PLC’s may be integrated with company-wide computer
systems to offer capture and recall of data and on-line order entry. Touch-screen displays
inform the operator of data trends as well as the past history of each die. The range of
options is great and still growing- make sure your new press takes advantage of the potential.

•

Diagnostics. Fault displays can notify you of potential breakdowns before they occur. For
example, some new presses allow continuous measurement of container alignment.
Networking allows remote display of press condition and faults at a screen in the
maintenance shop, or even on the maintenance person’s home computer (through cable or
dial-up networking). The press or software supplier may diagnose and resolve problems from
anywhere in the world via the internet.

Container guiding. Most modern presses use container guiding systems which may be adjusted
from outside the press frame --- no center guides. Guide surfaces should be in the horizontal and
vertical planes --- no “X” guiding. See the illustrations above.
Container heating/cooling. Newer presses, especially larger sizes, offer multi-zone heating
control and multiple points for measurement of container temperature. It is preferred to separate
the container into upper and lower zones, as the top tends to get hotter than the bottom. Some
suppliers also offer container cooling in order to be able to reduce the temperature when it
exceeds a pre-set limit (usually in the center or rear of the billet). See Chapter 3 – Tooling,
pages 3-10 to 3-12.
Die stack dimensions. The depth of the tooling stack determines the deflection of the die under
load: deflection is reduced by the third power of the stack depth. On the other hand, a larger tool
stack will increase costs. Be sure to carefully select the optimum die stack dimensions.
Die changer type. Layout considerations are key to this choice. The rotostation changer
extends farther away from the press but is more compact in the direction along the press axis.
The unistation or shuttle-type is longer along the press axis but does not stick out as far. The
unistation may have a slight advantage in accessibility for ease of maintenance.
Billet loader type. For swing-arm type loaders, the two-piece loader has generally been
dropped in favor of a one-piece with a telescoping support. Compact and short-stroke presses
typically use an overhead or robot-type loader to transport the billet from the shear to the press
centerline.
Butt Shear. Design should include a butt-knocker. Some suppliers offer proprietary designs,
which may improve blade contact with the shearing surface.
Quick-change container and stem. Where more than one billet size is to be used, it is
recommended to specify a quick-change design for the container and stem. Various designs are
available to permit change-over in the minimum possible time.
Other specialty features. Proprietary press features offered by various press suppliers include:
•

No-burp extrusion, where the container is held open during billet upset in order to eliminate
or minimize the “burp” cycle.

•

Die locking, to hold the die face fixed in both the horizontal and vertical directions while the
butt is sheared, in order to insure a uniform, smooth sheared surface.

Profile shearing between the die and backer, to reduce the quantity of aluminum wasted at
each die change.
Spare parts. The initial project appropriation should include about 5% for purchase of spare
parts. Spare parts should be negotiated as part of the press purchase, including the make and
model of purchased components, to insure local availability as well as matching existing parts
inventory.
•
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Modernizing the Press Feed Line


Energy-efficient Billet Heater. Many older billet
heaters were built when energy efficiency was
not important due to low fuel cost. For example,
chain-bottom furnaces have an open bottom so
that cold air may keep the chain cool and
improve chain life; these furnaces are typically
only 18 to 20% efficient. Later designs used a
closed bottom with support rollers and a pusher
device to push the billets through; these
improved efficiency to 25% or so. More recent
designs improve efficiency by recirculating hot
exhaust gas over the incoming billets or logs.
The latest improvements include:
•

Hot jets to increase convection heat transfer

•

Preheating combustion air with waste heat

•

Improved sealing of exit door and
thermocouple ports

•

Improved insulation

The latest billet heaters improve fuel
efficiency to the range of 50 to 60% or more.
Electrical power consumption should be included
when evaluating total energy efficiency of various
billet heaters, and the desired efficiency should be
guaranteed at normal operating conditions.

Figure C-12: Log furnace with
waste heat recuperator
(Photo courtesy of OMAV)

There have also been significant improvements in refractory design, and in the billet
support rollers.
Another important
consideration when purchasing
a new billet furnace is the
ability to accurately control
billet temperature within a
narrow range, in order to
maximize the extrusion speed
of the press.



Taper Heating or Taper
Quenching of Billets.
Because each billet gains
heat at the back end
during extrusion, the ideal
situation is to use a billet
that is hotter at the front
end; in theory this allows
extrusion at a constant,
maximum speed. There
are several schemes for

Figure C-13: Log furnace with hot gas recirculation
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)
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supplying “taper-heated” billets to the press:


Use electric induction heating, in which case it is relatively easy to taper heat.
(However, both the equipment
investment and operating cost
are quite high.)



Use gas preheat with only the
taper applied by induction (see
illustration at Chapter 7,
Figure 7-4).



Use gas heat with a gas burner
at the end to apply a taper heat
to the end. (The temperature
profile is not as precisely
controlled, but the operating
cost and investment are
significantly lower.)



Figure C-14: Billet taper quench system
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Pass the heated billet through a water quench unit in order to cool one end.

At this time, taper heating and quenching are relatively a new technologies, and
reports of the success and benefits vary from complete success to negligible change. It is
not yet possible to absolutely confirm or deny the benefits claimed by the various suppliers
and users.



Log Shear or Saw. For most new soft-alloy extrusion lines, the press feed includes a
hot shear or saw for cutting hot logs to the correct billet length. This option allows quick
changes of billet length to match the requirement, for example when the die is changed.
The optimum billet length may be instantly calculated (and re-calculated if necessary)
based on data from the press
and puller PLC’s.

The hot log shear or saw
cuts the log after the heater and
therefore can respond immediately to
changing process demands.
However, if a saw is used before the
heater, any decision to change
length must be anticipated well in
advance of the need. For this reason
most new plants choose a hot shear
or saw between the heater and the
press. Typical hot shears are
illustrated in Chapter 7 – Billet &
Log Feed Systems, Figures 7-16, 17, and -18. A hot log saw is shown
in Figure C-15 (at right).
When is it justified to convert
Figure C-15: Hot log saw (Photo courtesy of Belco)
an existing plant from pre-cut billets
to a log furnace and hot shear or
saw? There is no general answer to this question --- it depends on the specific economics of
each plant. While most new presses today are equipped with log shears or saws, the
situation is different for a retrofit. There are several factors to be considered in the economic
evaluation:
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•

The inventory of logs will be much less compared to the pre-cut billets which must be
maintained if there is no shear or saw. The working capital saved will largely offset the
investment in equipment.

•

The quantity of butt scrap and also handling system scrap will be reduced, typically by
more than 5 percent. One extruder found that with pre-cut billets, incorrect lengths
were being used more than half of the time, due either to insufficient inventory, or to
having the wrong billets in the billet furnace for the die being run.

•

Newer log furnaces may exceed 60% fuel efficiency, compared to 18% for old chainbottom furnaces. These savings can be substantial.

Added together these savings usually justify a retrofit, unless major building
modifications are necessary to provide space for the system. Of course the hot shear or saw
system must be reliable and efficient, or the savings may not be realized.



Log brush. Logs on their way to the
log furnace pass through spinning wire
brushes, which remove oxides and
other contamination from the logs’
exterior. In most cases a large amount
of dirt, oxide, and other contamination
is removed from the surface, and it is
clear that these materials can only
damage the quality of the extrusions if
not removed.



Billet Transfer Conveyor and
Loader. The conveyors which
transport hot billets from the billet
Figure C-16: Brushing machine for cleaning
heater or log shear to the press are
logs (Photo courtesy of OMAV)
critical to press performance, because
they often cause excessive downtime
and require constant operator
attention. Many of the older systems still in use are difficult to maintain because the
components are inaccessible. Billets don’t stay aligned, so the operator must watch each
billet, ready to grab a pry bar and help the billet into position; this keeps the operator tied
to the press and prevents truly automatic operation of the press. For these reasons, billet
conveyors offer one of the best ways to improve press maintenance. Described below
are some of the more common billet conveyor designs, listed in order from best to worst
(also illustrated in Chapter 7 – Billet & Log Feed Systems, Figures 7-20, -21, and -22).
•

Robot loader: Today many new presses are equipped with robot-type billet loaders,
designed to accommodate moveable-stem systems. Robot loaders offer precise
positioning and easy access for maintenance. A telescoping device supports the
billet, yet permits the robot to withdraw quickly so as not to adversely affect the deadcycle.

•

Overhead billet conveyor: This type picks up the billet in a clamp and transfers it
over the press tie rods, lowering it onto a billet support during the press dead cycle.
It offers the advantage of gentler billet handling (important for 2-piece billets), plus
free access to the floor area between the press and log shear or billet furnace.

•

Transveyor: This device consists of a billet holder “tray” which travels on a fixed
track from the billet furnace or log shear to the press loader, where the tray is
mechanically tipped over to dump the billet into the loader. The transveyor is simple,
elegant, reliable, accessible for maintenance, and easily adapted to most presses.
(“Dumping” a 2-piece billet is not preferred, but reliability is still good.) By using an
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encoder and PLC control, the tray may be paused in intermediate positions for billet
lubrication. It is available from most equipment suppliers.
•

Pivot arms: Often used with one of the other type devices below; a pivoting arm, or
a series of arms, actuated by air cylinders, cradles the billet loosely within a “cage”
while moving it horizontally and down to the next device. Pivot arms are rugged and
reliable and easy to design and build. Because the billet rotates, pivot arms are not
very reliable for handling 2-piece billets. 2-piece loaders using pivot arms have
been retro-fitted on some presses in order to reduce dead-cycle time. However, the
general experience has been that the extra maintenance downtime caused by
increased mechanical complexity more than offsets any benefits in reduced deadcycle. A 1-piece loader with telescoping tray seems to be a better solution.

•

Elevator (cylinder or chain): Common on older presses, a carrier is actuated by
chain/sprocket or air cylinder, to lower the billet from the heater to a lateral conveyor.
These devices are simple, crude, and fairly reliable.

•

Gravity (rolling) tables: Often used together with elevators or pivots to replace
parallel chains (below); however, hot billets tend not to roll in a predictable manner.
Two-piece billets can’t be handled. With no moving parts, the only maintenance
needed is occasional cleaning.

•

Parallel chains (with lugs): Always found with a set of pry bars used by the
operators to straighten cocked billets. It is almost impossible to keep the different
chains synchronized. Access for maintenance of chains, sprockets, and drives is
extremely difficult.
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Modernizing the Handling System
While extrusion presses usually have a working life of 40 to 50 years or more, handling
systems after the press tend to wear out or become obsolete every 10 to 15 years. The most
common problem occurs when press output increases due to new technology, but the handling
system is unable to keep up with the increased production. Therefore, the first step in
modernizing the handling system is to determine the real capacity of the press as well as the
forecast capacity for the future. The modernization projects should be designed to eliminate any
bottlenecks within the handling system. One goal is to insure that worker fatigue does not limit
the output of the press; this is accomplished with automation that allows the press system to
operate without routine operator intervention.
The other goals of modernizing the
handling system are to improve product
quality, reduce scrap, and improve
manpower efficiency.
Suggested projects follow, listed in
the order of material flow through the plant:







Air quench systems. Air quench
systems may be upgraded by adding
individual fans above and below the leadout, run-out, and cooling tables. A better
solution may be to install plenum ducts,
either above or underneath the tables,
and feed them by remote blowers; in this
case control of the air volume is simpler
and the air may be better directed onto
the profiles. Another recent design
achieves high-intensity cooling with air
nozzles arrayed around the profiles,
supplying high-velocity air from remote
blowers. High-intensity cooling may
increase profile surface quality and
improve tensile properties.
Water quench systems. For alloys that
require rapid cooling with water, wavetype quenches are often replaced with
high-intensity water sprays. The sprays
should be designed to disrupt the barrier
layer of steam on the profile surface; the
steam may actually decrease the cooling
rate. Some sophisticated quench units
allow selective activation of sprays at
various points around the profiles being
cooled.

Figure C-17: Air cooling duct located over
run-out (Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Figure C-18: Water quench for profiles (Photo
courtesy of OMAV)

Puller/hot saw. Modern production efficiency requires continuous extrusion, in which pocket
or feeder dies produce continuous strands welded together; a hot saw or shear cuts the long
strands on the lead-out or run-out table. With a modern puller/hot saw system, it is no longer
necessary for the press operator to manually guide or cut off the profiles every billet.
Most presses now require double pullers, because it is impractical to return a single
puller within today’s dead cycles, which are commonly less than 20 seconds. Double pullers
may be either hand-off or parallel types.
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Double pullers with flying-cut saws - hand-off type: these have the saw on board one of the
pullers and cut on the weld mark during the extrusion cycle to save scrap. To avoid marring the
profile surface during the hand-off it is critical that the speeds of the two pullers be precisely
synchronized and that they be accurately aligned.
Double pullers with flying-cut saws – non-hand-off type: with these the saw is separate from
the pullers (a “third machine”). They also cut
on the weld mark during the extrusion cycle to
reduce scrap. Synchronization of speeds is still
important but this type is not as likely to cause
marking.
Parallel double pullers work on alternating
extrusion cycles and do not hand-off the
profiles; they may be used with a positionable
saw, with a single (separate) flying-cut saw, or
with a flying-cut saw on each puller.
For the lowest possible scrap rate, the
profile must be cut directly on the weld mark.
This may be accomplished with a flying-cut
saw, or a positionable saw combined with a
“double-length” lead-out table10. When a
positionable saw is used with shorter lead-outs,
the weld must later be sawed out and
discarded, resulting in about 2% additional
scrap.
Flying-cut saws require a longer leadout in order to be able to accommodate higher
extrusion speeds. The time required for
essential actions such as acceleration,
clamping, sawing, saw retraction, etc., require
a finite time cycle. As extrusion speeds
increase, the distance required for these
actions to take place also increases, usually a
minimum of 50 feet (16 meters) lead-out length,
and often much more. As this distance
increases, the “Double Length” line becomes
attractive because flying cut is no longer
necessary. See pages C-30 and -31.

Figure C-19: Hand-off type flying cut double
pullers (Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Figure C-20: Non-hand-off type flying cut
double pullers (Photo courtesy of OMAV)

Profile shears are occasionally used on small
profiles but often cause problems on hollows or
larger shapes. The trend is toward hot saws,
equipped with saw blade lubricants and chip
collectors11.
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Lead-out and Run-out tables. These
tables now use rollers instead of moving
slats to support and convey the profiles.
Kevlar-covered rollers in various designs
reduce damage to the profile surface and
resist the heat very well (a good cooling
system is critical). Hardened steel rollers

Figure C-21: Roller-type run-out table with
cooling air ducts beneath (Photo courtesy of OMAV)

See Double-Length Run-out Systems at the end of this chapter, page C-30 and -31.
Chip collectors are not suitable for flying-cut hot saws.
C-14
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may be used with bars and very heavy profiles. Rollers may be idle or powered. The run-out
table should drop down at the end of each cycle to allow transfer of the profiles by transfer
belts. Cooling air ducts are usually integrated within the framework with air distribution
nozzles near the top of the rollers.



Lift-overs. With modern systems the
run-out table drops down to place the
profiles on transfer belts, which move
the profiles to the cooling table. For
very heavy profiles, lift-over arms may
still be used; these should be designed
for minimum tilt angle, to prevent the
profiles from rolling or sliding off during
the transfer.



Cooling Tables. Belt-type cooling
tables are the standard for all but the
heaviest profiles. Kevlar belts give
excellent service life in a well-designed
system: profiles must be well cooled
before contacting the belts.
Mechanical design is also important:
belt alignment and change-out should
be simple as possible.

Figure C-22: Belt-type cooling table with saw
feed conveyor (Photo courtesy of Belco)

For bars and heavy profiles, tables
may use walking beams with Kevlar felt
covers, or Kevlar belts with tooth-type
positive drive pulleys.



Stretcher. some extruders must
decline some business because their
stretchers are too small. The stretcher
should be sized for the yield strength of
the heaviest profile, plus 20%. Oneman and no-man stretchers are very
common; they save manpower and
also damage caused by manually
sliding the profiles into the jaws.
Newer stretcher jaws clamp vertically
and limit the degree of crushing, to
reduce scrap. Stretching may be
controlled by displacement, by force, or
by percentage of total length (profile
length must be measured).



Batching Table. The table after the
stretcher is used to automatically
accumulate profiles into the correct
batch width for sawing, using reversible
belts and photocells. It is desirable to
store two or more batches if possible,
to avoid loss of time.



Saw Feed Conveyor. This conveyor
usually consists of idle rollers plus
several driving belts, or else power-

Figure C-23: Belt-type cooling table with saw
feed conveyor (Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)

Figure C-24: Belt-type cooling table with saw
feed conveyor (Photo courtesy of OMAV)
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driven rollers. The conveyor
drive is 2-speed, slowing down
just before the profiles contact
the gauge stop. The table
usually drops down to receive
the profiles from the batching
belts.



Saw. Today’s finish saws
have the blade and drive
located under the table, with
clamps above the table to
clamp down on the profiles.
The blade rises up for the
cutting cycle, then drops below
the table for return. This
design is able to significantly
reduce the noise from profile
sawing.



Length Gauge. Profile length
gauges are set-up
automatically to the correct
length, which is continually
confirmed to the PLC controls
via encoder. Accuracy of cut is
improved by slowing the
conveyor just before the
profiles reach the gauge stop.



Manual Off-loading and
Stacking of Profiles. Lateral
belt conveyors transfer the
profiles over to the basket or
cart for manual stacking; they
reduce the risk of back injuries
or other ergonomic problems.



Automatic Profile Stacker.
Manpower is reduced and a
potential bottleneck to the
press eliminated when profiles
are automatically stacked.
Batching belts are used to
create a batch of the same
width as the basket. Certain
types of stackers also permit
automatic de-stacking in other
areas of the plant.

Figure C-25: 500 ton stretcher with de-twist
(Photo courtesy of OMAV)

Figure C-26: Saw and length gauge-table with manual
off-load belts
(Photo courtesy of Belco)

Figure C-27: Automatic profile stacker
(Photo courtesy of Granco Clark)
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Downstream Material Handling
Handling containers of profiles. There are
several commonly used systems to handle the
baskets or buggies of profiles after leaving the
press, including floor-mounted wheels (Figure C28), and floor-mounted chain conveyors (Figure
C-29). Both of these are simple, low cost, low
tech, and easy to maintain and operate.
Packaging finished profiles. Some plants
spend almost as much for packaging profiles as
for extruding them. In Europe several different
automatic wrapping systems are used, for
example:
•

spiral wrapping, with clear plastic or
crepe paper (note: this is quite different
from the stretch wrapping offered by
some US packaging companies; stretch
wraps may bend the profiles)

•

auto feeders for interleaving paper

•

auto carton makers

•

auto strapping of bundles

Various options are offered, with different
degrees of automation.
Figure C-28: Floor-mounted conveyor
rollers for baskets

Auxiliary Equipment



Die Ovens. There are important
developments in die heaters, as described in
Chapter 10 – Die Ovens. The objectives
are to improve accuracy of die temperature
control; to minimize oxidation of the die
(especially the bearings); to avoid overheating or heating for too long; and to
conserve energy. In Europe the standard
oven is the drawer type, which provides for
more orderly management of dies within the
oven; and also to prevent the thermal shock
when a lid is raised, exposing an oven full of
Figure C-29: Chain conveyors for
dies to the cold air. Beyond this standard,
baskets
many extruders are changing to ovens with
inert gas atmospheres, to eliminate bearing
oxidation, and also to reach temperature
faster and more uniformly. Another new heater technology uses induction current to heat
dies within 20 minutes, according to the manufacturer’s claims.



Age Ovens. There are several alternative age oven designs to be considered:


Direct Fired vs. Indirect. Age ovens are most commonly direct fired; that is, the
products of combustion are mixed with the circulated hot air. In applications where
metallurgical or finishing requirements prohibit contact between the profiles and
combustion products (principally water), the burner(s) fire through a radiant tube and then
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exhaust to the outside; circulating air passes over the outside of the tube and is heated
by radiation and convection. Unless properly designed, indirect firing may result in higher
temperature exhaust and lower energy efficiency; and greater firing capacity may be
required for the oven.


End-Flow vs. Cross Flow. The majority of age ovens are end flow, with the circulating
hot air passing lengthwise over the profiles. In theory, cross-flow ovens offer improved
temperature uniformity but slightly lower energy efficiency. However, uniformity may be
better or worse with cross flow, depending on the nature of the load and how it is stacked
in the oven. Heat transfer predominately occurs by means of convection, so an important
objective is to have maximum contact between the profile surface and the circulated air.
If profiles are stacked so that cross flow of air through the load is effectively blocked, or
so that only the edges of the profiles are touched by the air stream, heat transfer will be
poor for all but the first profile in each row. With end flow ovens, profiles must also be
stacked to permit good air flow through the load.



Oven Length: Efficiency vs. Uniformity. In theory, thermal efficiency increases with
greater length of the load along the path of air flow. Unfortunately, temperature
uniformity also decreases with load length. Therefore, each oven design is something of
a trade-off of these factors. Because of the layout of most extrusion plants, age ovens
are commonly built to hold 1 or 2 containers of profiles end-to-end. Where space and
capacity requirements dictate a longer oven, multi-zone construction is preferred (see
below). Otherwise, regular temperature surveys are even more important.



Multi-zone vs. Single Zone. To improve temperature uniformity, longer ovens may be
built with two or more zones of circulation and control. Older single zone ovens may also
be converted. Each control zone will have its own systems for combustion, air
circulation, and temperature control. Modern end-flow ovens should have one control
zone for every length of profiles placed end-to-end.



Combustion Systems. Among the various types of industrial heating equipment, age
ovens are a relatively low-temperature application and so may be heated with various
types of combustion systems. One common type is the package or integral burner
system, which incorporates the burner, air blower, air control damper, air filter, pilot,
spark igniter, flame rod, and other features in a single unit. The package unit may be
flange-mounted directly into the hot air recirculation chamber or plenum. The burner may
be either nozzle mix or premix.

See also Chapter 9 – Age Ovens.
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Complete Extrusion Press Rebuilds12
From a presentation by Butech-Bliss engineer Ben Demar at the AEC Press Maintenmance
Workshop, Atlanta, April 2018.
There are several reasons for considering major rebuilds to extrusion presses:





Worn out or failing components
Decrease dead cycle time or otherwise improve efficiency
Increase pressure and tonnage
Better control, repeatability & accuracy

Worn out or failing components may be due to:





Fatigue
Casting issues
Stress risers
Improper loading, for example:


Past tonnage upgrades made without engineering evaluation



“Crashes”



Operation with misalignment

The first step prior to a major rebuild is an engineering evaluation, consisting of a visual
inspection, review of the process requirements, a stress
analysis and fatigue analysis of the press. Next step is a
physical inspection or survey, using both conventional tools
and laser trackers, to assess component:
 Position
 Shape
 Alignment – to gravity and to other components
 Trueness
Component condition may be examined with non-destructive
testing (NDT)
 Ultrasonic Test (UT)
 Magnetic Particle Test (MT)
 Die Penetrant Test (DP)
Specific component examinations are as follows:
 Main Cylinder Structural Components


Visual = Leaks / Defects & Weld repairs



Physical = Parallelism / Perpendicularity



NDT = UT / MT / DP

 Main Cylinder Replaceable Components


Main Bushing



Gland Bushing



Packing

12

Demar, B., Basic Mechanical Aspects of an Extrusion Press Rebuild, presentation at AEC Press
Maintenance Workshop, Atlanta, April 17, 2018.
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 Ram


Visual = Leaks, Scoring



Physical = Diameter, Trueness



NDT = Case specific

 Ram Replaceable Components



Cylinder wear components
Crosshead wear component

 Crosshead


Visual = Loose / Jump



Physical = Trueness



NDT = UT / MT / DP

 Crosshead Replaceable Components
 Vertical Guide Wear Plates
 Horizontal Guide Wear Plates
 Mandrel Crosshead Wear Plates
 Mandrel Bushing
 Container Housing


Visual = Loose / Jump



Physical = Trueness



NDT = UT / MT / DP

 Container Housing Replaceable Components


Vertical Guide Wear Plates



Horizontal Guide Wear Plates



Container Liner

 Platen


Visual = Defects / Weld Repairs



Physical = Parallelism



NDT = UT / MT / DP

 Platen Wear Surfaces


Frame interface



Pressure plate counter bore

 Frame


Visual = misalignment, fdtn. issues



Physical = Flatness / Parallelism



NDT = Case specific

 Frame Replaceable Components



Crosshead ways
Container housing ways
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 Tie Rods


Visual = Loose nuts, crash effects



Physical = Loaded vs. Unloaded (amount of stretch)



NDT = UT+

Summary
•

Rebuilds are an excellent way to make your press like new or to give it an upgrade

•

Many tools exist today for both inspection and engineering evaluation, such as Laser
Trackers and Finite Element Analysis

•

Don’t just replace your worn out or failing components with in-kind replacements – take
the opportunity to upgrade them with superior materials and FEA-aided design.
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Vendor Request form for Possible Press Upgrades
(Indicate interest with  and fill in details)
Date _________________________________________________________________________
Client Name ___________________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________
City-State-Postal Code___________________________________________________________
Country _______________________________________________________________________
Telephone __________________________________Fax ______________________________
E-mail ________________________________________________________________________

Information about the Existing Press:
Press manufacturer and year? _____________________________________________________
Press tons (Metric or US Tons?) ___________________________________________________
Number of columns (tie rods)? _____________________________________________________
Conventional or short stroke? _____________________________________________________
Billet diameter(s)? ______________________________________________________________
Maximum billet length? __________________________________________________________
Maximum profile weight (per foot or meter)? __________________________________________
Approximate dead cycle? _________________________________________________________
Fixed dummy block? ____________________________________________________________
Are any major components cracked or failing? ________________________________________
Die changer: single, double, or other? _______________________________________________
Container holder: 1-piece or 2-piece? _______________________________________________
Relay or PLC control? If PLC, what type? ____________________________________________
Hydraulic system manufacturer? ___________________________________________________
Main hydraulic pumps – number and type? ___________________________________________
Billet heater: gas or induction? _____________________________________________________
Billet heater manufacturer and year installed? ________________________________________
Log shear installed? Supplier and year installed? ______________________________________
Lead-out table length? ___________________________________________________________
Profile cooling: water, air, or both? _________________________________________________
Puller installed? If so, supplier? Single or double? _____________________________________
Hot profile saw or shear installed? If so, is it fixed or moveable? __________________________
Run-out table length and width? ___________________________________________________
Is space available for extending the handling system? __________________________________
Run-out table type (fixed, moveable slats, or rollers)? __________________________________
Lift-over type (belts or lift arms)? ___________________________________________________
Cooling table type (walking beams, belts, or other)? ____________________________________
Stretcher feed type (manual or powered belts)? _______________________________________
Stretcher capacity (Metric or US tons)? ______________________________________________
Stretcher type – 2-man, 1-man, no man)? ____________________________________________
Batching table type – beams or belts? _______________________________________________
Batching table width? ____________________________________________________________
Transfer to saw table – belts, walking beams, manual? _________________________________
Saw table width? _______________________________________________________________
Saw table type – powered rollers or drive belts? _______________________________________
Saw type, manufacturer, and year? _________________________________________________
Length gauge – automatic or manual positioning? _____________________________________
Maximum finished profile length? __________________________________________________
Off-load and stacking – are transfer belts or stacker installed? ____________________________
Die heaters – number, type, and manufacturer(s) ______________________________________
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Press:










Replace major parts (columns, main cylinder, platen, etc.) ________________________
Convert from relay control to PLC____________________________________________
Modernize hydraulic system/reduce dead cycle _________________________________
Install fixed dummy block __________________________________________________
Install unistation die changer (shuttle type) ____________________________________
Replace or improve butt shear ______________________________________________
Improved container holder and alignment _____________________________________
Improved billet loader _____________________________________________________

Press Feed Line:








Energy-efficient gas billet heater_____________________________________________
Induction or hybrid (gas + induction) billet heater ________________________________
Taper heating or cooling of billets ____________________________________________
Log shear (or saw) _______________________________________________________
Log cleaning brush _______________________________________________________
Improved billet transfer and loader ___________________________________________

Handling System:

















Improve air quench system _________________________________________________
Improve or add water quench system _________________________________________
Add/replace puller system __________________________________________________
Add/replace profile saw or shear ____________________________________________
Convert run-out to rollers __________________________________________________
Convert profile transfer to belts ______________________________________________
Convert cooling bed to belts ________________________________________________
Replace stretcher: Capacity? ____________________ 1-man or no man? ___________
Convert batching table (after stretcher) to belts _________________________________
Replace saw feed conveyor table ____________________________________________
Replace cold saw ________________________________________________________
Replace profile length gauge _______________________________________________
Add manual off-loading belts for profiles ______________________________________
Add automatic profile stacker _______________________________________________
Convert to double length ___________________________________________________

Die Heaters:



New die heater(s) ________________________________________________________

Other:





New age oven(s) _________________________________________________________
Upgrade age oven(s) _____________________________________________________
Profile conveying system __________________________________________________
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The following paper was presented at ET 2004, Orlando FL:

The Extrusion Press Line for 2024: A Forecast
By Al Kennedy, Kennedy Eurotech, Inc.

Abstract
When building a new plant or making changes to an existing extrusion plant, it is
important to consider what new technology may become available in the future, in order to insure
against early obsolescence and to insure that the manufacturing plant will remain competitive as
far as possible into the future.
But how is it possible to forecast the extrusion technology of the future? Each equipment
supplier insists that what he is selling is now, and will remain, the “wave of the future.”
In this paper we review past trends, going back 20 to 30 years, and then use this
information to project them forward in light of general trends in industrial technology. Of course
the past is not always a reliable guide to the future, but even a low degree of accuracy is better
than considering what may develop. It also helps that aluminum extrusion is now a mature
industry, and changes tend to be evolutionary (that is, small and incremental) instead of
revolutionary.
One other purpose of this paper is to suggest a possible agenda – a “To Do List” – of
opportunities for those working on technical development of extrusion plant equipment.

Historical Perspective
A good beginning is to review some of the trends over the past twenty years or so. Here
is a sampling of a few important extrusion technologies from pre-1980, compared to today’s stateof-the-art:

Pre-1980

2004

New Press Line

New Press Line

Loose dummy blocks

Fixed dummy blocks

Slatted run-out conveyor with graphite

Double puller and hot saw with high-temp
rollers

Graphite walking beams

Kevlar belts

Lift-over arms

Transfer belts

2-man stretcher

1-man or no-man stretcher

Relay logic on press

PLC control w/ supervisory computer

Billet heater: chain-type, 18% efficient

Billet heater: heat recovery, 55% efficiency

Pre-cut billets

Hot log shear

Single die changer

Unistation or rotostation changer

Long stroke press

Compact or moveable-stem press

30 second dead cycle

14 second dead cycle

Saw table 18” wide

Saw table 36” wide

Lead-out table 20 ft. long

Lead-out table 50 to 150 ft. long
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Upon analyzing these developments, some common factors underlying their
development can be extracted:
•

Competitive pressure to improve production rates and recovery

•

De-bottlenecking – eliminating barriers to increased production

•

Analysis of the causes of low quality

•

Availability of new materials (Kevlar)

•

Availability of new technology (computers and controls)

•

Creative solutions for old problems

•

Re-adaptation of old technology (short-stroke presses)

•

Automation and mechanization

•

Demand for improved ergonomics and safety

Certainly all of these factors will still contribute to changes in the future.

Trends in Industrial Technology
We can also look at some general trends in industrial technology to see our future; for
example:
•

Computers and electronics will continue to get smaller, faster, cheaper, more reliable,
and more user friendly.

•

New materials with improved properties (such as higher temperature resistance) are
coming to market.

•

New tools such as lasers, wireless devices, and portable electronics are changing the
way work is done.

•

Automation and mechanization continue to eliminate unskilled jobs, while increasing
individual productivity and improving ergonomics. The shortage of for skilled technicians,
however, is increasing.

•

Metal cutting and forming methods are changing rapidly with use of NC control, lasers,
water jets, plasma, etc.

•

Finite Element Analysis is bringing sweeping changes in new areas such as fluid flow.

•

Knowledge of new technologies spreads throughout the world at lightning speeds.

Trends: Press Feed Equipment
Two decades ago the common billet heater in use in North America was a chain-bottom
gas furnace with no preheat or heat recovery features; thermal efficiency was less than 20% and
reliability very poor. Log shears or saws were rare and billet length was seldom optimized (in one
study of precut billets, the correct billet length was used less that 50% of the time).
Today’s Consensus Technology13: a high-efficiency gas log heater with hot log shear; billet
transfer by robot or overhead loader; taper heat or quench of billets (at least in most inquiries).

13

The phrase “Today’s Consensus Technology” as used throughout this paper refers to the most
commonly requested and installed systems in the European and North American soft
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Developments now in Progress:
Gas Log or Billet heaters are currently approaching 55 to 60% efficiency, which is likely near the
maximum achievable. Future improvements in gas heaters are needed in the areas of reliability
(better rollers, refractory linings, and temperature probes), and more precise temperature control
(infrared or other new methods to replace thermocouple probes). Prediction: The log/billet
heater of 2024 will have improved reliability and efficiency in the 60% range.
Induction billet heaters have so far taken less than 10% of the market in North America, because
of significantly higher costs for both initial investment and energy. Soft alloy extruders seem
especially sensitive to these costs, even though the benefits in process control and quality that
result from finer temperature control and precise taper heating of the billets may well offset the
higher initial costs14. Improvements in solid-state controls and coil design are making induction
more competitive as well as more reliable15,16. Prediction: Significant market penetration
(beyond specialty applications) will only occur if extruders gain a new appreciation for the benefits
of better process control.
Hybrid gas-plus-induction billet heaters, which preheat with gas and finish with induction, offer the
superior process control of induction with reduced energy and investment costs, and can work
with a log shear. Prediction: This technology should become much more common in the next 20
years.
Taper heating or quenching of billets has been promoted as allowing maximum extrusion speeds,
and many systems have been installed. Published reported by users have been limited with
mixed results – some are enthusiastic about the benefits, others are disappointed and have
discontinued use of the systems. What can be concluded from current experience? Mainly that
successful use requires good control and optimization of all extrusion parameters. Prediction:
Most new press lines will incorporate one or the other of these systems in 2024.
Log shears are now common but some designs have had poor reliability, poor quality of cut, and
high scrap rates. Better quality shears today have 98+% reliability, good cut ends, and a
sophisticated short-piece routine to minimize scrap by using only sawn ends in the 2-piece joint.
Prediction: Hot log shears will remain the “gold standard” for the next 20 years or more.
Log saws have usually been used before the heater, although a version for use after the heater is
now reported to be under development. Saws inherently have waste due to chips as well as high
blade and lubricant costs; using a saw before a gas heater makes it difficult to match billet length
to demand and so reduces recovery. Using a saw after the heater solves the flexibility problem
but not the blade and saw chip problems. Also, the time the log is out of the heater for cutting is
critical to log heater capacity. Prediction: We will watch developments in this area but do not
believe log sawing will take the place of good, reliable hot shears.
Billet transfer conveyors and loaders are usually extruders’ most frequently mentioned equipment
problems. Loaders mounted inside the press frame are unreliable and dangerous to maintain.
Transfers that roll or dump billets into position are inherently unreliable, especially with 2-piece
billets. Today’s overhead or robot-type loaders, which pick up the billet and place it directly into
alloy extrusion plants in mid 2003, based on the author’s plant visits and requests for
proposals.
14 Fielding, Roger A. P. and A. J. Bryant, “The Quest for Optimal Extrusion Billet Heating,”
Light Metal Age, Vol. 59, No. 8, August 2001, 24 – 36.
15 Beer, Stefan, “Improved Operation of Single Billet Induction Heaters by Modern Plant Design
and Modern Plant Technology,” Proceedings of the Eighth International Aluminum
Extrusion Technology Seminar (ET 04), Vol. I, Orlando, Florida, May 2004, Aluminum
Extruders Council and The Aluminum Association.
16 Johnen, Willi, “Further Developments with Regard to Single-Billet Induction Heaters for Light
Metal Extrusion Billets,” Proceedings of the Eighth International Aluminum Extrusion
Technology Seminar (ET 04), Vol. I, Orlando, Florida, May 2004, Aluminum Extruders
Council and The Aluminum Association.
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the container infeed -- without rolling or dumping -- are today’s standard. Prediction: Old type
loaders mounted inside the press frame will soon be history, replaced by robot or overhead types.
Improved billet temperature measurement and control are an essential development for coming
years. After all, thermocouple probes are likely as much as ± 50 Fahrenheit degrees (28 Celsius
degrees) in error due to calibration and other problems; and daily maintenance of probes is a
burden on plant personnel. Work is now in progress on infrared sensors17 and seems promising,
and other approaches may emerge. Prediction: With the high stakes involved, improved billet
temperature controls are expected to become available within the next few years.

Trends: The Extrusion Press
The many different press designs we have seen in operation in just the past few decades
demonstrate the creativity of extrusion equipment engineers:

•

Presses with 3 columns (or tie rods), 4 columns, laminated plate columns, or even no
columns (top and bottom plates providing the tensile resistance).

•

Presses with moving stems (moving up, down, to the side, or retracting into the
crosshead).

•

Presses with three rotating containers (while one was extruding, one was being cleaned,
and the other was being loaded with a billet).

•

Presses with all manner of designs for container guiding, butt shearing, die changing, etc.

•

Cast iron and cast steel components once prevailed, and fatigue life was a major problem
as some presses were built with inadequate structural design.

What does the extrusion “paleontologist” discern from examining the bones of these
“dinosaurs”?
Today’s Consensus Technology: a moveable-stem or front-loading compact design press,
with four sleeved pre-stressed columns, forged main components, four container sealing
cylinders, robot or overhead billet loader, and unistation die changer; billet length 40 to 60 inches
(1000 to 1500 mm); specific pressure 85,000 to 115,000 lb/in2 (60 to 80 kg/M2).
Developments now in Progress:
Moveable stem and front load presses are capturing most of today’s market, at least among more
sophisticated extruders, due to advantages in dead time, improved rigidity, and reduced space
required; conventional presses are mainly of interest in low budget or third world plants.
Prediction: Compact presses (front loading and shifting stem) will completely take over the
market, although it is not yet clear which one will win the dominant share.
Press columns today are, by consensus, four forged columns placed in pre-stressing sleeves.
Laminated plate columns seem an anachronism, and non-pre-stressed columns are reserved for
low budget and third world presses. Prediction: The four column pre-stressed design will still be
the standard in 2024.
Forged components are the “gold standard” today for front platen, main cylinder, columns, and
container holder, primarily due to the difficulties in assuring the quality of cast components;
inclusions and voids in castings make it all but impossible to assure the quality of castings
17

Jenista, David, “Practical Non-Contact Temperature Measurement for Gas-Fired Billet Heating
Furnaces,” Proceedings of the Eighth International Aluminum Extrusion Technology
Seminar (ET 04), Vol. I, Orlando, Florida, May 2004, Aluminum Extruders Council and
The Aluminum Association.
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through ultrasound and MPI inspections. Use of Finite Element analysis has already vastly
improved component life in new presses. Prediction: Forged components will be used universally
in the future, and FEM combined with improved testing will substantially improve component life.
Billet length has increased steadily so that today’s standard ranges from 1000 to 1500 mm (40 to
60 inches), thus allowing a wide range of profile weights and great potential for multi-holing of
dies. Prediction: This new range of billet lengths is the new standard; presses with shorter billet
lengths will be handicapped (exception: conventional presses that can increase billet length by
conversion to short-stroke).
Press hydraulic systems today use mainly constant speed, variable volume pumps; but the idea
of fixed volume, variable speed pumps (speed varied by frequency variation device) is attracting
attention. Experts are divided on this subject, and only a few practical cost/benefit analyses have
been published18,19. Prediction: It is simply too early to predict which of these technologies will
prevail.
Other hydraulic features that are quite common now include increased use of manifolds; pumps
mounted at or below floor level, usually in sound damping enclosures; and decreased hydraulic
shock through damping, proportional valves, and better pipe joints and mountings. These
contribute to reducing oil leakage, another of the main maintenance headaches in an extrusion
plant. Improved hydraulic oil cooling and filtration are now absolutely essential features of a new
press. Prediction: All of these improvements will be standard in the future, with incremental
improvements in each area yet to come.
Press controls have already been revolutionized in our recent memory with development of
PLC’s, networking, and reliable press line automation. In today’s more modern plants the press
“operator” is more a supervisor than operator, with the press mostly operating on auto-pilot. With
today’s level of computer control and data handling, only incremental (small) changes seem
possible; however, the history of the computer revolution tells us that faster and cheaper
processors, and leaps in storage capacity at lower costs, will find their way into our world and
change it dramatically.
Another extrusion goal, controlling ram speed from profile temperature, has so not been
successfully applied to any significant degree; despite great improvements in infrared
temperature measuring devices, their usefulness remains mainly as an advisory to the press
operator, not a continuous part of the control loop. Others continue to develop and refine
“analog” systems that predict profile temperature based on press parameters20. In any case,
much development work remains to be done. Prediction: It seems likely that the next 20 years
will finally see the availability of a reliable system for automatically controlling extrusion speed by
profile temperature.
Robot (or overhead) billet loaders that “pick and place” the billet without rolling or dumping, are
the standard on new presses and can solve one of the major maintenance and operating
headaches of older presses. Prediction: “Pick and place” loaders will be on all presses including
popular retrofits to older presses.
Unistation die changers are likewise the standard for new presses and a popular retrofit; they
reduce die change time and can significantly increase production over a year’s time. Prediction:
No change; unistations will remain the standard in the future.

18

Stott, J.G. and B. Wilkins, “A Low Energy, Reliable, Electro-Hydraulic System for Extrusion
Presses,” Proceedings of the Seventh International Aluminum Extrusion Technology
Seminar (ET 2000), Vol. I, 465 – 468, Chicago, Illinois, May 2000, Aluminum Extruders
Council and The Aluminum Association.
19 Rutkowski, R.J., Ibid.
20 Crosti, M., “’Thermal Alignment’: Temperature Control in Extrusion Technology,” presented at
Aluminium 2000, Rome, March 2003, sponsored by Interall SRL, Modena, Italy.
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Automatic tooling handling from the die heater to the press is now rare in Europe and almost
unknown in North America. This kind of system is ergonomically attractive and can save operator
time and distraction, as well as saving press time during tooling changes. Prediction: In 2024 we
will see a significant number of robotic tooling handlers from the die heater to the unistation die
changer.
Container and tooling temperature control are receiving greater attention21 for their importance in
achieving process reliability and optimization. New container heating systems offer better zoning
and control schemes, and many now offer container cooling as well. Some also offer in-the-press
tooling heaters in case of prolonged delays between billets. Prediction: Much closer control of
container and tooling temperatures will be standard operating practice in future decades.
Other auxiliary mechanical systems such as butt shears, burp elimination schemes, container
guiding methods, and others are already subjects of intense competition between press suppliers
as they each try to differentiate their particular press from their competitors. The goal is 100%
reliability of these functions to support operator-free extrusion, minimum dead cycle time, and
maximum recovery. Today’s best butt shears use various designs to insure close contact with
the die face as well as reliable release of the butt (and verification that it has separated); the die
stack is often pressed back against the die ring and clamped vertically to insure a fixed shear
plane; and various lubricant systems and blade designs assure good butt release. Various air
release schemes are claimed to eliminate the burp cycle, at least on a large percentage of dies.
Modern container alignment designs are simple to adjust and offer near-permanent accuracy;
lasers or encoders are used to continuously monitor alignment accuracy and signal any deviation.
Specialty high-tech lubricants and applicators also insure reliable non-stick operation and avoid
lost time by operating automatically22. Prediction: Regardless of which particular designs win out
in these areas, presses of the future will carry out these auxiliary functions with far greater
reliability and much less operator involvement than current press lines.

Trends: Handling Equipment After the Press
Two decades ago the revolution in after-press handling systems was just beginning in
Europe and not yet underway in North America. The typical handling system had graphite-bar
slat conveyors for the run-out; no pullers; graphite covered walking beams for the cooling table;
water quench (if any) by standing-wave; air quench by fixed volume fans located over the table;
2-man stretching; manual batching and saw feeding; and ear-splitting noise from over-the-table
profile saws. Length of the lead-out up to the cooling table was often as little as 26 feet (5
meters). Continuous or welding extrusion was mainly limited to hollows, and cutting was by
manual saws or crude hot shears.
Today’s Consensus Technology: today’s handling systems commonly have long lead-outs
(commonly “double length” in new plants); roller-type run-outs that drop down to allow profile
transfer; double pullers to match short press dead cycle times; automatic sawing of hot profiles on
the welding point; Kevlar belts for transfer and cooling; automatic no-man or one-man stretching
and batching; quiet under-table sawing; and one-man sawing and stacking. The two- or threeman press crew oversees much higher production with less effort, compared to the five- to eightman crews of two decades ago.
Developments now in Progress:

21

Jowett, C., “The Importance of Tooling Temperature Control,” Proceedings of the Eighth
International Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar (ET 04), Vol. I, Orlando, Florida,
May 2004, Aluminum Extruders Council and The Aluminum Association.
22 Dyla, J., “Enhanced Tool Lubrication Systems,” Proceedings of the Eighth International
Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar (ET 04), Vol. I, Orlando, Florida, May 2004,
Aluminum Extruders Council and The Aluminum Association.
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Double length run-outs were pioneered at Metra in Italy some 20 years ago and have become the
standard for new plants (as well as older plants where space permits). Double length systems
operate without any limit on extrusion speed and maximize recovery while eliminating any need
for profile hand-off or flying cut sawing. The only penalty is a slightly longer building required.
Prediction: Double length run-out will become the permanent standard for new plants.
Quenching by air is growing more sophisticated; air is supplied from central systems applied to
the work from both above and below, and air volume is adjustable remotely by both dampers and
frequency variation. Newer systems apply high-intensity cooling from nozzles located very close
to profiles as they exit the press. Prediction: Precise adjustment of cooling air with computer
control (adjustment and memorizing of settings) will be the standard in coming decades.
Quenching by water has also become more complex. Spray systems predominate for profiles,
with water bath and standing wave used for heavy shapes such as rods and bars. Spray
quenches offer wider adjustability and special infinitely variable air-water nozzles23. Sprays may
be controlled by position around the periphery of the profile and by longitudinal zone, and the
successful spray pattern will be memorized by computer for later recall. Prediction:
Sophisticated water quenches will become an essential tool for producing straight the profiles
needed for stretcher automation.
Pullers and profile cutting systems have proliferated in numbers and in the different designs
available in the last 15 years. Any new or refurbished press requires a double puller to match a
short press dead cycle (below 20 seconds), but there are many different conceptual designs to
choose from, such as hand-off vs. no-hand-off, flying vs. stationary cut, and 2-machine vs. 3machine systems; and there are different drive designs24 and different guide rail systems. With
new concepts and designs arriving in the marker almost every year, it is impossible to foresee
clearly just what puller design will come next. Sawing of hot profiles, however, has become the
standard over hot shears and will remain so until high-tech cutting (lasers or water jets) can be
perfected. Prediction: For double-length systems, the stationary cut, no-hand-off, 3-machine
puller/saw system is the choice. For shorter systems, the only clear choice is the double puller;
the buyer will have to choose between hand-off and non-hand-off versions. In either case,
sawing is the best way to cut off the hot profiles for the near future, at least until laser cutting
technology advances considerably.
Pinze-type systems that maintain profiles under tension up to the saw have only been successful
in specialized applications, such as plants where long production runs are common. High capital
costs have also limited their acceptance by extruders. An intermediate, lower-cost version25 now
being developed may find greater usage. Prediction: Unless a lower-cost, mechanically simpler
version is proven out, this system will be limited to specialty applications.
Length of the cooling tables has doubled and even tripled in recent decades, so that tables of 150
to 175 feet (45 to 55 meters) in length are now common. At the same time, however,
improvements in die design have made multi-hole dies more successful, so that long tables are
less important, even with longer billets. Prediction: The length of cooling tables will stabilize at
the current 150 to 175 feet (45 to 55 meters) in length, or even decrease slightly.
High-temp surface materials such as Kevlar for belts and rollers have greatly benefited profile
surface quality, and suppliers have recently been able to increase temperature ratings and
23

Freri, Enrico, “Advantages of a ’Special Nozzles’ Cooling Tunnel,” Proceedings of the Eighth
International Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar (ET 04), Vol. I, Orlando, Florida,
May 2004, Aluminum Extruders Council and The Aluminum Association.
24 Gramaticopolo, F., “Flying Cut Puller Without Hand-off,” Proceedings of the Eighth International
Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar (ET 04), Vol. I, Orlando, Florida, May 2004,
Aluminum Extruders Council and The Aluminum Association.
25 Spizzo, M., “Innovative F.T.S. Three Puller Automatic Stretcher System,” Proceedings of the
Eighth International Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar (ET 04), Vol. I, Orlando,
Florida, May 2004, Aluminum Extruders Council and The Aluminum Association.
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therefore service life of these materials. Improved quenching systems and double-length runouts also help to prolong the life of belts and rollers. Prediction: As there are no new hightemperature materials currently in sight, Kevlar belts and rollers will remain the standard for the
foreseeable future.
Stretchers have been the subject of many incremental improvements. No-man stretching is quite
practical from a hardware standpoint, as long as the profiles are reasonably straight. Limitedcrush jaws now reduce the amount of scrap generated by clamping. New controls measure the
distance between head- and tail-stock and allow control of stretching as a percentage of actual
strand length. Otherwise, no dramatic changes have occurred in some years. Prediction:
Tomorrow’s stretchers will not differ significantly from those of today’s modern plants.
Batching and conveying between the stretcher and cold saw present a bottleneck in many older
plants, whereas newer plants have improved capacity by widening these conveyors. A sawing
batch today should be one meter (about 40 inches) or more in width, to maximize saw production
rate. The batching table after the stretcher should be sized wide enough to hold two saw
batches. Prediction: Wider batching and saw conveyors in new plants will eliminate bottlenecks
in automatic batching as well as sawing.
Sawing of finished profiles has improved substantially in the past two decades with under-table
saws that allow more effective clamping for noise reduction. “Near dry” or “micro applied” sawing
lubricants have reduced blade costs, improved cut quality, and practically eliminated coolant
residue on profiles and in the saw area. Chip collection is better, and maintenance is less and
simpler. Aside from incremental improvements to today’s excellent saws, what does the future
hold? Prediction: Perhaps the new industrial cutting technologies that have revolutionized other
industries – plasma torches, lasers, water jets – will finally find their way into extrusion press
lines.
Length gauges at the saw are quite sophisticated and totally automated today. The greatest
issue to extruders today is the need for better sawing accuracy off the press – usually not due to
the gauge, which is quite accurate, but due to problems of quickly assuring that all profiles are
touching the gauge equally. Prediction: Look for electronics and laser technology to resolve the
issues of cutting accuracy.
Automatic stacking of profiles is normal in Europe but still rare in North America, mainly due to
differences in labor costs and ergonomic standards. Stacker designs have advanced technically
and in reliability, and prices have also decreased. Prediction: Automatic stacking, as well as destacking at use points throughout the plant, will be used nearly 100% due to labor cost, quality,
and ergonomic issues.
Automation of extrusion handling systems has been a difficult journey for some extruders and
suppliers, but today’s best plants offer high reliability and productivity, with as few as two
operators, and in rare cases just one. The last remaining obstacle to complete automation is the
quality (mainly straightness) of the profiles going to the stretcher, and the solution will come from
better die design and more sophisticated quench systems. Prediction: Two-person press lines
will become the norm and one-person lines will not be unusual.

Trends: Other Areas
Die design and manufacture have been dramatically improved in the past 20 years by CAD
design and computer controlled machining, allowing exact shape reproduction hole-to-hole and
die-to-die. Design is slowly moving from the realm of art towards becoming a science; application
of FEM analysis to metal flow will likely automate the design process even more, at the same
time improving control of profile straightness and tolerances. Resulting advances in multi-strand
die capability can greatly improve press productivity. Prediction: The “computer-designed die”
that produces good product on the first try will become a reality, and the “first adopters” of this
technology will enjoy a huge competitive advantage.
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Die heating equipment is currently an area where significant change is occurring, as users
recognize the importance of controlling tooling temperature. Single chamber heaters are
becoming popular, along with computer tracking of each tool being heated. Other technologies
include inert atmosphere heaters, induction, and infrared. Prediction: The top-opening die box
will fade into history, replaced most likely with single chamber heaters and precise tracking of
each die through its heating cycle. Issues of cost, complexity, and flexibility may limit induction
die heating to special cases.
Aging systems today encompass long aging (full strands), continuous and semi-continuous aging,
and automatic handling through the aging system. There are also end flow, side flow, multi-zone,
reversing, and traveling versions as well. The primitive, long, end flow, single zone ovens of
twenty years ago have yielded to the need for more precise process control and temperature
uniformity throughout the load. Prediction: Tomorrow’s age ovens will be shorter with much
better temperature uniformity throughout the load, typically through reversing air flow or multizoning. Continuous and long aging will have to prove their advantages to become widely used.

Trends: World Markets and Economics
Global competition from countries with low labor and energy costs is a major concern today for
most European and North American extruders. Chinese extruders, for example, have low wages
(10% compared to USA), little or no land cost, and low equipment costs (10 to 35% compared to
USA, although for much less sophisticated plants)26. Until global economics begin to equalize
these differences at some future date, Western extruders will have to compete with the tools they
have available: faster delivery time, lower freight and duty costs, and better customer service. In
particular, they must learn to produce smaller orders with drastically reduced lead times, and still
do it profitably.
Extruders must consider how best to deal with both domestic and foreign competition:
with the simplest, lowest cost (even Third World) equipment; or with more advanced press
systems on the European model. The answer seems clear: the Western extruder can only
compete with low wage producers by achieving maximum productivity with the best equipment
and technology available. Prediction: The present two-tier system -- high-tech plants in
developed countries, competing with simple plants in less-developed countries -- will eventually
fade away as global economics begin to even out wages and costs throughout the world.

Conclusion
This review paper is intended mainly to provoke discussion and to suggest the questions
that extruders should ask as they plan their plants for the future. Please consider our suggested
answers, but the reader must do his own research for the ultimate answers.

26

Wu, Benson, “The Competitiveness of the Chinese Extrusion Industry,” presented at Aluminium
2000, Rome, March 2003, sponsored by Interall SRL, Modena, Italy.
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“Double“Double-Length” RunRun-Out Systems
The ideal layout for an extrusion press handling system --- when space allows --- is the
so-called “Double Length” system. Sometimes circumstances prohibit using this design (for
example when retrofitting handling equipment into a limited space in an old plant); but wherever
possible it offers the most efficient possible extrusion operation.
The “Double Length” run-out system was developed in order to provide a practical means
of sawing hot profiles on the weld point during the press dead cycle. The system offers other
benefits as well, for example: cooling takes place while the profiles are under tension from the
puller so that they remain straighter. Profiles are also much cooler before they contact the
cooling belts, which increases belt life.
Positionable hot saw (or hot shear) systems cut the profiles at a distance of one finished
length from the die, but the weld points are then left to be removed at the cold saw. The result is
extra scrap (about 3 feet per strand), and extra operator attention may be required. The 3 feet of
scrap represents 2% for a 150 foot strand, for example.
Flying-cut systems can saw on the weld mark but pose other design and maintenance
problems. Hand-off type double pullers often mark the profiles at the die when handing off, which
is unacceptable to many extruders due to quality problems. Long lead-outs are needed to allow
time for the flying-cut operation without reducing extrusion speed; for higher extrusion speeds, the
required lead-out distance approaches double length and still requires the expense and
complexity of flying-cut hardware.
The “Double Length” system has one complete extrusion strand on the run-out system at
all times, and the saw is automatically positioned to cut on the weld mark during the press dead
cycle. Cooling is substantially improved, since the profiles are exposed to cooling air for two
complete cycles before being released from the puller and transferred to the cooling table.
Profiles are not subjected to the extreme twisting forces required to bring them into alignment on
a short table. Overall, a 2% to 3% net reduction in press scrap can be expected.
At first glance the “Double Length” system appears to require twice as much floor space
as a conventional system. However, referring to the diagrams makes it clear that the total
increase is much smaller --- considering that in any case the minimum distance from press to
cooling table must be equal to the longest finished profile produced. In terms of the overall plant
area, the increase is even less, about 30 to 40%.
And, the extra space is not wasted, since it allows adequate room for die ovens, tooling
storage, scrap removal, etc. There is space for an effective water quench and air fans as well.
The press operator’s area is no longer congested, and there is good access for maintenance.
Wherever it is possible to install the “Double length” system, any increase in building cost
will be offset by the 2-3% reduction in press scrap over the entire life of the press. Add in the
improved cooling and longer belt life, and it becomes clear that the “Double Length” system is the
ideal plant layout.
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Safety and Environment
This chapter is sponsorsed by Thumb Tool & Engineering
www.GeminiGroup.net

Preventing Unsafe Acts
Safety experts agree: the vast majority of industrial accidents are caused by unsafe acts,
not unsafe conditions. Therefore, while equipment condition, guards, and safety features are still
extremely important, the safety program must always focus on the individual worker --- insuring
that each worker is well trained, alert, and focused on always working in a safe manner.
Keeping workers alert to safety
and properly motivated is a constant
challenge for management. One solution
is to hold regular meetings for reviewing
safety rules and/or recent accidents and
near misses. Meet with all workers on a
crew-by-crew basis, even if only for 5 or
10 minutes at the beginning of the shift.
Promotions, contests, and other
“gimmicks” may work if they can keep the
workers alert to avoiding unsafe acts.

HUMAN BEHAVIOUR
How accidents happen…any one can be
traced back to these few causes…
•
•
•
•
•
•

I don’t know….
I don’t care….
I am not trained….
I know but ignore….
I get accustomed….
I grow into bad habits….

Training for new workers and
regular re-training are also
important --- few newly-hired workers
arrive at the plant gate with any
Comment by Hans Bohde, EEC Conference, 2002
understanding of industrial safety. Each
new worker must be put through a period
of formal safety training, with performance evaluated just as for any other part of the job. Then a
periodic review of the training is needed to maintain awareness.

Accident Reporting, Investigation, and Follow-up
Every injury or near-miss accident in the plant must be reported and investigated, no
matter how small. Only by following up on small incidents is it possible to reduce or eliminate the
major ones.
H.W. Heinrich in 1931 proposed that
injuries occur in a distribution resembling a
pyramid; for every major injury (top) there will be
29 minor-to-serious injuries (middle) and 300 nearmisses (on the bottom). Managers often make the
mistake of trying to eliminate only the top of the
pyramid without working on the base. While that
approach may seem cost effective, in fact it is a
waste of time and money. It is only possible to
shrink the top of the pyramid by reducing the base.
So, it is important for every minor injury or
near-miss be reported and investigated, and for
Figure D-1: H.W. Heinrich’s Injury
action to be taken to prevent recurrence. When
Frequency Pyramid
minor and medium-severity accidents and injuries
are minimized, the major ones will also decrease.
And, the investigations and follow-up actions will
eventually result in an effective on-going safety program.
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Common Hazards in the Extrusion Plant1
The most common hazards in the extrusion plant are well known. Following is a brief
review, with recommendations for minimizing their impact on plant operations.

Extrusion Tooling
The following rules for safe operation of extrusion tools were offered by Bill Mason and
Mel Molitor2:
•

Never extrude using cold or room temperature tools.

•

Never look into the exit end of a die when applying extrusion load.

•

Never use improperly supported dies, backers, and bolsters.

1

This section reports on work presented by Alan Bartelt of Alcoa at Aluminum Extruders Council
Press Maintenance Workshop, Chicago, April 4, 2002, and from similar materials from
the following paper:
Bartelt, Alan, “Extrusion Hazards and Risk Reduction,” Proceedings of 8th International Aluminum
Extrusion Technology Seminar, (2004).
2 Mason, Bill, and Molitor, Mel, Session on Die Correction at 1989 Die Workshop, Aluminum
Extruders Council, October 1989, Chicago.
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•

Always use safety devices and shields.

•

Caution - Many extrusion dies and support tools are subjected to stresses at or near the
yield strength of the steel, allowing for little or no safety factor. Always adhere to rigid
safety practices.

•

Never use a bad eye bolt for lifting a die, and always make sure the eye bolt is screwed
in at least 4 or 5 full turns.

•

Beware of fire when applying
lubricants (wax or grease) to hot dies
and tooling.

Tooling breakage has caused many
serious injuries due to flying shrapnel. Dies
generally are under their highest stress
during breakout of the extrusion. There are
many occurrences of die fractures ejecting
steel shrapnel down the runout table.
Misalignment of the tool stem and
the billet container has resulted in slivers of
steel from the nose flying out of the press
toward operating personnel. Tool stems are
designed primarily for axial loading and
misalignment of the stem and billet container
can generate bending stresses along with
the axial stresses that can cause
catastrophic failure. Total fractures of tool
stems have occurred due to major
misalignment problems. Figures D-2 and D3 are examples of such a fracture on a direct
stem.

Figure D-2: Shattered Press Stem

Figure D-3: Pieces of shattered press stem.
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Tooling Safety Procedures
Tooling components are the most highly stressed items in the extrusion press system.
Obviously, it is important to design and maintain these items for personnel safety and customer
needs. The following are some things to help maintain the tooling in safe working order and to
reduce the risk of personal injury.
Tool Stems:
•

Maintain good press alignment by regular uniform clearance checks between the stem
and billet container.

•

Always preheat stems prior to using. Stems are constructed from hot working steels and
are more brittle when cool.

•

Perform visual checks for any buildup of aluminum on the stem surface. This is usually
an indication of nose (dummy block) damage or misalignment.

•

Remove stems at least every 6 months and have them cleaned, visually inspected and
penetrant inspected.

•

Clean stems with caustic, flap wheels, scraping, and or wire brushing. Grinding with a
hard wheel can generate stress risers.

•

Inspect the main crosshead pressure plate for flatness within 0.003 inch.

•

Check stem nose and bell for flatness within 0.003 inch.

•

Check straightness of stem along length to be within 0.010” total indicator reading.

•

Repair nose or bell if localized indentations are greater than 0.010 inch deep and cover
more than 5% of the surface area.

•

Check the stem hardness to insure its strength is within the manufacturer’s specification.

•

Weld repairs to stems should generally not be performed unless special technical
practices are provided and followed.

•

A tool service history file should be maintained on each stem.

Dies and Backers:
•

Dies and backer blocks require special design consideration for stresses and deflections
and should be done by personnel technically qualified for such.

•

Dies should be cleaned with caustic and penetrant checked after each use. Dies should
also be checked for permanent deflection set to determine if they have been over
stressed.

•

Dies may be welded if performed with a specified procedure and qualified personnel.

Heat
The temperatures at which aluminum is extruded are very hazardous to human contact,
but the outward appearance of the metal gives no warning when it is hot. Certain steel parts of
the press and tooling also present similar high temperature hazards, particularly tooling just
removed from the press. Any exposed personnel, especially visitors to the press area, must be
properly instructed in avoiding hot materials; and procedures should be instituted to help avoid
accidental contact.
Temperatures in the press environment may also cause a variety of heat related physical
and mental conditions3.

3

Bartelt, Alan, Ibid.
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Fire4
The potential for fire around extrusion presses exists since most presses use mineral oil
hydraulic systems at relatively high pressures. These hydraulic fluids are extremely flammable if
atomized by a leak in a pipe, hose or fitting. Since the extrusion process is a thermal process,
there are many sources of ignition. Several deaths have been associated with fires on extrusion
presses.
Hydraulic oil leaks are the major cause of fires on extrusion presses. The following have
been shown to reduce the risk of leaks.
•

All connecting fittings should have o-ring seals with back up rings if possible.

•

All fittings and flange connection fasteners should be torqued to the manufacturer’s
specifications.

•

Manifolds should be used to minimize connections.

•

The use of hoses should be minimized unless needed for flexibility.

•

High pressure hoses should have safety sleeves installed over them to provide an extra
barrier to spray leaks.

•

Consider using nonflammable fluids for billet loaders which do not require high pressures.

•

All piping systems should have proper supports to minimize vibration from dynamic
pressure fluctuations.

•

The use of proportional control valves can significantly reduce shock loading that could
cause leaks.

Fire protection measures around the press vary according to the company and the laws
and regulations of the locality. A few companies use non-flammable hydraulic fluids such as
ethylene glycol or phosphate esters; however, these require particular materials of construction,
especially elastomer seals, so that they are not easily retrofitted in presses using petroleum oils.
Some authorities require automatic sprinklers for fire suppression, with heads located both above
and below the hydraulic tank. Addition of fusible-wire systems allows automatic alarms to signal
any fire event and stop the hydraulic pumps.
Hot work safety is primarily related to maintenance when welding, burn cutting, heating
and grinding generates a source of heat for igniting oil or other flammable materials that may be
present around a press facility. One method of reducing the risk of a fire associated with such
work is the use of a HOT WORK PERMIT by personnel performing the work. Such a permit is
typically completed by the supervisor of the personnel performing the work and reviewed with
those persons. A permit should identify the person doing the work, the location of the work area,
conditions of the work area, what work is being done, when the work is being done, and also help
in determining safety hazards associated with the job. It should help identify what can be done to
reduce the risks associated with the work. Communication with the plant security group about the
job prior to beginning the work can also improve response to a fire if one should occur.

Lifting
Extrusion tooling, fixed dummy blocks, and similar heavy press components must be
handled, often with difficult and awkward lifting positions, thus creating a constant risk of lifting
injuries. Every employee must be given specific training in correct lifting procedures, and also
provided with appropriate back support belts. Each lifting operation should also be the subject of
ergonomic studies, to eliminate or minimize lifting requirements, and to provide correct lifting
devices. Heavy lifting should be done with the legs instead of the back, and twisting should be
avoided while lifting.

4

Ibid.
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Safe Lifting Techniques5
As part of the goal of accident prevention, we want to provide education to everyone on safe lifting
techniques in order to prevent back injuries. Please note the information and diagram below which outline
the basic rules for proper lifting.
Quick lifting tips:
•

Before lifting, make sure your path is dry and clear of objects that could cause a fall.

•

Bend your knees and keep your back straight. (Lift with your legs, not your back.)

•

Bring the load close to your body.

•

Lift in a slow, even motion.

•

Don't twist your body. If you must turn, move your feet.

•
Keep your back straight when putting down the load.
The weight of the objects you lift is an important factor in determining your risk of injury, and you will want to
be especially careful when lifting heavy items such as storage boxes full of files and cases of copy paper.
However, weight is not the only thing that determines your risk of injury. The following chart notes the effect
that posture can have when combined with lifting different size loads:

More on lifting techniques:

5

1.

Keep the load close: Holding a 20 pound object with your hands 20 inches from the body creates
more compressive force on your low back than holding it 10 inches away. This is because the
muscles in your back have to work harder to counterbalance the weight when it is further from the
body. As the compressive force on your low back increases, so does the risk of muscle
strains, ligament sprains and damage to disks in the spine.

2.

Avoid lifting from the floor: Lifting from the floor can greatly increase your risk of injury for two
reasons. First, it is difficult to bring objects close to your body when picking them up from the floor,
especially large objects where your knees can get in the way. Second, your low back must now
support the weight of your upper body as you lean forward, in addition to supporting the weight of
the item you are lifting. Lifting the same 20 pounds from the floor more than doubles the amount of
force on your low back when compared with lifting it from waist height. Even a one pound object
lifted from the floor increases your risk of injury if you use a bent over posture.

3.

Plan ahead: Decide how you will lift, carry, and place the item before you pick it up. Test the
weight of the load by moving or tipping it before you pick it up. Figure out if you can break the load
down by placing the contents of a large container into a number of smaller ones before moving
them.

From Gonzaga University – Environmental Health and Safety, www.Gonzaga.edu
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Mechanical Press Equipment
Moving parts of the press and related equipment --- especially automatic components of
newer handling systems --- require special precautions to prevent injuries:
•

Observe lock-out/tag-out rules when working on any moving or powered equipment.

•

Never step into the extrusion press
without following the lock-out/tag-out
procedures. For example, when
removing a fallen or wedged billet, or
checking a limit switch or loader
problem, it is possible to accidentally
actuate a switch or to release energy
stored in the hydraulic system, etc.

•

Watch for people who are
inexperienced, inattentive, or visitors to
the press area, to prevent them from
contacting moving equipment.

•

Watch for anyone standing in the way
of a puller, hot saw or shear, stretcher
headstock, cold saw, stacker, etc.

•

Never try to un-jam metal from the
puller unless the lock-out/tag-out
procedures have been followed and
the press operator notified.

•

Keep hands free of stretcher jaws and
puller teeth or jaws.

•

Moving equipment should be provided
with guards, light curtains, and/or
safety switches to prevent operation
when people are present. All safety
devices must be properly maintained,
in place and operating.

Light curtain

Figure D-4: Light curtain in lead-out table area

Light
curtain

Figure D-5: Light curtain on stretcher jaws

Material Handling
Many plants report that their highest frequency of injuries occurs from moving profiles,
tooling, etc., through the plant. Some specific examples of hazards and recommended safety
rules:
Overhead Cranes:
•

Crane operators should receive mandatory training on a regular basis and be certified as to
their operating skills.

•

Loads are often dropped due to sudden starts and stops, or due to the load hitting something;
operator care and skill are essential to avoiding these problems.

•

Never stand under or near a load suspended from a crane, even if it is an empty rack or load
lifter device; operators must never allow this to occur.

•

Immediately move out of the way if a load is coming toward you.

•

Stop the crane immediately if someone fails to move out of the way.
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•

Because profiles in a rack may tend to shift or may be loaded off-center, lift every load slowly
and carefully to check that the load is stable in the rack and will not tip and slide out, and that
the load does not swing to one side when it clears the floor.

•

All personnel should stand a good distance clear when profile racks are lifted in case the load
shifts.

•

Make sure that the “grabber” for picking up racks is correctly latched or connected to the rack
before lifting.

•

Use care when hooking the crane hook into a load: do not put fingers into the hook, and be
sure that the hook is fully engaged and latched

Keeping Overhead Cranes Safe*
The pre-shift inspection: OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) CFR 1910.179
mandates a crane inspection before every shift. It involves a full operational check so that the
function of the crane is observed and documented. The OSHA mandate does not specify what the
inspection will include; a good starting point for a checklist is either the “Crane Operator’s Manual,”
Published by the CMAA (Crane Manufacturers Association of America), or the CMAA’s Specification
78, containing standards and guidelines for servicing overhead and traveling cranes.
The CMAA’s 11-point list of items to be inspected daily includes existing lock-outs/tag-outs,
controls, brakes, hooks and hook latches, the wire rope and reeving, limit switches, oil leaks, unusual
noises, and the presence of legible warning and safety labels. The results of the inspection are to be
documented, with deficiencies precisely detailed.
The OSHA regulation also directs that a crane must be taken out of service until all faults are
repaired. Management support for this rule is required to prevent “working around” the deficiencies in
order to make production.
A key issue in the daily inspection: make sure the actual crane movements correspond to
the indicators on the controls. For example, should the controls be accidentally connected out of
phase after repairs, limit switches would be defeated and disaster could occur.

Common sense advice:
• Avoid using limit switches or bumpers to stop crane movements; these are for emergency
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

use only.
Take up slack slowly, until the load just clears the floor. Only then should the operator make
a continuous lift. Don’t jerk or snatch the load.
Draw a sling tight in stages. Do not make a continuous lift with a slack sling.
Be aware of how much weight the crane is lifting. Do not assume that every load will be
within the rated capacity of the crane.
Stand clear of the load. Most pendant cranes have the controls on a separate festoon track,
which moves the operator away from the load. No such [safety] exists with a radiocontrolled crane, and it’s easy to wander into harm’s way.
When traversing a load, know how much clearance is available around obstructions. And
never, ever, traverse a load over someone’s head.
When testing the brakes in the pre-shift inspection, be sure the block doesn’t drift after the
direction buttons are released. And test the bridge and trolley brakes as well as the drum
brakes.
In addition to listening for trouble, operators should use their noses. Smell is an excellent
indicator of impending motor burnout or brake failure.

*Excerpted from “Keeping Overhead Cranes Safe,”, Modern Metals,
J. Nieland Pennington, Executive Editor. December 2003, pages 28-30.
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Fork Lifts:
•

In the USA, drivers must receive mandatory training on a regular basis and be certified as to
their operating skills.

•

All workers and also visitors must be alert to fork lift traffic at all times, and particularly in
vehicle aisles and near blind doorways.

•

Drivers must be alert to avoid workers or visitors who may wander into the vehicle’s path.

•

Never allow a suspended load to pass over or near another person.

Hand Injuries. Often the most frequent injuries in extrusion plants are to the hands. Following
are some of the hazards to be avoided:
•

Handling heavy, awkward tooling, especially when the proper lifting equipment is not used.

•

Burns from hot tooling, also butts and profiles.

•

Getting fingers caught in stretcher jaws and puller teeth or jaws.

•

Putting the hand near a moving saw blade, even if it is just coasting.

•

New saw blades --- they are especially sharp.

•

Fingers caught between the extrusions and the saw stop or between the cut profiles and the
rest of the extrusion.

•

Cuts from handling the cut ends of extrusions --- also extremely sharp.

•

Cuts from the sharp edges on the ends on pre-cut billets.

•

Fingers smashed when handling billets.

•

Fingers caught in crane hooks when hooking billet or profile racks or tooling.

While gloves may prevent many hand injuries, in other cases they may increase the hazard,
for example when working near moving machinery. Some plants prohibit the wearing of rings or
watches for the same reason.

Electrical Safety
See Chapter 6: Electrical & Controls for recommendations for
Emergency E-Stop buttons, Grounding, and Protection of Electrical
Cabinets.
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A Check List of Additional Safety Hazards Associated with
Various Extrusion Plant Equipment
Extrusion Presses
ο

automatic machine movements

ο

hot machine parts

ο

tooling failure

ο

broken hydraulic lines

ο

relief valves incorrectly set

ο

heavy lifting (billets, tooling, press parts)

ο loading tooling into the press (hoisting dangers, heat)
Billet/Log Feed Conveyors
ο

automatic machine movements

ο

hands caught between billets or logs

ο

billets or logs dropped

ο sharp ends on pre-cut billets and logs
Billet/Log Heaters - Gas Fired
ο

heat --- burn hazards from hot surfaces or hot air discharge

ο

combustion safety (discussed in more detail below, page 15-10)

ο

billets or logs dropped

ο

hands caught between billets or logs

ο

automatic movement of doors, thermocouples, and other mechanical parts

ο

system overheating due to failure of temperature controls

ο fire hazards if combustible hydraulic fluids are used nearby
Billet/Log Heaters - Induction
ο

heat --- burn hazards from hot surfaces

ο

billets thrown out by induction forces

ο

billets or logs dropped

ο

hands caught between billets or logs

ο

automatic movement of doors, thermocouples, and other mechanical parts

ο

system overheating due to failure of temperature controls or cooling water

ο electrical power system hazards
Log Shears
ο

automatic machine movements --- log feed, shearing, and billet transfer

ο

hands caught between billets or logs

ο

billets or logs dropped

ο

sharp ends on logs

ο

heat --- burn hazards from hot surfaces

ο

billets or logs dropped

ο

hands caught between billets or logs

ο fire hazards from combustible hydraulic fluids
Billet Conveyors
ο

automatic machine movements

ο

hands caught between billets or logs
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ο

billets or logs dropped

ο

sharp ends on pre-cut billets and logs

ο

heat --- burn hazards from hot surfaces or hot air discharge

ο

billets or logs dropped

ο hands caught between billets and other objects
Billet Lubrication
ο

flammable lubricants

ο combustion hazards (with flame-type lubricator)
Lead-out Tables
ο

hot profiles

ο

tooling failure --- flying particles

ο heavy lifting (cannisters)
Hot Saws or Hot Shears
ο

saw or shear blade

ο

moving machine parts --- saw or shear (travel and actuation), mini-slat, puller

ο flying saw chips
Air Quenches
ο

air-blown particles (eye hazards)

ο

suction at the fan inlet(s)

ο fan shafts, belt drives, or couplings
Water Quenches
ο

possible hot water or steam

ο

very fast puller movements, automatically controlled

ο

possible failure of braking (linear motor type pullers)

Pullers

ο danger to hands from puller jaws
Slat Conveyors
ο

moving chains and slats

ο

automatic start and stop

ο hot profiles
Lift-Over and Transfer Devices
ο

moving mechanical parts with automatic actuation

ο

hot profiles

ο

walking on table to reach profiles or to deal with equipment problems --- most table
surfaces are slick with carbon or lubricants.

ο pinch points at walking beams
Walking Beams
ο

moving mechanical parts with automatic actuation

ο

hot profiles

ο

walking on table to reach profiles or to deal with equipment problems --- most table
surfaces are slick with carbon or lubricants.

ο pinch points at walking beams
Belt Systems
ο

moving mechanical parts with automatic actuation
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ο

pinch points at belt pulleys and take-ups

ο

hot profiles

ο

walking on table to reach profiles or to deal with equipment problems --- footing may
be inadequate unless a walkway is installed; even so, no handrails and possible
automatic re-start of belts.

Stretchers
ο

risk of hands caught or crushed in jaws

ο

head- and tailstock movement, often automatically controlled

ο

profiles breaking or slipping out of jaws while under tension

ο

interference with, or caught in, telescoping belts or profile support devices

walking on table to reach profiles or to deal with equipment problems --- footing may
be inadequate unless a walkway is installed; even so, no handrails and possible
automatic re-start of belts.
Saw Feed Conveyors
ο

ο

moving rollers and/or belt drives, with automatic actuation

ο

automatic raise-lower action (some saw feed conveyors)

ο

pinch points at walking beams or pulleys and take-ups of feed belts

ο

putting the hand near a moving saw blade, even if it is just coasting

ο

handling new saw blades --- they are especially sharp.

ο

fingers caught between the extrusions and the saw stop or between the cut profiles
and the rest of the extrusion

ο

cut ends of extrusions --- also extremely sharp

ο

sawing pipe or other rounded extrusions --- these may kick out, so they must be held
firmly in place.

ο

placing a new blade in service (if blade should be installed backward, teeth may
break off and be thrown out)

Saws

ο

moving machine parts --- saw blade actuator, and conveyors

ο

flying saw chips

ο

saw noise

ο

lifting of profiles

ο scrap and other tripping hazards in saw area
Length Gauges
ο

moving mechanical parts with automatic actuation

ο

pinch points at belt gauge stop and chain or rack and pinion drives

ο cut ends of extrusions --- extremely sharp.
Off-Load Conveyors
moving mechanical parts --- pinch points on belt pulleys and take-ups, also lifting
mechanisms.
Profile Stackers
ο

ο

moving mechanical parts with automatic actuation

ο dropped loads (gantry-type stackers)
Age Oven
ο

combustion safety hazards

ο

worker trapped in oven (never enter an oven without a safety watch)

ο

load shifting or falling over in the oven
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ο walking on floor-type rollers or conveyors
Die Ovens
ο

hot surfaces and hot tooling

ο

hot air escape when the door is opened

ο

hoisting hazards

Personal Protective Equipment
Requirements for protective equipment vary from plant to plant and from country to
country. Following are typical practices seen in a variety of extrusion plants:
Eye Protection: every plant now requires wearing of safety lenses with side shields.
Hearing Protection: all plants require hearing protection (suitable ear plugs or ear-muffs), for
workers in the press area. Occupational safety rules generally require monitoring of noise levels
and routine testing of worker hearing, in order to monitor potential hearing loss due to high noise
levels in the press area.
Safety Shoes: almost all plants require workers to wear shoes with steel safety toes, and some
also require shoes with metatarsal shields, to protect the instep area from dropped objects.
Safety Hats: most plants require that maintenance workers and visitors wear hard hats in all
areas, but relatively few press workers are required to wear head protection continuously.
Gloves: workers normally only use gloves for specific tasks, such as handling of hot metal or
tooling. As noted above, in some cases gloves may increase the risk of injury, particularly around
moving equipment.
Back-Support Belt: these belts are used increasingly in all areas of industry as part of efforts to
reduce back injuries from lifting heavy objects.
Face Shields: used when grinding or working around caustic.
Some plants also require FR7 or FR 9 Fire retardant Clothing for mechanics or electricians
performing medium voltage or hot work or welding.
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Lock-Out Tag-Out Procedures
A clear, rigidly enforced lock-out/tag-out procedure must be in effect throughout any
plant. Lockable switchgear is more positive, although some plants use a tag-our procedure
effectively if there are sufficient controls against removing tags without proper approval.

Machines can be powered by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electricity
Fuel gas
Compressed air
Coiled springs
Raised loads
Steam
Pressurized liquids

Tragic accidents have occurred involving
billet loaders where the hydraulic pressure
was not properly released before working
on the loader! Always be sure the
pressure is deactivated before working on
any billet loader.

Some machines may be powered from multiple sources. And any single source by itself
may present a danger, even if the others are turned off.
A written procedure MUST be provided for lock-out/tag-out of each type of machine!

Elements of a Lock-Out/Tag-Out Program:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify what energy sources will be locked out
Can locks be used? Locks should be applied whenever possible.
Determine the sequence to follow.
Multiple maintenance personnel: be sure each person applies
their own lock or tag to all lock-out points.
5. Be sure that all stored energy is safely released.
6. Try all sources and switches to confirm that all energy sources
have been deactivated.
7. Before removing locks or tags be sure that:
• All safety guards are back in place
• Work is complete and tools have been put away
• Workers are positioned safely for start-up
• Controls are positioned correctly for start-up and the
machine is ready for operation
8 Only the person who applied the lock or tag may remove it. In
case there are multiple lockout points and maintenance people,
team leaders should remove their locks last.
9 Follow the approved sequence in unlocking and un-tagging the
lockout points and returning the machine to service.

Six Lock Tips:
• One lock – one key.
• Identify locks with numbers or colors.
Figure D-7: Typical
• Use multiple lockout devices if needed.
Lock-out Tag-out
• Never give your assigned lock or key to someone else.
devices
• Always use a tag-out with your lock.
• If a lock can’t be applied, contact your supervisor.
For additional suggestions on proper procedures, refer to OSHA rules for Control of Hazardous
Energy Sources (Lock-out/Tag-out), and “A Lock-Out/Tag Out Procedure that Works.”6
6

Wirtz, Rodney, “A Lock Out/Tag Out Procedure that Works,” Proceedings of 4th International
Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar, Vol. II, (1988), p. 421-422.
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Maintenance Safety
Safety responsibilities of the maintenance department extend beyond maintaining safe
conditions for maintenance workers, for example:
Maintaining Safety Devices. Maintenance workers must be trained in the proper use and
maintenance of such safety equipment as:
•

electrical or PLC interlocks

•

combustion safety logic and devices

•

device guards

•

light curtains

Maintenance must have a primary responsibility in insuring that guards are in place and safety
switches and interlocks are working properly. They should be motivated with a personal interest
in safety so that unsafe conditions will be corrected or reported immediately and proper remedial
steps may be taken. Someone may put jumpers around safety relays or defeat purge timers or
flame safeties, as a quick fix to a problem; but the result could be major injury and/or equipment
destruction.
Electrical Safety. Only properly qualified personnel should be permitted to work on electrical
equipment.
Servicing energized industrial control equipment can be hazardous. Severe injury or
death can result from electrical shock, burn, or unintended actuation of controlled equipment.
Recommended practice is to disconnect and lock-out control equipment from power sources, and
release stored energy, if present. Refer to National Fire Protection Association Standard No.
NFPA70E, Part II and (as applicable) OSHA rules for Control of Hazardous Energy Sources
(Lock-out/Tag-out) and OSHA Electrical Safety Related Work Practices for safety related work
practices, including procedural requirements for lock-out-tag-out; and appropriate work practices,
personnel qualifications and training requirements where it is not feasible to de-energize and
lock-out or tag-out electric circuits and equipment before working on or near exposed circuit parts.
Industrial control equipment should be inspected periodically. Inspection intervals should
be based on environmental and operating conditions and adjusted as indicated by experience.
An initial inspection within 3 to 4 months after installation is suggested. See National Electrical
Manufacturers Association (NEMA) Standard No. ICS 1.3, Preventive Maintenance of Industrial
Control and Systems Equipment, for general guidelines for setting up a periodic maintenance
program. Some specific guidelines are listed below.
•

Keep cabinet doors closed and locked to keep the interiors clean and to prevent unauthorized
access.

•

If inspection reveals that dust, dirt, moisture or other contamination has reached the control
equipment, the cause must be eliminated. This could indicate an incorrectly selected or
ineffective enclosure, unsealed enclosure openings (conduit or other) or incorrect operating
procedures. Replace any improperly selected enclosure with one that is suitable for the
actual environmental conditions -- refer to NEMA Standard No. 250, Enclosures for Electrical
Equipment for enclosure type descriptions and test criteria. Replace any damaged or
embrittled elastomer seals and repair or replace any other damaged or malfunctioning parts
(e.g., hinges. fasteners, etc.).

•

Dirty, wet or contaminated control devices must be replaced unless they can be cleaned
effectively by vacuuming or wiping with a soft cloth. Compressed air is not recommended for
cleaning because it may displace dirt, dust, or debris into other parts or equipment, or
damage delicate parts.

•

Guards and safety devices must be in place and working.
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Combustion System Safety. “The objective of a combustion safety system is to stop the flow of
fuel if the flame should happen to be extinguished. If the fuel flow is not stopped, the combustion
chamber (or an entire building) may be filled with an explosive mixture of fuel and air.
“A pilot is not enough protection. It may go out or become inadequate to relight an
extinguished main flame promptly; or a pilot may be unable to relight the main flame if the fuel/air
ratio is too rich or too lean, if the feed rate is too fast or too slow, or if atomization is poor.
“The old idea that a constant pilot was helpful because it was always there to relight an
extinguished flame has fallen into disrepute. Too many pilot flames have been unable to light a
main flame when needed but have later served to ignite an explosive accumulation of fuel-air
mixture. An interrupted pilot with its programmed trial-for-ignition period is the best way to avoid
a pilot-ignited explosion. To prevent accumulation of unburned fuel in a combustion chamber,
flame monitoring devices should be used to govern automatic fuel shutoff valves.
“Automatic Fuel Shutoff Valves. The prime requisites of any fuel shutoff valve are that
it cannot be manually locked open, that it shut tightly, and that it be sensitive to any possible
failure in the system. In addition it is desirable to have a manual shutoff arrangement, high
mechanical advantage for easy opening, and an auxiliary switch.
“When the control circuit is interrupted the [valve’s] electromagnet no longer holds the
valve open and a strong spring snaps it shut so fuel flow is stopped quickly. When the trouble
has been eliminated so that the circuit is again closed, the valve can be opened by the action of
the hand lever. If, however, the trouble has not been satisfactorily corrected, the circuit remains
open and the valve cannot be opened by moving the hand lever because the valve stem remains
disengaged from the handle. This is termed a manual reset fuel shutoff valve as differentiated
from an automatic reset fuel shutoff valve that automatically “resets” and reopens when power is
restored. The manual reset type is used wherever the presence of an operator is required to
assure a safe, low fire relighting of the burners….
“Any automatic fuel shutoff valve (manual reset or automatic reset) should close upon
failure of:
1. combustion or atomizing air blower
2. any element of the input control system (such as temperature controllers)
3. air pressure at the burner
4. fuel pressure at the burner
5. current from the flame detector, or
6. current from other safety devices [such as door limit switches]….
“The fuel shutoff valve must be connected in series with all of these elements. Fuel [and] air
pressure can be converted to an electrical signal by means of a bellows, Bourdon tube, or
diaphragm operated switch…..
“Because a fuel shutoff valve effects the final action commanded by a trouble-detecting
system, a leak or failure of such a valve could be extremely dangerous. For this reason, insuring
authorities often insist on two fuel shutoff valves in series with the space between them vented
outdoors (double block and vent valves), plus provision for a periodic leak test of the valves. All
of the leak test methods consist of some sort of shutoff valve immediately downstream from the
fuel shutoff valves with provision for detecting pressure build-up between the valves (as would
occur if a fuel shutoff valve were leaking). The simplest form of leak test utilizes a petcock with a
rubber hose, the open end of which is immersed in a beaker of water so that one can observe
bubbles of fuel forming in the water if a leak exists. The most reliable leak check system is a
programmed automatic check device such as a “Double Checker.” It makes an automatic check
after each closure of the fuel shutoff valve, using a pressure switch and alarm.”7
7

From North American Combustion Handbook, 2nd Edition, North American Mfg. Co., Cleveland
OH 44105 USA, page 296.
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For the USA, rules for safe combustion systems are determined primarily by the National
Fire Protection Administration (NFPA), and echoed in the rules of Factory Mutual (FM), Industrial
Risk Insurers (IRI), and the US Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).

Emergency Plan
Every industrial plant should have a formal, written plan of emergency procedures --what to do in case of a major disaster such as fire, tornado, flood, building collapse, etc. The plan
should indicate escape routes and assembly areas so that employees may be accounted for.
Responsibilities for dealing with every aspect of the emergency should be assigned. Copies of
the plan should be given to every employee, reviewed in safety meetings, and posted, as well as
provided to local fire and safety officials.

Other Sources of Safety Information
Additional information on safety programs is available from:
•

Your insurance carrier

•

Industrial Risk Insurers (IRI), Chicago, IL, USA

•

Factory Mutual Engineering Corporation (FM): “Handbook of Industrial Loss
Prevention,” 2nd Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, NY, (1967).

•

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), Boston MA USA

•

Industrial Heating Equipment Association (IHEA), Washington DC USA

•

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) (USA government)

•

State or local fire and safety agencies

While some people may regard these agencies as their adversaries, who are to be avoided at all
costs, in fact they may become valuable allies and a useful source of information. It is best to
begin a cooperative relationship before troubles occur, so that their help can be counted on when
it is needed.
Additional Safety References:
ANSI B11.17 Safety Requirements for Construction, Care and Use of Horizontal Hydraulic
Extrusion Presses
ANSI B11-TR3 Risk Assessmant and Risk Reduction Technical Report
ANSI B11.19 Performance Criteria for the Safeguarding for Machine Tools
Copies available from AMT – The Association for Manufacturing Technology, 7901
Westpark Drive, McLean VA 22102 USA.
Faassen, J.R., and Teets, R.P., “Extrusion Press Safety,” Proceedings of 3rd International
Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar, Vol. I, (1984), p. 405-406.
prEN 14656 Safety of machinery - Safety requirements for extrusion presses for steel and nonferrous metals CEN/TC 322. It covers: - extrusion presses from the exit side of the
heater through associated handling, cooling and quenching equipment including, e.g., the
puller, the hot saw, the run-out table, the stretcher, the cold saw, cold saw table, etc.
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Environment
The most pressing environmental issues faced by most extruders tend to arise in the
billet foundry, painting plant, or anodizing line, for extruders who have these operations.
However, these departments are beyond the scope of this manual, so here we will touch on
several of the environmental concerns within the extrusion department.

Oils - Hydraulic. Waste oils and greases in extrusion plant effluent streams are closely
regulated in every jurisdiction, and so any oil-bearing streams must be captured and tightly
controlled. All extrusion presses leak oil, but it is far more effective and economical to minimize
leaks and spills than to capture and separate out the oil in a downstream location. In addition to
visible leaks, Ultraviolet light (UVA) may be used to find leaks not otherwise visible. UVA lamps
are available at most electrical-supply stores.

Recycling Hydraulic Oil. While most engineers, maintenance people, and equipment
suppliers are reluctant to consider using recycled oil in an application so critical as an extrusion
press, advancing technology may combine with environmental realities to make recycling
necessary in the future. Consider the following information:
“In this day of tighter and tighter environmental regulations, a leaking hydraulic system
can become very expensive. Not only do you have to purchase the oil, but now you may have to
pay to dispose of it. Hydraulic oil is usually reclaimable. A system can be built or purchased for
your own use, or a mobile unit can come and recycle the oil at your site. In either case, a lab is
needed to analyze the condition of your oil to see if it is oxidized or if the additive package is
intact.
“Many mobile recyclers can add the additive package, or a portion of it, to restore the oil’s
original properties. Also, viscosity modifiers are available.
“Mobile units are quite reasonable in cost. The latest quote at the time of this writing was
for $1.35 per gallon on a press hydraulic oil that cost $2.25 per gallon to purchase. All reclaiming
systems work on the same principle. The oil is first heated to 180oF to 200oF (80oC to 90oC) and
the gross water is removed by settling or possibly with a centrifuge. Settling will remove down to
about 5 to 10 percent water content. A centrifuge will get it down to 2 percent water content.
After that, the oil is subjected to a vacuum to get the remaining water out. Most equipment
manufacturers recommend no more than 500 parts per million of water. A vacuum can get down
to about 250 parts per million. If the amount of water in the oil is very limited, say less than 0.5
percent, a water absorbing filter can be used but the cost of the filter must be watched as they
can become very expensive for the amount of water removed. Gross dirt would be removed by
the settling tank and the suction strainers for the pumps. Fine dirt can then be removed [by]
filtering. Now that you have clean dry oil, the lab work must be done to insure that all of the
additive package is present and the viscosity is correct.”8

Oils - Saw and Billet Lubricants. Because of the development of new lubricant technologies
for aluminum sawing and extrusion tooling, the oil and grease effluents from these sources may
now be dramatically reduced. See Chapter 8 for information on sawing, and Chapter 3 for
information on tooling lubricants.
Smoke. Flame-type billet lubricators, as well as other types of flammable lubricants, are being
banned or limited in many jurisdictions due to their contribution to air pollution. Combustion-type
log and billet heaters, especially oil-fired, must be maintained in top condition and firing on-ratio to
minimize the discharge of hydrocarbons and particulates.

8

Ferryman, Roger L., “Proper handling of Hydraulic Oil in the Extrusion Press,” Proceedings of
5th International Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar, Vol. II, (1992), p. 583-585.
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Chips and Dust. Cyclone-type chip collectors typically have extremely high collection
efficiency when fitted with cloth discharge bags. Most problems arise due to inadequate design
of the capture hood and ductwork. See Chapter 8 for references on saw chip capture systems.
Noise. The major sources of noise in the extrusion plant are press hydraulic systems and
sawing of profiles. Hydraulic system noise may be abated at the source by locating the pumps
and other components in an appropriate enclosure, or, where possible, in a concrete pit below
floor level. Hydraulic noise is best addressed when a new press is installed or when major
renovations are made to an older one. To minimize saw noise, older saws may be retrofitted with
clamps and other devices9; however, the ultimate solution is replacement with a new saw of the
under-table design.
Quench Water. Water used to quench profiles, either at the press or after solution heat treat
furnaces, is subject to overall plant effluent limitations in most jurisdictions, and so must be
considered in permit applications. Allowances for such elements as aluminum, zinc, chromium,
and cyanide are calculated on the basis of pounds (or kg) of aluminum processed.

Die Cleaning Operations. Removal of aluminum from used dies often is a major source of
effluent control problems. Caustic soda (NaOH) burn-out is effective in removing the aluminum
but generates a waste stream which is restricted or not permitted at all in some jurisdictions;
various proprietary commercial processes are available for treatment. A secondary problem is
the generation of caustic fumes (actually aerosol mists) which must be collected at the source
and scrubbed in order to avoid atmospheric corrosion within the plant and also discharge to the
atmosphere.
In order to minimize the amount of aluminum which must be dissolved, various
techniques are used to remove as much metal as possible before burn-out. Some try to strip out
as much as possible with the butt shear before the die is removed from service; others remove
metal by means of a chipping hammer. More recently, many extruders leave the aluminum in the
die as long as it does not require modification or repair while out of service. The dies are stored
with the aluminum intact, then reheated sufficiently for the aluminum to be extruded out with the
first billet.

Other Atmospheric Pollutants and Surface Pitting. Extruders who produce highly
finished products are well aware of the phenomenon of surface pitting. Bright-dipped profiles
may display a mottled surface which, on microscopic examination, turns out to be tiny “pits” or
cavities in the surface. Such surface pitting is usually found to be the result of tiny specks of
particulate or liquid, usually but not always organic. While there is no general agreement as to
the mechanism responsible, it is possible that the surface contaminant serves to create an anodic
point on the surface, resulting in a form of galvanic corrosion. Episodes of pitting often occur
after something has been spray painted within the plant, releasing airborne solvents and paint
particles. Another common source is the aerosol mists of hydraulic oils, coming from faulty intake
breathers, or from excessive use of lubricants on the press, tooling, or saws.

9Stewart,

John S., “Aluminum Extrusion Sawing Noise Reduction,” Proceedings of 4th
International Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar, Vol. II, (1988), p. 423-427.
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Managing Extrusion Plant
Maintenance
This chapter is available for sponsorship. For info contact:
alkennedy@usa.net
Managing maintenance is a challenging job, especially in an extrusion plant with
older presses. There is pressure to keep downtime to a minimum, and at the same time
keep repair costs low as possible. What kind of management program can help meet
these goals? In the following pages we explore these 6 concepts which, based on
experience, are keys to managing maintenance.
• The best “Maintenance Level” for your plant
• Staffing; work planning and scheduling; and performance measurement
• “Maintenance engineering,” or reducing maintenance frequency by redesign
and use of new materials
• Establishing and maintaining adequate equipment information files and
records
• Maintaining the correct spare parts inventory
• Some specialized tools and techniques for maintenance

The Goal of Maintenance Management
The goal in managing maintenance is to achieve the
correct economic balance between low maintenance cost
and minimum “downtime” or maximum reliability of the
production equipment. Finding the ideal balance between
cost and uptime is always difficult, because there is often a
time lag between cause and effect; that is, you may cut back
on maintenance and not see any effect on increased
downtime and other problems until much later. Then when
you least expect it, problems arise, with increased
breakdowns, unplanned expenses, and irate customers.
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The Maintenance Level Audit
A useful tool for finding the correct balance between maintenance cost and downtime is the
Maintenance Level Audit. The purpose is to measure the condition of the plant, with respect to
maintenance, on an imaginary rating scale from 0 to 5.
•

A level of 5 represents a perfectly
maintained plant: everything perfectly
clean and painted, no oil leaks, no
vibrating machines, etc.

•

A level of zero represents the opposite
extreme: a complete mess, guards
missing, fluids leaking, machines
neglected, broken down and falling apart.

The scale from 0 to 5 then represents proportional
stages between these extremes.
To measure the maintenance level, a
team of 2 to 5 inspectors goes to each
department or extrusion press and rates it as well
as possible based on visible evidence; rating each
element such as pumps, piping, machine guards, paint, fluid leaks, vibrations and noise, etc. Even
though it is only possible to evaluate visible conditions by this method, the results are in fact a
remarkably good picture of the entire maintenance level, including downtime and repair costs.
Now, with the concept in mind that maintenance level can be measured, it becomes
easier to discuss the philosophy of the maintenance program. To illustrate, imagine a plant with a
maintenance level of 1.0. There we might see such things as visible oil leaks, rags, and dirt, which
will eventually result in a contaminated hydraulic system, dirty filters, pump and valve failures, and
press downtime. What could have been repaired early for a few dollars now costs thousands,
including major breakdown time. A maintenance level at the low end of the scale indicates a
short-sighted and costly maintenance program.
At the other extreme, it is also possible to over-maintain a plant, for example by excessive
painting, cleaning and polishing. Once a certain level is reached, additional inspecting, polishing
and cleaning will add little to reliability. Now, this writer has visited some 165 extrusion plants and
has never seen a 5 (and very few 4’s). Even so, it would seem wasteful to maintain the plant at
level above 4. One would never maintain an extrusion press to the level of a boiler room or perhaps
a fire truck, where there are workers available with extra time to clean and polish the equipment.
So the ideal level of maintenance seems to be in the range from 2.5 to 3.5, with small
problems being spotted and corrected early before they become big, costly problems; and wherever
possible to err on the side of doing more than the minimum, not less. This seems to be the level
that corresponds to maximum uptime while minimizing the cost over the long term.
When trying to reduce maintenance costs, always keep in mind that cutting costs is not
really saving money if the maintenance level is reduced in the process. A good maintenance level
is like money in the bank, and allowing maintenance level to decline is like using up the money that
was invested for the future. Of course in times of extreme production demands or financial crisis, it
may be necessary to somewhat neglect maintenance for a short time. The level might be allowed
to decline to, say, 2.0; but it should never be allowed to get too low or else recovery will be very
difficult and expensive. And allowing a decline in the maintenance level must never be considered
anything but temporary; after all, it is not a cost saving, but a postponement of costs, a borrowing
from the future; and the plant must eventually be returned to the economical range 2.5 to 3.5.
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The Maintenance Level Audit is conducted by a team of 2 to 5 persons, who come from
different backgrounds and departments, and from different plants if possible. Use a checklist similar
to Figure E-1 (develop your own if possible). Each team member grades each item and the results
are averaged. Collecting this data on a quarterly or semi-annual basis will provide a useful ongoing
measure of maintenance performance.

Maintenance Staffing and Required Skills
Perhaps the major responsibility of maintenance management is providing the correct
staffing to meet the needs of the plant – the right number of people with the proper skills at the right
time.
In extrusion plants we generally find an average staffing level in the range of 200 to 400
maintenance man-hours per press per month. This figure includes direct hours worked on the
press line alone (not including equipment in the foundry, finishing, or packing areas), and it varies
according to many factors, for example:
•

age of the equipment

•

size of the press

•

design and complexity of the equipment

•

skill level of maintenance workers

•

whether preventive or breakdown maintenance is followed

•

use of press operators and/or outside contractors for some work

Some months there will be peaks where somewhat more man-hours are required, but on
average the indicated range should be expected.
Most extrusion plants have a continuing problem in finding and keeping maintenance
workers with the necessary skills. Working conditions are often brutal – hot, dirty, and stressful.
The best solution is to focus on improving working conditions: not only pay and benefits, but also
the work environment and the way the work is performed. Try scheduling maintenance shut-downs
during mid-week, when parts suppliers are open and vendors are available for technical support.
Your workers will thank you. By moving away from reactive to proactive maintenance, you will
improve working conditions and save money for the company at the same time.
A good source for maintenance workers that is often overlooked is the press crew.
Consider the advantages of moving press operators into maintenance: they already know the
equipment, they are comfortable with the plant environment, and their loyalty to the company has
been demonstrated. They only need to be trained in the necessary skills.
There are several resources for obtaining training for extrusion plant maintenance workers:
•

the Aluminum Extruders Council offers Press Maintenance Seminars to its members every
2 or 3 years

•

vendors such as Oilgear and Allen Bradley offer specialized training on their equipment

•

maintenance seminars or in-house training are occasionally offered by consultants

These resources will complement the courses available at local technical schools.
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Figure E-1:

Maintenance Level Audit (Sample Form)
Date________________________ Audited By__________________________________
Location_________________________________________________________________
Note: Grade each item on a scale of O (Worst) to 5 (Best)
Item

Department

Press 1

Press 2

Press 3

Housekeeping
Floors, walkways, & ladders
Mechanical Equipment:
Functions smoothly
Vibration
Lubrication

Hydraulic Systems:
Oil leaks
Shock or hammer
Temperature control

Electrical Equipment:
Control cabinets
Conduit & wiring
Lighting

Safety Equipment:
Guards
Protective equipment

Piping Systems:
Hydraulic
Compressed air
Water
Other

Heating Equipment
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Workload Planning and Scheduling
It is generally agreed that maintenance performed on a planned basis is more efficient than
waiting until a breakdown occurs. Planned or “preventive” maintenance can be done while the
press operating crew is off duty to save costs, and without interruption of production plans. Equally
important, a planned shutdown makes it possible to have all the right workers on hand, and any
specialized tools, parts, and materials available, so that the work can be done in the most efficient
manner without having to go look for tools and parts. Good planning takes time, so the office staff
must be large enough and knowledgeable about the work, in order to plan and schedule the
resources needed and to coordinate the plans with the production schedule.
Responsibility for maintenance planning must be assigned. A qualified staff person should
be put in charge of planning, since line supervisors often lack the time for detailed advance
planning, particularly for complex shut-downs.

Performance Measurement
For the sake of measuring performance, it is useful to track the following data on a monthly
basis or more often, for each press (in multi-press plants):
*

maintenance man-hours

*

percent overtime for maintenance workers

*

hours + minutes of press downtime for planned maintenance

*

hours + minutes of press downtime for breakdowns (unplanned maintenance)

*

maintenance costs

One goal is to minimize the downtime for breakdowns, in favor of planned maintenance.
Another goal is to hold maintenance overtime to less than 20% over any extended period --- more
than 20% overtime over an extended period is uneconomical and inefficient, as workers’ productivity
will likely suffer due to fatigue.

Maintenance Engineering
Most plants, regardless of age or design, will profit from an activity which we call
Maintenance Engineering (although it sometimes goes by other names as well). It is the reduction
of maintenance costs and downtime by finding engineering solutions for recurring
problems. The problems to be solved are identified from records of cost, downtime, and repair
histories, and from the recommendations of production and maintenance workers. A regular Pareto
analysis of downtime --- that is, summarizing downtime for each component of the press line --- is
the correct way to identify priority items for maintenance engineering.
To some extent, all maintenance and even production workers should be involved in
Maintenance Engineering, and they should be encouraged to identify problems and offer solutions
wherever possible. However, in larger, older plants, it is usually justified to assign one or more fulltime engineers to the activity, due to the technical skills needed and the number of opportunities for
cost reduction. In any case, Maintenance Engineering should be a formal program, with regular
management reports that list the problems, priorities, potential savings, and the name of the person
responsible for each item.
Many solutions to maintenance problems will be found in new materials and technologies in
the marketplace, so the Purchasing department should also be involved in contacting vendors and
finding sources of new technology.

Equipment Information Files and History
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A key to good maintenance is access to information about the equipment --- drawings,
inspection and repair procedures, and parts lists. However, in some plants the necessary
information is not available: there is nothing in the files to help diagnose a problem or to explain the
correct repair procedures. Either the correct information was never received, or it has been lost
over the years.
When new equipment is purchased, it is important to obtain good original vendor
information, with enough copies to provide a back-up. For this reason we recommend using a
Vendor Information Requirements sheet, such as in Figure E-2. This form will be included with
the Purchase Order and contract for equipment any time new equipment is purchased, and it
should be made a part of the Purchase Order. Note that the form lets you specify as electronic
media --- drawings in CAD format and manuals as word processor files. These formats protect
against loss and allow you to make fresh copies as needed.
Once the information is received, it should be distributed (usually copies to Production,
Maintenance, and Engineering) and also properly archived to insure against loss over the years. By
“archives” we mean a separate, locked, fire-proof file in a separate location. Personal Computer
technology makes it easy to create archives on magnetic media, but a “hard copy” archive is still
recommended, with access permitted only to make copies, never to remove the original document
from the archives. (We have seen too many plants that have lost all the drawings and other
documents of key equipment, and these plants often pay dearly for the lack of information, or they
must pay to obtain replacement documents.)
What can be done in an older plant after the original information has been lost? There is no
easy answer. First set up a proper information file system and an archive, starting from “zero” by
listing each piece of equipment and creating a file folder for each. Next go out to the equipment and
record any nameplate data, and then contact the original manufacturer to request copies of any
information still available. In some cases it is be necessary to make new drawings by measuring
directly from the equipment.
It is important for maintenance workers to have complete access to the data in the
equipment information files, as well as to the repair history. For this reason a notebook or tablet
computer seems ideal, although some documents such as large drawings or manuals are more
difficult to scan into memory and to recall. For these items conventional file cabinets are still
needed, along with secure back-up archives to guard against loss of the documents. Files should
be properly indexed to simplify locating the correct data.

Spare Parts Inventory
Spare parts for an extrusion plant usually represent a major investment, typically about 5%
of initial equipment cost. Still, most plants experience some downtime waiting for parts, and spend
considerable time and effort having parts specially made or flown in on a rush basis. Maintenance
workers usually complain that the stockroom doesn’t have what they need, but instead is filled with
items they don’t use, and even many obsolete or useless items. Go through the parts inventory a
couple of times every year to clean out obsolete items and note anything important that may be
missing. A carefully thought-out spare parts policy may well save you from disaster some day. It is
best if prepared in written form. It should include:
•

a plan for every major component – whether to stock it, wait until needed to buy it, or to
have it made (the decision is based on delivery and how critical the parts are)

•

a system for keeping an inventory of components such as containers and stems, which are
repaired and returned to inventory (in some plants, used parts are not included in the
inventory records system)

•

regular screening for and removal of obsolete parts

•

proper storage conditions and occasional inspection of spares

•

Some press components such as hydraulic cylinders, pumps, and electric motors have
special storage requirements. See Chapter B – Spare Parts.
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Figure E-2:

Equipment Data Requirements Sheet
Date___________________ Project__________________ PO No.__________
Supplier_____________________ Equip. Description____________________
This sheet specifies the technical data required from the vendor of the subject equipment
purchase. This sheet is part of the purchase agreement, and the order will not be
complete until all requested data has been received.

Equipment Data Required:
Type:

Hard Copies:

Media Copies (specify):

Instruction Manuals:
Performance Curves or Tables
(Pumps and Blowers)
Parts Assembly Diagrams
Complete Parts List
Recommended Spare Parts
Maintenance Instructions
Lubrication Requirements

Engineering Drawings:
Layout Drawings
Detail Parts Drawings
Foundation Requirements
Electrical & Controls:
Schematic Diagrams
Program Print-out

Notes: __________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Send Data to: ____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Computerized Maintenance Management Systems
Computer technology offers great opportunity in maintenance management, yet surprisingly
few plants use this tool to its full effectiveness. Why? Many plants use systems that try to
accommodate maintenance functions in a company-wide system that is actually designed for cost
accounting. Sometimes these systems are created with little understanding of the real maintenance
requirements, for example, they are not suited for keeping records of used parts, just mentioned, or
for archiving equipment information files.
Instead, most plants will benefit from purchasing a dedicated Computerized Maintenance
Management System (CMMS), many of which are available on the market. While we are not aware
of any such system that has been tailored specifically to extrusion plants, the ideal system should
incorporate all of the information requirements mentioned throughout this paper.

Review and Summary
The goal of maintenance management is to achieve the correct balance between low
maintenance cost and low “downtime” or reliability of the production equipment. In order to
achieve this goal the program should include:
• The best “Maintenance Level” for your plant
• Staffing; work planning and scheduling; and performance measurement
• “Maintenance engineering,” or reducing maintenance frequency by redesign and use
of new materials
• Establishing and maintaining adequate equipment information files and records
• Maintaining the proper spare parts inventory
• Some specialized tools and techniques for maintenance
All of these components, regardless of what they are called, belong in the modern,
comprehensive, extrusion plant maintenance program, and will contribute to success in balancing
low maintenance cost against maximum uptime.
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Following is an update to a paper that was presented in March, 2003, at the Aluminium 2000
Conference in Rome:

HighHigh-Tech Tools for Extrusion Plant Maintenance
by Al Kennedy
The methods and tools for maintaining extrusion presses and related equipment have been
greatly improved in recent years, and some older tools have found new applications. Examples
include: lasers for alignment and leveling; infra-red thermal imaging; digital videos and still photos;
hand-held computers; document storage, transmittal, and retrieval, including via the internet; and
barcoding. Older technologies have found new applications, for example: ultrasound and MPI
analysis of press components; hydraulic fluid analysis; and pressure grouting for foundations.
Many plants, however, do not take advantage of the available technology. In this paper we
explore many of these new tools and technologies that have become available, and how to apply
them in the extrusion plant maintenance program to reduce costs and improve reliability.

Internet Sources. Most questions about equipment and maintenance may be answered using
search engines such as Google.
Example: a recent search was made for information about “roller chain,” a component often used in
puller drives. A simple search yielded the following:
•

Roller Chain Drives Troubleshooting Guide at www.maintenanceresources.com. This
printable guide (Figure E-3) is helpful in diagnosing failures. It is free of charge and
available in an instant, along with similar guides on Roller Chain Installation, Lubrication,
and Maintenance; not to mention other topics such as bearings, belt drives, oil analysis,
gears, hydraulics, vibration, etc., from the same source.

•

Specifications and international standards for this product and related components.

•

Numerous sources for this product from around the world, allowing a quick search for the
lowest-cost source and fastest delivery, no longer limited to the local suppliers.

These results are typical; previous searches have been used to find lower cost sources for: electric
motors; other power transmission components; computers and printers and related supplies; tools
and diagnostic equipment; etc. Management ought to ensure that plant maintenance people have
this tool at their disposal.
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Figure E-3:
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Pressure Grouting. It is not unusual, especially in older press plants, to find that foundations
have tilted or settled. We have even seen some plants with foundations that allow the press to
move up and down significantly with every cycle. Clearly this condition would make it impossible to
maintain the proper press alignment and may cause constant shifting in the relative positions of the
main cylinder and die platen, depending on the rigidity of the press support frame.
Conventional foundation repair requires a great expense and loss of production while the
press is removed, the old foundation is excavated, and a new foundation poured and cured.
Fortunately, technology has given us a new alternative.
Pressure grouting is defined as "an injection
under pressure of fluid material into fractures and
cavities in rock, soils or artificial structures."
Foundation problems such as vibration, leakage, water
cut-off, deficient bearing and others that may be
encountered in new construction or existing structures
can often be solved by pressure grouting using cement
or chemical grout. Many structures and floors have
been raised back to original elevation by a controlled
grouting program.
Pressure grouting offers many useful methods.
One common solution involves drilling a small hole (or
holes) for access to the area beneath the foundation
(Figures E-4 and E-5). Special grouts are then
pumped through the holes under high pressure.
Pressures are high enough to even lift the press and
foundation to their original position if necessary. The
chemical grouts are typically quick-setting, with a
variety of desirable properties available to suit
particular needs. The entire operation may be
conducted in a matter of hours, with minimal
interruption and reasonable cost.

Figure E-4: Illustration of Pressure Grouting

Specialized firms offering this
service are available throughout the world.
An Internet search on Pressure Grouting
yields thousands of references, for example:
www.technicalfoundations.com.

Figure E-5: Diagram of Pressure Grouting
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Electronic document storage, retrieval, and transmission. One of the most
annoying problems maintenance technicians face is the lack of good information about the
equipment they maintain. In most older plants, copies of data sheets, drawings, and instructions
have been lost through the years. We recommend taking the time to reconstruct lost data files, and
to create a special fireproof archive storage room or cabinet to keep them safe. When new
equipment is purchased it is critical to obtain good documents, in a suitable electronic format, and to
properly archive it. Fortunately, today’s information technology offers the tools to make the
“information gap” a thing of the past. Some of the specific tools and procedures recommended are:
•

Use a standardized form to specify the data required when new equipment is purchased.
See the sample in Figure E-2. Note that documents are requested in electronic format as
well as hard copies – word processor or CAD versions.

•

Create a secure archive, either in a fireproof room or stored off-site, for storing the original
copies of all documents. These are accessed only to replace working copies when needed
--- never to be taken onto the plant floor.

•

Copy all important existing documents to an electronic filing format, for example as *.pdf
files (portable document format). A good scanner with document feeder, which will likely
come packaged with filing software, is the first step. The files are then archived on CD’s or
other back-up devices.

•

Once data files are converted to electronic format, in-plant access by intranet (wireless?)
becomes practical for the technician at the press. Documents may also be transmitted to
vendors or engineers for trouble-shooting or technical support.

An investment in equipment data files may seem uninteresting and low priority compared to
other daily problems. However, good information is absolutely essential to efficient maintenance,
and once the information has been lost, it will be very expensive or even impossible to completely
replace it.

Digital photos and videos. Today almost everyone carries a smart phone with a camera
capable of still and video photography, and the possible uses are many:
•

Die makers and die users exchange information about dies and their performance with
digital photos sent by email or other methods.

•

Records of breakdowns and inspections can be backed up with images that are easily
stored on computer media and retrieved as needed. “A picture is worth a thousand words.”

•

Communication with equipment suppliers, consultants, and others, about breakdowns or
replacement parts, is infinitely more effective if accompanied by digital photos.

•

Analysis of dynamic problems such as the movements of the press, can be made more
quickly and accurately by means of video (preferably digital) that can be viewed in slow
motion or stop-action, and also viewed repeatedly. The press cycle can be recorded once
and then viewed “off line” while the press returns to normal production.

•

Most phones may be fitted with a small, inexpensive microscope that fits over the camera
lens. With this item it is possible to examine and photograph details such as metallurgical
failures -- is it fatigue or tensile failure?
A USB microscope attached to a personal computer or laptop costs a tiny fraction of the
cost for a lab-grade microscope, yet allows metallurgical details to be observed.
A USB "bore scope" uses fiber optics to allow viewing inside equipment or other formerly
inaccessible places.

•
•
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Infrared thermal imaging. Much of our plant equipment will tell us its condition if we will only
check its temperature. That job is made easier with Infrared Thermal Imaging systems, camera-like
devices that show an image of the equipment, color-coded according to its actual temperature.
Originally applied primarily to electrical switchgear, the technology has now been applied to a wide
spectrum of applications, such as hydraulic components --- anywhere in the plant that differential
temperature may indicate trouble or malfunction.
One useful application is to inspect the thermal insulation of billet heaters, die heaters, and
age ovens. Infra-red imaging will identify whether insulation has failed or settled, and whether door
seals are working properly.
Typically, the first inspection in an older plant will find, at a minimum, several instances of
over heated electrical devices and poorly conductive connections. Often, these are in need of
immediate correction for safety reasons (Figures E-8 and E-9).
Infrared imaging are now available as attachments to smart phones. Large plants should
consider purchasing a thermal imaging device. Smaller plants may obtain the service from a
contractor, until such time that they feel that it is justified to purchase their own equipment instead.

Figure E-8: Infrared image of an overheated
bearing

Figure E-9: Infrared image of an overheated
fuse block

For other examples see Chapter 6 – Electrical & Controls.
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Hydraulic oil analysis. Valuable information may be obtained from an Oil Analysis service. Most
contaminants in hydraulic oil are invisible to the human eye. Damage-causing particles range from
5 to 40 micrometers in size, but the limit of human visibility is only 40 micrometers. Also, acids,
water, and other by-products of oxidation cannot be easily detected by human senses. Therefore,
oil sampling and analysis by other means is necessary.
On-site tests are possible by means of a Patch Test Kit, which gives immediate information.
However, the range of detail provided is very limited, and the Patch Test Kit should only be used for
a quick look at short term problems.
Complete laboratory analysis is the preferred method of oil testing. Numerous test labs,
especially suppliers of oil and hydraulic equipment, offer these services. Oil samples are gathered,
labeled, and sent in, at a frequency ranging from monthly to semi-annually. The test report should
be returned within 24 to 48 hours after receipt, and will indicate such information as:
•

Spectrochemical analysis of wear metals and additives.

•

Particle count over various size ranges, also expressed as an ISO cleanliness code.

•

Viscosity at 100oF.

•

Water content expressed as a percent of volume.

•

Analysis recommendations.

This data will indicate any corrective action or modifications that should be made to the
hydraulic system. A typical report is shown in Figure E-10.
For more details on hydraulic oil sampling see Chapter 5 – Hydraulics, pages 5-59 to 5-62.
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Figure E-10: Oil analysis report
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Lasers for leveling and alignment. New laser based devices and systems are now
available for a variety of extrusion plant maintenance applications, primarily for leveling and
alignment.
It is recommended that the extrusion run-out bed, puller tracks, and cooling system be
checked for proper level and alignment each year. The
press frame should also be checked for level, to ensure that
settling of the foundation has not occurred. The purpose of
these checks if to maintain smooth mechanical function and
provide for smooth, drag-free transfer of profiles throughout
the plant. Today, the preferred tool for these tasks is the
laser surveyor’s level (Figure E-11), which can be quickly
and easily set up and operated with a minimum of skilled
manpower.
A new technique for aligning press components
was presented by Joseph Mulder at ET 2000 Conference1
and substantially updated at ET162. According to Mulder:
“Previously published methods of extrusion press alignment
made use of traditional mechanics’ tools
such as precision levels, piano wire,
micrometers, and various jigs and fixtures.
Alignments were not made with the press
under load, nor at operating temperature.
“More modern methods of measurement are desirable in
order to improve accuracy and to take
readings under actual operating conditions.
Figure E-11: Rotary laser level
Advances with surveying instruments began
by using triangulation (intersection) with
digital theodolites systems.
“In this paper, the latest methods using 3D Laser Tracking technology are presented. Additional
benefits of this system have been identified, including: improved profile tolerances;
significant production improvements; dummy block wear significantly reduced and
total failures eliminated; longer container liner service life; noticeably less wear to
ram and container guide-way bronze wear strips; and stem replacements minimized.
Some observations are made regarding press establishment, press benchmarking,
and the combined tolerances and error propagation effects for press frame
alignment.”
Mulder’s paper goes on to describe the complete, 3-dimensional realignment of an aluminum
extrusion press with laser surveying instruments. A similar alignment procedure is shown in Figure
E-12.

1

Mulder, Joseph E. V., and Smith, Gavin J., “Extrusion Press Alignment with Modern
Technology,” Proceedings of 7th International Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar,
(2000).
2 Mulder, Joseph E.V., “Laser Tracker Measurement Technology for the Alignment, Correction,
Condition Monitoring, and Refurbishment of Extrusion Presses,” Proceedings of 11th
International Aluminum Extrusion Technology Seminar, (2016), p.555-565.
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Figure E-12: Laser alignment of an extrusion press (photo from Advanced Dimensional
Solutions Pty Ltd, www.a-solution.com.au)
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Ultrasound and Magnetic Particle testing. For many extruders, these types of tests are
well known. They permit non-destructive testing of major press components, such as tie rods and
main cylinders, for cracks that indicate the beginning of fatigue failure. By finding cracks early, and
tracking their progression over a period of months or years, it is usually possible to minimize the risk
of lost production by obtaining a replacement component well in advance of failure. The new part
may then be installed at the most convenient time, and in a planned, organized way, to minimize
cost and downtime.
Fatigue failure is a common problem for extrusion presses, due to the many millions of
cycles of operation over a few years of life. For presses in which no cracks have yet been detected,
an annual test with either Ultrasound or MPI is recommended. After cracks have been detected,
follow-up inspections are recommended at a frequency that depends on the size and rate of
progression of the crack or cracks.
Inspection services are usually obtained from specialized contractors, although a few large
extruders employ their own specialist to test presses on a regular schedule.
Ultrasonic inspection uses sound waves of short wavelength and high frequency to detect
flaws (Figure E-13). Pulsed beams of high frequency ultrasound are used via a hand-held
transducer which is placed on the specimen. Any sound from that pulse that returns to the
transducer (like an echo) is shown on a screen which gives the amplitude of the pulse and the time
taken to return to the transducer. Defects anywhere through the specimen’s thickness reflect the
sound back to the transducer. Flaw size, distance and reflectivity can be interpreted.

Magnetic Particle Testing (MPT) is accomplished by inducing a magnetic field in a
ferromagnetic material and then dusting the surface with iron particles (either dry or
suspended in liquid). Surface and near-surface imperfections distort the magnetic field and
concentrate iron particles near imperfections, previewing a visual indication of the flaw.
(Figure E-14).
Because of its complexity, considerable technician training and skill are required to use
either of these testing methods.
Additional illustrations and discussions of Ultrasound and Magnetic Particle Testing may be
found in Chapter 4 – Major Components.

Figure E-14: Magnetic Particle testing

Figure E-13: Ultrasound testing
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Barcode tracking for tools and spare parts. Many plant computer systems only keep
track of new spare parts; they do not account, for example, for spare press containers and
dummy blocks, which are routinely repaired and returned to storage. It is left to the memory of
someone in the plant whether the spare container is ready for use when needed; and the same is
true for other major press parts. We have previously recommended that the computerized parts
tracking system include these parts as well. Now there is an excellent tool for keeping such records
with a minimum of cost and without relying on personal memory.
Barcode tracking systems (Figure E-15) have been greatly improved and may be easily
applied for a small investment. Coding software, printers, and scanners are commonly available for
ordinary PC’s. For larger parts, portable scanners may be used with smart phones or tablet PC’s.
The system is also useful for keeping a record of company owned tools such as drills, special
wrenches, hydraulic jacks, etc.
One consideration to keep in
mind when developing such a system:
the next generation of technology,
already under development, will
replace the barcodes with inexpensive
microchips that can be read from a
distance with electronic scanners.
This technology is already undergoing
testing for supermarket checkouts in
the US.
A similar tool is use of QR Codes,
which contain lots of information and
are easily created and scanned ad
with free software. For example:

Figure E-15: Barcode identification and tracking of tools

Conclusion
This brief review of a few modern technical tools is intended to serve as a check-up and a
stimulant to creativity, to help the reader to take advantage of every opportunity to reduce costs and
improve efficiency.

Note: Because technical developments for maintenance happen often, I recommend
subscribing to magazines and services that tell of new developments. One favorite
is http://www.maintenancetechnology.com/
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